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Introductory Manual

Need

Introductory Manual

Policy development and administrative decision making in the public

sector often require the collection and analysis of quantitative_da:ta:and,.

the evaluation of inalYtic results. Consequently, potential managers

and administrators require a solid foundation in statistical reasoning

and data analytic procedures if they are to become effective practitioners.

Most curricula in public management or administration have long recognized

this need and have included an elementary statistics course in their re-

quired sequence; However, the ad hoc nature of most policy or adminis-

trative analyses, the low quality of most data sources, and the need of

policy analysts to communicate results to non-technical audiences suggest

that the usual introduction to statistics may not be optimal. In addition,

since students of policy management rarely complete more than a two semester

introductory sequence in quantitative methods, the course must be compre-

hensive, covering advanced as well as introductory material; Unfortunately

an additional problem is that most introductory texts in statistics, and

therefore most introductory courses, are oriented towards the natural or

biological sciences, covering topics and developing examples of relevance

chiefly to these disciplines;

Quantitative Methods for Public Management (QMPH) represents a break

with the traditional approach. The course contains instructional material

covering a broad range of statistical and data analytic procedures chosen

on the basis of their probable utility to public managers and administrators;

The material emphasizes graphics, robust procedures, model development,

and the evaluation and critique of analyses; Besides a specially selected

set of topics, the course contains data derived from "real world" policy
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relevant situations. All examples, exercises and exam problems derive

from actual empirical situations of relevance to public policy managers

and administrators. By providing relevant contexts for the development

and exercise of abstract methods; the course assures a deeper and more

lasting educational experience for the student and enhances the student's

likelihood of successfully mastering these methods; Quantitative evalua-

tions of the educational effectiveness of QMPM have shown that it possesses

definite advantages over traditional approaches (Leinhardt and Wasserman,

forthcoming; Leinhardt, Leinhardt and Wasserman 1977);

Ceneral_Ovemtew

The package consisti of three elements: (1) a set of detailed lecture

outlines and supplemental material for an instructor; (2) a set of reading

assignments, exercises, and exams for students; and (3) a computer system

for performing data analysis on numerical data files;

Instructors; assumed to be experienced at teaching statistics or

quantitative methods, use the lecture outlines as guides in the preparation

of each 90 minute lecture. The outlines are extensively detailed and

organized in a consistent manner. Learning goals and presentation acti-

vities are clearly defined and presentation aids such as overhead projector

transparency masters are keyed directly to the lecture outline. Since many

topics covered in QMP,M do not appear in traditional statistics textbooks,

suggested readings are specified to provide instructors with a guide to

background material.

Students are expect to have a minimum mathematical preparation of

college algebra. Units containing more advanced mathematical material

(such as calculus) are preceded by prerequisite inventories intended to
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detect weaknesses in Student preparation and to serve as a remedial resource.

Supplementary material for reading by students provides coverage of items

whose mastery is prerequisite to mastery of unit material. Reading assign-

ments, exercises, and examinations are keyed to the lecture Sequence and

are designed to provide Students with textual descriptions of methods,

relevant example! of empirical applications, and opportunities to exercise

newly learned Skills on problems whose substance is-intellectually inter...

eating and of a contemporary nature. Worked solutions to problem sets

are provided so that feedback to the student can be rapid and, therefore,

educationally effective.

The reading assignments for students refer to both textbooks in methods

and academic journals. Several texts are used since, at the time the course

was designed, no single text existed which covered all the topics represented

in QMPM. Those texts which are heaVily read should be purchased while otherS

can be consulted at the library. Journal articles Serve the purpose of ex-

posing students to Studies of the type they Will likely haVe to read and

digest in performing future professional activities. By and letgei the

selected artielet are reprinted in certain edited VolubieS and purchase

of these is suggested. Other material can be found in university and

college libraries.

A computer software system is available to provide Students with the

opportunity to perform numerous data analyses. One of the most limiting

features of traditional approaches to the teaching of.data analysis is

their reliance on student performance of the arithmetic necessary for the

completion of an exercise. While hand calculators have facilitated these

operationsi many of the procedures covered in QMPM require elaborate

arithmetical Operations WhiCh are arduous to perform even on advanced



hand calculators. Additionally, effective learning of data analytic

practices requires the student to be ready to try several approaches to

the same problem or to repeatedly reanalyze parts of a problem. Such

experience provides the student with illustrations of the sensitivity of

analytic results to the methods applied with practice at the application

of similar techniques in widely differing circumstances.

Although frequent performance of analytic activities contributes to

learning they can burden the student with an inordinate amount of repti-

tious and boring hand work. The computer routine (CMU-DAP), available. for

use with the OMPM package, obviates this activity by having the computer

perform the arithmetical operations. The system is designed so that

operations appear natural, i.e., no prior programming experience is necessary

The routines are "called" in a language that is easily understood and em-

ployed by novices. While the machine generates graphics and performs

computations, the student is free to concentrate on alternative analytic

strategies or the evaluation of analytic results. Note that while the

computing system enhances the learning experience it is not an essential

feature. In particular, instructional material does not depend on its

availability. Other commercially available systems such as SPSS, IBM

STATPAK, etc., contain routines for performing many of the procedures

covered in OMPM and may be substituted for CMU-DAP. Also, new and planned

texts (e.g., McNeil, 1977, and Hoaglin and Velleman, in preparation)

provide code for exploratory techniques.

Goals

QMPM is designed to facilitate the education of public managers and

administrators in contemporary data analysis to provide them with skills
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for understanding and criticizing analyses performed by others, and to

provide theM.With skills for presenting and interpreting technical material

to non-technical audiences.- The pedagogic structure, topic organization,

and instructional material are:designed with the objective of providing

students with a deep understanding of data analytic methods and assuring

that a high proportion of students will acquire mastery of data analytic

skills.

,MPM's curricular material is divided into four independent modules

which are further disaggregated into content units consisting of varying

u,1.0---ers of 90 minute lectures.

es-ted-Sequen cing

A year's length course can be organized by either following the

specified sequence of modules and units or modifying this sequence to

fit the purposes of the instructor; The designed sequende is based on

a hierarchical development of skills for handling increasingly more

complicated data sets; Thus, in Module single batches of data

precede multiple batches, and in Module II regression with one carrier

precedes regression with multiple carriers. Note, though, that QMPM's

topic organization is non-traditional. The most dramatic deviation

from usual sequencing occurs in the presentation of regression as a

model fitting procedure before the presentation of probability notions.

The assumption here is that probability and inference are not essential

to the process of constructing models. Rather, they speak to the issue

of selecting best fitting models or estimating parameter values in

sampling situations; The.logic behind this sequencing is discussed



Diagram of Module and Unit Dependence

.10 Mtn OD "IMP MI. WM MO MO 41/

in Leinhardt and Wasserman (1977). An alternative and mtre:traditiOnal

approach would place Module III; particularly units 5 and 7, Before

Module II. 8egkession could then be covered either directly after

Module III or after ModUld IV.' Unit 8 can occur anytime after Meduld III

but Unit 9 should not precede Module III. A diagram of Module and unit

dependence appears below.

_L

U
3

4 ...... ....... OMB ...... a... 4

Modules are circled and indicated_by_Roman_numerals;_Arabic_numerals
refer to units. Solid -lines indicate design dependence; dashed Tines
indicate alternatives to the sequence implitit.in the unit numbers.
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Each. module and each unit.is a complete instructional package and

can; therefore; be taught independently of other OPM components. How-

ever, each does possess a set of prerequisites which are Often covered

in preceding components. If mastery of these prereqUisites is assured*

prior components need not be taught.

Since the package is modularized, components can be used to create

short courses focusing on sieilf*e topics or as part of in-service

training programs that offer a'sel tion of topics. For example, a

short course on contemporary gyratory data analysis could be composed

of units 1, 2; 3, and 8.. kibdilt course on analysts of contingency

tables could be based on units 5, 6, 7, and 9. 4k*Ort course on modern

data analytic graphics could be developed using units 1 and 2. A short

course in regression could be based on units 3, 4, 5, and 6. A flow

ID
chart of these alternatives appears below. Other courses can be con-

ceived and interconnected with these suggested sequences.

Flow Chart of Alt;r4ae it Sequences
for Short or pe lized Courses

Exploratory data analysis

Short Qleti

No regression; contingency
tables

Traditional approach
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Package Development

The QMPM package was developed at the School of Urban and

Public Affairs (SUPA) of Carnegie-Mellon University (CMU). SUPA

offers both doctoral And masters degree programs which emphasize

public sector professional activities and research. The school is

heavily committed to research and to innovations in teaching. The

educational staff at SUPA is quantitatively oriented and recognizes

the essential importance of sophisticated quantitative training at

all graduate levels.

At SUPA the need to develop skills for performing quantitative

studies and for presenting results in an informative and effective

fashion has always been recognized. Until 1975, satisfying this

need vas viewed in the traditional manner of including a year's
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sequence in introductory statistics either through a course offered

in SUPA or through other statistics courses available at CMU.

In 1975 an attempt was made to break with the past. QMPM was

put together following the acquisition of information on data

analysis problems experienced by a broad range of practicing public

managers and administrators. From mailed questionnaires and

interviews with practitioners it became evident that both the approach

and content of traditional courses were suboptimal as far as the

needs of public sector professionals were concerned. As a consequence,

a course Was developed that emphasized graphics, exploratory proce-

dures and robust analyses; In addition; topics such as:survey

design, sampling methods and analysis of cross-classified data

were added While other; less relevant material, was excised;

In the 1975-1976 academic year an experimental version of

QMPM was offered to approximately 20 first year masters students

at SUPA. Emphasiagag application and based in a relevant empirical

context, the course proved to be an outstanding success. When

the ETDS/HUD curriculum development project was announced, QMPM

seemed to be a natural base for a proposal and it was ultimately

funded.

The course development activity took place between May 1976

and August 1977. Simultaneously, during the academic year, an

experimental version of the course based on the curricular material

developed under the NTDS/HUD subcontract was taught. In addition,

a short version of QMPM was taught as part of an in-service

'training program for personnel in community mental health programs.

Feedback in the form of student opinions and outside evaluative



observation of student progress were used to rwise the instruc..

tional material; The final product has been tested under a variety

Of Situations and promises to provide a significant'itOrovement

in the educational experience of public administrators and managers

in the area of data analysis and statistical methods. Leinhardt;

Leinhardt, and Wasserman (1977) reports results of a quantitative

evaluation of the experimental 1976-1977 implementation;
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Irs tru4 Is Manual

Introduction

14
Quantitative MethOdab

Manual

Public Management contains instructional

materials to cover four major, in data analysis: (I) Exploration

Of batches of data; (II) Modeling continuous data using regression;

(III) Probability, sampling..spd inference; and (lV) Modeling cross-

classified data Each module consists of lecture outlines, reading

assignments, examinations and exercises with solved problems, masters

for visuals, prerequisit entories, and material for distribution

to students. The lecture outline0, are to be used as presentation

guides for instructors. AllAther material is for student use. C

puter routines are also aVaIlitle for student use in performing

analyses of empirical data;

The qmpm modules are not self-contained instructional components.

Their use depends upon the availability of various commercially dis-

tributed texts; readers, and similar resources. These resources are

detailed below and in the modules themselves.

All modules are similarly organized. The instructional strategy

used follows established educational theory. Prerequisite inventories

are employed to determine whether students possess knowledge of var-

ious concepts and methods upon Which_mastery of a unit's substance

depends. Handout material and references provide students with de=

tailed and sufficient information on these prerequisites. Broad

based understanding of technical areas is avoided at this stage, with

focus instead on specific tools or ideas that are used in the units.

The units themselves contain introductory material in the form of

advanced organizers which sensitize the, student to topics and ideas



that will be covered in the unit. New material is then presented in an
S

instructional mode with general principles folldOed by examples of appli-

cations or development; Visuals; in the form of overhead projector

transparencies; are used extensively; Students should have copies of

these slides in hand while the lecture proceeds. All examples are based

on empirical data descriptive of or relevant to public policy or admin-

istration; Students demonstrate learned SkillS in three situations:

homework, papers and quizzes; Homework is designed to pre§eht students

with problems to be solved in unpressured time periods. Solution of

Specific, well-defined problems are at issue here. Papers provide longer

study periods and require demonstration of comprehension and interpre-

tation of an unstructured problem. Exams require students to operate

under pressure to solve relatively straightforward problems. Text

references and readings on empirical studies in which quantitative

analytic methods are applied to empirical policy issues provide Students

with diverse examples of applications. Computer operations permit

students to participate personally in numerous analyses; It is recom-

mended that students write one 10 to 12 page paper at the conclusion of

each module, the topic should be selected by the Student in conSultation

with the instructor. The paper should contain a quantitative analysis of

of a public policy issue and an extensive verbal discussion of the study.

Objectivec

The goal of QMPM is to help students of public management and admin-

istration master a diverse set of data analytic tools. Closely associated

with this goal is that of providing students with a critical sense of

what is a good and useful analysis and with skills to present relatively
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complicated analys to non- technical audiences in such a manner that

results and implications are effectively communicated. Paper assignments,

as discussed above, are essential to achieving this goal.

Instructor's Role

Quantitative Methods for Public Management (QMPM) is first and

foremost a course in data analysis and statistics. QMPM has been

designed under the assumption that students will not continue a course

of study in statistics beyond their experience with QMPM. (Although

QMPM does provide all essential material for continuation); Thus,

the material covered, the presentation process, empirical context and

instructional activities have been designed to achieve both a broad

introduction to quantitative methods and a deep, lasting learning of

analytic skills.

The role-Of7the instructor in accomplishing these objectives is

critical. Because courses in quantitative methods are traditionally

thought of by students as "hard" courses and even irrelevant to their

main concerns, instructors of required quantitative methods. courses

face a particularly difficult task. When the material covered is as

novel as that in QMPM the behavior of the instructor becomes even

more central to success;

The instructor must possess self-assurance and be able to demon-

strate competence_ with the methods taught. Instructor familiarity

with the substance and procedures of QMPM is, thus, essential. Prior

to teaching QMPM the instructor should proceed through all of the

Lnstructional material so that the essential features and idiosyn-

:racies of the course are known. To a great extent, QMPM is an



attitude--an attitude towards data, their manipulation and analysis. For

successful transference of this attitude to students, instructors must

be able to demonstrate it in their own behavior, in their willingness

to pursue unorthodox analysis and to explore data in attempts to make

the data "talk." This attitude is not easily transmitted to students,

especially students who may possess only weak mathematical skills or

Who have been taught that data are sacrosanct. Nonetheless, acquisition

of this attitude towards analysis and towards quantitative data may

be considered to be the primary behavioral objective of qmPm.

The instructor is expected to perform much in the manner of an

instructor in any traditional course. A lecture situation is assumed

in Which the instructor presents material on a scheduled basis before

a group of students. The lecture outlines should be used by the in-

structor as a guide in the preparation of a lecture. The instructor

should promote questioning by students; pursue general problems of

understanding in depth but leave 11r private consultation an.individual

student's problem when a brief respcmse is unsatisfactory.

The instructor should constrict iany eT.mples of the applica-\

tion of QMPM procedures. These samples ne43 not be elaborate but

should demonstrate how understanOng of a polity or administrative

issue is improved by use of data' analytic tools. The instructor should

aim to develop examples based on local situations or topics of current

national or international interest. Artificial examples, unless the point

they make cannot be covered in any other way; should be avoided.

The instructor should be available and responsive to student

inquiries outside of formally scheduled class periods. Students are

required to engage in numerous exercises and should be encouraged to
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try alternatiVe approadhes to a given problem rather than seek the one

"correct" answer. Since this will inevitably lead some students

into situations Whith they do not have the knowledge to understand,

they should know thrt help is available. ReMeMber, good positive

attitudes towards the performance of analysis are essential. Lack of

support from instructors sets up a poor role model and turns students

off. Since courses in quantitative methods have historically suffered

from a poor image, instructors should act to compensate for student

insecurity.

Besides being available and supportive, instructors should provide

students with rapid feedback on exercises, paper agaignSlents, and exam

performance. Because of the diversity of topics covered in QMPM students

may be unable to use feedback information regarding a particular behavior

or skill if it comes long after demonstration. In addition, feedback

is most effectiVe in learning if it follows rapidly on behavioral

action; When it does, students can adjust their understanding or

modify a behavior while the activity is fresh in their minds and,

possibly, demonstrate the correct behavior and have it confirmed in

another circumstance.

Instructor's qualifications

The instructor is assumed to have experience teaching quantitative

methods or statistics at the graduate level. Experience at performing

empirical studies contributes to the instructor's ability to relate

abstract notions or methods to real life situations. It is. not essential

for the instructor to be a statistician or mathematician; Nor is it

essential for the instructor to have extensive prior experience



with all the topics covered in QMPM. An instructor with knowledge of

classical statistics is advised to read carefully all text and reference

material cited in the package and, in particular, to read Tukey, J.W.,

Exploratory Data Analysis, Addison-Wesley, 1977, Hosteller, F.M. and

J.W. TUkey, -Data-Aaalytis-aad-Regression: A Second Course in Statistics,

Addison - Wesley; 1977; Bishop; Y;; S; Flenberg and P.W. Holland; Discrete

Multivariate Analysis; MIT Press; 1975; S. Fienberg; The Analysis of

Cross-Classified Categorical Data, MIT Press; in process; McNeil, D.R.,

Interactive Data Analysis, Wiley, 1977, and Erickson, B.H. and

T.A. Nosanchuk, -Understanding Data, McGraw-Hill, 1977.

Staff Support

QMPM can b,e taught by a single instructor; However; with a sizable

class (10 or larger) the need for rapid feedback and availability may

infringe upon an instructor's other responsibilities. In such situations

it is highly advisable to have teaching assistants available. These

individuals should have regular hours in which students can have access

to them and should take responsibility for grading homework exercises

and quizzes. Since QMPM is supplied with worked problems for exercises

and exams, performance of these activities by teaching assistants should

pose no difficulties.

If the computer routines supplied with QMPM axe employed, then a

staff member should take responsibility for interacting with students

regarding their usage. The system that is provided has been extensively

tested and debugged and, therefore, should need no software work beyond

that required for mounting on the local computer. However, students

unfamiliar with computer software packages may become unnecessarily

frustrated by their own lack of knowledge about the system. This can

NITIT nn-A
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be relieved by assigning either a teaching assistant or another staff

teMber the responsibility of becoming adept at using the system and

relying on that person to act as an inhouse systems consultant. Data

acquisition and mounting might be handled by the same person. It

is suggested that a large data library should be acquired and left

open to student exploration.

Technical Resources

BedaUse of the uniqueness of QMPM no single tektbook

satisfactory. Indeed, even combinations of texts fail to

is fully

provide

students with complete Material for studying some topics covered in

the course. For this reason it is advisable to provide students with

altethatiVe means for reviewing the contents of a leCture. Instructors

might wish to reproduce copies of lecture outlines so StUdent6 will

have a topic outline of covered material. Of particular utility here,

however, is the use of video taping equipment. if such resources are

ANiailable, then lectures should be taped and a tape library of the

course constructed which students can exploit at any time. Such

devices have been highly regarded by students when employed in experi-

mental implementations of QMPM. A technical requirement for such

equipment is the ability to reScilVe small characters when written

on a blackboard;

QMPM is designed to be taught by an instructor in a traditional

lecture forMat. A hall or room which possesses ample blackboard space

is required. The instructor should feel free to write examples on the

board, draw figures; and otherwise illustrate material as the need

arises. If video taping equipment is used, the room should have
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sufficient lighting to permit high contrast resolution of material

written on the blackboard. Sin-de the use of overhead transparencies

is assumed, the room should be provided with a projection screen and

a location for the projector: QMPM comes with dense paper masters of

transparencies. These should be reproduced onto plastic slides by

the instructor threugh use of appropriate equipment. The instructor

should distribute paper Copies of these transparencies to students

before a lecture and Should alto assure that reproductions of other

hand-out material are available on a timely basis. Since references

to contemporary texts and articles occur in both student and instructor

material; the availability of a library Is advantageous.

If the computer routines are to be used; then the routines theUld

be mounted on a computer before the course commences. While the system

has been adequately debugged, there are likely to be local machine

idiosyncracies that must be overcame for efficient operation; Same

software may have to be written at the implementation site as a con-

sequence. The computer system it designed as an interactive system.

A time-thared computer and hard-wired or acoustically coupled printing

terminals are suggested. CRT's are not recommended. While the system

can be operated in a batch processed mode, its educational utility is

maximized when it is operated interactively.

Use of Instructionalllatarialt

The primary curricular components contained in the modules are

lecture outlines; one for every 9O minute lecture in the course. These

are organized with a zeroth lecture containing advance organizers for

students followed by-lectures containing Subttantive presentations.
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Instructors are expected to use these components as topic

guides and are not expected to adhere to them absolutely; Both

the level of preparation of students and the nature of the imple-

mentation should condition the actual presentation'aMiateriaI;

Similarly, visuals in the form of overhead projection transparen-

cies, homework problems, examples, and test material are provided

as guides. While those delivered in the QMPM package can be used

as they stand, the instructor should make an effort to construct

comparable examples and problems which are relevant to the specific

time and place of the implementation. Inc addition it is the respon-

sibility of the instructor to see that copies of material to be

used by students and copies of transparencies be prepared and

distributed.

The expected usage is as-follows (recalling that each module

is organized in units): A prerequisite inventory containing

material whose comprehension is required for mastery of QMPM unit

topics is distributed. Homework problems on prerequisite material

(which can be taken home or done under in-class test conditions)

follow. Solutions to these problems are given to students after

they have attempted to solve the problems. Difficulties with

prerequisite inventory problems should be resolved by the student and

confirmed by the instructional staff prior to exposure to new material.

A lecture N-0 (where N indicates the unit) precedes every unit. This

lecture (which is discretionary) contains advanced organizers to focus

the student attention on topics that will be covered in the unit.

The more complex the material covered in the unit the more important
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are the adVanCed organizers. :The instructor uses the lecture.outline
.

in this and every case.as a guide, todifying and adjusting the presents-

tion as style and context dictate.

The material presumes A.leCturei i.e., an instructor standing before

an audience and making an oral presentation. Each lecture is SO minutes

in duration (which may be organized into one or two class sessions).

Presentation aids that are also assumed are a blackboard with space

Sufficient for copious drawings and writing equations, an overhead

projector and screen and duplication facilities for producing handOUtS

prior -to a lecture. Suggested presentation sequences for transparenciet

are keyed by number in the lecture outline (numbers in brackets on

righthand side) and summarized in a transparency guide.

Following presentation of the unit's introductory lecture a student

reading-assignment is distributed. The number of lectures for each unit

depends upon the unit's contents; Following the substantive lectUres

instructors should proVide a review lecture, although such lectures are

discretionary. Classes of adVanded or experienced students may not need

review while slower students Will find reviews Critical to complete mastery.

Homework-Ora-lets and quiz Material with worked solutions follow

each unit's lecture. The hobeWOrk SchedUle should assure rapid return

of graded and corrected problems. Students should require no more

than one week to hand in homework and should receive corrected home-

work in two to three days. Students failing to comply with homework

requirements or who consistently hand in erroneous problem sets should

be singled out for remedial help. A unit quiz should be conducted

34
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in a classroom under examination conditions. Students should be permitted

the use of hand-held calculators.

This entire procedure is repeated for each unit; A week of class

Should normally include three hours of instruction with one to two addi-

tional hours aVAilable for workshop and review (with instructional staff).

Workshops are also used for the presentation of special material (such

as "Some Principles of Graphics for Tables and Charts" in MOduld I).

The instructor is responsible for organizing and facilitating the

functioning of the course. The instructor is also expected to elaborate

on the policy relevant nature of examples, problem sets, and outside

readings. These elaborations should be made during normal lecture

presentations and through handouts Of worked prOblems derived from

local (i.e., the locale where the implementation occurs) situations.

Workshops should include extensive discussions of applications.

Students are expected to attend lectures, complete homework problems,

and take quizzes and the final examination; In addition, students

Should be required to produce two papers (10 to 20 pages in length)

within a semester's time in which QMPM techniques have been applied

to a policy or public Management problem of the student's own choosing.

These requirements allow the student to perform data analysis in three

types of situations: homework provides structured problems with lax

time constraints; quizzes provide structured problems with tight time

constraints; papers provfde,unstructured problems with extended time

constraints. In all cases grading should be based on the effective

solution of the problem and its interpretation by the student. Total

student preparation effort should range from two to four hours per

lecture.
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Use of the computer

QMPM is provided with a computer package containing a set

of analytic routines and a data library. These are meant to be

used by the student in exercising learned skills. Students

are expected to use the system in doing homework problems and

writing papers. While not essential to the successful implementa-

tion of QMPM, the computer system dOet provide Students with

opportunities for performing elaborate studies and for carrying

out numerous analyses where one study would otherwise be con-

sidered sufficient. Since empirical data are idiosyncratic the

effective analyst and critic of analyses should have extensive

"hands-on" experience with empirical studies. Such experience

often is a consequence of a long career. Students of QMPM,

however, by using the computing system, can develop such experience

while they participate in the course. Homework problems that

require computer assistance are indicated. Alternative softWare

which permits students to perform necessary computations on a

machine may be used in place of the routines in the QMPM package.

Audience

QMPM is designed as an entry level masters course of one

year duration. Students in such a class are expected to have

successfully completed college mathematics courses so:that they

are proficient in algebra. While some Oetrix algebra and cal-

culus are used; the prerequisite inventories and handouts supplied

with QMPM provide sufficient coverage of these tools. No knowledge

of statistics is assumed nor is any experience with computers

or programing required.

TUT 7575 _i_6
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Because of its uhitized-modular structure a variety of

courses other than a one year sequence may be generated from the

QMPM package. At the graduate school level these may take the

form of short courses on specific topics or one semester courses

containing selected modules. In-service training programs may

also be developed. In each case student prerequisites are the same

as for a one year course save that certain advanced units in the

package build upon material covered in other units.
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Introduction

Quantitative Mkthods for Public Management (MPM) is a course

of instruction in data analysis and statistics for students of

public management and administration. The course is designed to

teach you how to perform and criticise data analyses and how

to interpret and present analytic results for effective communi-

cation to non-technical audiences. The course was developed at

the School of Urban and Public Affairs of Carnegie-Mellon University

as part of a curriculum development project funded by the Federal

Department of Housing and Urban Development.

QMPM is structured into four modules which cover a diverse

set of quantitative analytic methods. Because of its modular

structure your instructor has the option 6f presenting all of the

material, in which case a year long course of study is assumed; or

selecting components for shorter periods of instruction. The

topics covered have been selectedspecifically for their utility

in policy and administrative studies. Contemporary educational

theory has been used throughout to assure that you will have the

greatest chance of mastering the material and developing a deep under-

standing of principles. In addition, to improve relevance of the

course, all exammples, exercises and examinations are based.on

empirical data that derive from or are relevant to public policy

and administrative issues.



Audience

QMPH is designed as an entry level year long masters course.

However, its modular structure permits it to be used in shorter

course sequences and in in-service training programs. The student

is assumed to have successfully mastered a college mathematics course.

In some instances mathematical skills beyond this level are required.

In these cases a prerequisite inventory test will be administered

by your instructor and material will be provided to aid you in

acquiring mastery of the necessary concepts and tools.

Instructional Organization

WPM is designed as a lecture course. Your instructor will

prepare presentations based on the instructional material in the

package. Each unit of material will be preceded by a presentation

in which the instructor will describe the objectives of the unit,

the types of skills you will learn and the nature of the problems

these skills will enable you to solve. These advance organizers will

help focus your expectations about the unit and will enhance your

receptivity when new information is provided.

You should prepare for each lecture by reading the text and

article assignments before class. These refer to textbook discussions

and application examples. Endeavor to become as familiar as possible

With each new idea you encounter so that each lecture will be more

readily understood. You should expect to spend between two and 'four

hours preparing for each lecture.

Prior to each lecture you will receive a handout of repro-

ductions of any visuals your instructor will use in the presentation.
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This Will enable you to refer to visuals during the lecture which

are not at that moment being projected. The lecture is keyed to

these displays which provide examples and figures illuttrating

concepts and methods covered in the lecture.

During a lecture you should feel free to raise questions con-

cerning material being presented. It is important that you feel

that you understand the procedures taught and can apply them in

other contexts.

Following each lecture you should use your notes and copies of

the visuals to review the lecture's substance. If the lecture has

been video taped you should use this resource to review aspects of

the lecture that may seem more difficult than others.

Homework exercises Will be distributed each week. These should

be attempted as soon as the topics '.hey refer to have been covered

in class. It is absolutely critical that you do the homework.

Data analysit is a skill Which can only be mastered through use.

The homework gives you an opportunity to exercise and perfect your

newly learned skills by exploring the kind of data that you are

likely to encounter in your professional career. You should try to

become facile at organizing, analyzing, and.interpreting these data.

WPM is designed to maximize the benefit you Will derive from

learning quantitative methods, but there is no substitute for exten-

sive experience.

In doing your homework and in taking examinations you will find

a hand calculator to be invalUable. These devices are relatively

inexpensiVe and one should be purchased at the beginning of the course.

You will need a machine that has the four arithmetic functions,



logarithms and exponentiation: A memory is advantageous but not

necessary.

The QMPM package includes a computer system. If this system

is available in your course you should learn to use it early.

It will help your learning experience by removing the drudgery of

repetitious arithmetical operations from your exercises and permit

you to concentrate on analytic strategy and on replicating similar

analyses on different data sets. Thus, you will be able to amass

more experience with data analysis tkan if you had to rely on hand

calculations. Some exercises supplied with the course are meant

to be done on a computer. These will be so indicated.

QMPM is supplied with worked exercises and exam problems. Thus,

you can expect rapid feedback from your instructor if you complete

your assignments promptly. When feedback on new skills occurs

shortly after demonstration of the skill; the learning process is

more efficient and effective. This is particularly important in

the case of a technical course where new skills build on older

ones. There is a cumulative process involved which will be short

circuited if you fall behind significantly.

As you progress in QMPM you will discover that other courses

that you may be taking will become easier; QMPM covers basic notions

and methods in data analysis and statistics; The procedures you will

learn in QMPM are used throughout the social and policy sciences;

and thus articles Or textboOke you may read in other courses can be

expected to make use of them. Consequently, successul mastery of

QMPM will enhance the successfulness of your entire program of study.
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Module I

General Introduction to Quantitative Methods
for Public Management (QMPM)

Many of you are wondering why students of public management are

required to study quantitative methods. The reason is this: Public

management involves decision making, and making effective decisions

requires careful evaluation of information; Today, information of

relevance to public managers often comes in quantitative form; Its

evaluation requires an operational knowledge of analytic methods;

This course is designed to provide this knowledge by teaching you

data analytic skills that will enhance your ability to gather quan-

titative data, operate on them,. and use them to make better, more

effective decisions; The course's curriculum has been carefully

designed to provide you with a variety of tools which will cover most

of the data analytic problems you will encounter as practitioners. To

help make the course representative of reality it contains an exten-

sive library of real data, the same kind of data that operating pub-

lic managers use, so that your learning experiences will come as close

as possible to the realities of public management. You will be asked

to exercise your new skills on these data as you progress. To help

you acquire these skills there exists an elaborate support system com-

posed of pedagogic procedures, personnel and audio-visual equipment.

The system will be described in this introduction and in a class

presentation.

QIIPM is a new course. One might even say that it is a revolution-

ary course. It is revolutionary in that it breaks with traditional

approaches to teaching quantitative methods in both its pedagogy and

XVI.I.1
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its substance. Pedagogically, it emphasizes mastery learning concepts,

the organization of topics into inferred learning hierarchies with

clearly specified skill prerequisites. You will need to know the pre-

requisite material before you can proceed through a topic; These

prerequisites include all but the most basic skills that you will need

to succeed. There are no hidden assumptions; no special knowledge is

required to master a given topic other than what is clearly spelled out

in the prerequisite inventories that precede each of the four major

sections or modules composing the course. Facilities have been pro-

Vided and time will be set aside to help you master these prerequisites

Should they be unfamiliar to you

Mastery learning also means that you will not be graded on a curve

or normed. There is nothing in this course that is too-difficult for

Any of you to master. If you all master the material, you will all

pass high. If problems arise because of a lack of comprehension or

understanding, numerous resources exist to help you locate the specific

difficulty and obtain ultimate mastery of the skill. In general; you

should feel assured that every effort will be made to help you master

a skill before pushing ahead to new material.

The other new aspect of this course rests in the selection of

topics to be covered. QMPM is not a course in statistics; While-some

topics will be covered that are discussed in traditional statistics

courses, they are approached from a pragmatic rather than a theore-

tical point of view. The theory discussed will be just sufficient to

insure comprehension of particular skills and awareness of their

tations. The emphasis will be on doing analysis rather than studying

analysis.
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Although QMPM is not a statistics course in the traditional sense,

it is a course in the analysis of quantitative data. In addition to

some traditional methodS Of statistical analysis, a variety of new tools

and analytic methods which were pioneered in the late 1960's by John

W. Tukey, a statistician at Princeton University and Bell Laboratories,

will be covered. The new methods which Tukey and others have been

developing emphasiZe the exploratory nature of data analysis; the

"detective" work that precedes the traditional inferential stage of

confirmatory statistics. In exploratory data analysis (EDA), the

analyst first organizes the data to understand what kinds of questions

can be answered by them and what kinds of operations must precede the

application of confirmatory or inferential procedures.

Exploratory data analysis possesses several features that are

especially useful to public managers. First, it relies heavily on the

use of graphic displays as analytic tools. Traditionally, displays

have been used as final summaries presented only after an analysis was

completed. In QMPM, however, graphics are used as integral parts of

the analytic process, so that they may provide critical information

about the data and the process of the analysis. The graphics used in

QMPM are relatively simple and easily learned; Indeed, once the

graphical methods are introduced you will discover that they have a

kind of "face validity"--what they mean is obvious from the way they

appear. The face validity of EDA graphics will be a great advantage

to you in your professional career; The graphics that you will learn

to use can be presented to non-technical audiences and will probably

be understood with only minimal explanation; Consequently, rather

XVI.I.3
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complicated notions or analytic results can be communicated during

presentations to individuals who have a wide variety of backgrounds--a

situation you will undoubtedly encounter often in your professional

careers.

The second feature of EDA which will enhance its utility to you

is the use of resistant or robust procedures. These are procedures

which yield results whiCh are relatively unaffected by occasional

missing or incorrectly recorded data values or incompletely specified

models. Most traditional confirmatory statistical procedures are not

resistant in that they are easily influenced by a few widely divergent

data values, nor are they robust in that the misspecification of a

model can yield invalid results. But public managers often must rely

on data of less than highest quality, data collected for other purposes,

and models that neglect some variables. EDA procedures are particularly

helpful in such situations. The resistant and robust qualities of the

procedures covered in QMPM are so important that without them in many

situations an investigator would not be Able to conduct a thorough

study.

Many of the techniques you will learn in this course, both explor

atory and confirmatory, are among the newest in the field of data

analysis. Learning such up-to-date skills will put you on the "cutting

edge" of the field; The newness of these techniques, however, does

present some difficulties as far as communicating with others whose

training in quantitative methods occurred some years ago; You will

be learning procedures which have only recently been made available

to the general public. Most texts you will use were published as QMPM
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was developed. Not many technical data analysis or public management

practitioners are familiar with them. Thus, you should expect to find

yourself frequently explaining what you have done, even to individuals

whom you might normally believe were familiar with data analytic pro-
,

cedures.

Even though many of the techniques we will cover are relatively

straightforward, some are complex. Moreover, even simple procedures

performed on large data sets can be extremely time consuming when

done by hand. Consequently, a computer system (CMU-DAP for Carnegie-

Mellon University-Data Analysis Package) exists to facilitate doing

analysis. (This is an optional part of the QMPM package.) The system

permits data entry, manipulation, and analysis in a simplified format.

Doing data analysis on a time-shared computer will facilitate your

mastery of analytic skills by allowing you to try many different

approaches to the same problem. Thus, you will be able to gain wide

experience in applying your skills without fear that you will have to

invest an inordinate amount of time on arithmetic operations. By

having the "grundge" work of data analysis performed by computer you

should be free to concentrate on planning and interpreting your

analysis and on exploring alternative approaches. If it is available

in your course, you will be introduced to CMU-DAP during the second

week of QMPM in a special three hour sepsion, and will be expected to

use it for both homework and paper assignments.

The library of real data that has been prepared for your use

has already been mentioned. Typically, the data analyzed in traditional
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statistics courses are fabricated for the purpose of illustrating a

particular technique. More often than not, such data are very unreal-

isticnot the type which you would actually confront in the "real

world". COntecluently, students; when they leave scheol and engage in

data analysis in the field, often find that their training had not

prepared them for the vagaries of reality; In QMPM these situations

Are avoided. QMPM stresses the analysis of real data, data gathered

from practitioners, faculty; students; and published sources. This

collection has been organized into a computer based DataBank that can

be accessed with CMU-DAP. In addition to choosing data frot the

DataBank for analysis throughout the course, you will also be expected

to gather real data and analyze it

In summary, QMPM may very well be the most important course that

you take in graduate school. You are to participate in a reVolUtion

ary approach to quantitative methods- -you are co-conspirators in an

attempt to make data analysis relevant and useful to public manage-

ment.

54
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Introduction to Module I

Overview

Module I of the Quantitative Methods for Public Management pack-

age contains two units, numbers 1 and 2; Unit 1, Single_Batches of

Data introduces the student to the notion of a data batch, a fit,

and an effect. It focuses on the organization; condensation, and

analysis of simple situations, single batches. The general objective

is to familiarize students with data and elementary models and to pro-

vide students with a set of basic tools for summarizing, displaying,

and working with data. Single batches, essentially a single set of

observations on one variable, are considered in depth. The tools

introduced include classical procedures such as histograms, sorts,

means, and standard deviations. But the emphasis is on tools of

exploratory data analysis such as stem-and-leaf displays, order sta-

tistics and transformation procedures. The definition and features of

a well-behaved or Gaussian batch are also considered; and a special

section discusses the features of good graphics and charts.

In unit 2, Multiple Batches of Data-Unordered, the student is

introduced to the more complicated situation in which more than one

distinct set of observations exist. The tools introduced in unit 1

are used in unit 2 to facilitate comparison of effects among batches.

Since differences in spread among the batches can confound thedeter-

mination of differences in level, a procedure for finding a transfor-

mation that equalizes spread is introduced. This procedure prepares

students for variance stabilizing transformations, introduced in a

later unit in the context of multiple regression.
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Specific Objectives

Unit 1

Upon successful completion of Unit 1 a student will be able to

organize a batch of data using simple sorts, stem- and -leaf displays,

and histograms. The student will be able to describe the batch of

values using various computed summary numbers and to display the sum-

mary by constructing a schematic plot. In addition, the student will

be able to determine if a symmetrizing transformation would facilitate

contrasting the batch with a well behaved batch and will know how to deter

mine a good transformation for this purpose. The student will know how

to recognize a well behaved batch and use and evaluate classical summary

statistics in their description. The student will also have a critical

appreciation for effective graphic and tabular displays and be able

to construct uncluttered, informative charts containing quantitative

facts.

Unit 2

Upon successful completion of Unit 2 a student will be able to

recognize a set of non-ordered multiple batches and use parallel

stem-and-leaf displays and parallel schematic plots to compare the

batches to one another. To improve the effectiveness of comparison

when spreads in the individual batches vary greatly, the student will

know how to use median by midspread plots to find a spread stabilizing

transformation. The student would then proceed to perform an analysis

on the transformed data.
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Prerequisite Inventory
Units 1 and 2

Units 1 and 2 of Module I focus on the analysis of single and

multiple batches of data. Prior to the presentation of the material

in these two units, we shall discuss several elementary concepts.

The mastery of these concepts is an essential prerequisite to mastery

of the skills taught in Units 1 and 2. Before proceeding to Unit 1,

you should assure yourself that you are familiar with these basic

concepts.

The inventory is divided into the following five sections:

1. Numbers--Properties and Representation

2. Data Vectors -- Observations; Subscripts, Indexing, Summations

3. Data Sets--Variables and Various Transformations

4. Percentages

5. Plots ard_Craph Paper

Additional references to these topics appear at the end of this

inventory. Specific topics in these five areas will be reviewed in

class only if the average performance of the class indicates that

such discussion is necessary. If areas that you are weak in are not

covered in class, you should consult a member of the course's teaching

Staff to determine how best to achieve mastery.

Section 1. Numbers--Properties and Representation

Throughout this course numbers are used. Consequently, the more

important properties of the number system need to be reviewed. These

properties are discussed in chapter 1 of Rosenbach, et.al. (see the end

of this inventory for full reference).

XVI.I.9
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It is assumed that all numbers 7orked with in this course belong

to the set; or collection, R of real numbers. Real numbers are those

which can be represented by terminating or nonterminating decimals.

Included in R are those numbers without decimal places, the integers.

An integer may be positive, I,2,3,..., negative, or

zero, 0.

When writing down single numbers, you should take the time to

record all the digits (including all the decimal places) in the number

to convey as much information as the number allows. The digits of

accuracy required in writing a number are called the significant

digits or significant figures of the number. In general, the num-

ber of significant digits of a number equals the number of digits of

accuracy that the measuring instrument allows. If inches are recorded

with a ruler marked with tenths of inches, then the first decimal place

of the recorded numbers will always be a significant digit. For ex-

ample, 10.0 inches has 3, and not 1, significant digits. The population

of New England in 1790 is another example. In this year it was

1,009,408 persons. This number has 7 significant figures. If one

chooses not record all the digits of a number, the quantity of

significant figures is reduced. If the 1790 population of New England

has been approximated by 1,009,000, a number with only 4 significant

digits, 3 significant digits would have been lost. It is important to

note how "fine" the scale of the measuring instrument is, since this

knowledge is essential in determining the total number of significant

digits of the recorded numbers.

58
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Occasionally, numbers are expressed in a manner which draws

attention to the significant figures of the number. This can be done

by writing the number as a product of an integer power of 10, and a

number between 1 and 10, that is, a number with one digit to the

left of the decimal point. This method of recording numbers is called

Scientific notation. As am example, the 1970 population of the United

StateS, 203,211,926 persons, can be written as 2.03211926 x 100,000,000

(a hundred million) or 2.03211926 x 108 (9 significant digits). We

may wish to approximate this number emphasizing only the number of

millions as 203,000,000 or 2.03 x 108 (3 significant digics). Table

1 shows various powers of 10, both positive and negative, that you

should be acquainted with.

[Table 1 here.)

Once a number is recorded in scientific notation, the number of

significant figures of the number equals one more than the number of

decimal places, and the correct power, or exponent, of 10 determines

the magnitude of the number. Hence, the 1970 population of the United

States has a magnitude of 8.

Occasionally one may wish to record a number with fewer than its

usable number of significant figures. This technique is called

rounding. It saves time and increases comprehension when more than a

few numbers are to be examined. The 1790 New England population may be

rounded to 1,009,000 persons (4 significant figures) or even 1,000,000

persons (only 1 significant figure). Digits are always rounded to the
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PoWir

=6

=5

=4

=3

=2

-1

12

TABLE 1

Pot4er6 of 10

Number

10-6 = one millionth

10-5 = one hundred thousandth

10-4 = one ten thousandth

10-3 = one thousandth

10-2 = One hundredth

10 -1 = one tenth

= one

101 = ten

0 = one hundred

10
3 = one thousand

10
4

= ten thousand

10
5

= one hundred thousand

10
6

= one million

10
9

= one billion

1
10

2
= one trillion
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nearest number, with 0,1,2,3, and 4 rounded down, and 5,6,7,8, and 9

rounded up (Note the 5-5 split of the digits.) Thus:

19.1 4. 19

17.7 4 18

16.5 4- 17.

Tukey, in his text Exploratory Data Analysis, suggests rounding num=

bers whose last digit is 5 to the nearest even number. Thus,

16.5 .4 16

17.5 4. 18

We recommend the former convention.

Occasionally it is convenient to reduce the number of significant

figures by just dropping off the unnecessary digits. This is called

cutting and is quicker and easier than rounding. In QMPM cutting is

used in certain instances, although when accuracy is desired rounding

is generally preferred. When the decimal portion of a number is dropped

and only its integer component is recorded, the operation is called

truncating. Rounding, cutting and truncating are discussed in chapter

1, pages 3-5, of Tukey (1977).

Section 2. Data Vectors--Observations, Subscripts, Indexing; Summation

A batch of numbers is a set of similar numbers, obtained in some

consistent fashion. Simple examples of a batch are: 1) Average

family incomes for each of Pittsburgh's 186 census tracts; 2) Popu-

lation of New York State for each year between 1900 and: inclusive;

3) Distance traveled from home to school by each student in this class.
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The expression data vector is used as a synonym for batch. A specific

datum, or batch value, is an observation or an element of the data

vector. Hence, the batch of family incomes for Pittsburgh census

tracts has 186 total observations.

It is convenient to have a mathematical representation for a

batch of numbers and the observations in the batch. In QMPM a capital

letter, such as X, is used to denote an entire batch of numbers. Each

individual observation is identified by attaching a number; written

below and on the right of this letter. For example, the first obser-

vation in the batch X is denoted X
l'

the second observation is X
2'

etc.

ithThe ielementisdenoted Xi . small numbers attached to X that iden-

tify different individual observations are called subscripts. Thus, a

batch of 10 numbers, denoted X, can be written X
1'
X
2'

X
3'
X
4'

X
5'

X6,X
7'
X
8'

and X10. The subscripts are the integers running sequentially from 1

to 10. A more abbreviated representation of this batch is Xi,i =

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, or simply Xvi = 1,2,...,10. In this last form, i

is called the index, which in this example runs from 1 to 10. The

sequence of periods is an abbreviation of the phrase 'and so forth'.

The capital letter 'N' is used to stand for the total number of obser-

vations in the batch.

Another special notation is used to denote the sum of a batch of

n
numbers. The notation

it-
x
i

indicates that the sum Xk+X.
=k x+1 x+2

X +X
n

is to be formed; i=k indicates that the summation is to begin
n-1

with the kth element of the data vector, and n indicates that the

summation is to end with the nth element. The symbol E, the Greek
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capital letter sigma, by convention; denotes that a summation is to

be performed. The letter i is the index and the summation ranges over

the values k to n. Listed below are some rules for summations:

n
1) E ic = xk + x + x + x

i=k n-I n
g 2 2 2 2

2)
ikk

x. = x
k
+ x +

i k+1
+ x + x

n-I n
n

3) 41. a= (n - k + 1)

n n
4)

iEk
a xi = a A xi

=

For example, Table 2 is a batch of numbers corresponding to United

States spacecraft launchings per year for the years 1957 to 1964.

[Table 2 here.]

Let X denote this batch. Thus, X1 corresponds to 1, X2 to 17,...,

and X-
8

to 81. Summing the numbers in X,

8
E =X+X+X+X X+X+X+ Xi1 i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

= 1 +17 +21 +31 +49 +71 +71+ 81 = 342

Thus, a total of 342 spacecrafts was launched by the U.S. between the

years 1957 and 1964, inclusive (i.e., including the two 'end' years,

n _
1957 and 1964). As an exercise, you should verify that

1
I
1

X
i

= 20736.
=

Chapter 14 of Rosenbach, et.aI. (1963) and Appendix A of Hays

(1973) discuss summations in greater detail, with some examples and

problems.
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TABLE 2

U.S. Spacecraft Launchings

Year Number_o_f_lzunchings

1957 1

1958 17

1959 21

1960 31

1961 49

1962 71

1963 71

1564 81

64
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Section 3. Data Sets--Variables and Various Transformations

A single batch, or a collection of related batches that are to be

analyzed together; is called a data set. Data analysis is concerned

with exploring and understanding data sets. The field of statistics

encompasses both data analysis and the study of variables--especially

random variables or variables with associated probabilities. A variable

is a quantity that may assume any one of a set of values. Population

of census tracts, number of homicides in a police precinct, and yearly

incomes for professors in a major university are examples of variables.

A more 'formal' definition of a batch of data is a set of realizations

a particular variable.

A variable may be classified into one of two types depending on

the values it may assume. A discrete variable may take one of a finite

or countably infinite set of values. The number of students in this

class .1th yearly incomes in excess of $15,000 is a variable which may

assume r <ny member of the finite set 10,1,2,...,0, where n is equal to

the total enrollment of this class. This variable is discrete. All

-...(unts of objects or events; are discrete. A continuous variable may

tElcs a value ;rr.lm a set of 'nfinite size. Length of a particular

furface; oily outdoor temperatures, and the percentage of female

;:s in D.S. are exams of continuous variables. While a

may be baun( i in its values, as in the case of

voi percentage of female students in the U.S.; which cannot

be ._sn e. el; percent or greater than one hundred percent, there

are an infiniz-e nuibber of values within these bounds. For practical

lurposeo, if a variable es on only integer values, it is discret;
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otherwise, it is continuous. Section 4:1 of Blalock (1972) discusses

discrete and continuous data.

Occasionally you will want to reexpress or transform a batch of

numbers in the process of performing an analysis. The most common

transformations involve raising numbers to various powers, a process

called exponentiation, or taking logarithms of numbers. Below are

some. general rules for exponentiation:

1. )( ) n

tn
2

Fyn)
=y
nm

Y'n

4. = N
/

y

_ -

5 y0 = 1

6. y = y

7. y2 = Y.Y

14cr.

A logarithm is an important but easily misunderstood concept. It

is closely related to exponentiation. Any number may be represented

in scientific notion as p10
k
, where p is a number between 1 and 10, and

k is an integer power of 10. It is also possible to represent any posi-

tive number, N, as 10 , where y is any real number. When a number is

represented in this fashion, y is called the logarithm of base 10 of

the number N. Any positive number may be used in a base of a logarithm.

More formally, a logarithm of a base number b, of a number N, is

defined as that power to which b must be raised to obtain N. In mathe-

matics, given any N>0 and b>0, if by = then logbN=y. 'Log' is an
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abbreviation of logarithm (which, in Greek, means "reckoning number").

For example, 5=10
.69897

; hence, log
10
5.69897. Also, 25*10

1.39794
an

100mi102 ;hencelog1025=1.39794,atd log1000 =2. Some general rules for

logarithms are given below:

1) Logs "come" in various bases; however, all logs to different bases

differ only by a multiplicative constant. Specifically, if a and

b are any 2 bases, then logaN=log0 logab (logab is the multiplica-

tive constant for this particular conversion). Because of this

mathematical fact, any base is essentially as good as any other.

However, for various reasons of convenience some bases are pre-

ferred in certain contexts.

2) In QMPM logarithms to the base 10 are used exclusively. These are

written loglo, or merely log. This choice is prompted by the

decimal number system. Base 10 logs are called -common logs.

The second most useful base i irrational number approximated

by 2.71828... which is simply denoted by the letter 'e' in honor

of the mathematician Euler. IN number e plays an important role

in calculus, as well as in other areas of mathematics. It occurs

frequently in economics. Logs to the base e are written loge or

In (for Napierian or Natural logs.)

4) log(1)=0

5) log(0) is Undefined, that 1.8 log(0) = -

6) Log of a product is the sum of the logs;

log (PQR) = logP + logQ + log R

7) Log of a quotient is the difference of the logs:

log (P/Q) = log P = log Q.
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Log of a number to a power is found by multiplying the log of the

number by the power:

log (P
n

) nlog P

9) Log of a root of a number is found by dividing the log by the root:

log ( VT) = log P.

All of these rules for the use of logs derive from the basic

definition of a logarithm and the rules of exponentiation. Logs and

exponentiation are discussed in Chapter 3 of Paul and Haeussler (1973).

Section 4. Percentages

Familiarity with percentages is essential in a policy oriented

quantitative methods course. Many data sets contain variables that

are originally recorded as percentage , and often analyses are requested

in terms of percentage change. A percentage is a portion of a number

expressed in hundredths. The following mathematical statement is

common: A is B percent of the number C. Since percents are expressed

in hundredths, B percent is equivalent to B/100, and the above statement

may be written A = (B/100)(C).

There are three common situations encountered when using percentages:

1) A is unknown, B and C are known.

2) B is unknown, A and C are known

3) C is unknown, A and B are known.

Each of these situations is discussed in turn below.

The first problem is generally stated un percent of C equals what

number?" The answer is found by multiplying (B/100)xC. For example,

35 percent of 120 equal:. (35/100)x120 = .35x120 = 42.
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The second problem is stated "A is what percent of C?" The answer

is found by dividing A by C and multiplying the result by 100%; i.e.,

if B is the correct answer, B = (A/C)x100%. For example, to determine

what percent 36 is of 144, calculate B = (36/144)x100% = (.25)x100% = 25%.

The last problem occurs when the whole or base number C is unknown.

It is usually stated "A is B percent of what number?" The answer is

found by dividIng A by (B/100), C = A/(B/100). If A is 90 and B is 40%,

then C = 90/(40/100) = 90/.14 = 225, that is, 90 is 40% of 225.

Chapter 3 of Blalock (1972) is a good reference for percentages,

as is chapters 1-3 of Zeisel (1968).

Section 5. Plots and Graph Paper

In Unit 2 plots, or graphs, of pairs of observations are made. So

that graphs can be read easily some conventions have been established.

The horizontal axis is called the x-axis and the vertical axis is called

the y-axis. The x-axis is placed at the bottom of the page, and the

y-axis at the left side of the page. A point on the graph is represen-

ted as (x,y). Figure 1. illustrates these preliminary steps for a plot

nr, a rage of ordiary 1.:aph paper.

The graph parar in Figure 1 has linear scales in ooth the x and y

directions. Tnis is the type of graph paper that is used most in this

course. Some rules for improving the appearance of a plot are given

tPlow, in hrief:
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1) Make plots "tall and thin" (y-axis longer than x-axis) or 'Short and

*ride" (y-axis shorter than x- axis) -- whichever more effectively con-

vet's your message.

tall and thin

i

short and wide

1

2) Use graph paper with light rulings for the units, heavy rulings

every ten units, and intermediate rulings every five units in

between. The paper in Figure 1 has these intermediate lines,

which make a large difference in speed and accuracy (when plotting).

3) Be clever in assigning numerical values to the basic unit--units

Other than 1,2. or 5 times a poWer of 10 are too awkWard and

tedious.

4) In the finished version of the plot, do not clutter the plot by

having too many values marked on the axes.

There are also types of graph paper with non-linear scales. Such

paper can save a lot of time wh;_c plotting logarithms of the observa-

tions. One example is semi-log paper, as been in Figure 2, with a

logarithmic scale for the y-axis. Note that on the log scale the

physical distance from 10 to 100 equals the distance from 100 to 1000.

This distortion or shrinkage is because log(10) is one unit away from
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Iog(100), i.e. log(10)+1=16g(100), and log(100) is one unit away from

log(1000). Another example of graph paper with non-linear scales is

log-log paper which is illustrated in Figure 3. Here, both axes have

logarithmic scales. Both semi -log and log-log graph papers will be of

use when transforming batches by taking logarithms of the observations

because you can go directly from an observed value to its logarithm

by simply finding the value on the graph paper's logarithmic scale. This

operation makes it unnecessary to first calculate the logarithm using

tables, a calculator, or a computer.

Plots are very important in this course. You should reacquaint

yourself with the basics of plotting:

1) labelling the axes

2) locating points in the x-y plane using the abscissa, x-coordinate,

and the ordinate, y-coordinate, of each point.

Paul and Haeussler (1973) discusses graphing in Chapter 3, Section 3,

and, in general, can serve as a useful reference volume.
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1. log10 7.8 + 1

Homework
Prerequisite Inventory, Units 1 and 2

10

2. logio (9.1 + .9) =

3. log7

4. (5.6

.0 - 1 10

g10 100) (.2 log10 1000) =

Write the solutions to problems 5-8 in scientific notation.

3;524 102 + .6476 103 =

6. (1.2 10-4 ) (.6 ' 10-6) =

7. 47569;532

a. to five significant digits =

b. to three significant digits =

8. (34 2 log3 27 + 52.9 log8 log12 144 =

9. log8 56

log6 56

10; logs 49

11. 516 of 23 213 is

12. 12 is what percent of 300?

XV1.1.28
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13. Change the fraction 7/8 to a percent.

14. Change .1% to a decimal.

15. 38 is 20% of *that number?

16. If a man has $i500 in the bank and the annual interest rate is 5%,
how much will he have in the bank after one year?

17. Is the square root of 25 a rational or an irrational number?

18; Is 5475 an integer?

19. Is (-3) 3 a positive real number?

20. Can an irrational number ever be an integer?

21. Which of these is 7 7 7 7?

47 74 43 142

22. (50) 81)

23. (113) (115) =

24. 155 = 152

25. 1

3-3

26. (=3) = (=7)

27. (-3) (+3) + (+3)

rJ
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28. (-3)7 equals WhiCh one of the follaWing?

37 -3

29. Round the following values to integers.

a. 1093.91
b. 0.8

c. YL
d. 33.33
e. 0.2
f. -0.956
g. -.001

h. -1.77

3-7

30. The computer has generated calculations on your data that are
significant to only 3 digits. Cut the following values to 3
significant digits.

a. 1.0992 104
b. 7.7109 10-'
c. 8.0084 102

31. If you have negative Values in a data batch can you make a
logarithmic transformation on the raw data?

32. If you have fractional values in a data batch can you make a square
root transformation on the raw data?

33. If s > b and b > c, then which of the following statements is true?

a > c
a - b > c
ab > bc
abc > 0

34. Arrange the following fractions in increasing order: -2/5, -1/2, 1/5.

XVI.I.30



Questions 35-39 pertain to the following data vector:

xi I.

x24

1.64
1.72
1.68
1.77
1.56
1.95
1.78
1.91
1.97
1.82
1.85
1.77
1.75
1.93
1.78
1.71
1.63
1.76
1.55
1.66
1.49
1.64
1.70
1.68

This data vector, X, contains the
hundred companies conducted by 24
and Health Administration offices.
X2 . . . X24 denote the number of
each office.

Module I

number of inspections in.units of a
regional federal Occupational Safety
;et i denote the office and X1,

inspections in hundreds conducted by

3f. The actual number of inspections conducted by office X6 is

36. Office X4 is in Boston; office X3 is in Seattle. How many more
.inspections did Boston conduct that Seattle?

37. Offices

Offices

Offices

Offices

Xi, X2, . .

X7; X8,
X13) X14, .

XI9) X20,

. , X6 are in the northeast.

. , X12 are in the southeast.

. . , X18 are in the southwest.

. . , X24 are in the northwest.

What notation would you ultc to indicate the sum of all the
inspections in the southvist?
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38. What is the total number of inspections that took place in the
southeast?

39. Are these data values discrete or continuous?

19

40. E 3
i.10

24

41. E 4 Xi
i -5

42. Xi 1

4

Xi
1.2

5 11

For problems 43-46 state whether Lae variable descrihed is discrete or
continuous.

43. The proportion of blacks in each census tract in Pittsburgh.

44. The number of persons living in Pittsburgh that are black.

45. The number of traffic fatalities in the U.S. in 1975.

46. The percentage of vehicle defect caused traffic fatalities in the
U.S.

so

$41.1.32
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Questions 47-50 refer to the following graph.

120

115

110

105

100

C

A

10 20 30

D

40.

E

50

47. List the coordinates for points -1%.E.

48. Order points A-E by increasing values of the abscissa.

49. What is the horizontal distance between points A and E:

50. What is the vertical distance between points C and E?
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_ Homework Solutions
Prerequisite Inventory Units 1 and 2

1.. log10 31.2

1

23.

24. 153

3. 0 25; 27

4. 6.72 26. 4

5. 1.000 103 27. -3

6. 2.0 102 28. -37

7. a. 4.7569 104 29. a. 1094

b. 4.75 104 b.

8. 4.08 10
2

c.

9. 1 g8 6 d. 33

10. log7 49 or e. 0

11. 19 13/18 or 355/18 f. -1

12. 4% g. 0

13. 87.5% h. -2

14. .001 30. a. 1.09

15. 190 b. 7.71 10
-3

16. $1575 c. 8.00 10
2

17. rational 31. no

18. yes 32. yes

19. no 33. a > c

20. no 34. -1/2, -2/5, 1/5

21. 7
4

35. 195

22. 36. 7

82
XVI.I.34
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18
37: 13 i

38. 1110

39. discrete

40. 30

24
41. 4 E X

i=5

42. 83

43; Continuous

44. Discrete

45. Discrete

46; Continuous

47; A (25,105)
B (40,110)
C (20,120)
D (30,115)
E (50,120)

48; CADBE

49; 25 units

50. 0
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Units 1 and 2
Reading Assignments

Readings should be completed before the indicated lecture.

Lecture Reading

1=0 "Introduction to QMPM"
Tufte, Chapter 1
Tukey & Wilk

Workthop Prerequisite Inventory
Tukey, pp. 1-7

1-1 Tukey, pp. 7-26
McNeil, pp. 1-6
Wallis & Roberts, pp. 177-182

1-2

Workthop

1=3

Tukey, Chapter 2
McNeil, pp. 6-9; 16-17

"Some Principles for Graphics of Tables and Chars"
Huff, pp. 60-142

Tukey, Chapter 3
McNeil, pp; 9-16

1=4 Huff, pp. 7-36
Wallit & Roberts, pp. 182 -193
Tanur, pp. 229-236

2=1 Tukey, pp. 97-101
McNeil, pp. 27-31
Profiles in School Su port, pp. 15-69

2=2 Tukey, pp. 102-115
NcNeil, pp. 32-39
Fairley & Mosteller, pp. 87-109

Texts:

Fairley, William B. and Frederick MosteIIer, Statistics and Public
Polley, Reading, Mass,: Addison - Wesley Publishing Co., 1977.

Huff, Darrell, How to Lie with Statistics, New York: W.W. Norton

& Co., 1954.

McNeil, Donald R., Interactive Data Analysis, New York: John Wiley

& Sons, 1977.
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"Profiles_in School_Support," prepared for the National Center for
Education Statistics by Eugene P. McLoone, WaShingtoni D.C.: U.S.

Government Printing Office, 1974.

Tanur, Judith, et al. Statistics: A Guide to the Unknown, San
Francisco: Holden-Lay, Inc., 1972.

Tufte, Edward R., Data Artalysis for Politics and Policy, Englewood
N.J.: Prentice - Hall, 1974;

Tukey, John W., Exploratory Data Analysis, Reading, Mass.: Addison-
Wesley, 1977:

Tukey, John W. and M. B. Wilk, Data Analysis and Statistics: An
Expository Overview, AFIPS Conference Proceedings, volume 29,
1966, pp. 695-709.

Wallis, W. A. & H. V. Roberts, Statistics: A New Approach, Glencoe,
ILL.: Free Press, 1956.
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Lecture 1-0. Introduction to QMPM and Unit 1

General Introduction to QuantitativeMethodS for PUblid Management and
Specific Introduction to Unit 1, Analysis of Single Batches of Data

Lecture Content:

1. Discuss purpose and organization of course, and the nature
of data analysis

2. Intrcduction to the objec-Aves, problem, nid notation of
Unit 1

Main Topics:

1. Introduction to QMPM--Detailed structure

2. Introduction to LTLat
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Topic 1. Introduction to QMPM--Detailed structure

I. Nature of Data Analysis: Numerical detective work
What does a data analyst do?

1. Take apart data to find structure: 11,:iL-,! e Signal

(Fit) + Nois6 (Residual)

2. Familiarity with various forms of data sets and ways
of "handling" them

3. Analytical methods to take data apart

4 Exploration preceding confirmation--Detective work
(Investigative vs. Judicial evaluative process)

5. Iterative and Interactive process--uses data as guide to
procedure

IT. Structure of QMPM

1. Rationale: Analysis for decision making
Problems facing data analysts

a. Public managers need to make effective decisions

b. Must be able to process data, present results to
nonquantitative audiences

c. Relevant data usually quantitati, ne "messy" or
"dirty" (measurement error, NA ties

d. Analyses are usually unplanned, pu,L hoc, second hand

e. Implication- -need operational analytic skills that
can handle data problems and change data into
information

2. Objective: Provide these necessary skills
Students learn to:

a. Gather and prepare data

b. Analyze data to uncover structure and evaluate the
analysis

c. Present data and interpret analytic results for
improved communication
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3. Philosophy: Preparation for practice
QMPM's emphasis:

a. Quantitative -- numeric data, relating to quantities

or measures

b. Real data--empirical, based on real-life observation
or experiment

c; Policy relevant data--data used in making decisiont

d. Graphics--visual displays or pictures

e. Resistant and robust techniques--unaffected by
deviant values or erroneous assumptions

f; Data analytic--not just statistical; models for data

g; Computer orientation--exploits special user- oriented

computing system

III. Cv ialization and organization of course: Elaborate
stt,tre, requires cooperatior between students and in-

structional staff

1. InstructorsIdent:fy, offices, office tv_.rs

2. ModuIe/Unit design

3. Introductory lectures--precede substantive learning

units

4. Prerequisite inventories--establish base upon which new

skills are built

5. References and textsdescribe

6. Computer systemlocatiOn, Staffif used

7. Video tapes--location, Staff==--if used

8. DataBankdocumentation, Staff==if used

9 CaltuIatorspromote purchase

10. Homework--frequency, schedule

11. Workshops--1 per week, flexible role in course

12. Calendar 88
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Topic 2. Introduction to Unit 1, Analysis of Single Batches of Data

I. Introduction, to the objectives of Unit 1

1. Questions to be answered in Unit 1

a. What is a batch of numbers?
A set of similar values obtained in some consistent
fashion (from Prerequisite Inventory, Module I)

b. What analyses can be done on a single batch?
What can we say about a batch?

2. Skills to be mastered in Unit 1

a. Perceiving and recognizing a batch

b- Organizing a batch to facilitate presentation;
comprehension, and analysis

c. Condensing a batch to facilitate summarization

d. Transformations to prorote symmetry

e- Definition and recugniLion of weil-behaved batches

II. Introduction to the problems of Unit I

1 What is a batch? Look at an example.

a. Similar numbers--counts of persons in census tract
scale
Example: 1970 populations of the 186 census tracts

in Pittsburgh

(1

(2:

b. Consistent feature--data collected in 1970 census (3)

enumeration of city of Pittsburgh
(Note trailing zeros and tract sequence arrangement;
discuss notion of "census tract" and source of
census data)
Example: 1970 populations, in thousands of persons (4)

(comment on units)

That can we say about a batch? What are its features? (5)
How can we summarize it?

A. Minimum value--how small is the smallest value of
the batch?

89
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b. Maximum value- -how large is the largest value of the
batch?

c. Typical value--what is the "average" value of the
batch?

d. Variability--how spread out is the batch?

e. Uniformity- -how clustered is the batch?

f. Shape--how symmetric is the batch?

3. Exaule: .t'opulation data again (6)

Minimum value-334 persons, tract 185

b; Maximum value--7910 persons, tract 95

Cannot answer remaining questions

4 example: Number of blacks in each of the census
.f Pittsburgh in 1970

Minimum value-0 Blacks; tracts 105, 129, 146, 171,
176, 177, 185

b. Maximum value - -4611 Blacks, tract 74

Cannot answer remaining questions, but note large
numbe- of small values

5. Conclusion.

a; Need methods to organize data

b. Need tools to summarize impo-tant features

c. Methods should be easily performed

d. Summaries should be readily comprehended

III. Introduction to Notation of Unit 1
(See Prerequisite Inventory, Module i, for reference text)

1 Conventions

a Capital letter ("X") denotes entire single batch of
values

Individual values identified by single subscripts

(7.

d()

b.

(7)

(8)
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2. Example: Pittsburgh pol.ilation

a. Let X = Population of Pittsburgh census tracts in 1970

b. Let X, = Population of tract 1 = 972 persons

Let X
2
= Population of tract 2 = 4082 perso,G

Let X
185

= Population of tract 185 = 334 persons

(Note arbitrariness of assignment of tract numbers)

C. In general, there are n tracts (in this case, n = 185)

d. Thus X
n

= X
185

= 334 persons
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Lecture 1-0
Transparency PreSentation Guide

Lecture
Outline Transparency
Location Number* Transparency-Description-

Topic 2
Section I

1.a

2

Section II

1.b

1.b

2

Sec. on III

2

Definition of Batch of Data

Topics for Unit 1

1970 Populations of Pittsburgh
Census Tracts

4 1970 Populations, in Thousands
of Persons

5 Questions to be Answered for
Single Batches

7

1970 Populations, Maximum &
Minimum Indicated

1970 Black Populations of
Pittsburgh Census Tracts,
Maximum & Minimum Indicated

1-2 8 Conventions & Example of
Notation

Refers to numbe:s in parentheses oa righchand s.cje cf 2.ecuTe
outline.

BrackeLed tLs,,sparEncies are sgme page.
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L.4]
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Lecture . Organization for Analysis

Organization for Analysis: The Use of Numeric and Graphic Methods for (1)
Analytical Organization of Single BatcheS

Lecture Content:

1. Discuss methods for recording and presenting a batch of
data in an organized manner.

2. Show how such tools convey various batch characteristics.

Main Topics:

1. Methods for organizing a batch

2. Questions to ask of a batch

Tools Introduced:

1. Sorted batch

2. Histogram

3. Stem-and-Leaf Display
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Topic 1. Methods for Organizing a Batch

. Basic issue: Organization of data

1. Arbitrary--the manner in which data are usually gathered,
recorded or transmitted

a. At the data collector's discretion--i.e., a matter
of convenience

b. Contextually defined- -e.g., stations on transit line

t. May depend on data gathering procedure--eg., census

d. Obscures behavior of batch values

e. Makes summarization and analysis difficult

2. Analytical--the manner in which we desire to arrange data

a. Consistent

b. Context free

c. Reliable

d. Conveys behavior of batch values: shape, spread,

location, outliers

e. Simplifies continued analysis of the batch

II. Problem: Analyst often must use data which come arbitrarily
organized

1. Arbitrarily organized data are unwieldy

2; Such data do not permit ready description

3; Such data do not permit conclusions to be_drawn about
batch behavior -- cannot get a "feel" for the batch

III. Solution: Simple and understandable tools for analytical
organization

1. Simplest method--Sorted batch

2. Classical methddHistogram

3; Exploratory methodStem-and-Ieaf display

101
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IV. Methods

Only analytical_organization_of_data is discussed in_this
lecture: -The techniques covered can be applied_to all types
of-- batches of data; _They_ are visual displays that_are_easily
appreciated cognitively and help the data analyst by- addressing
the problem of what_to examine in a batch. Universal rules
for reliable and quick construction are presented.

1. Sorted batch: a simple organization, an array of values,
ordered from smallest to largest

Example shows a sorted batch: 1970 populations of
Pittsburgh census tracts

b. Features

i. Simple idea

ii. Retains information on individual values

iii. Operationally difficult to construct

c. Analytic qualities

i. Largest and smallest values identifiable

ii. Ability to locate order statistics (explain
"counting in")

d. Procedure: arrange data in increasing order

e. Sorted batch constructed by computer:

In the session introducing CMU-DAP system.

. Histrgram: A bar graph which visually presents some of
the information in a batch

a. Example: Histogram of 1970 populations of Pittsburgh
census tracts

b. Features

i. Reasonably interpretable

ii. Common technique

iii. Formal definition

1O2
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iv; Loses information on individual values

v. Operationally difficult to construct

c. Analytic qualities

I; Shape--separation, symmetry, irregularity, and
clustering of values

Spread--variation of values

d. Procedure:

(Draw histogram of 1970 populations_of Pittsburgh_
census tracts on blackboardi explaining each step.)

i. Draw vertical (y) and horizontal (x) axes on a
sheet of ordinary graph paper

ii. On horizontal axis, mark off smallest data value
and highest data value in batch, using the scale
of the axis;in this case, 0.3 and 7.9 thousand

iii. Divide this interval into the desired number of
"bins" of equal size for display. It may be
necessary to round the smallest value down and
the largest value up to obtain a convenient width
for each subinterval. For these data, use 8 bins
of width 1000.

iv. Record number of data values falling into each
bin. This information is needed to determine
height of each bar.

v. Mark off vertical axis to correspond to number
of data values per bin

vi. Draw in bars

vii. Can_also_have intervals of unequal size, and can
combine intervals to produce a "squeezed" version
or break up intervals to produce a "stretched"
version.

e. Histogram constructed by computer:

In session introducing the CMU-DAP system
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3. Stem-and-Leaf display: An easy and versatile method of (4)

organizing a batch into roughly numerical order.

a; _Example: Stem-and-Leaf of 1970 Pittsburgh census
tract populations in thousands of'persons

b. Features

i. "Face validity"

II.; Retains information on individual data values
(display and storage versions)

iii. Many versions--flexible

iv. No formal rules for "correct" version

v. Operationally easy to construct

c. Analytic qualities

i. Largest and smallest data values

ii. Location of order statistics

iii. Shape

iv. Spread

d. Procedure:

(Work through an example on the blackboard.)

i. Choose a convenient unit, or power of ten, for
the display

ii. Every data value in the batch is cut to a whole
multiple of the unit

iii. Separate each value for the display into a stem
and a leaf

iv. Find the largest and smallest stems

v. Write down these stems and all the intervening
stems in a vertical column

vi. Use asterisks (*) to indicate the number of digits
represented in a leaf _

104
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vii; Draw a Vertical line

viii. Place the leaves on the line corresponding to the

correct Stem

e. Another example:

Net migration for Pennsylvania counties in percent (5)

of population from 1970 to 1974

(Do Stem=and-leaf of batch on blackboard)

(Set aside the high outliers)

(Uni;: = 0.1%, single stems)

i. The outlying counties have been get aside--the

cau:4ds of their large increase in population

should be investigated. Countida are: Monroe,

Pike, Wayne, Wyoming

11 the display appears too "squeezed ", we can

increase the number of lines per -Stem from 1 to

7. Or 5

f. Another example:

Stem-and=leaf
each stem now

Use "*" and ".
and 5=9.

of the Pittsburgh populations where (6)

has 2 lines.

" to split the stem for leaves 0 -4

i. The first line, labelled *, holds leaves 0-4.

ii. The second line, labelled, ., holds leaves 5-9

g. Another example:

Stem-andleaf for the Pittsburgh populations where (7)

each stem now has 5 lines;

i. Line labelled

ii. Line labelled
"three")

iii. Line labelled
"five")

iv. Line labelled
"seven')

* holds leaves 0=1

t holds leaves 2=3 ("two" and

f holds leaves 4=5 ("four" and

s holds leaves 6 =7 ("Six" and

1195
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.cr Line labelltd . holds leaves 8 -9

vi. Ifia display appears too "stretched "; change the
unit by decreatirig it, and decrease the number
of stems per line

(Compare net migration Stem-and-leaf displays on
two different scales.)

(8,9)

Choose the "best" display by controlling the
maximum number of leaves per line

Rough rule: max ledVesiline 10 logioN

h. Stem-and-Leaf display constructed by computer:

In the session introducing the CMU-DAP computing
system.
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Topic 2. Questions to Ask of a Batch

I. Basic Issue: Once organized, what can we learn from a single
batch?

II. Try to answer the following questions which relate to the (10)

batch values:

1. Do the values cluster or are they uniformly spread?

2. Are there any deviant values; outliers?

3; Is the batch symmetrical or asymmetrical?

4; Are the values widely spread out?

5. Are there any separations in the display?

6; What are the order statistics of the batch?

7. Where-is the "center" of the batch?

III. Methods related to questions:

Stem-and-leaf displays permit us to answer all of these
questions. Histograms do not answer (2), (6) or (7) com-
pletely, since individual data values cannot be identified.
Sorted batch does not answer (3), (4) or (7) and (2) and
(5) are difficult to answer.

(Discuss appearance of each of the next 2 slides; answer (11-12)
questions)

(Suggest the use of answers to questions in II as attempts
to summarize batch. Summary is facilitated by analytically
organizing the batch.)

1u7
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Lecture 1-1
Transparency Presentation Guide

Lecture
Outline Transparency
Location Number. Transparency Description

Beginning 1 Title, Content, and Topics of
leCtute

TOpid 1
SectiOn III

1 2 Sorted Batch

2 3 Histogram

3 4 Stem-and--Leaf Display

SectiOn IV
1 2 SOrted Batch

2 3 Histogram

3 4 Stem-and-Leaf Display

3.e 5 Net migrations for Pennsylvania
Counties, 1970=74

3.f 6 Stem-and-Leaf Display of
Pittsburgh Populations

3.g 7 Stem-and-Leaf Display of
Pittsburgh PopulationF,

3.

3.g.vi

Topic 2
Section I

Section III

10

11

12

Stem-and-Leaf Display of Net
Migrations, Unit = 0.1%

Stem-and-Leaf Display of Net
Migrations, Unit = 1%

Questions for Single Batches

Stem-and-Leaf Display for
Average Education

Stem-and-Leaf_Display for
Percentage in Poverty

108
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Lecture 1-2. Condensation for Description

Condensation for_Description: The Use_of_NUmeric and Graphic Methods (1)
to Describe the Information COT:Lain-6d in Single Batches

Lecture Content:

1. Discuss methods for both condensing a batch and presenting
the condensed "summaries"

2. Show how such tools effectively describe the batch

Main Topics:

1. Condensing a batch to a small set of numbers

2. Adequacy of these summaries to describe a batch

Tools Introduced:

1. 5-number summary

2. Simple sChematic plot

3. Expanded number Summary and schematic plot

I
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Topic . Condensing a Batch to a Small Set of Numbers and a Graphic

I. Basic issue: Condensation of a batch

1. Condensation is "second-order" summarization--less infor-
mation is retained than organization techniques

a. Stem-and-Leaf display and histogram give too much
detail

b. Seek several easily obtained numbers which convey
some of the detail of the organization tools

c. More expedient to "describe" the batch with the-Se
"number summaries" than with the entire stem-andleaf

d. Schematic plots are efficient mnemonic devices

. Condensation causes a loss in information except in
special instances when the batch can be reconstructed
with knowledge of only a few values, i.e. when the batch
is well-behaved

II. Problem: Organization tools are not convenient summaries
of a batch

1. Usually, organized batch retains too much information.
Less may be more useful

2 Condense batch to quantify answers to these questions:

a. What is a typical value of the batch?

b. How much variation is present in the values of
the batch?

Condensations must be easy to obtain, effective in their
summarization, readily interpreted, communicated, and
remembered

III. Solutions: Simple and expanded numeric and graphic
summaries of a batch

1. Sitple numerical method--5-number summary

2. Simple graphical method--Simple Schematic ("box-and-
whisker") plot

120
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3. Expanded methods--Expanded number summary and schematic
plot

IV. Methods: Numeric and Graphic presentations of order statistics

1. Notion of order, depths, folding, and "counting in"

(Note: Distinguish between order statistics and actual
data values)

2. 5-number summary: Simple condensation (2)

Example: shows a -5- number summary of 1970 populations
of Pittsburgh census tracts

b. Features

i. Displays of some order statistics--median, max,
min, hinges (quartiles)

ii. Adequately conveys characteristics of most
batches

iii. Computable, with some difficulty, from sorted
batch

iv. Easily computed from stem-and-leaf

v. Cannot be computed from histogram

vi. Does not give sufficient detail for a large or
asymmetric batch

c. Analytic qualities

i. Largest and smallest data values ("extremes")
contained in summary

ii. Median, or middle value of batch, included as
a typical value

iii. Hinges (quarters), or medians of the two halves
Of betChi Jr:Chided

d. Procedure

i. Add a column -of cumulative counts, or "depths ",
to a stem-and-leaf display of the batch
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ii. Depths should be cumulated from first line down (3)
and from last line up, toward the middle

iii. Stop cumulating when cumulative counts in each
direction are roughly equal

iv. First number in summary is smallest value in (4)

batch, minimum, which has a depth of 1. Label
the minimum "E"

v. Last number in summary is largest value in batch,
maximum, which has a depth of 1. Also label the
maximum "E"

vi. Third number in summary is middle value in batch,
median. Which has a depth of (N+1)/2. Median
is defined as single middle value of batch (N odd)
or mean of two middle values (N even), and is
labelled "M"

vii. Second and fourth numbers in summary are hinges,
medians of the two halves of batch. Hinges have
a depth of (Depth of M + 1)/2, and are labelled

viii. Arrange the 5-number summary vertically with 3 (5)

columns:

Column 1 = Depths
Column 2 = Letter Abbreviations (E, H, M)
Column 3 = Values

ix. Tukey calls 5-number summary a "letter value
display"

e. Another "view": Information contained in 5-number (6)

summary

i. Useful measure of "spread" of batch is midspread.(7)
Computable from number summary
Midspread = Upper Hinge (UH) - Lower Hinge (LH)
Variability of batch varies directly with
midspread

ii. 25% of batch is less than LH, 25% greater than (6)

UH Hence 50% of batch lies between hinges
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iii. Median (M) is a typical or "central"_value Of
thebatch.Half of the batch is less than M, and
half is greater. We_will use the median as the
"average" value of the batch

iv. Range of the batch is also a measure of spread
Range = Upper Extreme - Lower Extreme

f. Another example: Symmetric batch

i. Symmetric batch has median lying halfway between (8)
the hinges, halfway between extremes, and halfway
between any other "folds"

ii. Any batch where median is not exactly halfway
between the hinges or extremes is not symmetric--it
is asymmetric

g. Another example: Median incomes for families and (9)
unrelated individuals in Pittsburgh census tracts,
1970

(Compute 5-number summary from sorted batch) (10)
(Compute 5-number summary from Stem-and-leaf of
batch)

(Try to compute 5-number summary from histogram
of batch)

h. 5-number summary constructed on computer:

In the session introducing the CMU=DAP computing
system

2. Simple Schematic Plot: Graphical presentation of 5-number
summary (Tukey calls this tool a "box-and-whisker" plot)

Example: Schematic plot for median incomes for (II)
Pittsburgh census tracts in 1970

b; Features

i. Extremely useful in discussing appearance of
batch

ii. Some attributes of batches, such as symmetry,
best conveyed by this graphical tool

iii. May be difficult to recover the exact values
of the 5-number summary from the plot
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Analytic Qualities

i. Made on ordinary graph paper

ii. y-axis represents values in batch

iii. Extremes; hinges, and median clearly marked

iv. Shape and spread of batch easily seen

. Procedure

i. Draw a box that stretches from hinge to hinge,
crossing with a bar at the median

ii. Draw a line, or "whisker", from the box to each
extreme

iii. Examine length of box for information on spread
of batch

iv. Examine location of bar within box, and box
between extremes for information on symmetry
of batch

v. Examine length of whiskers for information on
outliers

e. Another example: Pittsburgh populations, with the (12)
outliers indicated

Median lies halfway between hinges, but large number
of outliers makes the batch asymmetric

f. Another_example: Schematic plot of net migrations (13)
of Pennsylvania counties; 1970-1974

Schematic plots need not be made vertically on graph
paper; Plots can be drawn horizontally on regular
paper;

3. Expanded number summaries and schematic plots -- Adequate
condensation for large batches (N > 100)

a. Example: Schematic plot of Pittsburgh median incomes(14)
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b. Features

i. Emphasizes the outlier& in the batch

ii. Very effective in condenaing the batch

iii. Expanded summary best presented as a schematic
plot

c. Analytic Qualities

i. Define fences beyond the hinges to identify
outliers

ii. Outliers suitably indicated on the schematic
plot

iii. Shape, spread, and outliers of batch easily
seen

d. Procedure

i. Introduce further deacriptive numbers (15)

Step = 1.5 x Midspread
Inner fence (f) = Hinge +/- 1 step
Outer fence_(F) = Hinge +/-2 steps
Adjacent values are data values closest to; but
Still inside the inner fences

ii. Data values between the inner and outer fences
are "outside" and are marked on the plot with
circles

iii. Data values beyond the outer fence are "far out"
and are marked on the plot with squares

iv. Whiskers on the plot should be dashed, ending
with dashed crossbars at the adjacent values

v. Far out values should be labelled on the plot in
capital letters

vi Outsidevalues and adjacent values should be
labelled on the plot in small letters

(16)

vii. Tukey recommends the use Of a "Fenced=Letter (17)

Display", to reduce clutter

1 25
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(Note: Thete definitions of outside values may
not be suffiCient in certain cases. Deciding
whether a Value is deviant_is usually a subjec-
tive prOceSS. _The§d techniques help identify
outliers but ShOuld not replace common sense;)

e. Expanded number summary and schematic plot constructed
on computer:

In the session introducing the CMU -DAP computer
system.
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Topic 2. Adequacy of These Summaries in Describing a Batch

I. Basic Issue: Once batch is condensed, how effectively do
the summaries describe it?

II. Features of batch that must be included in condensation:

1. Identification of typical value

Determination of spread of batch

3. Location of outliers

4. Maximum; Minimum, and Range of batch

(Create 3 or 4 examples of_schematic plots froM data
sets,,andipresent them either_on the blackboard or
as transparencies; Discussthe_appearance of each,
indicating how the above necessary features are
documented.)
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Lecture
OUtline
Location

Beginning

_Topic 1
Section IV

1.a

1.d

Lecture 1-2
Transparency Presentation Guide

Transparency
Number Transparency Description

1

4

(overlay 3)

5

Lecture 1-2 Outline

5-number summary

Stem-and-Leaf display with depths

5-number summary located

5-number summary for
Pittsburgh populations

Letter-value display

1.e b Information contained in
5-number summary

1.e.i 7 Midspread

1.6.ii b Information contained in
5-number summary

1.f 8 Symmetric Batch

1.g 9 1970 Pittsburgh Median Incomes

1.g 10 5-number summary of median
incomes

2.a 11 Simple schematic plot

2.e 12 Schematic plot; 5-number
summary; stem-and-leaf

2.f 13 Schematic plot of Pennsylvania
Net Migrations

3.a 14 Schematic plot of Pittsburgh
Median Incomes
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3.d.i 15 Numbers for Expanded Summary

3.d.ii 16 Anatomy of a Schematic Plot

3.d.vii 17 Tukey's Fenced-Letter display

rj1 9
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Module I

Lecture 1-3. Transformations for Symmetry

Transformations for Symmetry: The Use of Various Algebraic
Transformations to Promote Symmetry in a Single Batch

Lecture Content:

1. Discuss different types of data and the need for transforma-
tion

2. Introduce methods of determining a good transformation

Maift-TopIttv

1. Units of measurement and different types of data

2. Methods of determining a good transformation

Tools Introduced:

1. Transformation Summaries

1 4 5
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Topic 1. Units of Measurement and Different Types of Data

I. Basic issue: Batch of data has a specific, but alterable,
unit of measurement

1. Unit of Measurement

a. Data always measured by some recording instrument;
and data values in batch are given in specific units

b. Units may not be ideal for intended analysis

c. May need to alter a unit of measurement by transforming (2)
the data, to obtain a better unit of analysis

2. Chosen unit of analysis depends on the type of data to be
analyzed

a. Amounts--never negative, may be very large e.g.
height, weight, monetary units, distances, certain
ratios

b. Counts--never negative, always integer valued
e.g. numbers of persons, things, or events

(3)

c. Percentages or numbers bounded on both extremes--take
values between a smallest possible number and a
largest possible number e.g. percentage Black (between
0 and 100%) statistical correlations (between -1 and 1)

d. Differences of amounts or counts_( "baIances")--positive
or_negative, unbounded e.g. profit (difference of
monetary amounts) net migration (difference of
counts of persons

3. Chosen transformation should make batch more symmetric
and, consequently, closer to being "well- behaved" and
easily summarized

II. Problem: Need simple rules for choosing a transformation

1. Simple rules may not always be correct

2. Best transformation depends on type of data to be
analyzed

3. Unfortunately; even best transformation may fail to
increase symmetry

146
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4. Or, by increaSing_symmetry, transformation may increase

variation, or produce more outliers

III. Solution: "Correct" transformation depends on type of data

and on spread of data

1; If ratio_ of maximum to minimum value is quite_large
(magnitude of 2 or greater), then transformation is

essential;

2. If ratio of maximum_to minimum is small (less than 20)

then transformation will not change the appearance of

the batch.

3. Correct transformationg Are "theoretically" correct, but

may fail in practice (3)

a. Amounts and COUnta (particularly large counts) -
Logarithms most useful, so are square roots

b. PercentageS and small counts -- Special "arcsine
transformation very useful

c Differences--TranSforti the counts or amounts whose

difference is under consideration

IV. Examples

1. Counted Data--Pittsburgh populations

a. Take logarithms, base 10, of observations

b. Logarithms have not made batch symmetric. Batch is

asymmetric, trailing out to the right instead of to

left (4)

c. Try square roots of observations

d. Schematic plots shoW telatiOnthip between the raw
data and the transformations

(5)

2. Percentage Data--Perdent of individuals under poverty (6)

level in Pittsburgh

a. Take Arcsine (Square RoOt_(X)) for transformation

X proportions, between 0 and 1

14i
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b. Spread has decreased, the symmetry improved with special

transformation ( 7)

c. Schematic plot shows increased symmetry, although

outliers still present ( 8)

3. Amounts-rPOlica expenditures in millions of dollars by

state, 1973 ( 9)

a. Try square root and log transformation

b. Logs are very effective

4. DifferenCe_of_Counts--Net migrations for Pennsylvania

counties, 1970=1974
(10)

a. Stem-and-leaf shows symmetry but large outliers (11)

b. Net migration = Change in Population - Number of

Birtha + Number of Deaths. Transform these three

batches separately.

c. Positive and Negative values in the Change in (12)

Population batch make transformation impossible (13)

ls
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Topic 2. Methods of Determining a Good Transformation

I. Basic Issue: Need a reliable method of finding a good
transformation

1. Transformation must promote symmetry, and bring the outliers
of the batch toward the median

2. Restrict ourselves to transformations from X to X
R

for any
value of R

3. This form of transformation includes logs (R=0)

II. Problem: How do we find the correct exponent R?

III. Solution: Examine 5-number summary of raw and transformed
batch

1; Correct transformation will have median halfway between
hinges and extremes

2. Simple Ladder of Powers indicates that: (14)

a; Increasing R expands the larger values of X

b. Decreasing R compresses the larger values of X

3. Ladder of Powers useful in conceptualizing how various
transformations act on batches

IV. Method: Transformation Summaries

1. Example shows transformation summaries for the number of
births in Pennsylvania counties, 1970-1974 (15)

a. Deaths take a similar transformation

"Natural" increase in population = Births - Deaths
will also be symmetric with logs of births and deaths

. Features

Useful if correct transformation for type of data
in batch does not promote symmetry

b. Also useful if batch does not fall neatly into one of
the four types

149
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c. Easily computable from 5-number summary of raw batch

d. Htlps "zeroie on the appropriate exponent, R, for
transformation

3. Analytic Qualities

A. Midhinge and Midextreme indicate whether R should
be increased or decreased

b. Correct R has median = midhinge = midextreme

Upwards trend (M < midhinge < midextreme) indicates
R should be decreased

d. Downwards trend (4 s midhinge s midextreme) indicates
R should be increased

e. Useful exponents:

i. R = 1, Raw data

ii. R = 2, Squared data

R = 1/2, Square roots

iv. R = 0, Logarithms

R = -1, Negative Reciprocals (change of sign
retains order), Rarely will additional transforma-
tions be needed

4. Procedure

a. Compute 5-number summary for batch

b. Compute Midhinge (MidH) = 1/2 (UH + LH)
Midextreme (MidE) = 1/2 (Max + Min)

Compare MidH, MidE, and Median (M)

d. If M < MidH < MidE, decrease R
If M > MidH > MidE, increase R

e. 5-number autthaty fot transformation of batch easily
found by raising 5number summary of raw batch to the
correct exponent

f. Continue search until M = MidH = MidE

15o
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5. Transformation summaries constructed on computer:

a; Use LET and REEX to transform batch

b. Use SUMMARY and ESTATS to examine effect of
transformation

c. Discovering the correct symmetrizing transformation
is iterative process

151
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Lecture 1 -3
Transparency Presentation Guide

Lecture
Outline Transparency
Location Number Transparency Description

Beginning 1 Lecture 1=3 Outline

-Topic 1
SectiOn I

1.c 2 Need for new unit of analysis

2.a 3 Types of Data & Transformations

Section IV

1.b 4 Stem-and-Leaf of Logs of
Pittsburgh Populations

Stem-and-Leaf of Square Roots
of Pittsburgh Populations

2. 6 Stem-and-leaf of Pittsburgh
poverty

2.b 7 Stem- and -leaf of transformation

2.c 8 Schematic plot of transformation

3. 9 Police ExpenditureS, by State,
1973

4. 10 Net migrations of Pennsylvania
counties

4.a 1i Stem-and-leaf of net migrations

Stem-and-leaf of Births and4.c

4.c 13
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deaths

Stem-and-leaf of change in
population
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Topic -2
Section III

2. 14 Simple ladder of powers

Section IV

1. 15 Transformation summaries
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Module I

Lecture 1-4. Analysis of a Well-Behaved Batch

Analysis of a Well-Behaved Batch: Presentation of a Special Type of

Batch and Examination of its FeatureS

Lecture Content:

1. Define a well-behaved batch and discuss its characteristics

2. Introduce measures to summarize this special kind of batch

Main Topics:

1. Definition of a well-behaved batch

2. Location and scale measures for a well-behaved batch

Tools Introduced:

1. Mean

2. Variance and Standard Deviation

17(1
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Topic 1. Definition of a Well-Behaved Batch

. Basic Issue: Defining a well-behaved batch

1. Well-behaved batches are theoretical entities and are
rarely observed empirically

2. Many data analysts incorrectly believe that well-behaved

batches are common

. We discuss them because of their role in regression
analysis

4. The W611=behaved batch presented here was artificially
constructed to facilitate the introduction of the
definition

II. Definition (2)

1. Well-behaved batch is: (3)

a. Symmetric: MidH = MidE = M (4)

b. Devoid of outliers

2. For a well-behaved "standard" batch with M = 0, and (5)

Midspread = 1.36:

a. 50% of batch > 0; 50% < 0

b. 50% of batch is between -0.68 and 0.68

c. 80% of batch is between -1.29 and 1.29

d. 80% of batch is between -1.65 and 1.65

e. 95% of batch is between -1.96 and 1.96

f. Extremes are approximately -2.60 and 2.60, but may

be larger

3. Well-behaved batch has shape that resembles (in theory) (6)

a Gaussian (or "normal") function

1 72
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Topic 2. Location and Scale Measures for Well-Behaved Batch

I. Basic Issue: Need for special summarization tools for a
well-behaved batch

1. All well-behaved batches haVe Sitilar appearance

2. Two well-behaved batches may differ only in:

a. Location--where batches are positioned along the Real
number line

b. Scale--how spread_out the batches are, amount of
variation in the data values

3. Need to quantify these concepts to facilitate comparison
of well-behaved batches

II. Problem: Which location and scale measures are appropriate?

1. The median of a batch is a measure of location,as is the (7)
mode of a batch (data value with greatest frequency of
occurrence) and the arithmetic average, or mean, of the

batch

2. The midspread and range are measures of spread; The
variance, cit average of the squared differences from
the mean, also measures spread

3. The standard deviation, or square root of the variance of
a batch, in the same unit as the data values, is also

useful in measuring the scale of the batch

(8)

III. Solution: Mean and standard deviation are the correct
measures of location and Stale' respectively

1. In a well-behaVed batdh, X, mean, -and M, median, are (7)

equal to each other and to the mode

2. In a well-behaved batch, the standard deviation, s, is (8)

approximately equal to 3/4 x Midspread

IV. Methods: Mean and Standard Deviation

1. Example shows mean and standard deviation of our (9)

hypothetical well;-behaved batch

9
- d
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A well-behaved batch with X = 0, and s = 1, is called a
standard or standardized well-behaved batch

2. Features

a. Mean and standard deviation are sufficient to des-
cribe a well- behaved batch (explain statistical
sufficiency)

b. Any well- behaved batch m-v be standardized by sub-
tracting the mean from each data value and dividing
the remainder by s, (X - X)/s

c; Mean and standard deviation are not sufficient to
describe batches that are not well - behaved

3. Analytic Qualities

a. Median and midspread are more resistant, or less
affected by outliers, than mean and standard
deviation

b. Nonetheless; X and s are classical measures of
location and spread (for all batches)

4. Procedures

b.

X = (l/N) Z X.

/-(1/N) Z (X - Ti)2

i

5. Another example: I.Q. scores for 100 16 year old females
(10)

a. Batch is well-behaved: (11)

i.' Symmetric

ii. No outliers

iii. X = M = 101,

iv. s = 3/4 x Midspread = 12

b. Standardize batch; Note resemblance to hypothetical
standard vell-behaved batch (12)

(13)

(This lecture should be followed by a review of the
entire unit before the quiz is given.)
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Lecture 1-4
Transparency Presentation Guide

Lecture
Outline Transparency
Location -Number Transparency Description

Beginning 1 Lecture 1-4 Outline

-Topic 1
Section II

1. 2 Hypothetical Well-Behaved
Batch, Sorted

3.

Topic- 2

Section II

Stem-and-Leaf and 5 Number
Summary of Hypothetical Batch

Schematic plot of Hypothetical
BatCh

5 Histogram of
Hypothetical Batch

6

(ove7:1dY 5)

1. 7

2. 8 Measures of Scale of a Batch

Section IV

1. 9 Hypothetical Batch, Mean and
standard deviation

5. 10 I.Q. scores for 16 year old
females

5.a 11 Stem-and-Leaf of I.Q. scores

5.b 12 Standardized I.Q. scores

5.b 13 Stem-and-Leaf of Standardized
Scores

GauSsian function,-

Measures of Location of a Batch

1 74
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Module I

Homework Problem:
Unit 1

1. A_municipality is trying to decide between building its_own steam-
electric generating plant or purchasing power from a private
supplier. Data_exist_on the_installed generating_ capacity of 33
plants in municipalitles_with similar socioeconomic and demographic
characteristics. Installed generating capacity_is a measure of
the size of_a plant. A first step in_the decision process involves
examining the range of_plant_sizes. Sort the data on installed
generating capacity; then make a histogram.

Do the data cluster or
the data symmetrical? Are
clusters or outliers, wl.,re

are they uniformly spread out? Are
there_any outliers? If there are
do they occur? What can the

municipality infer from the Sort and histogram?

Installed Generating Capacity in Megawatts

Bull Run 950 Barry

Colbert "A" 846.6 Cnnal

Colbert "B" 550 Etiwanda

Gallatin 1255.2 Astoria

Johnsonville "A" 1485.2 Ravenswood

1770.8

542.5

1069.1

1550.6

1827.7

Johnsonville "B" 4.c1.2 Conemaugh 1872

Kingston 700 Kyger Creek 1086.3

Paradise "A" 1408 Keystone 1872

Paradi-e "B" 1150.2 Elrama 510.3

John Seder 823.3 Mt; Storm 1140.5

Shawnee 1750 Joppa 1100.J

Widows Creek "A" 853 Four Corners 1636.2

Widows Creek "B" 1125 Fort Martin 1152

Big Sandy 10So.8 Wabash River 908

Cane Run 1016.7 PariSh 1255.4

Clifty Creek 1303.6 Sam Bertron 826.3

Gannon 1270.4

1J()
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2. Below is a histogram of the 1973 population of the U.S. for the
fifty states and the District of Columbia and the original data
from which the histogram was composed. What is the interval of
population size into which the largest number of states fall?
What is the number of states in that interval? Which states are
the outliers of this batch? How would a logarithmic transfor-
mation of this batch affect the display? Data are on the next
page.

Number

States

10

5

I I I I Pi fl
S 10

1

15 20
Millions

of
People
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State 1973 Population State 1973 Population
(in thousands) (in thousar0

Maine 1,028 N. Carolina 5,273

New Hampshire 791 S. Carolina 2,726

Vermovt 464 Georgia 4,786

Massachu -;.:-ts 5,818 Florida- 7,678

Rhode . 973 Kentucky 3,342

Connecticut 3,076 Tennessee 4,126

New York 18,265 Alabama 3,539

New Jersey 7,361 Mississippi 2;281

Pennsylvania 11,902 Arkansas 2,037

Ohio 10,731 Louisiana 3;764

Indiana 5,316 Oklahoma 2,663

IllihdiS 11,236 Texas 11,794

Michigan 9,044 Montana 721

Wisconsin 4,569 Idaho 770

Minnesota 3,897 Wyoming 353

Iowa 2,904 Colon10 2;437

Missouri 4,757. New Mexico 1,106

N. Dakota 640 Arizona 2,058

S. Dakota 685 Utah 1,157

Nebraska 1,542 Nevada 548

Kansas 2,279 Washington 3,429

Delaware 576 Oregon 2,225

Maryland 4,070 California 20,601

D.D. 746 Alaska 330

Virginia 4,811 Hawaii 852

W. Virginia 1,794



QM PM

3; Below are the test scores of fifty fifth grade students; Make
a stem- and -leaf and aschematicplot of this batch; What
are the mean and standard deviation of this batch? How well-
behaved is this batch? What is the median of the batch? How
does it compare to the mean?

72 112 56 104

67 135 97 66

76 102 97 78

77 93 63 82

92 87 53 81

85 81 112 96

79 106 100 72

65 71 49 83

75 82 77 67

83 112 93 78

89 102 86 99

102 96 90 105

118 80
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Module

As_a_member of_the mayor's task force on residential
integration you have been asked to make a study of the
distribution of nonwhites in Omaha; Nebraska. The data
below are from the 1970 U.S; Census of Population; They
give the percent of the population of each census tract
in Omaha that is nonwhite. Put them in the form of a
stem-and-leaf display.

0.253 0.000 3.811 0.559 2.306 10.188
27.276 21.528 43.338 44.603 37.037 42.392
52.831 35.694 98.315 69.719 1.597 6.769
6.941 1.329 ..0.357 1.095 0.511 0.247
0.121 0.233 0.593 0.591 0.689 4.660
0.119 6.90E-02 0.777 0.322 0.152 3.39E-02

7.27E-02 0.110 8.64E-02 0.421 0.544 0.117
1.056 0.475 0.369 0.363 0.153 0.132
0.206 0.145 0.563 0.174 7.943 23.754

17.297 5.663 9.35E-02 5.58E-02 5.33E-02 0.605
15.269 20.628 1.875 1.507 1.336 1.083
0.326 0.288 0.129 9.57E-02 0.296 4.82E-02

5.96E-02 0.446 5.94E-02 7.41E-02 2.57E-02 3.39E-02
7.05E-02 0.118 0.114 1.313 1.473 5.05E-02

0.239 0.128 14.012 0.232 0.153 0.207
0.262 5.44E-02 11.111 2.37E-02 6.79E-02 5.29E-02

b; Prepare a five number summary of these data and present it
as a letter-value display

c; Present a fenced letter display;

d. Prepare a schematic plot of these data;

e. The members of the mayor's task force are unfamiliar with
stem-and-leaf display. Put the data into the form of a
histogram. What information has been lost in going from
one to the other?

194
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5. The figure below is a schematic plot of the percent of families
in Omaha census tracts with incomes below the poverty level
in 1970. Label the.different kinds of outliers, the hinges,
and the median and indicate the values that these points
correspond to.

fob

O



Module

6; Testscpres_on a group of children (age 10) fram.the same
neighborhood were as f011oWei

2.95, 3.22, 3.32, 3.40, 3.59, 3.73, 3.80

To study the effect on various summaries of a_change in one
value in a batch; vary the value shown as 3.22. _Examine
the effectson_the_meani median, standard_deviationi and
S 3/4 x midspread, AS the moving Value gees from below
2;95 to above 3.80. Use intervals of .2 (i.e., moving___
value first equals 2.90, then 3.10, then 3.30, etc.) AlSO
move the value to 4.90.

7. (a) Draw two different stet-and-leaf displays of the welfare
data by stretching or_squeezing the stet. Which do_
you -think is preferable? Why? DO they both give the
same information about the batch?

(b) What -do you infer from your analysis_about the_cost Of
welfare per inhabitant? Pay particular attention to
outliers;

(c) Summarize the -data in a letter-value display. NoW occlude
outliers and present in a letter-valuedisplay. Comment
on the differences;

Data are on the next page.
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1972 Cost of Welfare per Inhabitant by State

Alabama $ 40.43

Alaska 50.09

Arizona 27.05

Arkansas 49.70

California 97.30

Colorado 52.48

Connecticut 38.03

Delaware 36.56

District of Columbia 100.44

Florida 23.52

Georgia 44.55

Hawaii 52.21

Idaho 30.40

Illinois 55.43

Indiana 23.53

Iowa 33.61

Kansas 30.30

Kentucky 35.92

Louisiana 51.36

Maine 51.61

Maryland 35.64

Massachusetts 71.23

Michigan 56.72

Minnesota 45.89

Mississippi 48.22

Missouri 40.43

Montana 24.24

XVI.I.146

Nebraska $ 27.76

Nevada 20.36

New Hampshire 32.73

New Jersey 50.27

New Mexico 35.98

New York 89.37

North Carolina 25.59

North Dakota 29.45

Ohio 30.85

Oklahoma 54.90

Oregon 35.94

Pennsylvania 50.55

Rhode Island 50.87

South Carolina 16.35

South Dakota 28.75

Tennessee 33.51

Texas 33.61

Utah 33.35

Vermont 54.65

Virginia 25.67

Washington 48.16

West Virginia 34.01

Wisconsin 32.39

Wyoming 18.50

(Source: 1975 World
Almanac, Page
157)
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8. A_recent_study_of career choice listed the percentage of
doctorate-holders who held a job in the same field as their
doctorates; Prepare a stem- and -leaf display of the results;

Do the data cluster or are -they uniformly spread out? Are
the data symmetrical? _Are there- any outliers? If there are
any clusters or outliers, where do they occur? What can you
infer about career choice from your analysis?

Mathematics 91%

Physics, Astronomy 90%

Chemistry 84%

Earth Sciences 93%

Engineering 92%

Agriculture, Forestry 73%

Health Sciences 78%

Biochemistry, Physiology,
Biostatistics 70%

Anatomy, Cytology, Gene-
tict, Entomology 47%

Botany, General Biology,
Botany 51%

Anthropology. Archaeo-
logy NA

Sociology 797.

Economics, Econometrics 76%

Political Science, lifter-
national Relations 81%

History 85%

Lalguage, Literature 83%

Philosophy, Arts 70%

Business, Theology 737,

Education 81%

Psychology 90%

19
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9. Identify the following batches as bounded numbers, amounts,
counts, or differences.

(a) The average hourly earnings in manufacturing industries were:

1950 $1.44

1955 1.86

1960 2.26

1965 2.61

1970 3.36

(b) Grain receipts at western Canadian grain centers in 1972-73 (in
Thousands of Bushels):

(c) Unemployment

Wheat 633,258

Oats 32,484

Barley 236,816

Rye 9,252

Flaxseed 18,346

Rapeseed 62,949

rate for Americans aged 16 and over:

Spanish 7.5

White 4;3

Black 9.3

(d) Indians in North Dakota, 1970:

Apache 9 Kaw, Omaha 33

Cherokee 50 Lumbee 33

Chippewa 6,721 Shoshone 11

Creek 18 Sioux 3,655

Iroquois 45 Other 1,629

199
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(e) Performances of record long run Broadway plays:

Fiddler on the Roof 3,242

Life with Father 3,213

Tobacco Road 3,182

Bello Dolly 2,844

My Fair Lady 2,717

Man of LaMancha 2,328

(f) Change in population in major Alaskan cities between 1960 and
1970 census:

Anchorage 3,844

Fairbanks 1;460

Juneau - 747

Ketchikan 511

Spenard 9,015

(g) Sales of recreational vehicles, 1973:

Travel trailers 212,300 units'

Motor homes 129,000 units

Truck campers 89,800 units

Camping trailers 97,700 units

Pickup covers 223,700 units

(h) Percent of high school seniors with no college or vocational school
plans, by family income (1974)

Under $5,000 27.1

$5,000 - $7,499 23.5

$7,500 - $9,999 21.0

$10,000-$14,999 19.7

$15,000-$24,999 15.3

$25,000 and over 6.9

XVI.1.149
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(i) Distance from home to college for first-time students in 4-year
colleges, 1973:

Distance,
in Miles

Percentage
Distribution

10 or less 15.8

11=56 19.9

51-100 15.9

101-500 35.6

more than 500 12.8

(j) Average raise received by instructional staff in universities at
beginning of 1975-76 school year:

Professor $1,748

Associate Professor 1,045

Assistant Professor 848

Instructor 857

(k) Distribution
residence

and frequency of low-income familiesi by place of

Number in
Residence Group (Millions)

Urban 27.5

Rural non-farm 11.4

Rural farm 4.8

(1) U. S. shoreline, in statute miles:

Atlantic coast 28,673

Gulf coast 17,141

Pacific coast 40,298

Arctic coast (Alaska) 88,633

20/
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10. BOW its a list of food indexes_for_major_U.S. cities in July,
1974. Prepare_a stem-and-leaf display and five nUO]ber summary.
How does this batch compare to the hypettcal well-behaved
batch?

Atlanta 162.7 Milwaukee 154;8
Baltimore 163;1 Minneapolis 162.9
Boston 161.6 New York 165;0
Buffalo 159.9 Philadelphia 164.5
Chicago _ 160;4 Pittsburgh 162;9
Cincinnati 163.2 Portland_ 154;8
Cleveland 159.2 St. Louis 157.6
Dallas 155.7 San Diego _ 159;2.
Detroit 162.6 San_Francisco 154.8
Honolulu 156;9 Scranton 159.3
Houston 162.7 Seattle 155.3
Kansas City, MO 160;7 Washington, D.C. 164.4
Los Angeles 155;5

,202
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II; Population densities by state are_skewed towards low density.
Select an appropriate transformation fOr_symmetry, based on
the summary numbers. Do the transformation and present the __

results in a stem- and -leaf display. Ditcuss clustering, outliers
and symmetry.

Population Density by Statei 1970
(people per square mile)

Alabama 67.9 Montana 4.8

Alaska 0.5 Nebraska 19.4

Arizona 15.6 Nevada 4.4

Arkansas 37.0 New Hampshire 81.7

California 127.6 New Jersey 953.1

Colorado 21.3 New Mexico 8.4

Connecticut 623.7 New York 381.3

Delaware 276.5 North Carolina 104.1

District of Columbia 12,401.8 North Dakota 8.9

Florida 125.5 Ohio 260.0

Georgia 79.0 Oklahoma 37.2

Hawaii 119.8 Oregon 21.7

Idaho 8.6 Pennsylvania 262.3

Illinois 199.4 Rhode Island 905.5

Indiana 143.9 South Carolina 85.7

Iowa 50.5 South Dakota 8.8

Kansas 27.5 Tennessee 94.9

Kentucky 81.2 Texas 42.7

Louisiana 81.0 Utah 12.9

Maine 32.1 Vermont 47.9

Maryland 396.6 Virginia 116.9

Massachusetts 727.0 Washington 51.2

Michigan 156.2 West Virginia 72.5

Minnesota 48.0 Wisconsin 81.1

Mississippi 46.9 Wyoming 3.4

Missouri 67.8

(World Almanac, p. 154)
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Homework Solutions
Unit

1. Installed Generating Capacity in Megawatts (Sorted)

1140.5
510.3 1150.2
542.5 1152
550 1255.2
691.2 1255.4
823.3 1270.4
826.3 1303.6
846.6 1408
853 1485.2
908 1550.6
950 1636.2
1016.7 1700
1069.1 1750
1086.3 1770.8
1096.8 1827.7
1100.3 1872
1125 1872

_The data cluster between 800 and_1300i so_they are not
uniformly spread_out; The batch-is roughly symmetrical and has
no outliers. The_municipaIity will_be interested in noting that
plant sizes_in similar_municipaIities range -from 500 - 1900 megawatts
instaIled_generating capacity Central values of that range are
observed more often than the extremes and a typical value (the
median) is 1140.5 megawatts.

20.1
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Module I

a) The interval of population size into which the largest number
of states falls is zero to one minion.

b) The number of states in that interval is thirteen.

c) California and New York are the outliers. of this batch.

d) A logarithmic transformation of this batch_wauld promote
symmetry by compressing the larger values in the batch
while stretching out the smaller values.

3.
UNIT.= 1

4 130

5 3 6

6 3 5 6 7 7 110
1

7 1 2 2 5 6 7 7 8 8 9 1

8 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 5 6 7 9
90

9 0 2 3 3 6 6 7 7 9

10 0 2 2 2 4 5 6
70

11 2 2 2 8

12
41,tows,

13 5

B; MEAN = EXi/50=86;46

STD. DE17.=
N_ 2
Z(Xi-a) a 1;75

N

C; MEDIAN = 84 (depth - 25h)

Where -N =50 and
X = mean

_ This batch is roughly symmetric and Gaussian in shape; The
median and mean are approximately equal; Midhinge = 87;5;
Midextreme = 92; these values are also close to the median, but
there is clearly an upward trend; -There is one outside value,
which could not be the case -in a well behaved batch. However,
for-real data; this batch comes remarkably close to being well
behaved; Notice also that 3/4 x midspread = 17;25, which is
close to the standard deviation;
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4. (A) Unit = .01%

0* 22334555555566777899
1 1111222345557
2 033345689
3* 2566
4
5 45699
6* 8

7

8
9*

Unit - ;1%

0**
1 0 003334558
2 3
3 8
4 6

5 6

6 79
7 9

8

9

Unit = 1%

0**,,

1 1457
2 137
3__ 7

4** * 34
5

6
7***

:

(B) #96 % pop. nonwhite in Omaha census tracts

M 48h .355
H 25 ,11 1.8

1 0 98
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4. (C) #96 % nonwhite pop. in Omaha census tracts

M 48h

H 25 .11

1

;355

-2;43 4.3
XXX three
-4.97 6.88
XXX nineteen

1.8 1.69

98

Module I

ADJ:

OUT:

FAR:

0, 3.8

4.6, 5.6,

6.9,_7.9,

6.7

10, 11,
14, 15, 17, 20, 21,
23, 27, 35, 37, 42,
43, 44, 52, 69, 98

(E) Although the histogram shows that alMost 80% of the census
tracts' populations are less than 10% nonwhite, you lose the
information that 21 tracts are less than .1% nonwhite, that 62
tracts have less than I% nonwhite, and so on. You also lose
the specific values;

In short you have lost a lot of the detailed information.

209
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Module I

6)

moving
value mean median

177-°_2
. 3
s 4 x *Adept-tad

Far
ode nd n-1

2.9 3.38 3.40 .35 .33 .39

3.1 3.41 3.40 .32 .29 .34

3.22 3.43 3.40 .30 .28 .29

3.3 3.44 3.40 .29 .27 .26

3.5 3.47 3.50 .29 .26 .23

3.7 3.50 3.59 .30 .28 .26

3.9 3.53 3.59 .33 .30 .30

4.9 3.67 3.59 .61 .57 .30

While the mean varies with every shift of the moving value,
the median lumps twice; but remains constant for any extreme
magnitude of the moving value. Similarly, while the standard _

deviation moves With every shift of the moving value,_the midspread
does shift, but remains constant for any extreme magnitude of the
moving value. Abatis demonstrated is the resistance of the median
and the midspread to extreme values of the batch.
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7 (a)

unit

1

Two likely stem-and-leaf displays are:

1972 Cost of Welfare per Inhabitant by

= $1 unit

State

= $1

6

68- 1 8
2 3340 2 0

775985 t 33-
0302033342 f 554
865555 s 77
040 26 98
9588 3 000

5 0221104004 t 323332
56 f 45555

6 s 6

36 8

4
t

00

f 45

9 4 988
5 011000

10 t 22
f 445
s 6

50

HI: 7 , 89, 97, 100

There -is no one preferable scale; as long as youican defend it,
you may- select -any scale._ An argument could be made in favor of
the scale on the -right (the stretched scale) because it gives a
better idea of the shape.

Both scales give the same information about the batch; one
might argue that it is easier to read the information from the
stem- and -leaf on the right, or that the scale on the left emphasizes
the cluster and the outliers.

(b) In 1972, the cost of welfare per inhabitant ranged from $16.35
in South Carolina to $100.44 in the District of Columbia. There
is a cluster of values around $30-35 and a smaller cluster at
$48=52. There are four outliers -- Massachusetts, New York,
California, and the District of Columbia--all of which were high.
The outliers are all states with large metropolitan areas. D.C.,
with the highest cost per inhabitant, is exclusively urban. The
lowest costs are associated with rural states: S.Carolina, Wyoming,
Nevada. Thus high welfare costs per inhabitant are associated with
urban areas.

214
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7. (c) #51

M 26 ; 35

H 13h 30 50

E 16 100

#47

M 24 35

H 12h 29.5 49.5

E 16 56

When high outliers are excluded, the only number of the five
number summary with a major change is the maximum; Hinges change
very little. The batch is much more symmetric with outliers
excluded.



8.

LO

7

8

9

47,51

3003
896
4131
5

10320

1 value missing

unit 1%

The data do not_cluster, but are not quite_uniform either, due
to the gap at _136=B9_followedby several values_at_9093._However,
by contrast with bellshaped and skewed batches, this one may be
considered uniform. By the same reasoning, the data are relatively
symmetric. There are two low outliers: 47 and 51. Roughly 70 -93%
of doctorate-holders in various fields have jobs in the same field;
Biological sciences -are an exception, where fewer doctorate-holders
Are employed in their field.

9;

a) amount
b) amount_
c) bounded numbers
d) count
e) count
f) difference
g) count
h) bounded numbers
i) bounded numbers
j) difference
k) count
1) amount

2 fl



Module I

O. Two likely stem-and-leaf displays are:

unit = 1

1 5 f 5 5 4 4 4 5

6 7
1 5 9 9 9 9

1 6 1 0 0

t 2 3 3 2 2 2 2
f 5 4 4

unit = .1

1 5 4 8 8 8
5 7 5 3

6 9

7 6

8
1 5 9 9 2 2 3

1 6 0 4 7
1 6

2 7 6 7 9 9
3 12
4 5 4

1 6 5 0

The five number summary is:

13 M 160;4
7 H 156;9 162;9

E 154;8 165;0

To compare with -the hypothetical'well-behaved betchi calculate

the midhinge and midextreme;

156.9 + 162;9
Midhinge =

Midextreme = 2
154_;__&+ 161.aL 159;9

This batch appears well- behaved in_that its median' toldhinge, and

midextreme have approximately the-same value However, -it is
clear from either stem- and - leaf - display that the batch IS more
uniform than bell shaped; therefore, it is not an example of a

well- behaved batch.

217
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11) After a logarithmic transformation, the data are:

+

. 3

unit a .1

5 6 6 9 9 9 9

I I 1 2 3 3 4

5 5 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 8 8 8 9 9 9

2 0 0 0 1 1 1 I 3 4 4 4

* 5 6 7 8 9 9

3 .

4 .

9 9 9 9

These data now more closely approximate the well- behaved
batch. They are roughly symmetric, with a cluster around the
center (median 1;8); There are two outliers: one high at 4.0 (D.C.)
and one low at -.3 (Alaska).

21&
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Unit 1 Quiz

I. Answer the following questions briefly and generally;

1; What is a batch?

2; How are the median and mean affected by deviant values
in a batch?

3; What is the midspread?

4; What is the midhinge?

5; What techniques are there for condensing a batch?

. 6; What are the possible advantages of condensing a batch?

7; What are the most common transformations?

8; What is the simple ladder of powers?

9; What are the possible advantages of transforming single
batches?

10; What is a well-behaved batch?

11; How may two well-behaved batches differ?

12; How is a well-behaved batch standardized?

219
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II. Below is a list of the infant mortality rates (deaths per 1000
live births) for the sixteen Eastern Montana counties.

Carter 28.4 Powder River 15.0
Custer 14.2 Prairie 15.7
Daniels 26.3 Richland 16.6
Dawson 17.2 Roosevelt 42.2
Fallon 21.1 Rosebud 40.8
Garfield 12.1 Sheridan 19.7
McCone 24.2 Valley 26.2
Phillips 28.1 Wibaux 27.2

Do the following with the data

1. Sort the batch.

2. Prepare a stem-and-leaf display.

3. Make a five-number summary.

4. Make a schematic plot.

5. Discuss the data, based on your work in parts 1-4.

(By now you Should know what questions to ask of a batch.)
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Unit 1 Quiz
Solutions

I. 1. A batch is a set of similar numbers obtained in some
consistent fashion.

2. The_median_is_affected very- little by deviant values. EktreMely
large values may increase the mean a lot, while extremely
small values may greatly lower the mean.

3. The midspread is the distance between the hinges (upper hinge
- lower hinge). It is a measure of spread.

4. The midspread is the value halfway between the hinges

upper hinge + lower hinge
2

). It is a measure of central loCation.

5. Schematic plots, expanded schematic pIotsi five number
summaries; expanded number summaries are techniques for
condensing a batch.

6. The purpose of condensing a batch is to summarize it by
describing a typical value and variation of the values;
and identifying outliers.

7. Common transformations are of the form X.+ X
R
where, R = -1,

0,_I/2,_2 (that is. negative reciprocals, logarithms,_ square
rootsi_and squares). The arcsin of the square root of x
is another common transformation.

8. The simple ladder of powers is a plot of x against
transformations of x showing the direction and to some
extent the rapidity with which the transformation changes
the batch.

9. Transformations reexpress the batch in units th-at are desirable

for intended analysis. This usually means increasing
symmetry; reducing outliers and variance is also desirable.

lo. A well behaved batch has median = mean = midhinge = midextreme,
has s = 3/4 pli.has no outliers and resembles a Gaussian
function in shape.

11; Two well-behaved batches may differ only in location and

scale.

12. To standardize a well-behaved batch, subtract the mean from

each value and divide by the standard deviation.

221
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II. 1. 12.1
14.2
15.0
15.7
16.6
17.2
19.7
21.1

24.2
26.2
26.3
27.2
28.1
28.4
40.8
42.2

2. Unit = 1 death per 1000 live births

1 * 24

55679
14

66788

HI 40.8, 42.2

3. #16

M 8h 22.6

H 4h

E

16.1 27.6

12.1 42.2

midspread
11.5

optional:

f

F

117.3
-1.2 44.9
*** ***

-18.4 62.1
** ***

adjacent
12.1 42.2

2 2
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Module I

5. Infant mortality rates range from 12.1 to 42.2 deaths per 1000
live births in Eastern Montana. Although the step is large
enough that there are no outside values, there are clearly
two high outliers. It is worth looking more deeply into the
populations and standards of living in Roosevelt and Rosebud
counties. The data do not particularly cluster, and a typical
infant mortality rate is 22.6.

223
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Quantitative Methods for Public Management

Lecture 2-0. Introduction to Unit 2

Introduction to Unit 2, Analysis of Multiple Batches of Data,
Non-Ordered

Lecture Content:

Introduction to the objectives, problem, and notation of
Unit 2

Hain_Toplcs:

1. Specific Introduction to the Objectives of Unit 2

2. Presentation of General Problem of Unit 2

3. Notation for Unit 2



Module I.

Topic 1. Specific Introduction to the Objectives of Unit 2

I. Questions to be answered in Unit 2

1. What is a non-ordered multiple batch? (1)

a. A collection of two or more batches related in
some qualitative way

b. There is no quantifiable ordering of the batches (2)
in the collection

2. What analyses can be done on a collection of batches?

a. How can we best examine or contrast the batches?

(Note: Since we are studying more_ than 1 batch,
we can discuss comparison of batCheS)

b. What is, if one exists, the beat unit of analysis
for the examination

II. Skills to be mastered in Unit 2 (3)

1. Perceiving and recognizing multiple batches that are
non-ordered

2. Organizing the batches to facilitate comprehension,
presentation, and analysis

3; Comparison of the batches in the collection

4. Transformations to stabilize variation across the
batches

225
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Topic 2. Introduction to the Problems of Unit 2

I. What is a non - ordered multiple batch?

1. Example: 1970 population of the 185 census tracts (4)

in Pittsburgh and the 96 census tracts in Omaha,
Nebraska

a. Relation: 1970 populations, by census tract

b. Qualitative aspect: 2 major SMSAs

2. Ordered batches are associated in a quantitative
manner--we can measure the relationship between the
batches in some unit. These will be considered in
future lectures.

II. How can we compare the batches? (5)

1. Minimum values--Which batch has the smallest minimum?

2. Maximum values--Which batch has the largest maximum?

3. Median values - -How do the typical values of the batches
compare?

4. Spreads--Which batch has the smallest midspread?
Which has the largest?

5. Shape--Are the batches symmetric?
Do the batches have similar stem-and-leaf displays?

6. Units--Are the batches measured in the same units?

III. Is there a better unit of analysis?

1. Are the extremes roughly equal?

2. Do the batches have similar ranges?

IV. Examples

1. Population data (6)

a. Minimums: 334 (Pittsburgh),12 (Omaha, why so
small?)

226
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b. Maximums: 7910 (Pittsburgh), 12458 (Omaha)

c. Medians: 2602 (Pittsburgh), 3402 (Omaha)

d. Spreads (Midspreads): 2248 (Pittsburgh),
3051 (Omaha)

e. Bon batches measured in numbers of persons

f. Omaha batch has larger range than Pittsburgh

g. Cannot compare shape

2. Achievements Pretest Scores for incoming students, (7)
by undergraduate studies

a. Minimum (21) and Maximum (48) equal

b. Medians: 31.5 engineering and science,
33 humanities and social science

c. Midspreads: 16 engineering, 13 humanities

d. Batches measured in number of correct answers

e. Batches appear quite similar

3. Life expectancies for various countries by 5 national (8)
groupings

Industrial (20 countries)
Petroleum Exporting Countries
High-Income Countries (24)
Middle-Income Countries (19)
Lower-Income Countries (33)

(9)

a. Minimums, Maximums, Medians vary greatly

b. Midspreads vary roughly from 3 to 13 years

c. Batches appear quite dissimilar

V. Conclusion

Need methods of comparing batches

2. Need methods of determining whether transformation
is warranted

2;-n'
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Topic 3. Introduction to the Notation of Unit 2

I. Conventions

1. Capital letter ("X") denotes entire data set

2. First subscript (Xi) denotes specific batch

3. Second subscript (X
ij

) denotes specific element in
a specific batch

II. Example: Life expectancies

1. Let X = life expectancies for countries

2. Let X
1
= Life expectancies for Industrial countries

2
= Life expectancies for Petroleum exporting

countries

= Life expectancies for Lower-income countries

3. Let X--
11

= Life expectancy for Australia

X--
12

= Life expectancy for Austria

X533 = Life expectancy for Zaire

Let Xi = Life expectancy for country j in batch i
J

2
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Lecture 2-3'
Transparency Prasentation Guide

Lecture
OUtlind Transparency
Ibcation Number Transparency Description

Section I

1.a 1 Multiple Batch

1.b

Section II

Section I

1.

Section II

1,

Section 7V

1.

3

Non-ordered Batches

Topics for Unit 2

Mbdule I

4 1970 populations of Pittsburgh
& Omaha

5

"- 7

3.

Topic

Section II

1.

8

Questions to be answered for
Multiple Batches

POpulations, several values
indicated

Achievement Pretest Scores

Life Expectancies for Various
Countries

Notation
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Quantitative Methods for Public Management

Lecture 2-1. Comparison of BatcheS

Comparison of Batches: The use of Numeric and Graphic Methods for
Comparison of Multiple Batches

Lecture Content:

1. Discuss extensions of Unit 1 tools for analyzing two or
more batches simultaneously

2. Show how these methods convey characteristics of the
collection of batches

Main_ Topics :

1. Comparing several batches of data

2. Effectiveness of these comparison tools

Tools Introduced:

1. Parallel Stem-and-Leaf Display

2. Parallel Schematic Plot

239
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Topic 1. Comparing Several Batches of Data

I. Basic Issue: Comparison of data

1. We know how to organize and condense single batches
effectively

2. Often interesting data sets contain qualitatively
related multiple batches

3. Need techniques to examine them simultaneously

4. Need to organize the batches in a consistent,
reliable, and effective manner to facilitate
comparison and analysis

II. Problem: Can the tools of Unit 1 be used to analyze two
or more batches?

1. Develop simple rules for extending the elementary
techniques of previous unit

2. First step in analysis should be organization of
the batches

3; Organization should be followed by a condensation
of information

4. Specific questions to be answered:

a. How do extremes of the batches compare?

b. Are the medians of the batches similar?

c. Are the midspreads of the batches equal?

d. How do the shapes of the batches compare?

5. Remember the batches must be non-ordered. Ordered
batches are discussed in Unit 3 where we concentrate
on the relationship between the batches and the
appropriate ordered scale

III. Solution: organization and condensation tools computed
in parallel

1. Parallel stem-and-leaf display
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2; Parallel schematic plot

IV. Methods

1. Parallel stem-and-leaf display: Organization tool

a. Example shows a parallel stem-and-leaf display (2)

Of the 1970 populationS of PittSburgh and Omaha
census tracts

b. Features

i. Simple idea

ii. Same features as with single batch:

A. "Face validity"

B. Retains information on individual data
values

C. Flexible

iii. Easy to construct

c. Analytic Qualities

i. Extremes easily located

ii. 5-number summaries found using depths for
each batch

iii. Shapes of batches

d. Procedure

i. Choose a convenient unit, one for all batches
together

ii. Separate every data value into a stem and a leaf

iii. Find smallest minimum and largest maximum for
the entire batch

iv. Write down the stems, one set for all batches

v. For each batch, ?lace leaves on correct stem

vi. Batches are separated in the display, with
leaves placed in parallel groups

211
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Example: 1970 populations for Pittsburgh and Omaha

i; Convenient unit for display is 100 persons

We take separate stem -and -leafs and put them
side by side; with common set of stems (2)

iii. Parallel displays shows:

A. Difference in shape

B. Difference in spread

C. Omaha outliers (11874, 12458)

iv. Square root transformation improves symmetry
of both batches (3)

f. Another example: Undergrad Cumulative Average for
most incoming masters students by undergraduate background

g.

(Make parallel stem-and-leaf on board)
(Unit = 1)
(Note resemblance or lack thereof)

Parallel stem-and-leaf displays on computer:

Use STEM once per batch, specify same UNIT, LPS,
HICUT, LOCUT, for each batch. Paste stems together

2. Parallel Schematic Plot: Graphical Condensation

a. gxample: 1970 populations for Pittsburgh and
Omaha (4)

b. Features

i. Useful in discussing appearance of batches

ii. Adequate comparison tool for nearly all
collections

iii. Computable from parallel stem-and=leaf

c Analytic qualities

i. Made on ordinary graph paper

ii. y-axis is common scale for all values in all
batches

2 1:2
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iii. Extremes, hinges, and medians clearly marked

d. Procedure

i. Determine smallest and largest values in data
Set to make scale

ii. Compute 5-number summaries

iii. Draw a simple schematic plots; one per batch,
in parallel, using common scale

e. Another example: Life expectancies for countries,(5)
classified as to their "wealth" (6)

i. Schematic shows differences in spread and

location

ii. Petroleum similar to middle income but not

in midspread

iii. Downward trend evident

. Schematic plots, in parallel, on computer:

Use function BOX with all data files as arguments

XVI.1.190
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Topic 2. Effectiveness of these Comparison Tools

I. Basic Issue: once condensed into parallel schematic plot
how much can we learn about the batches ?

II. Try to answer:

1. Are there any outliers in the data set ?

2. How do the batches compare With respect to shape ?

3. Is there any obvious relation among the medians or
midspreads ?

II. Methods

Parallel stem-and-leaf displays and schematic plots answer
these questions

(Present several other examples of unordered multiple
batches and discuss appearance of each)

244
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Lecture 2-1
Transparency Presentation Guide

Lecture
Outline Transparency
Location NUMber Transparency Description

Beginning

Topic 1

Section IV

1.a 2

1.e.ii 2

1.e.iv

Lecture 2-1 Outline

Parallel stem-and-leaf of
populations

Parallel stem-and-leaf of
populations

Parallel stem-and-leaf of
square roots of populations

2.a 4 Parallel schematic.plot of
populations

2.f 5

2.f 6

Life expectancies for countries

Parallel stem-and-leaf of life
expectancies

2.f.i 7 Parallel schematic plot of life
expectancies
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Quantitative Methods for PubliC ManageMent

Lecture 2 -2. Transformation for Stabilization of Spread

Transformations for Stabilization of Spread: The Use of Various
Algebraic Transformations to Equalize Spread Among Batches

Lecture Content:

1. Discuss need for transformation

2. Introduce method of determining a good tranSformation

Main To pics4-

1. Necessity of transforming a multiple batch

2. Use of medians and midspreads in finding a good transformation

Tools introduced:

1. Median/Midspread Plot
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Topic is Necessity of Transforming a Multiple Batch

I. Basic Issue: Comparison of batches is difficult if batches
differ greatly in spread

1. We know transformations are helpful in changing the
shape of single batches

2. When more than 1 batch is being analyzed, comparisons
are easier if batches are similar in spread

a. Example: Parallel Schematic Plot of life expectancies (2)
for nations

i. Difference in spreads in the 5.batches makes
conclusions concerning location difficult

ii. Spreads are roughly equal, except for industri-
alized nations

b. Example: Parallel Schematic of Infant Mortality
for nations

i. Locations similar, spreads vary enormously

ii. If we balance the spread, will locations still
be similar ?

(3)

c. Example: Parallel Schematic of Per capita Income
for nations (4)

Note relationship between location and spread

3. If comparisons of location are to be made, task is
easier if spreads are equalized

4. We transform batches to equalize or "balance" the spread

5. If comparisons of spread are to be made, transformation
is unnecessary; merely "line up" plots so that medians
are equal, and compare spreads

6. In conclusion, how much cf the difference in location
is due solely to location, and how much is due just to
difference in spread ?

xv 55o1
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II. Problem: Want our schematic plots to tell their story as
clearly and simply as they can

1. Symmetry_of spread within batchOS is helpful for
summarizing single batches

Balance of spread between batches is essential for
comparisons

III. Solution: Choose transformation to achieve equalization
in spread

1. The transformation will usually promote symmetry within
batches

2. As with transformations for symmetry, the search for a
good transformation is exploratory, and even the best
transformation may fail to equalize spread completely.

2 36
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Topic 2; Use of Medians and Midspreads in Finding a Good Transformation

I Basic Issue: How do we find the best transformation ?

1. We understand that transformation may be essential in
comparing batches

2. Since transformation affects the relationship between
the medians and the midspreads of the batches, how do
we use these values to find the best transformation ?

II. Problem: How do we let the medians and midspreads tell us
the correct transformation

1. We are searching for a consistent relation between
medians and midspreads

2. The best way_to_stud _the relationship of the medians
and midspreads is with a scatterplot

3. Could line up schematics; but a scatterplot is more clear

4. Best to look at a scatterplot of log Oledian) versus
log (Midspread), one ordered pair per batch

5; A linear scatter implies transformation is necessary

III. Solution: Examine slope of the log(Median) vs. iog(Midspread)
scatterplot

1. Suppose scatterplot was close to linear with an "eyeball"
slope of p

2. Correct exponent for the transformation Y = XR is r = (1-p)

3. Slope tells how far down the "ladder of powers" to move

4. Slope = logs (i.e., 1-p = 0)
2 = negative reciprocals (I-p = -1)
1/2 = square roots (1-p = (1/2))
0 = no transformation (1-p = 1)
-1 = squares (1-p = 2)

IV. Method: Log :clian) / Log (Midspread) Plot

Example: La: median / Log midspread plot for Per capita
incomes of ..oultries

257
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2. Features

a. Useful in determining a good transformation to compare
batches

b. Scatterplot made from 5-number summaries of the
batches

c; Relationship of r'.. ^divans and_log inidspreads
determine the cu lert, r, for the transformation

3. Analytic Qualities

a. Slope of the iti determines; r

b. Relationship becween r anJ slope, p, is r = (1-p)

c. Random scatter (p-=0) implies no transformation
necessary

d. Plot made on ordinary graph paper

e. If collection hat_feWer than 4 batches; m7y not have
enough points to determine slope

f. Log(median) vs_Log(Midextreme) (or other measures
of spread) plot may be used to determine transformation

g. For "well- behaved" batches Log(mean)vs; log(standard
deviaCion) is acceptable_- note that standardizing
obscures differences in level

4. Procedure

a. Compute 5- number summaries for the batches and find
Midspreads

(5)

b. Campute the logarithms of the medians and midspreads

c. On a piece of ordinary graph paper, plot- log(median)
as x and log(midspread) as Y, one point for each (6)
batch; or use log-log paper and plot median vs.
midspread directly

d. Find_a slope by choosing tworepresentative points;
one at -left end of scatter (Xii Y ) and one at
right end of scatter (XR YRY. lope (YR - Y /
(XR-XL) = p

2J)



e. If preferred, an "eyeball slope" may be used--a
slope fit to the data by eye

f. Correct exponent of transformation, r, is (1-p)

g.

Module I

With new exponent, find transformation of 5-number
summaries

h. Make new schematic plot of transformed data to
compare batches

5. Another example: Percentage of Individual Tax Returns
audited in Fiscal 1974, by state

(7)

a. 4 regions in the U.S. (8)

b. Parallel stem=andzleaf shows slight difference in
spread

c. Log(median) vs. log(midspread) plot indicates
r = -5 2/3, a strange transformation

d. Best left in original unit

6. Another example: Percentage of population illiterate
in 1960 by state

. Same 4 regions used (9)

b. Parallel displays show differences in both location
and spread

Plot has slope of -0.60. 1 - (-0.60) = 1.6, about
2: Try squares

Schematic transformed data shows equalization of
spread (except for Atlantic) (10)

7. Another example: Percentage of population illiterate
in 1900, by state (11)

a; Batches differ greatly in spread

b. Unable to determine slope; is it 1 or 3

c. Try both -I/ (X
2
), and logs

2
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d. Negative reciprocals squares fail miserably (12)

e. Logs quite good (13)

8. Log Median/Log Midspread plots constructed on computer:

a. Use SUMMARY to obtain Medians and Midspreads

b. Input these into 2 separate files

c. Take logs with REEX

d. Plot with PLOT

260
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Lecture 2=2
Transparency Presentation Guide

LettUre
Outline
LocatiOn

Transparency
Number

Beginning

Topic

Section I

2.A 2

2.b 3

2.c 4

Topic 2

Section IV

4.a 5

4.c 6

4.b

5. 8

6. 9

r.d 10

7; 11

7.d 12

13

Transparency Description

Lecture 2 2 Outline

Parallel Schematic Plot of
Life Expectancies

Parallel Schematic Plot of
Infant Mortality

Parallel Schematic Plot of
Per capita Incomes

5-number summaries of Per capita
Incomes

Log Median vs Log Midspread and
Eyeball Slope for Per capita Incomes

Parallel Schematic Plot of Logs of
Per capita Incomes

Percentages of Individual Tax Re-
turns Aud.:ed by State in 1974

Percent illiterate by State, 1960

Parallel Schematic Plot of Squares
of % Illiterate, 1960

Percent Illiterate by State, 1900

Parallel Schematic plot of
Negative Reciprocals

Parallel schematic plot of LOGS

2 1; f
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Module I

Homework
Unit 2

1. ThaSe data are from a study designed to determine whether
varying the report of the results of a controversial psychological
study can influence judgements about the ethics of the research.

Three groups of subjects (high school teachers) read
summaries of the Milgram (1963) obedience study Milgram, S.
"Behavioral Study of Obedience", Journal of Abnormal and Social
Psychology, Vol. 7, 371-3781. These summaries were identical except
for the reporting of the results. One group of teachers read
the actual results of the Milgram study (Actual Results group).
One group read that nearly all of Milgrat's subjects delivered the
highest shock available to the confederate (Many Comply group).
A third groUp read that nearly all of Milgram's subjects refused
to deliver the highest shock to the confederate (Many Refuse group).

_After reading the report, the teachers answered a number of
questions._ AMong these questions; there was a seven point scale
on_Wiiich_the teachers were asked to rate the ethics of the study;
(The higher the rating, the more ethical the study was believed
to be).

Compare the three groups and summarize the differences among
them.

THE DATA:

Actual Results: 6; 1;

Many Comply: 3; 1, 3; 7, 6,

Many Refuse: 5, 7, 7, 7; 6,

1, 7, 3, 1, 6

7, 4, 3, 1, 1, 2, 5, 5

6, 6, 6, 7, 2, 6, 3, 6
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2. An experiment on nipples for baby bottles compared
different nipple designs--the conventional one having a medium
circular hole and a new one having a terminal slot .11 inches
long. A special bottle permitted an unrestricted flow of milk,
and the new nipple was positioned horizontally and vertically to
determine the effect of orientation. For 24 babies, the volume
(in milliliters per suck) was as follows:

Medium
Hole

Slot
Vertical

Slot
Horizontal

0.81 1.33 0.92
0.50 2.10 0.78

0.78 1.50 1.20
0.43 1.60 1.00

0.50 1.70 0.t-
0.71 2.00 NA

0.71 1.21 0.80
0.34 1.35 0.,'''

(a) COMpe these batches with parallel schematic plots.

(b) Transform the batches to stabilize the spread of the values.

3. Suppose we collect measurements of FEV (Forced Expiratory
Volume) from individuals that work at the same factory and
are of the same age, sex, and height. FEV is a measure of
pulmonary function. We subdivide these individuals by
smoking status into the groups: A=never a smoker; B= exsmoker;
c= present smoker, currently smoking less than two packs per
day, D= present smoker, currently smoking at least two packs
per day.

The data are as follows:

A: 260, 275, 260, 290

B: 232, 230, 246, 245
C: 224, 202, 262, 225

D: 180, 195, 202, 175

Compare the Groups.
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4. When the trial b. Dr._BehjaMin Spock and his associates
began in 1968, the defense challenged the list of prospective
jtrtitS bedaT:.se only 9% were women; A more detailed examination
Of jury venires in the D; S. District Court for the DiStrict
Of Massachusetts revealed that in venires summoned for trials
before th_i;ix colleagues or the trial judge between 4 April,
1966 and 22, October 1968; the percentages of women were:

Judge A: 40, 30, 16, 35, 50

edge B: 36, 32, 32, 27, 29, 45

Judge C: 34, 30, 32, 29, 24, 28, 20, 35

Judge D: 24, 30

Judge E: 33, 36, 28, 20, 18, 22, 4r1

Judge F: 22, 21, 31, 27, 17, 29, 26; 29, 34

While those for the trial judge w' e:

Trial Judge: 16, 18, 14, 6, 18, 15, 9, 24

(a) Compare these batches of percentages both numerically
and graphically.

(b) Combine Judges A-F into one b:.tch and compare the
trial judge with it.

(c) Which comparison is most effect_ve ? Why ?

5. Four groups of students were subjected to different teaching
techniques and tested at the end_Of a specified period of
time. Their scores are shown below:

Techniques

1- _____2 3 4

65 75 59 94.

87 69 78 89

73 83 67 80

79 81 62 88

Compare batches (transformation i!,imccessary) to determine
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6. The stem-and=leaf display below gives th,, percentage of
families in ec.ch Melhattan police precinct where combined
income in 1970 was less than $4,000. (Data from New York
Times, March 30, 1973)

(a) Write down the ZiVe number summary for thete data, and
calculate

S = 3/4 * Midspread

(b) What evidence (if.any) is there in your answer to (a)
that this batcn could be mace more symmetric by
transformation.

(c) The lower hinge, median, and 7,1?2r Lugt for precincts
in the Bronx, Brooklyn, Que::.; 71 f'..aten Itland are
giver below. _COMbine these 22ta with Lhat froth
Manhattan to find a transformation that would ecivalize
the variability in the five batches.

Percent i-tmilies with Income < $4,000

Manhattan 0 5 6 7 9

Unit = 0 2 2 4 5 5 6 7 9

10% 2 0 3 6 7 7

1 5

Number of
Preoln=s

Lower
Elmge Median

Upper

Maas.
Bronx 11 11 -1/2 17 30
Brooklyn 23 12-1/2 19 24 =1/2
Queens 14 6 9 11
Staten Island 3 5 6 8
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Letter

#13

M7

H4

E

Homework Unit 2

Solutions

ValuE isplays

Actual (A) Maty_Comply (B)

3

4113

Mi

H4

E

Many Refuse (C)

M7

/6 5 H4

7 E

3

2

1

5

7

6

6

2

7

7

Schematic Plots

0
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For the group that read the actual results, there were a wide
range of opinions; some thought it was ethical, and others thought
that it was not;

For those who were told that many complied, opinions still
were split, but more people rated the experiment with middle values
(3's; Vs; and 5's) indicating that they questioned or were uncertain
about the ethics of the experiment.

The most interesting result was for the group that was told that
most people r,i4used to administer the shock. Aloost all of this
group felt the experiment was very ethical;

Thus; as long as participants refuse to administer a shock; the
-eachers felt_the experiment was ethical; but when some were told
that shocks were administered, they began to question and disapprove
of the experiment.



2. Letter Value Displays

#8, 118

M4h .61 M4h

H2h .47

E .34

;75 .28 H2h

;81

Medium Hole

1.6

1.3 1.9

1.2 2.1

Vertical Slot

Parallel Schematic Plots

Medium
Hole

Vertical
Slot

.6

Horizontal
Slot

2S1

XV1.1.227
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#7,

M4

H2h

E

Horizontal

.88

.79

.65

.96

1.2

Slot

.17
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B. Mid Summaries

Median .61 1.6 .88
Midhinge .61 1.6 .875

Midextreme .57 1.65 .925

F-gym the parallel schematic plots and the midsummarieS we
can se} that no transformation is called for.

Clearly, the nipples with a terminal slot are better, with
a vertical orientation being the best.

etter Value Disrjays

114

M2

Hlh

E

1/4

M2

Hlh

E

A

31

1/4

M2h

Hlh

E

#4-

M2h

Hlh

E

15

21

260

268

275

290 230

178

175

239

D

188

246

246

213

202

225

244

262

199

202

2S?



Parallel Schematic Plots

7.75-

250,

245-,

Zoo -..

Module I

There appears to_be a definite differenCe between the non-smokers, ex- smokers, less than two pack smokers, and at least twopack smokers. The more one smokes; the lower the F.EA7; However,before you could ta.. much about how of a difference he is, m,:redata should be obtained. Four observations is not enough.
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4. Sort

-A- B

16 27
30 29
35 32
40 32
50 36

45

Numerical comparison

A: median =
B: median =
C: median =
D: median =
E: median =
F: median =
T: median =

6

20
24
28
29
30
32
34
35

D- -F, F T

24 18 17 6
30 20 21 9

22 22 14
28 26 15
33 27 16
36 29 18
40 29 18

31 24
34

min max
ESEISA

35 16 50 34
32 27 45 18
29.5 20 35 15
27 24 30 6
28 18 40 22
27 17 34 17
15.5 6 24 18

Stem-and-Leaf

1*

Displays JudgeS A-F combined

unit = 11
2*

678

0012244 N = 37

6778899

M 18 29
3* 0001222344

5566 H 9 24 344* 00 E 1 16 50
5

5* 0

outside value - 50



stem-LA.:-Leaf

0*

all judges A-F&T

69
1*
1: 566788

2* 00122444
2 677889999
3* 0001222344
3' 5566
4* 00
4' 5

5* 0

n=45

median 23
hinge 12_ 20
extreme 1 6

28

32
50

Module I

While the ihdiVidual comparison of each judge with the trial judge
shows that the trial judge's typical percentage of women Was Lower
than the_Other judges, I think the larger group comparison is more
valid. This is because of the total numbers ihVblVed.

The omparison of the two boxplots clearly shows that about 75%
of the trial judges venire's had a lower percentage of women than
the combined group of judges. It also shows that even when the
greatest percengage of women were in the trial judg-:'s venir, 75
percent of the combined grouping had more women.

Both comparisons raise questions concerning how juries are
chosen, since mose of the venires had less than 40% women.
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20
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2
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70,1±4.
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5. 1

65
73
79
87

1

2

3

4

I 0 0 "N

9 0

70

So

1

2 3 4

69 59 80
75 62 88
8i 67 89
83 78 94

median min max ran t

76 65 87 22
78 69 83 14
64.5 59 78 19
88.5 80 94 14

3

2 .S9

XVI.I.234
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6. n mg 20

(a) M 10h
H 6h 11
E 1 5

15.5

24.5
35

3/4 (24.5-11) = 3/4 (13.5) = 10.125

-Bronx Brooklyn Queens Staten -Is. Manhattan

UH 30 24h 11 8 24.5
Median 17 19 9 6 15.5
LH llh 12h 6 5 II

Midspread 18.5 12 5 3 13.5
Midhinge 20.75 18.5 8.5 6.5 17.75

(b) midhinge 0 midextremes 0 median 0 mean

17.75 0 20 0 15.5 0 17.3

batch doesn't trail off at both extremes, so it might be made
more symmetric--however the ratio of maximum to minimum value
is less than 20 which would seem to indicate that transforma-
tion might not help. Also, though there were differences in
the d.ifferent measures of typical value, they are not very
large differences.

(c) Transformation to equalize variability in the batches-negative
reciprocal square root of xi.

Bronx Brooklyn Queens Staten Is. Manhattan

-.18 -.20 -.30 -.35 -.20 UH
-.24 -.23 -.33 -.41 -.25 Median
-.29 -.28 -.41 -.45 -.30 LH

.11 .08 .11 .10 .10 Midspread

29 I)
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Quit, Unit 2

WRITE AL;. ANSWERS ON A CLEAN SHEET OF PAPER

Part I. Answer the following questions briefly and generally;

1; What i4 3rdered multiple batch ?

2; How do we best compare a collection of related single batches ?

3; Why would we consider a transformation of a multiple batch ?

4; How do we determine the "best" transformation for a multiple
batch ?

5. If a multiple batch consisted of 2 well-behaved batches, and
it was determined that a transformation was necessary, what
statistics of the batches would we use to find the "best"
transformation ?

Paid II.

1. Given below is a data set of median annual incomes of
individuals with doctorates employed in education (academia
government, and industry in 1964.

Area of mployment

Area of
Doctorate

Education Government Industry

Agriculture $11,100 $11,500 $12,000

Biology 10,500 11,900 14,000

Earth Sciences 9,900 11,700 13,500

Mathematics 10,300 15,100 17,000

Chemistry 10,000 12,700 14,000

Physics 11,000 13;800 16,000

Psychology 10,000 11,500 15,900

291
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Using the information on the batches given below, determine_the
best transformation for the batches; You need not carry out the
transformation;

E
H
M
H
E

midspread

log H
log M
log H

log midspread

Education government Industry

$ 9,900 $11,500 $12,000
10,000 11,600 13,750
10,300 11,900 14,000
10,750 13,200 15,950
11,100 15,100 17,000

750 1,600 2,200

4.00 4.06 4.14
4.01 4.08 4.15
4.03 4.12 4.20

2.88 3.20 3.34

2. On the next page is a detail, or small section of, a display
given in the book Profiles in School Support, 1969-1970.

A. Briefly discuss the "analytic" features of the display:
what kind of display is it, what do the various lines of
each box mean, etc., as explained in the aforementioned
book.

B. Compare the 4 states among themselves.

C. Compare each state separately with the United States.
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Unit 2 Quiz
Solutions

PART ONE

Module 1

I. An- unordered multiple batch is a set of batches which have
each been collected in a consistent manner, containing
similar values having a non-quantitative relationship to
one another;

2. We can best compare related single batches through the use
of- parallel --stem - and -leaf diagrams and parallel schematic
plots. We can also use the five number summaries; But we
must be cautious to control spread via a transformation if
necessary.

3; Transformation in a multiple batch is used to equalize the
spread and remove a possible consistent relationship between
spread and typical value in the batches;

4. The method for finding the "best" transformation consists
of taking the logarithm of the median and midspread (some-
times the A between the extremes) of each batch and then
plotting these as points in an x-y (logM, Logp14) plane. A
line is drawn to approximately fit these points with slope =
p. The best transformation for the data will be found by

. subtracting p from one and raising (or lowering) the original
data by a power equal to that difference.

i.e. X-o. XR where R = 1 - p

5. The mean and the standard deviation

PART TWO

I. The slope of possible lines to fit those points vary from
-2 to -3. This indicates that transformations could
range on the ladder of powers from R = -1 to R = -2 (negative
reciprocals or negative reciprocals of the square root.)
Take (xl,y1) = (4.01, 2.88); (x2,y2) = (4.15, 3.34)

Y2-Y1 3-14-2.88_ 46 r =1-3 = -2
x
2
-x

1
4.15-4.01 .41

,era -T-110
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Log midspread

3.12-2.96
4.08-4.03

.16
=slope = 3.2 approximately 3

.05

R = 1-p = 1-3 = -2

transformation: negative reciprocal of the square

29G
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Module I

2. A. These styles represent boxplots, but they are not exactly
as we have defined them. The solid line extends from the 2nd
percentile to the98th percentile. The outer edges of the
boxes represent the level of expenditures for the 25th and
75th percentiles. The middle line in the box is the level
of expenditures at the 50th percentile.

Percentiles involve dividing a distribution into 100
sections with an equal number of observations in each section.
Therefore, the 50th percentile is very similar to a median
in that half of the observations are found on either side of
it So the internal box is like a boxplot but the whiskers
are not.

B. No consistent increase in spread with typical value.
Distributions quite asymmetric. Nonetheless, seems to be a
clear trend of increasing typical value.

C. New York, New Jersey and Connecticut all have greater
expenditures in 75% of their classrooms than the national
50th percentile expenditures Pennsylvania expends more in
slightly over 1/2 of that state's classrooms than the 50
wircent of the nation as a whole. One rather interesting
thing to note is that some percentage (2<x<25) of New York's
classrooms expend more than 98% of the national number of
classrooms.

The distance from the 25th percentile to the 75th
percentile is greater for the national figure than -for anv
of the state figures. New -York is very different from the

Nation. New Jersey and Connecticut are too, with Pennsylvania

most similar.
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Some Principles of Graphics for Tables and Charts

This brief handout discusses some ideas on the effective use of
graphics in technical papers and presentations. Some of these princi-
pies are due to Edward Tufte, whose lecture on 23 April 1976; given
to the Statistics Department at Harvard University, is the basis for
this discussion.

We will discuss the 7 principles:

1) Less is more

2) The 3 purposes of graphics for communications

3) Small multiples are useful

4) Think about page arrangement

5) Integrate text and graphics

6) Three - dimensional graphics are special

7) Graphics should have "rough drafts"

These principles will be introduced by means of various examples of
graphics taken from many soUrces4 including The Wall Street Journal,
The New Yorker-- and- Scientific American. -The principles are partly
subjective--what we think constitutes a good grephic_may not agree
with_your_conception of a_good display. _After aIl,_graphics arz
visual and works of art; there is -a subjective_aspect to their_
appreciation. However, we believe that these principles are sound
and can turn bad displays into good ones, if they are followed.

Principle 1: Less is More

Never try to crowd _too_much information into a display. Two
or three graphics are much easier -on the eye than one graphic. If

you feel that the display under development contains too much infor-
mation and might overload your readers circuits, make two or three
displays from the original._ Or, if_you strive for simplicity, merely
take the most important_ features from the_original display and discard
the remainder; Rememberi_graphics must be interpretable by the average
fellow. A reader should not spend the majority of his/her time trying
to decipher the tables and charts contained within your paper.

29s
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Figure 1 is a histogram, where the bars are broken into various

components of personal expenditures; by percentages. There is just

the right amount of information in -this display; Any_additional bars,

or additional categories of expenditures would make this display Un=

interpretable. In contrast, we present Figure 2i a bar chart, with
the -same construction as the histogram in Figure 1. _The wild plaids

of lines in the bars of the display make it difficult to read. There

are too -many cities included here; Can you find additional dia==.

agreeable features.

Figure 1 is an example of a bar chart, a display similar to a

histogram, but with a horizontal axis referring to various charac-

teristics about the data set. -The axis_does not have a scald as

with a histogram. This bar chart is difficult to examine because

of the curved bars, although it may be pleasing to the advertising

firm that constructed it. The moral of the figure is: Do not

try to make your display too ornate if this excessiveness detracta

from its comprehension.

We have included 2 other displays from The Wall Street Journal

that are quite good. Figures 4 and _5 are both bar charts that Are

pleaSing because of their simplicity, and their effectivendas in

conveying their message. Notice, however, that the border around

Figure _5 is unnecessary--the arrow is catchy, but the numbers should

speak for themselves.
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Figure 2

1/INUN CLOTS, SEAT COSTS; GRAFFITI COSTS & SUMMARY FACILITIES COSTS AS A % OF TOTAL VANDALISM ODSTS
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COSTS

BOSTON CHICAGO CLEVELAND DETROIT MONTREAL NYC NYC PHIIA. PHIIA. TORONTO
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Figure 3

Beechatis an international ebmpany So what are the highlights of 1975/7o,
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largest Share earned in anv one count rA -
853 9 milliom or 44 1 per cem on 1974/75
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only 199 per cent of the total. $52 3 million: or 47 3 percent on 1974/75
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Principle 2: Graphics are for communication

Graphic displays, as a substitute fororaI or textual communica

tion have 3 purpotes: exploration; reconstruction, and decoration.
Displays should be truthful and not misleading -- see -How to Lie With

Statistics by Darrell Huff for some very "dishonest" graphics. Graphic

tools should attempt to reconstruct reality and allow the reader to

explore more fully the underlying situation in addition to decorating

otherwise "dull" presentations.

Figure 6 is an example of a blot:mapioccasionally a very
deceptive graphic device; In a blot map;_we darken all counties or

states -that possess a certain characteristic. The blot map repro=
duced_here_Wastaken from The New York_Times; and presents all the

counties with 15 percent or morepositive net migration of- persons

60 years_andolderbetween 1960 and 1970. These 206 counties are

supposedly the fastest growing retirement communities. The encircled

counties in California, Arizona; Nevada, Utah, andiWyoming,liated at

the bottom, include 40% of the shaded -in area on the map: however,

only 0.14% of the people over-60 years live in these_ counties! The

title of -the article "More Elderly are Retiring in the North",_iS_

not at_all verified by this_map. One draws the incorrect conclusion

that the Southwest U.S. is more_popular than the remainder of the

country,_With the possible exception of the retirement haven, Florida.

The moral is: Blot maps based on counties are misleading because of

the large number of empty counties;

We also include a very_gooddisplay, Figure 7, taken -from

SCientific American; which very effectively communicates information

about nuclear devices.

Principle 3: Small Multiples are Useful

Graphic displayscan_be quite small. Many small displays,

arranged on -a page; can be quite effective in communicating your

message. Flgure_4 shows a 12 x 5 array of histograms presented in a

good manner.

In a humorous vein; Figure 9 is -an example of multivariate

"faces", developed_by Herman Cheri-16ff. These small figures are

used to differentiate ubservations frOM a larger population when

more than one measurement on each observation is available; In a

faces display_each_physical featUre_Of a_face is controlled -by the

value of a measurement. This is_qiiite_different from a display

Which puts faces on figures simply to portray the author's feelings

about displayed values (see the light bulb example in the section

"Principle 5").
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Figure 6
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Module I

Principle 4: Think about Page Arrangement

When preparing graphics for publication, or written presentation,
it is worth Spending several minutes considering the arrangement of
your displays on the printed page. The following display nicely
summarizes the fourth principle of good graphics.

(Figure 10 is an example of a cute blunder from The New York Times.)

Figure 10

Correction
. in last week's Rcvicw, a drawing
of the finbach whale appeared this
way:

The drawing should have appeared
this Way:

.1

The neview regrets the error;
Whales, however, do spend just

about as much of their time swim-
ming on their backs as they do right
side up.

1164 York Times, Jtily 6, 1975,
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Principle 5: Integrate Text and Graphics

_Modern production of printed material_has forced written text
and graphics to become divorced from each other. The placement of

all figures -and tables at the end of the paper with wonderful

announcements such as

Table 983 goes about here.

does not aid_the_ConfUSed reader. Having to leaf through an entire

paper to find_d figure essential to the development of a hypothesis

can be quite detrimental. Why do figures and tables have to be

alienated from the text? This example from The New Yorker shows

good integration.

Pitorrn
Over the past fifteen years our

profits hate increased hs a modest 75
Million dollars. The diagram bclow

depicts, from left to right, three light
bulks of steadily increasing size;

3 1 9
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Principle 6: Three-Dimensional Graphics

Graphics are in essence two-dimensional beasts since they must
be reproducible on the printed page. However, as - figures -ii and_12
verify,- graphics can be drawn as two-dimensional approximations to
three-dimensional figures. The thing to remember, and we can label
this Principle 6a, Is Professional artists can help by making good
drawings, especially figures that are not easily drawn by hand.

But be careful! -Figure -13 is a poor example. In this figure,
ordinary histograms have uselessly been made three-dimensional.
This is also a poor example of a histogram. One must ask whether
it really is a histogram.

Principle 7: Rough Drafts

This principle is simply stated: Produce as many drafts of
your graphic displays as you do_of your text. Throughout this
discussion we have equated graphics with the written word; con-
sequently, it is to your advantage to polish your figures and tables
as you polish your text.

314
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Figure 12
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Introduction to Module II

Overview

Module II

Module II of the Quantitative Methods for Public Management

package provides students with experience in handling complicated

data sets describing policy relevant issues and, thus, promotes

the development of analytically oriented managerial skills. Two

kinds of skills are emphasized: performance and criticism. The

module contains two units, numbers 3 and 4. Unit 3, y versus one

X, introduces the student to modeling a relationship between two

variables: a carrier variable, X, and a response variable, y.

The general strategy is to use a linear model of the relationship

and explore the utility of various transformations on X or y or

both in improving the fit of a linear model. Fittimg, modeling,

finding equations for data, and evaluating a fit are all specific

technical skills taught in this unit. Some simple procedures

are introduced for deterMining a good transformation and for fitting

a line to transformed data. All procedures can be performed with=

out the aid of a computer.

Unit 4, the second unit in Module II, introduces the student

to modeling relationships between one response vaiiable, y, and

multiple carrier variables, Xi. Transformations to improve the

reasonableness of a linear model are again stressed. In this unit

the fitting technique is least squares regression, and the student

XVI.II.
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receives an extensive exposure to the mathematical principles of

of the least squares fitting procedure as well as numerous examples

of applications with special emphasis on the pitfalls and dangers

of Simple, medhanical application of regression analysis to

multivariate data.

Specific Objectives

Unit 3

Upon successful completion of unit 3 a student: will be able

to perform graphical analyses of multiple ordered batches of

quantitative data, summarize these batches using the notions of a

conditional typicalvalue, construct scatterplots of X,y data sets

in which X and y are quantitative variables, use a line fitted

through the conditional typicals to model an X,y data set; use

least squares to fit a line to X,y data set, find a transformation

of X and/or y to improve the linearity of a fitted model for the

data, and analyze X,y data in which X is a variable indicating time.

The critical skills a student will obtain include the ability to

evaluate how well typical conditionals summarize batches, evaluate

the ability of a linear fit to summarize a X,y data set, evaluate

the comparative advantage of least squares versus other fitting

procedures, evaluate the need for a transformation, and evaluate

the need for smoothing of a data set in preparation for an analysis

of time series data.

I
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Unit 4

Upon successful completion of Unit 4 a student will be able

to construct a model; for continuous multivariate data using the

least squares procedure, find transformations that improve a least

squares fit, interpret coefficient values in a regression model,

use indicator variables and splines in model construction, perform

inference on coefficients, perform regression analyses on a

computer and by hand, and evaluate a fitted model;

In .this unit the critical skills the student will learn center

around comprehension of the effectiveness of the least squares

procedure as a fitting technique and the problems that arise when

nonlinearity is present, when overfitting occurs, when residuals

are not normally distributed, and when carrier variablesare collinear.

Students will be able to evaluate the appropriateness of using the

least squares fitting procedure for specific data sets'and be able

to determine whether results are due to relationships in the data

or to the peculiarities of the fitting procedure. Since this

technique is one of the most common analytic procedures appearing

in quantitative policy studies, the "doing" and "criticizing"

ekills learned in Module II will be very important to the practitioner.
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Unit 3
Reading Assignments

Lecture RtOing

3-0 Prerequititt Inventory

3-1 Tukey, Chapter 5

1-2 Tuftej DAPP, Chapter

Workshop "Graphidi for ScatterpIots"

3-3 McNeil,-Chapter 3
Tufts, DAPP; pp. 65-108
Tukeyj Chapter 6

3-4 MCNeilj Chapter 6
Tukey, Chapter 7

In addition, read the following articles in Tanur et al.:

pp. 120-129
153-161
195-202
354-361

and the following articles in Tufte, OASP:

pp. 37-67
113-125

Texts:

McNeil, Donald R., Interactive Data Analysis, New York: John Wiley

& Sons, 1977.

Tanur, Judith, et al., editors, Statistics -AGuide_w the Unknown,

San Francisco: Holden-Day, 1972;

Tufte, Edward R., Data,knalysis for Politics and Policy, Englewood

Miffs, N.J.: Prentice-41E1U, Inc., 1974.

Tufte, Edward R., editor, The euantitativeAnalysis of Social Problems,

Reading, Massachusetts:
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.., 1970.

Tukey, John W., Exploratory Data Analysis Reading, Massachusetts:

Addison-Wesley, 1977.
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Prerequisite Inventory
Unit 3

Unit 3 of Module 1 focused on the analysis of ordered multiple

batches and paired batches of data, i.e., data in which every element

of one data vector is associated with an element in another data

vector. As in the prior two units, the skills to be learned in

this unit presuppose mastery of several elementary concepts and

procedures. Before proceeding to Unit 3, you should assure your-

self that you are familiar with these basics.

This inventory is divided into the following four sections:

1. Review of Units 1 and 2

2. unctions---Paired Observations, Notation; Plotting

3. Special Types of_FunctionsLinear, Absolute Value,

Exponential; Inverse, Logarithm, and Polynomial

4. Properties_ of FunctionsMinimization

Additional references to these topics appear in the Appendix.

Homework problems have been assigned which require use of these

concepts. If you discover that you are weak in areas which will

not be covered in class, you should consult appropriate course

personnel to arrange for tutorial assistance and/or a reading

guide to background material.
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Section 1. Review of Units 1 and 2

Data acquired by data analysts are usually organized in

arbitrary fashion. While arbitrarily organized data may make

retrieval of specific values easy (e.g., an alphabetical

organization of test grades for students in a class) it obscures

the behavior of the batch of valued and makes continued analysis

Of the batch difficult. The stem-end-leaf display is one tool

the data analyst may use to organize data analytically. This type

of display possesses features of a numerically ordered sort of the

values and of a histogram simultaneously. While it permits

retrieval of individual values it also provides a picture of the

shape of the batch and permits one to obtain the or_ der statistics

by counting in. In constructing a stem-and--leaf display one

first notes the extreme values of the batch and makes a chi:dee

of unit for the leaves. These are placed to the right of a

vertical line which breaks the original values in the batCh into

stems which are multiples of the unit, and leaves. Thus, the

numbers -30 through 30 would appear below in one possible stem-

and-leaf display.

-3 0

-2 9876543210
-1 9876543210
-e 987654321
0 0123456789

0123456789
2 0123456789
3 0

XVI.I/.6
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(Notice that the location of zero on the number line has been

split into -0 and 40). It does not matter whether smaller

values appear towards the top of the display or towards the bottom;

the choice is up to the data analyst; Stretched versions of the

display are possible by using two lines per stem with leaves with

values from 0 to 4 on one line and 5 to 9 on another (using * and

as reminders) or five lines -per stem (using *, t, f, s, as

reminders). It is sometimes necessary to change the unit in the

middle of a display. By using asterisks as place holders and placing

leaves on the set of stems with the correct number of asterisks;

such compound stem-and-leaf displays can be created. The integers

from 80 to 200 illustrate this implicit increase in unit.

8* 0123456789
9* 0123456789

1** 0123456789
2** 10

(Note the inclusion of a blank row to separate the parts of the

display Which are based on different units.) Also note that the

change in unit means that not all the integers from 100 to 200

are displayed. Rather, the units shift leads to representing only

the integers 110, 120,. . . , 190, 200. RemeMber that when making

stem-and-leaf displays free hand, care must be taken to line up

leaves under one another; otherwise the display's ability to give

an accurate impression of the shape of the batch may be compromised.

XVI. II .7
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If the stem-and-leaf display still seems a bit confusing

Chapter 1 of McNeil or Chapter 1 of Tukey should be reviewed.

While the stem-and-leaf display is a handy and effective

data organizing tool, for some purposes it may retain too much

information. Putting the information that is in a batch into

numeric and graphic summaries is called condensation. While

some information is lost in this condensing process, it reduces

the number of distracting factors to a small, easily appreciated

set of values or aspects of pictures; These summaries are

usually more easily manipulated and contrasted than are stem -and-

leaf displays; But remember, they are not as informative as a

stem-and-leaf display; It is usually wise to examine a stem-and-

leaf display of a batch before condensing it.

The five number summary contains the median, hies and

extremes. The median is the value obtained b3 counting in the

sorted batch halfway. It is located at the "depth" (N+1)/2 where

N is the total number of values in the batch. If N is even,

then the median is the mean of the two middle values. The hinges

are located at: (depth of the median +1)/2. The extremes are

simply the largest and smallest values in the batch. They are

located at either end of the batch at depth 1. Tukey suggests

the following letter value dlaulay for this summary.

XVI.II.8
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DEPTHS-
D N

H Hinge Hinge

E Extreme Extreme

An extended version of this display, a fenced letter display, gives

the value of the tidtpread (the difference in the hinges), a step

(1.5 times the mid-spread), the inner fences (1 step beyond each

hinge), the outer fences (2 steps beyond), and the adjacent values

(the last values before each inner fence).

STEP

/Otter Ihnet
Fence Fence

Outer Outer
Fence Fence

Adjacent
Values

(Note that for some batches adjacent values and hinges may be equal.)

XVI.II.9
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The schematic plot is a graphical summary. It represents

the values from a fenced letter display as a picture;

Outer Fence I hInner Fence

I I

Z3 13 Is 411

Par Outside [ I

Values
1 / Hinge Median

Outside .;!;-----e.sajacent
I _

'1
Valne

8
s

Value

Inner Fence40

I

I I
'tinge je a Outside

Adjacent
Values

Value

LsOuter Fence

I CI 0

Far Outeide
ValUeo.

Note that_theiuner fences and outer fenCes are not actually

drawn in the display;

The schematic plot can be drawn vertically or horizontally at

the discretion of the analyst.

The utility of this picture rests in its schematic quality;

it is a structural outline of the batch. Of course, there will

be batches whose structures are not well conveyed by this form

of display; Batches with separations between values may fit in

this class; Conskiuehtly; graphical summaries as well as numerical

summaries should be relied upon only after the entire batch halt

been examined in a SteM=and-leaf display;

It is easier to think about and summarize batches Which are

symmetric than those which are not. In a symmetric batch the median

Will be in a position around which the batCh could be folded with

one half of the batch reflected by the other half; Consequently,

3
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the hinges and extremes will be equally spaced from the median.

When the batch is symmetrical, the mid- hinge (the mean of the

hinges, MidH), and the mid-extreme& (the mean of the extremes,

MidE), will have the same value as the median. This fact can be

used to test for symmetry. (Note that in some batches which we

Will call symmetric these values will be only approximately equal.)

Some batches, while not symmetric in the original unit,

become symmetric after a simple power transformation of the form

r
X where r is a simple power, a rung on the _ladder of powers and

where r 0 implies IogarithMs. To find the transformation that

best symmetrizes the batch we need only investigate the mddsummary

values derived from the batch's five number summary. When

M <Mid H <Mid E we go down the ladder of powers; when

M > Mid B > Mid E we go up; It should be noted that there may not

be a convenient r which symmetrizes the batch in question. In

that case, the raw values must suffice. The midsummary array of

a transformed batch is called a transformation summary.

The usual values of r are 1/2 for square roots* 2 for

squares, -1 for reciprocals (negative to preserve order) and 0

for logs. Sometithes we can achieve easy transformation simply

by using the following rules for types of data. For amounts and

large counts use logs, for percentages use the arc sine of the

square root, and for balances transform before subtracting to obtain

the balance.

xvi
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A special kind of symmetric batch that has no outliers and

closely approximates a theoretical Gaussian or Normal curve, is called

a Well behaved batch. It is mathematically convenient to summarize

such batChes with the mean and standard deviation. The mean, 1, is

equal to:

N

and the standard deviation, f$, is the square root of the variance

and is equal to

LI Eixi A)2
qN

Another way of thinking about the standard deviation it to view it.as

the average squared deviation about the mean. An important property

of a well behaved batch is that s 3/4 midtpread. (Remember the

symbol "mo" means "approximately equal to".) We can transform any well

behaved batch into a standard wen behaved batch by subtracting the

mean of the batch from each value and dividing each difference by the

batch standard deviation. The resulting hatth of standardized values

has mean = 0 and variance = standard deviation = 1;

The importance of this standardization process is that a great

deal is known about the properties of standard well behaved batches:

In particular, we knoW What percent of the batch lies between various

values. For example, betWeen =1.96 and 41;96 lies 95% of the values.

XVI.II.12 333
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Well behaved batches play particularly important roles in statistical

inference for regression by least squares, a topic to be covered

later in this course. Any well behaved batch is completely summarized

When its mean and standard deviation are known. For ill behaved

batches, WhiCh are by far the more common variety, the mean and

standard deviation are very rarely sufficient summaries.

When we have only one batch of values there is little

additional analysis that can be performed. Once we have answered

questions concerning typical value, spread, shape, and separations

and have searched for a symmetrizing transformation, we have obtained

just about as much information as we can. However, When the data

come. in the form of multiple batches, we can expand our inquiry

by contrasting the batches with one another; Unordered multiple

batches are a set of batches (2 or more) which have no quantitative

relation between them, i.e., the batches cannot be located on a

scale. Ordered batches, to be considered in unit 3, possess this

property. By contrasting batches we mean that we can compare

typical 'values, shapes, etc.--all of the features which, for single

batches, we simply noted.

To perform contrasts on unordered multiple batches we can

use the same tools employed earlier but in parallel fatshion. That

is, we can draw stem-and-leaf displays and schematic plots side

by side. We must be careful here to have the plots on the same

scales and to use the same units. We can also use side by side

number summaries for contrasts.

XVI.I1.13



Often, a consistent relationship between typical value and

spread may interfere with our ability to make an effective

comparison. This occurs when there is an obvious trend in which

typical value increases with spread or vice versa. When this

happens it is very difficult to determine how much of apparent

differences in typical values are due to differences in spread.

An appropriately chosen transformation can often effectively

equalize spread and permit us to perform contrasts with the confounding

influence of changes in spread eliminated. We can usually find

this transformation by first calculating the median and midspread

for each batch and then making a scatterplot of log(median) against

log(midspread). If a clear line seems to fit these points we

crudely estimate the slope of this line, m, and transform all the

batches by taking Xr where r itt 1-m, following the rules for the

ladder of powers. One may also view this procedure as a way of

obtaining the appropriate unit for all the data. (Sometimes it

may be necessary to examine log(median) against log(difference in

extremes).)

Section 2. Functions

One of the most fundamental concepts in modern mathematics

is that of functions. A function is an operation involving two

sets of numbers, the input values which are usually denoted by

and the output values, usually denoted by y or f(x), (Note this

functional notation. We read notation f(x) as "f of x" or "

XVI.II.14 3 35
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function of x". Other letters in upper or loWer case may be used

instead of fi Do not confuse the use of Parentheses here with their

usual usage in an equation where they imply a multiplicative

operation. BraCkets, E J, and other separators may be used for

the'same functift notation purposes.) To each input value, a

function assign* exactly one output value. The set of all input

values for a fdnetiOn is called its domain and the set of all

output values is its range.

The matheratiCal operations that we use most often, such

as square root, square, and logarithm, are all fiinctions. When

we use a variable to represent the domain of a finiCtiono we call

it an independent variable. The variable representing the range

is called the deyendent variable; it is functionally dependent on

the independent variable; Functions are usually indicated by

letterd preceding the independent variable Which is enclosed in

parentheses. Thus, f(x) a logo x is the logarithmic function;

/21
f(x) a X is the square root finiction, etc. A useful way of

'-

thinking about functions is to view them as rules of correspondence.

A graphical representation of this assignment process, in which vaI-

'ties in the domain are assigned to values in the range, is shown below.

f

Domain

XVI.II.15
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We deal with functions whose domain and range consist of

zeal nuishets is;, functions of real variables; A subset of

these functions are functions which have as their domains only the

integers. These are called functions of discrete variables.

We can obtain geometric representations of functions of a

variable by graphing or plotting the function on a rectangular or

Cartesian coordinate system. In this system two real lines

(coordinate axes) are drawn at right angles on a plane so that

they share a common origin; The convention is to label the

vertical line as the y-axis and the horizontal line as the x-axis.

When a rectangular coordinate system is drawn on a plane the plane

is called a rectangular coordinate plane or xy-Iplane. Points may

be plotted on this plane in the following way. An ordered pair of

values one for the x variable and one for the y, in that order

33
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(by convention), is determined. These are usually given as a

pair of values enclosed in parentheses; To graph the point we

move along the x-axis to the location on the x -scale that equals

the first member of the ordered pair of values; We then move

vertically above or below this point parallel to they -.xis until

we reach an imaginary horizontal line intersecting the -axis at

a point on the y-scale equal to the second of the ordered pair

of values. An illustration appears below for the points (-4,-3),

(4 --3), (=4,3) and (4,3)

-4

Obviously, the procedure can be performed in reverse order by first

finding the y-axis location and then the x. The dashed lines in the

illustration are provided for clarity and are not drawn in practice.

To distinguish one point from another we use subscripts. Each

ordered pair receives a subscript value specifying its sequence in

the set of ordered pairs. If we think of the four plotted points as

having come to us in the sequence (-4,3), (4,3), (4,-3), (--4.=;3)

,

3.3
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then we can indicate these four points as folloWsi

= (=4,3)

(ic2,Y2) m' (4,3)

(x3,y3) (4,=3)

(x4,y4) m (-4,-3)

In general, points are denoted (xi, yi) where i runs from 1 for the

first point to n, the last point. When (xi, y ) appears alone it

means "some arbitrary point".

Formally, we say that the rectangular coordinates of a point are

given by the ordered pair (x,y) and we use the terms point and ordered

pair interchangeably. The terms for the x and y values in the ordered

pair are abscissa and ordinate, respectively. We also name the

outdrants into which the rectangular coordinate system divides the

plane as follows.

I

IV

Quadrants of_the
Cartesian Plane

We can graph 'unctions by recording in ordered fashion values of

the domain and corresponding values of the range. If the function is

defined on a continuous variable then the number of posSible points

that can be graphed will be infinite regardless of whether the

339
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t.

function is bounded. We represent the graph of a continuous function

as a smooth curve and a discrete function as a set of distindt

points;

The procedure involves constructing a table for x and y values.

One chooses x values in the domain of the Enaction and solves the

equation for the corresponding individual values of y. Usually, a

few ordered pairs of values are sufficient to allow us to make a

geometric picture of all the ordered pairs that represent solutions

to the equation; Obviously, if the d0Main and range extend over

all the real numbers, we can't graph the fiinction all the way to

infinity. By convention, we place arrow headt on the end Of graphed

curves to indicate that the function continues similarly beyond

the last plotted point (although sometimes the arrowheads are left

out); Examples of these procedures appear below and in the next

section.

Notethat mot all equations in x and y define functions Of X.

Nor are all curves that can be drawn on the xy-plane functions of

x. The critical quality of a function is the assignment of a

of a single value in the domain to a single value in the range.

Compare the following graphs.

Not functions of x. Functions of x.
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Not functions of X Functions of X

y ax
22

X au ay

In general, the graph of a function, f(x), contains all points

(x,f(x)), where x is in the domain of f. The procedure for plotting

equations which are not functions of x requires obtaining all the

multiple values for y which represent solutions to the equation for a

given value of x.

XVI.II.20
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Section 3. Special Types of Functions

A. Linear functions

Functions of the form

f(x) = ax + b

where a and b are real numbers are called linear functions. Their

graphs are straight. lines which intercept the y axis at the point

(0,b) and.have slope is a. The slope is often denoted by an "m" and is

the ratio of the vertical change to the horizontal change, or the

number of unit changes in y for a unit change in x. The Greek upper

case delta,"A", by convention, is used to represent change. Thus,

slope 13

Ax

and can be computed from any two points that lie on a line, (xi,

(x2, y2) by the following definition:

Y- Y-kg 2 -I

Ax x-
2

- x-
1

For any pair of points satisfying a given linear function, this ratio

is constant. The slope of the vertical line x = a is not defined

(note that this equation is not a function of x).

Some important facts about lines follow.

a. Two lines with slopes mi = m2 are parallel.

b. A horizontal line has slope m = 0.

3!9
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If m > 0 the line rises from left to right, i.e., it slopes

upward.

d. If m < 0 the line falls from left to right, .e., it slopes

downward.

e. The form y = mx + b is called the slope-intercept form of the

line.

f. The form y-y1 = m(x - xi) is the Point-sIome form of the equation

for a line.

g. The form ax + by + c = 0 is the seneraI linear form of the

equation for a line.

B. Ibsolute

The function with the form

f(x)

is called the absolute value function; The two vertical bars

surrounding the x on the right side of the equation are a notational

convention indicating that only nonnegative values of x are to be

returned. Thus, the domain of the absolute value function is all the

real numbers while its range is the nonnegative reals. Its graph

appears below.

The Absolute Value Function

XVI.11,22
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The function with the form

f(x) = b

where b > 0,#1 With all the real numbers in its domain is called the

exponential function. Its range is all the positive numbers.

The exponential function has a graph with the ahape:

(0,1)

when b > 1 and a shape

when b is between 0 and 1. Regardless of the actual value of b, the

graph has one of these two basic shapes. For b > 1, as b increases

the curve becomes more steep. For b < 1, as b decreases the curve

becomes more steep.

3.4.1
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The constant, b, is called the base of the exponential. Two

common bases are the irrational number, e Ps 2.71828, and the number

10. Note that graphs of all exponential functions pass through the

point (0,1). Furthermore, although the curve approaches the x axis,

it never actually intersects it.

D. Inverse

The inverse of a function is that function which when applied to

a function of x returns the original value of x. The inverse, by

convention, is denoted by a superscript -1 placed at the upper right

hand side of the function just before the left parenthesis, e.g., the

inverse of f(x) is f- 1(x) and f-l[f(x)] = x.

If we think of a function as a rule of correspondence which

assigns a value in the functions range to every value in the domain,

then the inverse function takes as its domain the function's range and

assigns to these values the corresponding values in the function's

domain. For example, if f(x) is a function with a domain value of 5

-1_
assigned to a range value of 25 then f (x) has a domain value of 25

to which 5 is the assigned value in its range. A graphical picture of

this process appears below.

Domain of f(x)
f (x)

Range of f(x)

Range of f
-1

(x)

f x)

XVI . II .24 3.15-
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The inverse of the linear function, f(x). = ax is f-1(x) =(1/a)x

since, by substitution, f If((x)) = f 1(ax) = (1/a)(ax) = x. The

function f(x) s x is its own inverse. In general, if f(x) = ax+b then

f-1(x) = (1/a)(x-b).

E. Logarithm

Another important inverse function is the inverse of the

exponential, the logarithmiz. Recall that the logarithm of x to the

base b is defined as

y = loge

which is simply a notational way of saying that

by_ x.

.To see that the logarithm is the inverse of the exponential we

must determine f
-1

[f(x)] for f(x) = b
x

. Assuming that

f 1(x) = Iogb[f(x)] we have f
-1

[f(x)] = Iogbb
*

= x (logbb) = x.

other words, the logarithmic function is defined as the inverse of the

exponential, .e., it is that function which reverses the ordering of

the pairs of points that represent assigned values of the domain and

range for exponential functions;

We can see this graphically in the diagram below.

yti/c .

(Oil y logo

(1,0)

We see frwo the diagraL that the base, b, for the logarithm is the

XV1.11.25



same constant that is the base of the exponential. Where the point

(0,1) must be on the exponential plot, the reversed point (1i0) must

be on the logarithmic. While the exponential approaches the x-axis

(i.e., the point where y = 0) but never reaches it (except at x

in the example) the logarithmic approaches the y-axis (i.e., the point

where x = 0) but never reaches it (except at y in the example).

E. Polynomials

Functions of the form

= f(x) = a- + a-1 x + a
2
x
2
+ . + a x

n
0

are called polynomials in x of degree n where n is the largest

exponent of x for a 0. The exponent of x is always nonnegative and

theconszants,aare real numbers. Polynomials in x can be plotted

on the Cartesian plane.

The linear function is a polynomial in x of degree 1. An

important polynomial is the polynomial of degree 2, called the

maga= function. It is usually written as

y ax
2 + C

The domain of the quadratic function is all the real numbers and, in

general, the graph is of the following form;

y 0 ax
2
+ bx + c

XVI.II.26
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Note that the graph of the quadratic function may be shifted to the

right or left or up or down depending on the values of the constants.

A 'graph of a quadratic is called a Parabola. Another form is

y = g(x-h)(x-k) where gi h and k are constants;

A polynomial of degree 3 is called a cubic; Graphs of cubics

have two bends in them; Polynomials of degree higher than three do

not have special names; In general, the graph of a polynomial of

degree n has n-1 bends.

Section 4.Properties 2E/unctionsMinimization

Functions of x can be evaluated over their entire domains or over

portions of their domains. Within any interval on the x axis, a

function is said to be increasing or decreasinR depending on whether,

as x increases, f(x) is strictly increasing or strictly decreasing,

respectively. For some functions, such as linear functions, the

function .41II be either increasing or it will be decreasing over its

entire domain. This is also true of the exponential and logarithmic

functions. However, polynomials have bends in them and are strictly

increasing or strictly decreasing only within some interval on the

x-axis.

f(x)

4---

f(x) decreasing f(x) increasing

A Parabola

XVI.II.27
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The parabola in the example decreases in the interval -co<x<0 and is

increasing in the interval 0<x<00. The absolute value function,

f(x) = IA behaves similarly.

f(x) decreasing f(x) increasing

Absolute Value Function

Functions that are strictly increasing have minimum values of

f(x) at their left-most bound; In other words, linear functions with

positive slope have values of f(x) which are less than any other value

in their range when x is the lowest value in their domain; Linear

functions that are decreasing over their domain, i.e., returning

smaller and ?mailer values for f(x) as x increases have a minimum

value in their range that corresponds to the maximum value in their

domain. If these functions have domains which are the real numbers

then their minima are not defined. Exponentials in which b is > 1

are strictly increasing and when b < 1 (but > 0) they are strictly

decreasing. The same will be true of logarithmic functions.

Linear functions that have positive slope are increasing; those

with negative slope are decreasing. To evaluate a function which is

not linear we may place lines tangent to points on the function and

examine the slopes of these tangents. If the slopes are always

positive, then the function is increasing; if the slopes are always

negative,then the function is decreasing.

3 1')
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Some non-linear functions have points where a tangent to the

curve will have slope = 0; These are called critical Points. If the

directionality of a function changes within some interval in its

domain, i.e., if it goes from decreasing to increasing or increasing

to decreasing, then the slope of tangents to the curve must go from

positive to negative or negative to positive, respectively. To do so

they must at some point have slope = 0, i.e., they must have a

critical point in this same interval. If a switch in directionality

occurs in an interval then the critical point is a relative minimum or

relative maximum depending on whether the change in directionality

goes from decreasing to increasing or from increasing to decreasing.

slopes, mi, slopes, m- positive
negative, f(x) increasing
f(x) decreasing

critical point
m = 0

f(x) neither increasing nor decreasing

If there are no other relative minima or relative maxima then the

critical point identifies an abzolute minimum or abaokute maximum;
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Homework
Prerequisite Inventory, Unit 3

1. On a cartesian coordinate system graph the function

f(x) 1x1410

for the values of x -10 through +10. Label the point (0,10).

. On a cartesian coordinate system graph the function

f(x) 1
x

for the values of x -10 through +10. Label the points -1,-1)
and (1,1).

3. Make a plot of the function

f(x)

for integer values of x from 0 to 10.

Graph x4y2 Is this a function of x?

5. What are the domain and range of the following functions?

a. f(x) 12x-101

b. f(x) It
x2

C. f(x) 475

6. Locate and label the following points on a rectangular coordinate
system and give the quadrants in which each point lies.

(2,7), (8,=3), (4,=2),(0,0)

. The following table indicates the number of widgets that are
purchased each week for four weeks and the price widgets sold
for in each week. Plot price as a function of quantity sad.
Sketch in the wave. What is the name for this type of curve

(in Economic jargon!)? What is the relationship between widget
price and widget sales? Is this an increasing or decreasing

function?

week 1 2 3

price/widget 20 10 5

quantity week sold 5 10 20

35/
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8. Find the slope of the straight line which passes through the

following points.

9. Give
have

a.

b.

(5,2),

( -2,3),

(7,5)

(3,-1)

C.

d.

(=2,4),

(5t=2),

(-LS)

(4,-2)

in functional form the equations for linear functions that
the indicated properties.

a. passes through (1,2) with slope 6.

b. passes through (-20) with slope -1/4.

c. passes through (1,4) and (SO);

d. passes through(3,-1) and (-2,-9)

10. For the follos-Aug give the slope and y intercept of the line.

a. -2y + 4

b. 4x + 9y -5 = 0

c. 3x , 7y 4. 1

3 4

d. - -A

11. The forec ,d tion, P , of a city is given by

oat

where Pc is one :AL-rent population, a is a constant, e is Euler's

number and t number of years after 1976.

If_the city's population is 100,000 give the- forecasted

population it:. 1996 (assume a = .05) What interpretation can you

give t a?

12. If 6y .e2r express r as a function of y.

13. Solve the following equation for x.

x + 1 1og416

14. Simplify the expression 102 log

15. Solve the equation y
e(1n 3 + 2 In 4)
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16. The demand equation for a product is defined by

p-
--1.1*w12

Express x as a function of pi

17. The following graphs are typical of What kind of function?

XVI.11.32



1.

2.

3.

4.

Module II

Homework Solutions
Prerequisite Inventoryo Unit 3

-go

ge

5. a. Domain : all reaIs
Range : all nonnegative reals

b. Domain : all non-zero reals
Range : all positive reals

Domain : all reals > 5
Range : all nonnegative reals

No.



6.

7.

d.r

Demand curve 25

As demand rises
price falls.

8. a. 3/2

b. =4/5

c. not defined

d. 0

9. a. f(x) - 6x -4

f(x)

f(x) 2 +

+ 9
2

c. '`

''
7 7

d. f(x) P.- x -
5 5

10. a.

b. -
4 5

c. 9/28, -3/28

d. 3/2, i2

Decreasihi

XVI.II.34
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ti
II. 271,828 a is the yearly percentage increase

12. r = I log- (6y)

13. x =

14; x2

15. 48

16. x = f(p) = '0(1 - log p .
) or 10(1

1.0792 log 12

17. a. exponential

b. logarithmic

c. parabolic

_3; f;
XVI.II,35
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Lecture 3-0, Introduction to Unit 3

Introduction to Unit.3, Analysis of (X,Y) data.

Lecture Content:

Introduction to the objectives; problem; and notation of Unit 3

Main Topics:

is Specific Introduction to the Objectives of Unit 3

2; Presentation of General Problem of Unit 3

3. Notation for Unit 3

Note to Instrucor:

Unit 3's primary pedogogic role is that of a precw:sor_to

regression. The lectures are set-up to provide students with
an intuitive grasp of fitting lines-to (K;Y) data so that the
application Of specific fitting algorithms do not seem like

arbitrary operations. The essential notion remains that of

finding a model that fits the data and quantifies the effect

on Y of movement Along the X dimension. Exploratory procedures

learned in earlier units are applied throughout.



Module II

Topic 1. Specific Introduction to the Objectives of Unit 3

Questions to be answered in Unit 3

1. What is an ordered multiple batch?

a; A collection of batches_ related in some Quantitative (1)
way (as_opposed_to unordered multiple batches which

are qualitatively related)

b; The ordered relation between batches is defined on
some scale and used in the analysis

Examples: life expectancies for countries classified
by per capita income of country; number of vehicles
for transit systems, classified by the population
served by system

2; What_analyses can be done on an ordered collection of
batchei?

How can we best_ examine_ the batches by using the
ordered scale of the batches

b; How can we summarize the information in the batches
and the relationship between each batch; and the
value for the batch on the scale

c; How can we transform both the batches and the scale

relation

3; What is an (X' Y ) paired observational batch?

Data set consisting of two batches of equal size (2)

b. The ith observation of the first batch; called Xi,
is related to the ith observation of the second

batch, Yi

c. We thus have a batch of paired observations, or
ordered pairs (Xi,Yi)

d. Examples: IQ scores of twins; achievement pretest
score (X) and fall final exam score (Y) for each

member of this class

4. What analyses can be done on a batch of paired observations?

a. How can we best examine the scatterplot of (Xi,Yi)

values
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b. How can we best summarize the relationship between
the X variable and Y variable

How do we determine whether a transformation of either
X or Y or both would improve the summarization

5. at is a batch of time series data?

a. (X,Y) paired data set, where X is time (months;
years, decades etc.)

(3)

b. One Y will be associated with each X i.e. impossible
to have two or more observations at a single point in
time

c. Exacples: Gross National Product of the U.S. for the
years 194u-1976; daily reported cases of swine flu,
January-September 1976

6. .What analyses can be done on time series data?

. How can we smooth the data to remove irregularities

b. How and when can we extrapolate beyond the current
time range, and interpolate between two adjacent time
points

c. What can we say about any periodicities within the
time series

II. Skills to be mastered in Unit 3 (4)

1. Perceiving and analyzing ordered multiple batches

2. Looking at scatterplots of (X,Y) data

3. Summarizing scatterplots by fitting lines

4. Smoothing the irregularities in time series data

5. Extrapolating, iwerpolatingi and studying the periodicities
of time aeries data
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Topic 2. Introduction to the Problems of Unit 3

I. What is an ordered multiple batch?

1. Example: Average net interest cost, in percent, for bond (5)

sales for public schools, by Bond Moody rating, for various
years

a; Relation: Percent interest for bonds, issued for
public schools

Quantitative aspect: Bonds classified by their
Moody Rating, Aaa-Ba

2. The Quantitative ordering is extremely important. We
can associate for each batch in the collection a value

X on the ordered scale.

II. How can we best analyze the batChea? (6)

1. Obvious questions:

a. Minima

b. Maxima

c. Spreads

d. Medians

e. Shape

f. Units

2. Subtle questions:

What is a good typical value for each batch?

b. Conditional on being in a specific batch, what is the
typical value for the batch? We call these
"conditional typical values"

c. How are these conditional typicals used to summarize

the entire batch?

III. What is a batch of (X,Y) data?

Example: _Number of vehidlea_and vehicle miles for
transit systems serving populations over 1 million
people, in 1971

3i )
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a. X variable: Number of Vehicles

b. Y variable: Transit system vehicle miles, in
millions

11 observations, 1 per transit system

IV. How can we best summarize this batch of paired observations?

1. What can we learn from looking at the (X,Y) scatterplot? (8)

Do the data have a linear point cloud?

Or does the point cloud have a peculiar shape?

4. How do we effectively summarize linear point clouds?

5. Can wetransform nonlinear point clouds to make them
More linear, and hen-de more easily summarized?

V. What is a batch of time aeries data?

Example: Total expenses for Community Hospitals

a. X time variable: Year, 1950, 1955, 1960-1972

b. Y variable: costs (in million $)

c. 15 time points

VI. How can we better understand this time series?

1. What curve is traced by the time plot?

2. What curve remains after the data have been smoothed?

(9)

Can we extrapolate beyond the current range? What will _(10)
expenses look like in 1975? 1980? What were they in 1940?

Can we interpolate between two consecutive data points?
What were expenses in 1953? 1959?

. Are there any periodicities in the data set?

VII. Conclusion: We need specific tools to use in analyses of each
of these three data iorms.
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Topic 3. Introduction to the Notation of Unit 3

I. Ordered Batches

1. Capital letter ("Y") denotes data set

2; First subscript Cy denotes specific batch

3; X denotes the value on the quantitative scale associated
with batch Y-

i

4. Second subscript (Y
ij

) denotes specific observation in
a specific batch

II. (X,Y) paired observation

1. Capital letters (X and Y) denote each batch. Fairing of
batches is an underlying concept of multiple regression,
in which one dependent variable (Y) is explained by (paired
with) several independent variables CVO

2; A specific ordered pair is denoted by (xi,y1.).

III. Time series data

1. Same notation as paired observations

3 C 2
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Lecture 3-0
Transparency Presentation Guide

Lecture
Outline Transparency
LttatIOn -.Number

TOPIC-1

Section I

1.11

3.a

5.a

Section II

1.

1

2

Transparency _Des cr ipt ion

Ordered multiple batch

(X;Y) paired observational data

Time series data

4 Topics for Unit 3

Topic-2

Section I

1. 5 Average bond interest costs

Section II

1. 6 Plot of average school bond
interest costs

Section III

1. 7 Vehicles and vehicle miles for
transit system

1; 8 Plot of vehicles and vehicle miles

1. 9 Total expenses for community
hospitals

Section VI

3. 10 Plot of hospital expenses

Section IV

Section V
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Module /I

Lecture J-1. Analysis of Ordered Batches

Analysis of Ordered Batches: The perception display, and summarization
of a collection of ordered batches

Lecture Content:

1, Discuss the techniques for displaying two or more batches
simultaneously

2. Introduce new measures for the summarization of the relation-
ship between the multiple batch and the ordered scale

Main Topics:

I; Display of several batches orderf7.: scale

2. Introduction of "conditonal typical values" to summarize the
batches

3. Discussion of the effectiveness of typical Value

in sn-marization



WPM

Topic 1. Display of several batches ordered on some scale

I. Basic Issue: Comparison of ordered multiple batches, using
the natural scale

1. We know how to compare and transform unordered multiple
batches

2. We are_interSLed in analyzing. ordered bes in an
effective) consistent, and reliable manner

. We need techniques to examine the batches, using the scale
associated with the collection

II. Problem: Can we simply use the comparison tools of Unit 2 for
unordered batches?

. Specific questions to be answered are similar to those for
unordered batches

2. What do we do about the trdered nature of the batches?

3. As usual,_a condensation of the information in the. batches
should follow irom an organization of the collection

4. We organize the batches as in Unit 2, but our condensation
utilizes the natural scale

III. Solution: Organize Parallel Schematic Plots of the batches
with positic,ning determined by the scale

IV. Method

1. We familiarize ourselves again with the uc.inition of an
ordered multiple batch: a collection of two or more
batches that are related in a quantitative way

2. We look some hypothetical examples: life expectancies
for countries classified by per capita income; number of
vehicles per transit system, classified by population
served

3. Here is a real example that we shall examine:

a. Number of Live Births, classified by the age
of the mother at the time of the birth

(2a)

b. Batch observations are various years, 1950-1967 (2b)
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4. We plot the Observations on_ an (X ,Y) plane

a. Xij = Value on scale for batch i

b. Yij 4= Observation j in batch i

c. X
ij

is constant over all j

d. Scatterplot for Live Birth data

Module II

(3)

i. X., not well defined--given as range; e.g., 24-29
yiirs

ii. Let X be the midpoint of each interval; e.g.,
25=29 years interval haa 27

ij

iii. X forOVer 45 and Under 15? Arbitrary; use 47
And 13

5. Next draw a schematic plot for each batch--centered at (4)
the correct X for.each batch

6. Width of box = width of interval associated with the
corresponding X

/. 1:71us we have organized each batch, using the position of
..ch batch on the X scale

8. ''Ordered" Parallel Schematics witn CMU=DAP

Unfortunateiy the plots cannot be i,ositicaed properly

b. Treat each batch separately, and cut and paste each
schematic on a piece of graph paper, in the proper
place

9. Plotting the raw data with CMU-DAP

a. Create a Xii data file, constant for a given i, to
PLOT against the Yij multiple batch values.

3 7
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Topic 2. Conditional Typical Values to summarize the batches

I. Basic issue: Once organized into parallel schematics, how
can we summarize each batch

1. The "pattern" of the schematic display is very important
in the analysis

a. Do the plots increase? If so, is the increase roughly
linear, or is the functiull relation of higher degree

b. Do the_plots_decrease? Again, what is the functional
form of the decrease?

. We want to pick one value from each batch to study further
the pattern of the batches

II. Problem: What value do we use for our summarization?

1. The value should be representative

2. If the spread of each batch was zero, we would have no
problem in choosing a set of typical values

III. Solution: Use medians, our goc friend!

1.Thetypicalvaluefor-depends on the baret X
ij

value

2. We compute typical values of Yi4, "Conditional' on being
located in batch i--"conditiona/ typicals"

3. Conditional typical value of Yii, given scale value Xis =

ni = # observations in batch 1.
in

i

4. For our live births exampIe--here are the conditional
typicals

5. We can locate each conditional typical within each batch
on the (X,Y) scatterplot, and connect them

(5)

6; We study the form of the line segments on this connected (6)

plot

7. Hinges also help in our study--we can locate the hinges, (7)
id connect them

8. Specificquestion: Do the line segmeittk; connecting the
conditional typicals form a

:
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9. Secondary question: Are the spreads of the batches
constant?

10. In a later lecture, we transform both X and Y to

a. Promote linearity of the conditional typicals

b. Equalize spread within the batches

11. Conditional Typicals constructed with CMU-DAP

a. Merely use SUMMARY to find medians, and draw them in

on your scatterplot
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Ei7fe;:tiveness of Conditional Typical Values in Summarization

I. Basic Issue: Assessing how well conditional typicals describe
the data set

1. The breaking up of data into Fit + Residual has been
discussed

2. For ordered batches: Yi4 data value = Conditional Typical
for batch i + Residual J

3. Fit = Conditional Typical for batch i

4. How much is left after we subtract the fit from each data
value?

II. Problem: How do we analyze the batch of Residuals from the
fit

1. Residuals should not be large relative to the fit

2. The batch of residuals should be

a. Symmetric

b. No obvious outliers

c. Close to well-behaved

III. Solution: Analyze the residuals as a single batch using the
tools of Unit 1.

IV. Methods

1. Back to our example -- residuals from conditional typicals (,:s)

for live birth data

Stem-and-Leaf Display of Residuals. Note large number
of zeros, and a few outliers (9)

3. Schematic plot and number summary very helpful--note
symmetry and outliers (I0)

4. Another example: Average net interest costs, in (11)

percent; for bond sales for public schools. EntrieS are

for years, 1964-1974

5. Find conditional typicals, plot the values, and find (12)

residuals (13)

3 7!)
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Lecture 3-1
Transparency Presentation Guide

Lecture
Outline Transparency
Location NUMber Transparency Description

Beginning 1 Lecture 3-1 Outline

Topic 1

Section IV

3. 2a Number of Live Births by age of
2b mother, 1950-67

4. 3 Plot of Live Birth data

4 Parallel Schematic plot of live
birth data

Topic 2

SectiOn III

5. 6

7. 7

Topic 3

Section IV

1. 8

2; 9

3; 10

4. 11

5. 12

5. 13

Conditional typiezaI values for
live births

Conditional typical values
connected

Hinges and conditional typicals
connected

Residuals from fits for live
birth data

Sti,a-and-leaf of residuals

Sthematiz plot of residuals

Average interest rates for
School bonds

067tdi'clona1 typicals for school
intorest rates
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Lecture 3-2. Looking at (R,Y) data

Looking at (R,Y) data: Analysis by reorganization of (X,Y) paired
observation data

(1)

Lecture Content:

1. Discussion of how (R;Y)-paired observation data may be viewed
as an ordered multiple batch

2. Summarization of the ordered batch representation of the (ROY)
data set by fitting a line to the conditional typical values

Main Topics:

1. Viewing -an (X,Y) data set as an ordered collection of "mini=
batches"

. Fitting_a line to the conditional typical values by using
three mini=batches

Tool Introduced:

Resistant Lind

XVIiIIi74
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Topic 1. Viewing an (X;Y) data set as an ordered collectiOh of "mini-
batches"

I. Basic Issue: Consideration of a data set of paired observations
as an ordered multiple batch

1. We know the characteristics of an (X,Y) paired observation
data set: two batches of which the ith observation of
one is related to the ith observation of the other

We have already presented various examples of these data
sets: IQ scores of twins; scores on the pretest and the
final exam for each member of the class

3; We now have a good feel for ordered multiple batches and
the summarization of the batches with conditional typical
values

4. Can we analyze an (X,Y) data set as an ordered multiple
batch and thus condense it by the use of conditional
typicals?

5. Example: Percent illiterate in the population, by state,
in 1930 (X) and 1960 (Y) (2 )

We shall use this data set in future discussions

II. Problem: How do we break up an (X,Y) data set into multiple
batches?

1; We use the X variable as the ordered multiple batch scale

2; The number of batches is of course Arbitrardepends on
the number of ObservatiOati n, in the data set

3. As limiting cases:

a. Use n mini-batches: 1 batch per X (or distinct X)
value

b. Use Only 1 batch--Y becomes a single batch of numbers

4. We choose the number of batches so that the corresponding
intervals on the X axis are:

a. Bounded by integers

b. Approximately equal width (if possible)

c. Containing equal numbers of Y Values

XVI;II;75
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5; A scatterplot of the (X,Y) data is always the first step
in the analysis

a; The plot helps to determine where to break up the
X axis

b. Here is the stattetplot frit Our illiteracy data --(3)
note linear pattern (important)

III. Solution: The number of "mini=batches" to use is arbitrary,
and their location along the X axis Should be determined by
a scatterplot of the observations

IV. Method: Using the Illiteracy data

I. Here are the mini-batches

a. If X is less than 2%, Y is in batch 1

b. If Xi is between 2% and 4%, Yi is in batch 2

c. If X
i

is between 4% and 6%, Yi it in batch 3

If Xi is between 6% and 10%, Yi is in batch 4

e. If Xi is greater than 10%, Yi is in batch 5

2. Thus have -5 batches, 3 of equal width 2%, 1 of width 4%,
of width 10.5%

3. The inequality in width was forced by the clustering of
the data points at the left end of the plot

4. Here is the data set arranged into our mini-batches.
Batch observations are the 1960, % illiterate (Y) values (4)

5. We merely analyze this rearranged data set as an ordered
multiple batch

a; Parallel Stem-and-Leaf MOWS increasing pattern,
few outliers

(5)

b. Parallel schematics drawn so that width of box (6)
width of interval. Spreads increase

c. Compute conditional typical values

Batch
Batch 2
Batch 3
Batch 4
Batch 5

0;9%
1.6%
2;2%
3.45%
4;35%

XVI.11;76
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d. .Plot these values and the hinges, connected on_a
separate plot. Very linear, eyeball slope = .3 (7)

6. In conclusion, the connected conditional typical plot
is very informative

7. However, if this plot is linear, we would formally like to
fit a line as a final summarization

395
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Topic 2. Fitting a line to the conditional typical values

I. Basic Issue: Formalization of the analysis of (X,Y) paired
observational data by fitting a line

1. We want to know exactly how Y varies with X; i.e., if
I f(X), what is f?

2. We hope that f(X) = a + bX, a line

3. If f is not a line, perhaps we can transform X and/or
Y to make it so. We discuss these transformations in the
next lecture

4. Note that Y is a function of X. In some cases this is
obviously so. But X could also be a function of Y!

5. In some ways, which variable to use as the dependent
variable (which variable is a function of the other)
is arbitrary

II. Problem: How do we find the a and b in the equation Y - a + bX

1. We would like to use the conditional typical values in
the fitting process

2. How many mini-batches do we use?

3. Which two points in the connected conditional typical
plot do we use to draw the line?

III. Solution: Use three mini-batches of roughly equal size and
connect the first and last conditional typicals

IV. Method: Resistant Line

1. The line is known as a resistantline, due to Tukey. It
is a fitting procedure that is resistant to outliers in
the data

2. Procedure: applied to Illiteracy Data

a. Break the data-into zhirds according to the X (% illiterate
in 1930) values- -easy rule -to -apply to find endpoints
of our 3 intervals; If the number of observations is
not divisible by 3, put the extra 1 -or -2 in the middle
mini-batch; That is not necessary in this case. (8)

b. Find_Median X and Median I in each third
Median X - midpoint of interval
Median Y - conditional typical of the batch
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c. Label these three median pairs

(X(I),Y(1)), (X(2),Y(2))2 (X(3),Y(3))

Note that it is unlikely that the (Xi4N,Y14) pairs
Will actually be paired together in tt6 oiiiinaI data.

d; Locate these three points__ on the sCatterploti and
connect (Ki3N,Y(3)) and (X(1),Y(6). Thit is the
fitted lite '

e. Formally calculate.
3.2

b = (Y(3) - Y(I))/(X(3) - X(I)) = 976- = 0.33

Median (Y
(i)

- bX
(i)

) = Median (0.43, 0.63,0.43)=0.43

f. Examine fitted Iine on the scatterplot. Note how (10)
well it fits (except Alaska)

C9 )

g Line may need to be "polished" or adjusted slightly
for a better fit.

To determine how well the line fits the data, we
residuals:

y - a = bX.

calculate

(11)

4. This batch of residuals is extremely important in (12)
assessing the fit. Treated as a single batch, reSiduals
should be symmetric about 0, with no outliers. In other_
words. residuals should be well behaved, mean 0. standard
deviation indeterminate.

5; Line constructed with CMU-DAP

Use function LINE. Options to save fitted values and
residuals.

of)
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Lecture 3-2
Transparency Presentation Guide

Lecture
Outline Transparency
Location Number Transparency Description

Beginning 1 LeCtUre 3-2 Outline
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Section IV
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5.d

Topic 2
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IVSection

2.a
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3. 11
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Illiterate 1960 classified into
Mini-batches

Stem- and -Leaf displays of Illiteracy
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Schematic Plot of Illiteracy
Mini-batches

Connected Conditional TYpiCals for
1960 Illiteracy Data

Illiteracy Data, broken up into
thirds
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1930
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Lecture 3-3; Summarizing Scatterplots

Summarizing Scatterplots of (X,Y) data Transforming (X,Y ) data
sets to improve the linear fit, and fitting lines by least squares.

Lecture Content:

1. Transformations of (X,Y) data sets

2. Least Squares Principle and coefficient estimates

3. Assessing the fit

Main Topics:

1. Transformations to improve linearity and equalize spread

2. Fitting a line using least squares

3. Looking for patterns in the residuals

Tools Ifttraduced:

I. Least Squares

2. Residual Plots

XVI.II.93



Topic 1, Transformations to improve Linearity and Equalize Spread

I. Basic Issue: Transforming data to make a fitted line a good
summary

Paired observational data are rarely linear in the raw
form

2. In addition to this nonlinearity, the spreads of the
constructed mini-batches may not be equal

3. We seek to transform the data to

a. Improve Linearity

b. Equalize Spread

Both these goals are important, and should be sought
whenever possible and necessary

II. Problem: How do we achieve these 2 goals?

1. Linearity is (usually) increased by transforming
the X variable

a. Transforming X to higher powers has the effect of
stretching the X axis, which promotes linearity in
plots that resemble exponential functions (ex) or (-ex)

b; Transforming X__to small_powers has the effect of
shrinking the X axis, which promotes linearity in_ plots
that resemble negative exponential fUnCtioni (e-')
or (=e-x)

2. Spread is often equalized by transforming Y; similar to
transformations to equalize spread with multiple batches

3. Our conditional typical values should be useful in choosing
good transformations, since the plot of the values "mimics"
the patterns of the (X,Y) scatterplot

III.. Solution: Use (median X, median Y) points from the three thirds
for resistant lines

1. We divide the data into thirds on the basis of the X-values
keeping each Y with its paired X-value

2. We then have 3 sample points
(X

(1)
,Y(

1)
), (X .Y ), (X ,Y )

(2) (2) (3) ( )

which are the medians of the 3 mini-batches

4 1 7
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3. The effect of transformations on the data set can be seen
by merely transforming the 3 sample points

4. Seek a transformatiOnsd.that the.blOpes:

R1 R1 R-
Y 1 1 i __1 i 1

--(2) Y(1) (3) (2)

R-2 R2RA R2
X(2) - X

(1) (3)
- X(2)

are equal:

or 1
SI

IV. Method

1. Example: Per capita Income (X) and Infant Mortality (Y) (2)
for nations (2a)

2. Scatterplot shows both nonlinearity (curve has e
x

shape) (3)
and disparity in spread

Mini- batches of data are constructed

4. Mini-batches are plotted via Parallel Schematic Display--(4)
discrepancies from ideal situation are evident

.5. Connecting the Conditional Typicals and Hinges is quite (5)
useful in studying the relationship of the raw data

es. Recall Tukey's diagram for determining which direction
to move in our transformations. Transforming Y can also
help improve linearity

7. However, we first concentrate on transforming X for
linearity; If necessary; we then transform Y to equalize
spread and possibly promote increased linearity

8. As mentioned; -we take the three resistant line summary
points; and examine the line connecting the first and
second; and the line connecting the second and third

9. When the slopes of these lines are equal, we have the
appropriate transformation of X, and Y

10. The calculations for our example: log, log appears best (6)

11. Scatterplot of log (infant mortality) vs log (income)
is very linear

4 s
XVI.11.95
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12. Fitted resistant line. Y se 3.33 = .59X (8)

13. Residuals are nice and tight around zero, except for 2 (8)

large values (Libya and Saudi Arabia)

14. In conclusion, we study the effect on the schematic plots
of the mini batches of the log Xand log Y transformations

a. log(X) has shrunk the X scale, and increased linearity(9)

b. log(Y) has definitely equalized spread (11)),,

c. Put them both together, and plot looks very good (11).

41,9
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Topic 2. Fitting a line using least squares

I. Basic Issue: Presentation of the Least Squares Principle

1. Resistant line is just one method of fitting a line to
an (X,Y) point cloud

2. We prefer it because it is resistant to outlying or
deviant points

3. The "classical" fitting procedure is known as "least
squares"

4. In recent years least squares has come under attack
because it is very sensitive to outliers .

II. Method

1. The least squares principle finds the line which has the
minimum value of the quantity: (12)

n
E (V-

i
i=I

a - txi)
2

2. This line, Yi = a 1-tX.1 ,minimizes the sum of the squared
residuals

3. Since. the residuals are used in the procedure, they are
very important in assessing how well the line fits

4. Here is the geometrical interpretation of least squares:
Note that we minimize the squared distances of the points
from the Tine (13)

5. The least squares line will be a good fit when:

a. Data are linearly related

b. Spread about the line is constant

c. No outliers

6. How do we assess the fit? (14)

a. Examine the residualsstem-and-leaf, plot vs X
(see Topic 3)

b. Examine variance about the line:

S
E(Yi a 8Xi)2

ylx
=

n-2
We want this as small as possible

420
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c. Examine one minus the ratio of residual variation
to the total variation of Y:

=2 E(Yi
tki)2

S

EN i52
2

sy

This is the "percent of variance" explained.

7. Least Squares line for Infant Mortality data:

Y 3.11 - .5I2X

Slope differs from resistant slope

(15)

8. Residuals slightly more tight around 0 than with resistant(16)
line

9. Least Squares with GMU-DAP

Use function MREG;

421
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Topic 3. Looking for Patterns in the Residuals

I. Basic Issue: What should the batch of residuals resemble?

I. Batch of residuals should be:

a. Symmetric about zero

b. Devoid of outliers

2. That is: batch should be well-behaved

3. Plotted against X, residuals should be a random swarm of
points, with no pattern

II. Method: Residual Plots

1; Plot of residuals (f) vs X fOr_Infant Mortality data-- no(17)
pattern evident; two high outliers are apparent

2. Patterns to look out for

a. Trigonometric (Sinusoidal)

b. Sign patterns

c. Wedge shape

d. Linear

Curves

f. Deviants

4 9,
vi.II .99
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Lecture 3-3
:Transparency PreSentation Guide

Lecture
'Outline _Transparency
Location Number

Beginning

Topic 1
Section IV

1.

2.

4.

5.

10.

11.

13

14.a

14.b

14.c

Topic 2
Section II

1

Ittaapartiity Description

Lecture 3=3 Outline

2 Income and Infant MOrtality
2a Rate for Nations

3

4

5

6

Scatterplot of Income and
Infant Mortality

Schematic plots of Infant Mortality

Conditional Typicals for Infant
Mortality data

Determination of Transformation
for Infant Mortalities

7 Scatterplot of Logged Infant
Mortality data, with Fitted Line

8 Stem-and-Leaf of Residuals

9 Schematic Plot--X transformed

10- Schematic Plot--Y transformed

11 Schematic Plot--X and Y transformed

1. 12 Least Squares principles

4. 13 Geometrical Least Squares

6. 14 How well does the Least Squares
Line fit
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7. 15

Module II

Least Squares Line of Infant
Mortality

6. 16 Residuals from Least Squares
LineS

Topic 3_ _

Section II

1. 17 Residual Plot for Infant
Mortality Data

4
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ModUle II

Lecture 3 -4. Analysis of Time Series Data

Analysis of Time Series Data: Smoothing time series data with little
Structure, and studying and summarizing time series data with substantial
structure

Lecture Content: (1)

1. Smoothing time plots to remove irregularities, and identifying
any periodicities in the data

2. Fitting lines to time plots, and extrapolating and interpolating
apparent trends

Main Topics:

1. Smoothing Time Plots

2. Summarizing Time Plots

Tools- Introd -uced:

Running Medians of 3 Smoother

XVIII;119
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Topic 1. Smoothing Time Plots

I. Basic Issue: Time Series Data may have quite a bit of "noise"

1. Time series data consist of paired data, where the X
value is a time scale--days, months, years,etc.

2. We generally have only one Y observation for each X
value

3. Such data seta can be quite irregular, having many peaks
and troughs, when plotted

4. We need to be able to find the pattern of the data (if
present) by filtering out the irregularities, or "noise"

II. Problem: How do we best identify any patterns in the data

I. Time series data are commonly collected. We can think of
many examples: U.S. Gross National Product for the years
1946-1976; daily reported number of swine flu.cases, January-
September 1976; Dow Jones averages in a 30 day period

'We need techniques applicable to all these instances

3. ':fould like to average a time series data set to remove

4; The are 2 distinct methods of averaging

a. At%lv Avirages

b; Ri. r.z AverAges

5; Monthl avic'tges occur when data- are collected daily and
then are svaoed or averaged so that only one data value
is report for each month

6. Similarly, w, can average monthly data to get yearly data)
yearly data to obtain decade data etc.

7. Bach averaging is quite helpful and often used; however
there is a great reduction in number of observations
(30 1, 124. 1, etc.)

8; We prefer the use of running averages, since such loss
does not occur

III. Solution: "Smooth" the data by taking running medians of
three

1. Smoothing has become quite popular in the last 10 years
because it is easy to do and is effective

NEVI . I1.120
4
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2. We have chosen a very simple smoother--running medians
of 3- -which works well even though it is simple

IV. Method

1. Example: Emergency Room registrations at D.C. General
Hospital; 1970-1975. Monthly data

2. The first step is always make a time plot of the data

a. Note the many peaks and troughs

b. Data appear to increase until 1973, then fall

c. Very difficult to compare years because of
irregularities

3. We shall smooth the data to remove these

a. Write down the data in one column on the left
margin of a page

b; Take 3 values consecutively and record their median;
for the second data value 8120; record med(7476; 8120,
7706) = 7706

c. Continue through the data, taking 3 at a time

(4a)

(4b)

d, Endpoints? Merely copy the end value. Tukey has other
suggestions

e. Continue the smoothing until the ith smooth is iden-
tical to the(i-I)st smooth. These data required 3
smooals

f. From turn smooth to the next; we need only record
those values that change

g. Plot thy.. smoothed data; and study it

i. Hospitc.1 data similar from year to year

Rises; pecks in summer; then falls

iii. 1973 diltiantly higher; 1971, 1975 distinctly
lower

(5)

. Ls this the whole story? Suppose we consider the total (6)

umber ofregistrations; and divide to obtain % of all
registrations that are emergencies

a. Thes Ate are more similar, and their plot has less (7)
pate



bi We smooth these percentages and plot them (8)

is Shape is similar to before; peak in Simmer, low
in winter

ii. Hence conclusions are similar to conclusions from
raw data

5. Note that these- data had- little trend or linear increase;
we could not fit a line to them. In the next section, We
analyze data with more pattern

6. Smoothing with CHU-DAP:
Use function SMOOTH

XVI.II.122
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Topic 2. Summarizing Time Plote

I. Basic Issue: Describing the trends in time series data

1. After smoothing the data, if there is evidence of time
trends; we should transform the data (if necessary) and
fit a line

2. Specific issues are

e. Extrapolation: can we say anything about the data
beyond the range that we have?

b. Interpolation: Can we estimate a Y value for a time
point lying between 2 time points for which we have
data?

3; Data with substantial structure are much easier to extra-
polate and interpolate than data that are mostly noise

. Are there any monthly, seasonal, etc. trends? These are
called periodicities, and if present, should be noted

5. Finally, how does (Xi,Yi) relate to (k Y )?i=1

II. Problem: Are there any problems unique to time series data?

1; With only one N value for every X, equally spaced X's,
trends are much more evident than with ordinary (X,Y)
data

The study of periodicities and extrapolation and
interpolation presents no- difficulties; however one
must use caution, because drawing conclusions from a
data set is a "delicate" matter

III. Methods

1. We study another -example: per capita expenditures for (9)

household electricity in the U.S., 1929-1972. Data are
in hundred $/person

2. Data reveal an exponential trend

3; Take log (Y) and find a reasonably linear trend (10)

4. Fitted line has equation: (11)
log Y - 0.06 X - 7.29

XVI.II,123
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5. Note cyclical pattern of residuals from line--this pattern
is an example of a 20 year period: high in PI 1935, low
in 1945, high in 1955, low in 1965

6. Residuals as a schematic plot look fine (12)

7. However, plotted against X, the periodicity is revealed! X13)

8. Extrapolation is reasonably easy, because the line is an (11)
adequate summary

9. Interpolation is also straightforward, but remember
periodicities!

10. A further example: Number of physicians in the United (14)
States, 1850-1973

a. Data on U.S. population reveal that increase has not
been constant with the population

b. Suppose we plot (XiYi) as a function of (X
i=1'we let our Y variable be Yi and our X

variable Y
-1

c. Plot is amazingly linear! (15)

i. Y(t-1) can be used to make good predictions of Y(t)

ii. The regression of Y(t) on Y(t-1) is a "lagged
regression", and the knowledge that this regression
is good is quite useful

XVI.I/,124
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QMPM

Homework, Unit 3

1; The fo1lc.-411) 34ta were collected fora_study_of_intendc -__)ected;
desired4 ideal family_size; The data below show the total number
of births expected by married women 18-39 years old by age group and
race for the years 1965-1972;

(a) ConsideEIng_each_age_group_as a separate batch, construct_
parallel-stem and_Ieaf_displays_for each -of the_four_batches.
Calculate_the_five_number summaries _for each batch and dis-
play these under_the corresponding stem-and-leaf display;
What patterns (if any) do you observe?

(b) Draw parallel schematic plots for the four batches; Do you
find any additional differences in expected births?

(c) Redraw the parallel schematic plot and_connect_the_medians;
hinges; and extreme_values_on this graph as done with_the
ordered multiple batches in_class., What -can you learn from
the plot? Which graphic presentation ((a), (b)_,_or (c))
makes these patterns (or lack of them) most obvious)?

(d) Look againiat the raw data. Suggest two_other possible_ways
in which the data might be examined;_ Abov we ex-
p,.ored a relationship between expectee: .:irthe and of wives;
What other possibilities are suggested !:.? t%e raw di.,E0)

(e) What do you conclude about the relationelip_between_expected
births and a married- woman's-age? _What iarplications can you
draw from your analysis regarding the demand for elementary
school teachers in the next 10 years?
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Module II

2. The_foilwing eItR show the number of employees on nor. - agricultural
payrolls c;T: tears 1951-1973 for the 11 states comprising the
"old south."

(a) Consider each_year as a batch. Calculate_the 5 number summary
for each batch. You may_ wish_ to_ cut the data values to tens
of thousands. If you order_the_data_(cut_or raw) What unusual
fact stands out? (Hint: identify the ordered data by state);
Why might this be so?

(b) Draw a parallel schematic plot for the twelve batches. What
trends (if any) do you observe?

(c) How does the number of employees in non-agricUlture jobs change
over time? What implications does your analysis have for the
employment structure of the "old south?"

-
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(1) Total number of Births Expected by Married Women 18-39 Years Old
by Age Group and Race 1965 to 1972

Age Group (yrs.) 21 27 32 37

Year & Race

White

1972 2.2 2.4 2.8 3.2

1971 2.4 2.6 2.9 3.2

1970 2.6 2.7 3.0 3.2

1967 2.9 3.0 3.2 3.2

1965 3.1 3.3 3.5 3.3

Black

1972 2.4 2.8 3.7 4.0

1971 2.6 3.1 3.7 4.2

1970 2.9 3.2 3.8 4.1

1967 2.8 3.4 4.3 4.2

1965 3.4 4.0 4.4 4.1
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(2)
#Eaployees on Non-agricultural payrolls by State for the "old soutn4, in thousands

State/Year 1951 1953 . 1955 1957 1959 1961 1963 1965 1967 1969 1971 1973

662.8 692.7 702.9 754.8 764;4 774;6 812;5 886;5 951;8 1000;2 1021;9 1135.6Alamo

Arkansas 319.0 319.6 321.0 337.4 359.4 376.0 414.9 455.3 497.9 530.7 549.2 619.9

Florida 759.7 848.8 965.9 1152.7 1273.0 1333.9 1447.4 1619;1 10163 2069.9 2249.2 2756;5

Georgic 872;3 929;7 959;5 997.4 1030.1 1050.7 1139.7 1257.1 1394.7 1531.7 1602.9 1799.7

Louisiana 669.5 711.4 725.5 802.6 789.1 780.6 817.0 905;5 1005:0 1041;0 1064.3 1172;9

Mississippi 333:7 344 :1 354:0 366.9 397.2 408.7 443.7 485.3 531.9 567.0 593.5 678.5

North Carolina 987.2 1023.7 1059.4 1101.3 1163.7 1209.1 1298.6 1431.2 1600.9 1747.0 1818.4 2014.7

South Carolina 505.8 543.8 533.0 545.0 566:8 587.0 630:6 686.1 754.4 819.8 862.6 984:0

Tennessee 805.9 852.6 867.6 886.8 907.0 934.0 1002.5 1108.5 1218.8 1309.8 1356.8 1534.8

Texas 2103.5 2224.7 2291.2 2450.2 2513.0 2544.1 2700.1 2925.3 3251.7 3599.2 3692.1 4146.4

Virginia 869:4 903:2 912.0 972.0 1000.5 1034.8 1123.8 1218.9 1330.2 1438.1 1558.0 1747.4
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QMPM

3. The following_data show total- school budgets for various _towns in
the Pittsburgh area -and the total number -of pupils in the corresponding
school:systems (The Pittsburgh district is deleted since it is
considerably larger than any of the others);

(a) Considering the number of pupils as the X_variablei make a
scatterplot of the data. What can you learn from the plot?

(b) Group the X values into mini-batches. (One.00ssible grouping
would be-0.:=1.92.0-2.9i_3;03;9; 4.0-5.9i 6.0+. Draw a parallel
schematic plot. What patterns (if any) do you observe?

(c) Determine the conditional typical values. Plot these values
on _a separate graph. What trends (if any) do you see? How
well do the conditional typicals summarize the information
in the mini-batches?

(d) Calculate the residuals from the conditional typicals and analyze
as a single batch. Do the residuals indicate any "lack of fit?"

(6) What relationship between school budget and number of pupils
does your analysis suggest?

4 c
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(3)

District

Total School Budget and Total Number of Pupils
For Area School Districts

Budget PdOili District Budget Pupils

Allegheny Valley $ 4,866,760 3i415 McKeesport $11,825,045 8,139Avonworth 3,185;000 1,865 Mentour 7,436,496 4;269
Babcock _ __ _4;795;500 2,922 Moon _9,098,485 5,183
Beldwinilhiteholt 14,248,615 8,515 Mt. Lebanon_ 14;992;283 7,815Bethel Park 15,001,891 8;776 North Allegheny 13,308,965 7,665
Brentwood 3,284,971 1;807 North-Hills 13;793,726 8;104Carlynton _ __ 5;288;313 2,910 Northgate _4;822;199 2,693Chertierm Talley 10,658,743 5;715 Penn Rini 20,242,552 13,480Churchill 8,468;331 4,799 MO 8,997;000 6,020Clairton 3;430;498 1,956 Quaker-Vallei 4;984;400 2,406Cornett 3,408,583 1,416 Riverview 3;382,934 1,986Deer Lakes 4037,707 3;082 Shaler 141636,498 9,205Duquesne

i 2;514;094 1,530 South Allegheny 4;522,672 3;171East Allegheny 6,310,000 3,479 South Fayette 2;502;741 1,283Edgewodd 1,655,497 859 South Potk 3,932,238 2,382
Elizabeth!Forward _7,360;243 5;071 Steel Valley 6,915,120 3;514Fox Chapel 11;876;197 6,074 Sto-Rox- 5;185;295 2,999Gateway 14,717,000 8,508 Swissvale 3,686,749 2,040General Braddock 4,851,796 2,668 Turtle Creek 2,739,724 1;505Raoptonl_ 5;470,700 3,229 Upper St. Clair : 9,862,247 5;349_Highlands_ 8,781,000 5,338 West Allegheny ____ 5;126;134 3,410Keystone Otks 8,140,801 4,930 Vest Jefferson Hills 7,093,055 4;551

Vest Mifflin 9,706,972 5;808
Wilkinsburg 6,496,542 3,570

Source: Pittibdtgh Pte.", July 10, 1976.
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4. The following data show the violent crime index rate per 100;000_
population for various American urban rapid transit systems in 1970;

(a) Scatterplot the data (consider population the X variable);
What pattern (if any) do you see?

(b) A common transformation for populations is log. Looking at the
raw data do you think that this is an appropriate transformation?
Why or why not?

(c) Scatterplot the transformed data; What pattern (if any) do you
see?

(d) Fit a resistant line to the transformed data and plot it on the

scatterplot from (c). Is it a good fit?
'

(e) Calculate plot (vs_X)_; and examine the residuals; What do they
tell you about the fitted line?

(f) Polish the line once; Plot the polished line -on the scatterplot
from (c); Does it appear to be a better fit than the line
fitted in (d)? Calculate, plot; and examine the residuals
from the polished line;

.'g) Compare this residual plot to that in (e); Which shows a
better fit?

(h) What conclusions_ can you draw about the relationship between
violent crime rate on transit systems and city population?

4 S5



Module I/

(4)

City/System

Violent Crime Index Rate per 100,000 Population for
Various American City Rapid Transit Systems in 1970

Violent Crime Index Rate Center City Pop. Log. Center City Pop.

Boston 861 628,215 5.798
Cleveland 1,077 738,956 5.869
Detroit 1,958 1,492,914 5.174
Oakland 1,078 358;486 5.554
Albany 105 280,032 5.447
Atlanta 779 497,426 5.697
Baltimore 2,112 895;222 5.952
Columbus 540 540,025 5.732
DC Metro 2,203 746,169 5.873
Denver 822 512,691 5.710
Ft. Worth 453 393,476 5.595
Indianapolis 481 746,613 5.873
Milwaukee 213 709,537 5.851
New Orleans 1,066 593,471 5.773
Portland 708 375,161 5.794
St. Louis 1,502 622,236 5.794
San Antonio 550 650,188 5.813
San Diego 286 695,790 5.842
Seattle 603 524,623 5.720
Ann Arbor 394 99,797 4.999
Billings 153 52,851 4.723
Chattanooga 579 113,003 5.053
Concord _30 _30,022 4.477
Dayton 1,200 239,591 5.379
Everett 229 51,926 4.715
Lafayette 71 44,955 4.653
Orlando 792 97,565 4.989
Pueblo 271 96,746 4.986
Schenectedy 162 77,134 4.887
Syracuse 357 197,297 5.295
TACOMA 408 151,061 5.179

4S6
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The following date oho* the number of reported cases of mumps per

month for 1972 and 1973.

(a) Scatterplot the data (ritiMbit.:the R variable here is TIME).

What trends (if any) do you tie

(b) Smooth the data with running medient Of 3.

(c) Discuss the periodicity of the time aeries.

(d) flow many cases of mumps do you think Were reported in March 1974?

August 1974? December 1974? Febttitty 1975? September 1975?

(t) What implications can_you draw ftom your analysis regarding

when during a year spot commercials should be run on TV to

convince parents to get mumps vaccine shots for children?

Reported Cases of MUtps in the US

1972 1973

January 9184 7160

February 8921 7349

March 10806 8306

April 9663 6434

May 9929 7404

June 5483 5045

July 2634 2030

August 1799 1357

September 1480 1068

October 2641 2456

November 5418 4759

December 6205 5751

Source: Center for Disease Control, Morbidity & Mortality, Vol. 23.
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Module II

6. The folloWing data give median incomes of persons 25 years old or
older by years of school completed and by sex for the US in 1973:

(a) Make a scatterplot of root_madian income (Y) against years -of
school completed (X). What relationship (if any) do you observe?

(b) Calculate_the regression line for income vs. years_in school
for )!4 ONLY. Plot this_line_on_the_scatterplot_you_drew_for
(a). Does_this. line confirm or contradict_the relationship
you observe in (a)? Calculate and plot the residuals. What
do you conclude about this model from the plot of the residuals?

(c) Calculate the- regression line for_income_vs._years in school
for WOMEN ONLY. Plot this Une_on_the_scatterplot you drew
for (a).- Does this line confirm or-contradict the relationship
you observe in (a)? Calculate and plot the residuals; What
do you conclude about this model from the plot of the residuals?

(d) Calculate the regression_lirH for income vs. years in school
for -BOTH NEN_AND WOMEN_(i.e.i_combine_ali_the data into one
batch); Plot this line-on the scatterplot_you_drew_for (a);
Calculate and plot the reriduals. How "well" does this line
fit_ the data? Do you this single_ line or the two
individual lines found in J,) and (c), and why? How important
is the person's sex in fiting a model to this data?

(e) What policy implications do you derive from your analysis
concerning the differential status of men and women in the US?

Median Annual Income of Persons 25 years old and over
by Years of School completed and by Sex for the USA 1973

Years of School
Completed

-Median Income
Men Women

4 $4463 $1873

8 6371 2220

10 8622 2836

12 10832 3970

14 11670 4564

16 13939 6214

20 16027 8936

Source: U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Census Current
Population Reports, Series P=60, No. 97.

XVI,II,149
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7. The following data show the number of reported cases of Venereal
Disease (Gonorrhea and Syphilis) per year for 1962-1974;

(a) Scattarplot the data (remember;_ the R variable here is TIME).
What trends (if any) do you see?

(b) interpolate to find the number of cases in 1970 of Syphilis
and Gonorrhea.

(c) Pltit Y(t) vs Y(t-1). What does this plot tell you?

(d) How many cases of gonorrhea do you estimate will be reported
in 1976? How many of syphilis?

(e) If you were designing new public health programs to reduce
the incidence of venereal disease Whet comparative emphasis
would you_make over the next ten years regarding syphilis and
gonorrhea? What aspects of your would you use to
convince a_group of concerned lay people of the correcteneds
of your policy?

Reported Cases of VD per year for 1962-1974

Year # cases syphilis
(in 1000s)

# cases gonorrhea
(in 1000s)

1962 126 264

1963 124 278

1964 114 301

1965 113 325

1966 105 352

1967 102 405

1968 96 465

1969 92 535

1971 96 670

1972 91 767

1973 87 843

1974 84 899

Source: Center for Disease Control, Morbidity Ec_Mortality vols. 20, 23 153
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Module If

Homework Solutions
Unit 3

1. # Births expected by wives 18-39 years old by age.

(a) 21 yre. old 27 yrs. old 32 yrs. old 37 yrs. old

Unit-= .1 Unit_., a Unit-= .1 Unit -= .1

2 244 2 4 2- 2
66899 678 89

3 14 3 01234 3 02 3 22223
5778

4 4'0 4 34 4 01122 _

2.7 3.05 3.6
2.4 2.9 2.7 3.3 3.0 3.8
2.2 3.4 2.4 4.0 2.8 4.4

3,65
3.2 4.11
3.2 4.2

Apparent trend towards increase in expected births with increasing age.

(b) (See plot) Same trend is more apparent; (Rate of increase levels off.
Variability decreases.)

(c) (See plot) The.vlot with the connecting lines WOO!' the same trends; It
is &Satter of opinion which plot makes these trends most obvious; probably
the beit case can be made for plot (c)i with the connecting linei.

(4) Expected births vs; race (Black-> White trend).
Eicpedted births vs. year (Decreases with year).

(e) As a waten's age increases (and also the number of children she
alres4V-heS)the total number of children she empedta to have increases.

Sint,* We do_not know from these numbers whether thinuMber_of children
Of elementary school age is increasing -(over time)_y* cannot use
these_numbers for predicting the debAnd for elementary school teachers
in the future.

But note that expected- family size it cetteiily less in 1972 than
in earlier years; hence_i the number of eleMentery school age
Children will probably decrease in the future, causing a decrease
in dethand for teachers.

XVI II 15U r, .



I,b Number of births expected by wives 18 -39 years old
by age

Number 3
of

births
expected

2.

T

T
I

21 27 32 37

age of wife
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Number 3
of

birthS
expected

Module II

1.c) Number of births expected by wives 18-39 years old by age

1

1

21 27 32

4

37-

hinges and median solid line
extremes dashed line
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2(a) it Employee. on Non agricultural payrolls values ordered and tat (tens of thousands)

Year 1951 1953 1955 1957 1959 1961 1963 1965 1967 1969 1971 1973 State

extreme 31 31 32 33 35 37 41 45 49 53 54 61 (Ark)_

33 34 35 36 39 40 44 48 53 56 59 67 (Maai)

hinge
50

66

54

69

53

70

54

75

56

76

58

77

63

81

68
88

75

=95

-81

100

-86

102

-98

113

(SC)

(Ala)

66 71 72 80 78 78 81 90 100 104 106 117 (La)

median 75 84 86 88 90 93 100 110 121 130 135 153 (Tenn)

80 85 91 97 100 103 112 121 133 141 155 174 (Va)

hint.
86

87

90

92

95

96

99

110

103

116

105

120

113

129

125

143

139

160

153

174

160

181

179

201

(CA)

(NC)

=98 102 105 115 127 133 144 161 181 206 224 275 (F11)

extreme 210 222 229 245 251 254 270 292 325 359 369 414 (Tx)

5 Weber summaries

extreme 31 31 _ 32 _ 33 _ 35 37 41 45 49 53 54 61

hinge 58 61.5 61.5 64;5 66 67.5 _72 _78 _85 190.5 194 105.5

median 75 84 86 88 90 93 100 110 121 130 - 135 153

hinge 86.5- 91 95.5 104.5 109.5 112.5 12i 134 149.5 163.5 170:5 190

extreme 210 222 229 245 251 254 270 292 325 359 369 414

aidspremd 28.5 29.5 34.0 40.0 43.5 45.0 49 56 64.5 73.0 76.5 84.5

3/2 H 49 45 51 60 65 67 74 84 96 109 115 127

Note that relative ranking of states remains same (possibly reflect. total population) each year.

Also that spreat-imarease..
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-19 laploynes on MON-airicultural payrolls
(upper 'Atakora and adj. maims pot shown)

0

0
0

Module II
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2(b) Note that the # employees on non.agricultural_OaYrolls increases
over time for all of the states (in fact the #_employees on_non-
agricultural payrolls roughly doubles betWein 1951 and 1973).

(t) See also (b) above; Since the rise_in4 employees-on nonagricultural
payrolls may-be due "only " -to the general rise in population, we
have insufficient data- to-draw- conclusions about the:changing
employment- structure (if indeed it is_changing) in the old south.
Ae might -wish to examine possible- changes by- comparing the annual

rate of increase of # employees on nonagricultural payrolls with_
dither rate of increase of total population (by state) or rate of
increase of # employees on agricultural payrolls, or even both.

4 00
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Module II

3(0 School i-ludget clearly increases with the number of Pupils in theschool system. There is a strong linear pattern.

(b) The trend noted in (a) above is also striking in this plot.
(c) Use the median of each mini-batch. The plot looks like that in (b)but with less information (we lose information on the spread ofeach mini-batch). The pattern is still apparent.

(d) to

1

2

Hi

=5L5

43
51521
664909534194
0122200134081403477
0402
0
60.0

5 Number Summary of Residuals

1 E
12 H
23 M
12 H
1 E

-52.5

-6.0
0
4;0

60;0

Residuals are relatively symmetric; They cluster around zero,except for one high and one low outlier.

(e) Clearly budget increases with the_number_Of students. Using aresistant_line with one step of polish; the relationship issummarized as approximately y 111 20000 X
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3.a)
Total School Iludgat vs. 2otal 'lumbar. of Pupils

200

Total
school
budget
(htmdred
thousands)

e
;

.5

.5

;

Area School District

io,000 12,00

%abet of Pupils

499
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Module II

.3.b,c)

Minibatches; ordered 6 summarised

Match _1_ 2 3_ 4 5

# pupil* 0 -I9 2.0-2.9 3.0-3.9 4.0-5.9 6.0-up
median # pupils 1.0
(thousands)

budgets 16.5

2.5

36.8

3.5

45.2

5.0

70.9

8.1

89.9
(ordered) 25.0 39.3 49.3 73.6 118.2

25.1 47.9 51.2 74.3 118.7

27.3 48.2 54.7 81.4 133.0

31.8 48.5 63.1 84.6 137.9
32 8 48.6 64.9 87.8 142.4

33.8 49.8 69.1 90.9 146.3

34.0 51.8 97.0 147.1

34.3 52.8 98.6 149.9
106.5 150.0

202.4

extreme 16.5 36.8 45.2 70.9 89.9

hinge 25.1 47.9 50.25 74.3 125.7

median 31.8 48.5 S4.7 86.2 142.4

hinge 33.8 49.8 64.0 97.0 148.5

extreme 34.3 52.8 69.1 106.5 202.4

midspread 8.85 7.2 13.75 22.7 22.8

Residuals from Medians:
-15.3 .52.5

-15.3 -11.7 -9.5 -12.6 -24.2

- 6.8 - 9.2 -9.5 -11.9 -23.7

- 6.7 - 0.6 -5.4 - 4.8 - 9.4

- 4.5 - 0.3 -3.5 - 1.6 - 4.5

0 0 0 + 1.6 0

+ 1.0 + 0.1 +8.4 + 4.7 + 3.9

+ 2.0 + 1.3 +10.2 +10.8 + 4.7

+ 2.2 + 3.3 +14.4 +12.4 + 7.5

+ 2.5 + 4.3 +20.3 + 7.6
+60.0

9 :l
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QMPM

4. (a) The crime rate index increases with center city population.
There is, however; quite a bit of variation--even within cities
of similar size.

(b) The data have a shape vtich suggests that we should transform
X down. Log (X) is not unreasonable.

(c) The crime rate index increases with log center city population
in a very linear fashion.

(d) The unpolished resistant line is

Crime ft -4381.6211+ (945.2319) (Log Population)

(e) A very noticeable trend in the residuals is that the absolute
value of the residual increases with the size of the log center
city population. (Note the increasing divergence of the data
from the fitted line as log(pop) increases. Otherwise the fit
is "pretty good")

(f) The once-polished resistant line is

Crime m -3629.6418 + 805.4307 (Log Population)

There is a slight difference between the unpolished and
polished lines, but the fit appears to be about the same.

(g) Same comments as (e). The two residual plots appear to be
very similar;

(h) The violent crime index rate on- transit system increases with
population._ This relationship can be described approximately
by the fitted model (resistant line)

Crime -3629 + 805 (Logpop));

The model fits best for areas with smaller populations.
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PLOT R2 VS LPOP
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QMPM

5. (a) There are_fewer cases of mumps in 1973 than in 1972, and there
are monthly or seasonal effects.

(k). Reported Cases of Wimps.

Month Data Smoothed_Once

3 72 9;184 9;184
F 8;921 9;184
M 10;806 9;663
A 9;663 9029
M 9,929 9,663
3 5;483 5;483
3 2,634 2,634
A 1,799 1,799
8 1,480 1,799
0 2;641 2,641
N 5;418 5;418
D 6205 6,204
3 73 7,160 7,160
F 7,349 7,349
M 8;306 7,349
A 6;434 7,404
M 7;404 6;434
3 5;045 5;045
J 2,039 2,039
A 1;357 1,357
S 1;068 1;357
6 2,456 2,456
N 4,759 4,759
D 5,751 4,751

(c) Lows occur in summer months (July; August; September; (October))

Highs occur in winter/spring months (December, January, February,
(March), (April);

Note the decreasing overall trend;

(d) March-74 7000
Aug. 74 1100
Dec. 74 5000

Feb. 75_ 5000(?)
Sept. 75 ;-; 1000(?)

(e) One should run commercials a month_ or two prior to the expected
onset of mumps (to allow time for parents to get their children
vaccinated and to allow time for the children to develop the
immunity from the disease.

The data_suggesr midsummer (July) for these spots to begin; with
an exhortation to get children vaccinated (before school starts
in September).

5/
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Module II

6 a) The_scatterplot_suggests_a trend of increasing median income with
increasing education; If we code the points for men'and women,
we can readily see that men's incomes are greater than women's
incomes at each level;

b) Root (Median Income (Men)) 52.20 + 3.94 (Years of School Com-
pleted)

The line confirms the increasing trend in men's median income
with years of school completed. It also accents the apparent
differences in men's and women's salaries for comparable levels
of education.

Residuals: -1.16
-3.90
1 ;25

4.60
.67

2.82
- .44

There is no noticeable pattern in the plot of the residuals. The
least squares line seems to fit quite well;

c) Root (Median Income (women))
23;55 ÷ 3'37

(Year of School Com-
pleted)

The line confirms the increasing trend in women's median income
with_years of school completed. The slope, being less than the
slope of the line for men, indicated that the average additional
income from one more year of education is less than that for males.

Residuals: 6;25
-3;39
-4;00
- .98
-3;17
1;36
3;58

There is no noticeable pattern in the plot of the residuals. The
least squares lines seems to fit well but the residuals are larger
than in the case of men's incomes.

) Root (Median Income
:pIeted)

(all)
37.87 + 3.65 (Years of School Cam-

Residuals: Men Women
14.82 - 9.2
12.73 -19.97
18.45 -21.15
22.38 -18.69

XVI,II;169
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19.02 -21.45
21.75 -17.48
15.68 -16.39

The residuals are strongly positive for those points correspond-
ing to men's incomes and strongly negative for those points
corresponding to women's incomes. Thetwo lines clearly pro-
vide a superior summary of the data However, if we are asked
to predict average income, regardless of sex, we would want to
use the regression line for both sexes.

If we are given:the sex of an individual we can predict median
income with much_greater accuracy than if we are forced to use
the equation derived from_the combined data_(barring bllid Iuck);
Compare the_sums_of the absolute values of the residuals from the
two regression lines as opposed to the one: 41;53 versus 238.16.

e) There are several possible reasons for the disparity in median
incomes between men -and women.

-There may -be job_ discrimination against_women (e;g; lower
level_of job assignments despite equal training, lower pay
for the same job).
-Women may tend_to concentrate their studies and take jobs
in fields Which typically pay less than those fields which
interest men.

-More women than men of comparable education may decide to
not market their skills (e.g. become home-makers)

These three explanations, as well as others, all probably con-
tribute to the disparity. Further study is needed to confirm
or deny each. The job discrimination possibly is of particu-
lar concern since this is an illegal practice and could be dealt
with in the courts in specific cases. The policy implications
of the latter two explanations are less_clear since they may or
may not involve a sex-related choice. It may be that if women
tend_to stay out of particular fields of work or study some type
of effort, such as a publicity campaign directed towards women
should_be undertaken to bring their talents into the field (e.g.
the military has recently been trying to attract female volun-
teers).
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#6 a, bi d, d.

Root (Total Annual Income) vs Years of School Completed

8 12

Year of School Completed
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ModUle II

7. (a) Gonorrhea has been increasing over time while syphilis has been
declining.

(b) Tor 1970:
92_4- Q6

2
se 94 thousand (Syphilii)

535 +_670
2- 602.5 thousand (Gonorrhea)

(c) The linear relationship implies that a good prediction for the
number of cases in a given year can be based on the number of
cases during the previous year.

(d) Syphilis: 78-80 thousand (decrease of 2 =3 per year)

Renee: 1972=1971 97

1973-1972 76

1974=1973 56

1975-1974 3/4 (56) = 45

1976=1975 314 (45) 36

45 + 36 = 81

Gonorrhea: 980 thousand (# increases by about 3/4 of previous
years increase)

(899 + 81) = 980

(e) Clearly) Gonorrhea is far more prevalent, Further; while the
incidence of Gonorrhea is increasing ("out of_control"); that
of Syphilis appears to be on the deCline ("under control").

-Note; however.; that the data Appear to indicate that the rate
of increase of Gonorrhea is leveling off,

Since the spread of_VD is crucially dependent on the number of
individnals_infected4 clearly Gonorrhea will require a greater
amount Of effort to bring under Control,

51,E
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Module II

Quiz Unit 3

Time = 60 minutes
Suggested problem times given. Credit is roughly proportional to
these times.

Part I. Answer 5 of the 6 following questions (15 minutes)

(1) Give two_possible reasons why the Y observations in an (Xiy) data
set should be transformed;

(2) How does an ordered multiple batch differ from an unordered multiple
batCh?

(3) What representative point is used as a "conditional typical value"
in a Mini-batch?

(4) How_do "outlying" data values affect a least squares line and a
resistant line?

(5) What are "residuals" from a line fitted to an (X,Y) data set?

(6) According_to the study cited by Tufte, what factors affect voting
rates in AmeriCan cities?

524
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Part II. Answer 2 of the following 3 questions. (20 minutes)

(1) Which direction do we move on the ladder of powers and for what
variables, if the scatterplot of the raw data resembles:

e) y

d1 y

XVI II .178
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(2) What do these residuals from a polished fit imply Abinit how well the
linear model fits the data (x-variable X, y variable as residuals)?
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(3)

This graph is from Louis Batten's article, "Cloud Seeding and
Rainmaking." (Statistics: A Guide to the Unknown, pp. 354-361).

(a) What problem does Batten discuss? What solution does he propose?

(b) Interpret the graph. (A complete answer will include a description
of the plotted points, a discussion of goodness of fit, and the
implications for Batten's hypothesis.)
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Part III. Answer 1 of the following 2 questions (25 minutes)

(1) Consider the following data set on U.S. Coal Production (from
J. Tukey, Exploratory Data-Analysis, Chapter 7).

year coal production

1955 467 million tons
6 500
7 493
8 410
9 412

1960 416
1 403
2 422
3 459
4 467

1965 512
7. 552
8 545

Note that the production for 1966 is not available.

(a) Smooth these data until the ith_smooth_is identical to the (i -1)th
smooth; Merely use the actual data values for end points.

(b) Interpolate to find coal production in 1966.

(c) Extrapolate to find coal production in 1969;

(d) Are there any apparent trends in these data?

528
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(2) Consider the following data set on 1976 and pre -1976 malpractice
insurance premiums for Greater Boston hospitals and health centers
(from D. Hoaglin, A First Course in Data Analysis, chapter 5).

Institutibh

(thousands of $)

old new
premium premium

Boston Hospital for Women 418 304

Peter Bent Brigham 1220 839

Robert Breck Brigham 169 120

Children's 866 646

Beth Israel 833 635

Massachusetts General 2263 1682

McLean 255 218

Harvard Health Service 136 114

Mt. Auburn 162 148

Sidney Farber Cancer Center 66 60

Massachusetts Eye and Ear 350 258

Harvard Community Health Plan 192 136

New England Deaconess 435 348

Let x = old premium, and y = new premium. We have calculated

Ex, = 7365 x = 566.5
I

I:x2 = 8719409
y = 423.7

E yi = 5508

I:y2 = 4752590

Ex y =6432511

(a) Find least squares estimates of the coefficients for the linear model
relating y to x.

(b) Would a resistant line be very,lafferent from the least squares line
for these data? Why or why not?

XVI.II.182
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Quiz Unit 3
Solutions

I. 1; Y observations in an_(X,Y) data set. may be transformed to
equalize variance or to promote linearity.

2. The batches in an ordered multiple batch are related in a
quantitative way, while those in an unordered batch are
related only in a qualitative way.

3. We. use the median of a mini- =batch as the "conditional typical
value";

4; An outlying value pulls a least squares line towards it but
has very little effect on a resistant line.

5. A residual from a fitted line is the observed y value minus
the fitted Y value.

6. The factors which affect voting rates are:

(a) closeness of election
(b) ease of voting
(c) socioeconomic factors

II. 1. (a) Up on x i, down on Y

(b) Down on-X. and Y
(c) Down on up on Y
(d) Up on X. did Y
(e) No transformation necessary

2; (a) Good fit
(b) There is still level to be removed
(t) There is still tilt to be removed
(d) The data needed to be transformed
(e) Slope and level have been removed, but spread of the

residuals increases as X increases. A transformation of
y would be appropriate

3. (a) Batten discusses potential drought and proposes cloud
seeding as a way to increase rainfall.

(b) The plot is of the square root of rainfall for target
area (Y)_ and control area (x) Each_point_represents a
month; the_"x" point represents the- month--
cloud seeding took place in the target area. The_fitted
line describes the_data_well,_implying that - the - target

and control areas are well - matched: Since the seeded
month is not an outlier, Battants experiment provides
no- proof that cloud seeding does increase rainfall;

530
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I. (a) Data First Smooth Final Smooth

467 467 467
500 493 493
493 493 493
410 412 412
412 412 412
416 412 412
403 416 416
422 422 422
459 459 459
467 467 467
512 489.5 489.5
NA 532 532

552 548.5 545
545 545 545

(b) Interpolated value is 532 million tons.
(c) There are several extrapolated values for 1969 which

make sense. You may argue that coal production is leveling
off at 545_million tons. You may argue that coal produc-
tion is gradually increasing and will be approximately
551 Million by 1969.

(d) Coal production is increasing over time. There may be
periodicities, but we don't have enough data to tell.

;. E(x--x)(y--y) Ex-y--Fay--itx,4ni5
.i i _.$._ _ A__ 3.

2. (a) a -
-_2

E(xi-i) Dx2=2EX-4Ui2-i

Ex-y--Tay--53164niY
-

txi2- 2xExi-MEXI.

Ex i

Exi2-iitx1

6,432.511-566-50508)

8,719,409-566.5(7365)

alt .7284
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a r f - 02

r 423.7-.7284(566.5)

r 11.06

(b) No, a resistant line would not be very different. _A
plot of the data shows that there is a linear relation-
ship between old and new premiums, with no outliers;

,t1
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Lecture

Unit 4
Reading Assignments

VAIL%

PP; -24, 53-67

4-0

4-1

4-2

4-3

4-4

Prerequisite Inventory

Tufte, pp; 135=148

Wonnacott & Wonnacott

Tuftt, pp. 156=163

No reading

Workshop

4-5

4-6

4=7 No reading

Handout: "What to Look for in Reading Technical
Reports"

Handout: "Covariances and Independence in the
Bivariate Multiple Regression Model"

Tufte, pp. 148-155

In addition; tread the following articles:

Kaplan, Robert, and Samuel Leinhardt; "Determinants of PhysiCiari Office
Location;" Medical Care; Vol: II; No 5;.Sept;-Oct; 1973; pp; 406-415;

Kaplan; R.; and S. Leinhardt, "The Spatial Distribution of Urban Pharmacies,"
Medical Cate, Vol; XIII; No I; Jan; 1975; pp; 37-46;

Lave, Judith_R;, and Samuel Leinhardt,-"The Cost and Length of a Hospital
Stay," Ints...11, Vol. XIII; Dec; 1976; pp; 327-343;

Lave, J.R., and S. Leinhardt, "An Evaluation of a Hospital Stay Regulatory
Mechanism," AJPE, Vol. 66, No. IC), 1976, pp. 959-967;

Texts:

Tufte, Edward $.1 Bata Analysis for Politics and Policl, Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prenace..Hall, Inc., 19746

Wonnacott, and T.H. Wonnacott Econometrics, New York: John Wiley
and Sons, 19)0.
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Module II

Prerequisite Inventory;__Unit_4

Unit 4 of Module II is concerned with multiple linear regression,

i.e., the fitting of linear models relating many X variables to a single

Y variable. As in the previous three units, the ability to master the

concepts and techniques in Unit 4 is dependent upon the mastery of

several simple mathematical ideas; Before proceeding to Unit 4, you

should be very familiar with the topics discussed in this inventory.

This inventory is divided into the following sections:

1. Review of Units 1 and 2, Batches of Data.

2. Review of Unit 3, Univariate Regression.
OP

3. Representation of a data set as a matrix.

4. Matrix manipulations.

This unit depends heavily on Unit 3. If you feel that you do not have

a good understanding of this prior unit, please consult a member of the

course's teaching staff for additional tutoring.

Section 1. Review of Units 1 and 2, The Analysis of Batches of Data

A good review of the concepts and techniques of the first module

of QMPM is given in Section 1 of Prerequisite Inventory, Unit 3. Detail

concerniag the construction of number summaries, schematic plots. and stem-

and-leaf displays is presented there, as well as a review of important

terminology. You should reread this section since this material is

important for the proceedures and concepts of Unit 4;

Number summaries, schematic plots, and stem-and-leaf displays

may be drawn in parallel when analyzing Multiple batches of data. We

merely use one scale (or one set of stems) for all the batches.

XVI,11.187 534
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When are these concepts employed in the analysis of complex multi-

variable data sets? Since such data sets are a collection of batches;

related in some complicated fashion; the tools of Unit I and 2 are

useful in "getting a feel for the data". One should analyze the

multi-variable data set as single batches or a multiple batch, before

fitting the desired linear model.

These tools are also very helpful in evaluating how well the model
-

fits the data. Since data = fit + residual, the single batch of

residuals from the fit is extremely important. Residuals as a batch

are occasionally assumed to be well - behaved, a powerful assumption, not

often justified. We postpone the discussion of residuals and well=

behaved batches to the next section.

Section 2. Rev4em=u1-Un4t 3, Univariate Regression

Unit 3 discussed the analysis of -ordered multiple batches,

collection of batches with an associated scald. For example, a data

set of the number of live births of women, classified by the age of the

mother at time of birth is an ordered multiple batch. We have one

batch for women under 15 years of age, one batch for women 15-19 years,

one for 20-24 years, 25-29 years, 30-34 years, 35-39 years, 40=44

years, 45 and over. There are 8 batches, each with values for total

number of live births, one datum for each year from 1950 to 1967.

Associated with each batch is the midpoint of the age interval.

These midpoints, = 14, 17, 22, 27, 32, 37, 42, = 46, constitute the

age scale for the multiple batch.

We showed how parallel schematic plots are drawn for ordered

multiple batcheS. Each plot is centered at the correct value on the

scale for the batch, and the width of the plot is made equal to the

XVI.II.188
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width of the interval on the scale associated with the batch.

can be seen from the live birth schematic plot; exhibit I, this display

summarizes the relationship between the data and the scale values

quite well

To summarize further these ordered batches; we compute typical

values for the values; conditional on the values being located in a

specific batch: conditional typical values; The conditional typical

value for a data value in batch 1 is defined to be the median of the

batch. The conditional typicals for the live birth data are given

in Exhibit 2 . Note how the values rise and fall as age increases,

similar to the raw data. The conditional typicals are representative

Exhibit 2

Live Births by Age of Mother
Conditional Typical Values, or "Fits" for Each Age Class

VAge Class Typi -cal Value of "Y"i Given "X"

Under 15 6,700 births

15-19 560,000 births

20-24 1)310)000 births

25-<9 1,065,000 births

30-34 680,000 births

35-39 330,000 births

40-44 85,000 births

Over 45 5,000 births

S3 7
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values for each batch, and reflect the relationship between the raw

data and the values along the ordered scale. Thus, we have the

decomposition of data values into conditional typicals + residuals.

If the conditional typicals provide a good fit to the data, residuals

will be small; otherwise, they will be large. Exhibit 3 displays

the residuals from the conditional typical values for the live birth

data. The many far out points indicate some lack of fit.

The analysis of (X,Y) paired observational data begins with a

consideration of these ordered pairs as a collection of mini-batches.

We use the X variable to break up the X axis into several intervals,

and then group together the Y values of the ordered pairs falling in

each interval into a single mini-batch. This "chopping up" of the

X axis follows an examination of the scatterplot of the (X,Y) data

Exhibit 4 is such a scatterplot of percent of the population illiterate

in 1930 in a state (X) and percent of the population illiterate in

1960 (Y). There are 51 points, one per state and the District of

Columbia.

The scatterplot is used to break the data into mini-batches, such

that intervals on the X axis are bounded by integers approximate-

ly of equal width, and contain equal numbers of Y values. It may not

be possible to achieve all three of these goals, but we must rely on

our professional judgment when working with real data.

Once we have achieved the reorganization of an (X,Y) data set into

batches, it can be analyzed as a collection of ordered batches. The

important question is: How-linear is the relationship between the

538
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conditional typical values and the X scale? To answer this we plot the

conditional typicals and the hinges of the mini-batches on a separate

plot and connect them. If the relationship is close to linear and if

the three lines are roughly parallel--as are the Iines in Exhibit 5

of the illiteracy data--then we are in good shape. If the plot lacks

these qualities, then we might want to transform our (X,Y) data set.

With regards to transformation we have 2 goals: (1) increase

linearity, and (2) equalize spread. The plot of the conditional

typicals and hinges is quite useful in assessing how far we must go to

achieve these goals. If the lines connecting the medians, upper

hinges, and lower hinges are not straight; then a transformation on

the X variable to increase linearity is needed. If the lines con-

necting the summary quantities are not parallel, and diverge or

converge as X increases, then the midspreads of the batches are not

constant. To equalize these spreads we transform Y. How do we

determine how far up or down the ladder of powers to move with X and

Y? Ekhibit 6 is useful in this determination; Identify the shape

of the scatterplot as one of the 4 functional forms in this display,

and transforth accordingly. Finding the best transformation is an

iterative process. Try several.

Once we have successfully transformed the (X,Y) data set, we are

now ready to summarize formally the relationship of Y to X. We fit a

line, either resistantly or by least squares, to the (X,Y) data set.

We hypothesize

Yi = a + bX

5.11
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as the function relating Y to X. We call the model fitting process

"regression "; and state that "Y is regressed on X". Since we have

Only one variable X to be regressed upon, the regression is a "uni-

variable" or univariate regression. Y is called the dependent varia-

ble, .X the independent variable;

Resistant lines are calculated by breaking the data into thirds- -

or 3 equal sized mini-batches--and computing the median of the X's

and the median of the Y's--the conditional typical value--within each

third. Label these three summary points

(X
(1). (1)

) - median of first third

CK (2).
Y
(2)

) = median of second third

(X
(3)'

Y
(3)

) = median of third third.

We compute

and

a 3 C (Y(1) - . - hX. + (Y )
) (3) (3)

The resistant line to remove all the

tilt and level from the res:.;.:1- we fit a line t., the

residuals from the previou am! a and b calculated from

the polishing to the a and b frev the ;A.f-lot,s fit.

Least squares minimizes the sum Lr thP 1quared residuals.

seek the a and b that minimize

544
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2
- a - b)( -)(Yi

i=1

Least squares provides a fit very similat to a resistant line if the

data are linear, the spread about the line is constant, and there are

no outliers. If any of these conditions are violated; then the least

squares line will not fit the data well, and the resistant line is

are "resistant" to violations of thesepreferable. Resistant lines

assumptions.

We compute

and

- iOrYi - i)

E(Xi - 3c)2

Y-

as least squares coefficients estimates. To evaluate how well the

least squares line fits the data, we calculate

and

2
(

tol_)2

S_ =
yia n -

r2
(Y = A = by2

- 1)2

2
Sidi is the variance about the line and should be as small as possible.

2r is 1 minus the ratio of residual variation to total variation, and

is interpreted as the "percent of the total variation" explained by

the line. The closer this quantity is to 1 the more completely the

line "explaint" the data.

545
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Residuals are defined as

ri Yi = = bX1

and are very important in evaluating the least squares and resistant

fit. Residuals, treated as a single batch, should be well-behaved; A

well-behaved batch is symmetric about the mean of the batch; appraxi

mately 642 of the batch values are within one standard deviation of the

mean, and approximately 952 of the batch values are within 2 standard

deviations of the mean. Such a batch has no outliers. This well-

behaved assumption is crucial to least squares lines and will be

discussed further in Unit 4.

A plot of the residuals versus X is also important. Such a plot

should be a random swarm of points; devoid of any pattern. Any pattern,

such as trigonometric, wedge, linear, or curvilinear, is an indication

that the line does not fit.

Time series data are a special kind of (X,Y) data. The X variable

refers to time (months; weeks; days; etc.) and there is one Y- associ-

ated with each Xi. Time series data contain quite a bit of noise, and

it is usually necessary to smooth these data sets to filter out the

irregularities; Running medians-of-3 is one smoother, and involves

taking the median 11 3 consecutive data values; beginning at the first

time point and working down to the last. The data are smoothed

several times until the smoothed values from the ith iteration are

identical to those from the (i-l)th; Exhibit 7 is a time plot of

emergency registrations at D; C. General Hospital; and exhibit 8 is

the smoothed time plot. Note how many of the peaks and troughs have

been removed by the smoothing.

XVI.11.129
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If the time plot shows sufficient trends, then we may extrapolate,

estimate beyond the range of the data, and interpolate, estimate be-

tween 1-do consecutive time points. The identification of periodicities

wt:ch (.3 seasonal highs and lows is also important.

Section 3. Representation of a data set as a matrix.

Consider an (Y,Y) data set. This data set contains 2 related

batches X and Y o equ.,.1 size N. The observationS in X Are denoted x

And those in Y y4. fAct,

X a (Xli Xg_li xN)

Y a ()Fp Y2, Ys)

i.e., the dat-1 vector X; of length N, can be represented as an -bltuple

of values xi through xN. Similarly for Y. We have written X and Y

horizontally; henceforth, we shall represent these vectors as vertical

columns;

X ,
ti

fYi
"2

Yn

We call X and Y column vectors and represent them with little letters

underscored with "tildas": x and y. All vectors will be written as

little letters with tildes: a, b, etc. The length of a vector is

551
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equal to the number of observations, N. y, in the linear model, is

called the dependent variable, or vector of dependent observationS.

Unit 4 is concerned with data sets containing a data vector y and

more than one x vector. We relate the variable Y to variables

Xi, X2,..., i.e., we seek to "describe" Y as a function of p

dependent variables X- X-- ..., X. We need a convenient mathematical
1, 2'

representation of the variables XI, X2, ..., Xo.

We present an example. For N 10 eastern states; we have data

on the transportation equipment industry in 1957.

(million
Aggregate

estate

$)

Added

$)

Aggregate
Capital

Service Flow

(million man-hours)
Aggregate
Han-Hours
WorkedValue

Connecticut 690 39 124
Maine 29 2 :6

Maryland 415 18 69
Massachusetts 242 15 39
New Jersey 667 33 83
New York 940 73 190
Ohio 1611 158 260
Pennsylvania 618 34 98
yirgioia 174 7 31
WeSt Virginia 23 2 4

Exhibit 14: Regression Data

We seek to estimate Aggregate Value Added (Y), as a function of

Aggregate Capital Service Flow (X1) and Aggregate Man-Hours Worked (X2).

This functional relationship is known in economics as the Cobb-Douglas

production function.

:5 9
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The dependent variable, y, is

1690 1
29

415
242
667
_940
1611
618
174
23

The 2 independent variables (p = 2) are

3:
18
15

x- 33
73

158
34
721

222

124
6

69
39
83

190
260
98
31
4

Theelemelltsinx-1 are denoted x- 1i...,10, and the elements in

x-2 are denoted xi-2 i 1 ,..., 10. Hence, xii 39, x2i 2, ..., xioti

2' *12
124, ..., x10,2 4.

Suppose we place the vectors xi and x2 side by side, and label

this "entity" X. We have

/39
2

124
6

18 69
15 39
33 83X

158
34

260
4 98

190 55373

72

31
4

XVI,II,204
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We call X a matrix (plural: matrices). A matrix is merely a

collection of p vectors. It is symbolized by a capital letter under-

scored with a tiIda. A matrix is a 2 dimensional quantity, ChitiaCter-

ized by first dimension = number of rows and second dimension

number of columns. Our data matrix X has dimensions 10 and 2, and

is a (10 x 2) matrix. Note that a matrix with only one column is a

vector. If N = p; X is called square; otherwise it is rectangular.

In general, the data matrix X of independent variables will have

dimensionsNandp.TheelementsofXareXij where i = 1, 2, N,

and j = 1; 2; ..., p. In multiple regression, a column of X is a

single variable, xj, and a row of X is a single observation--a

multivariable observation; The observations in the data matrix formed

from exhibit 14 refer to the 10 eastern states. On each observation

(state) we record capital service flow (Xi) and man-hours worked (X2)

Remember that value added is not part of the X data matrix; it is the

y vector of dependent observations.

An (N x p) data matrix X is:

fed

x11--11 12 k13 39-0

x x
23 x-21 x22 Zp

xN1

.

xN2 xN3

This representation will be used throughout Unit 4.

554
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Section Matrix manipulation

In this section we define

(1) Matrix addition: X + Y

(2) Null matrix: Z

(3) Matrix multiplication: X Y

(4) Matrix transposition: Xt

(5)

(6)

Identity matrix:

Matrix inversion:

Matrix addition is a simple operation; To add 2 matrices X and Yi

they must be of the same dimensions, (N x p); Let C X + Y. If X hat

elements xij,and Y has elements yij, then the (i,j) element of C, cij,

equals xij + We merely add the corresponding entries of X and Y.

An example illustrates this. If

then

(9
0
6 )

and
17

0 9

+ 14 2 + 17 0 + 1 ) (17 19 )
9+ 2 1+ 0 6 + 9 11 1 15

Subtraction is defined as follows: if aff X - Y, then, = X +

i.e. it is addition of X to the negative of Y.

The null matrix Z plays a special role in addition. It is an

-0112atrixofzeros: zij 0 for all i and j. If X and Z are

x p) matrices, and Z is the null'Matrix, then

X + Z Z 555
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Matrix multiplication is slightly more complicated than matrix

addition. It is not a term by term operation of multiplying corres-

ponding entries! This is important to remember. In order to multiply

matrices X and Y we require that the number of columns of X must equal

the number of rows of Y.

If X has dimension (N x p) and Y has diMension x q), then the

product XY is an (N x q) matrix, C, Whose entries, c
ij

Are Obtained by

suing the products formed by multiplying, in order, each entry in the

ith row of X with each corresponding entry in the jth column of Y.

Formally,

c = 1)] x y
ij ik kj

k=1

Matrix multiplication is defined as multiplying the rows of the matrix

on the left with the columns of the matrix on the right. In general,

X Y does not equal Y 4: matrix multiplication is not commutative.

An example helps. Let

(21

=3 2

0 -.=3 0

and Y 0 4 2

1 1 1

Since the number of columns of X. 3, equals the number of rows of Y.

the operation C = X Y is defined. C will have dimension (2 x 4). The

first element of C, c
11'

is formed by the summing the products of the

first row of X with the first column of Y: c
11

= 2.1 + 1.0 + (-6) (-2)
- _

= 14. c12 is formed with the first row of X and the second column of

Y: c
12

= 2.0 + 1.4 + (-6).1 = -2. The matrix C is

556
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C
(2-'2+1.0+6-2 2.0+1.4-6;1 -2-3+1-2-6.1 2-0+1.0=6-1

1.1 - 2.2 1-n- 3-4+2-1 -1.3-3-2+2.1 1.0-3.0+2-1

-2 =14

-3 -10 =7 2

A souare,matrix X has equal numberti of rows and columns. It has

dimension (N x N). A square matrix is symmetric if

xi for all i and j.

For example, the matrix

9

6

X = -3
14

14

is symmetric. With a square matrix, we call the terms xii, i =

N, the diagonal of the matrix. The diagonal of the above matrix is

(9,3,2,1). Note that the diagonal is not well-defined in a rectangular

matrix.

The transposition, or transpose, of a matrix, Xt, is defined as a

reversal of the (iA) elements with the OM elements. If Y - Xt, then

yi_ = xji

If X is a (N x p) matrix; then Y is (p x N). Consider the matrix C

given above.

14

Ct m

-14 -7

-2 -10

-3

-6 2



If X is a square_symmetric matrix, X

change the matrix.

The matrix XtX is quite important in regressions4 X is the matrix

Module II

.e., transposition does not

multiplication of the transpose of an (N x p) data matrix X with the

data matrix. XtX is a square matrix of dimension (p x p). Let Y = Xt,

andCA.XtX ftYX. Chita elements1.0 /V OW

c--
ij =17- yik xicJ

xk i kjk

since yik = xki. The diagonal elements of C, cii, are the sums of the

squares of the columns of X:

cii 46.

The off-diagonal elements, elements with i 0 j, are the sums of the ith

column of X multiplied by the jth column of X and are called "crosa-

products". Note that C is symmetric:

c Ey -x. = .x. x.ji k jk xi k xj Ki

The matrix XtX is called the matrix of sums of-squares and cross-

products.

Just as multiplication has a unique identity element, l, matrix

multiplication has an identity matrix I. I it a square (pxp) matrix,

with ones on the diagonal, and zeros elsewhere:

558
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0

0

0
1

Multiplication of an (N x p) matrix X by 2 yields X:

X I I X um X.

Divisiot of matrices is quite complicated. The process is known

7-qtrix_invers1on and is defined only for square matrices. If Y is a

p) matrix, the inverse of Y is denoted Y-1, such that

Y Y-1 at

Inverting a large matrix cannot be done without the aid of a computer.

For small matrictil, we have the following result:

If Y is a (2x2) matrix, then

Ir.

Y22/(Y11 22 Y12721)
Y-1.

Y21 /(Y Y - YY- )II 22 12 21

Y12/(YllY22 Y12Y2I)j)

Y11/(YllY22 5112Y21)

Determining the inverse of the matrix XtX, (XtX)-1, is the "key

computation" in multiple regression.
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Homew'rk
Prerequisite Inventory, Unit 4

Let:

169
A s . 3 2 1

4 7 0
0 1 3-

13.
172
9 1 14
8 5 2
-7 4 3

1

(2=
3

2 3
1 2I
2 1

State whether the f011uWing operations are valid, and if so, compute
the resulting matrix.

(1) 4 + D (6) C-1 C

(2) A c (7) D-1

(3) At (8) B-1

(4) CtC (9) Ail

(5) A + B (10) A + I

(11) If is a (5x5) null matrix, what is ZI?

(12) What is the diagonal of the matrix C given above?

(13) Are the off diagonal terms of the matrix B + Bt well defined?

(14) Are any of the above matrices symmetric?

(15) Prove, that for any square matrix F, F + Ft is symmetric.

(16) Cuompte: Atl.,.



Homework Solutions
Prerequisite Inventory, Unit 4

1. Invalid operation; must have equal dimensions.

2;

3;

4;

3

1

6

2

3

6

2

7

1

9

1

0

3

2)
1

2

3

2

1

2

2

1

2

3
2

I

40
10
18
11

14
10
10

26
10
15

7

10
9

10

24
14
26

5

10
10
14

( /122

5; 13 11
3 15

7

12 2

5 6

6: 1

0
1

0
0
1

3
9.6 = 3.1 51 51

9 1

-51
9

9.6 - 3'1 51

8. Invalid operation, must be a square matrix.

9;

Module II

17 17

1 3-
51 17

1 1 7 2 60 30 52
6

(
1 14

(
87 83 57

9 5 39 76 41
7 4 3

213



10. Invalid operation, the identity matrix, I, is a square matrix.

11.

12;

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0(

x--
11

=

--1
x22
x--
33

=

1

1

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

(that is, Z)

13. No, because only in a square matrix is the diagonal well defined.

14. Yes, C

15.

(

a
21

a- at

n1 n2

ain

4*e a nil

all
..

-t
a1

1 21
=

lz-

a ...
t lm

a__
nn

fa- + a-- s_- +8 ... +a _.
-t 11 :11 12 21 in n i

E+E 4-
a12a21 12 22 2

4- 2... tin +

a_1 + a
ln

a
nn

+ a
nnn

In + (i,j) element is aiJi a__, which is equal to the

(j,i) element of a
ji

+ aij .

(26

40
12

40
90
59

12

59
91 G3
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Lecture 4 -O Introduction to Unit 4

Introduction to Unit 4, Multiple Regression

Lecture Content:

1. Introduction to objectives, problem, and notation of Unit 4

2. Introduction to the geometric representation of multiple
regression

Main Topics:

1. Specific introduction to objectives of Unit 4

2. Notation or Unit 4

3. Introduction to general problem of Unit 4



Topic 1. Specific Introduction to Objectives of Unit 4:

I. Questions to be answered in Unit 4 (1)

1. What isan
ij

,y ) observational batch?

a. Data set consisting of p+1 batches each containing
N observations

b. Data set containing p independent or x variables and
1 dependent or y variable

c. The ith observation of they batch, yt, is associated
with the ith observation of each of tfie p x batches

d. We have, thus, a batch of N associated observations
on p+1 variables

2. What analyses can be done on a batch of 1 y and multiple
x. variable data?

What kind of summary can we use to describe the data?

ans: Express conditions? typical y as linear function
of x's.

b. How do we et.titssto fit.

fins: Use least square:; in multiple regression

c. How do we determine whether transformations would
improve the summary?

ans: Examine individual x,y batches

d. How do we adjust summarization to handle special
Situations in xts?

ans: Indicator (dummy variables); splines,
interactions, quadratic terms

e. How do we judge whether the summary summarizes the
data effectively?

atm: Inference on least squares

f. How do we judge whether the individual x variables
are related to the y variable in important ways?

ans-: (t statistic) Inference on coefficients

TT 0,1
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Topic 2: Notation

1. The ith observations on each o2 the p + 1 variables are (2)
associated. Thus we can represent them as an arrangement and
a point in p + 1 space:

(x x
i2,

x
ij

xio, yi)

We adcpt_the convention that the first subscript indicates the
observation, the second indicates the variable

2. Piling these arrangements on top of one another and separating
the independent from the dependent variable yields an Nxp
matrix of x values and a column vector; pxl; of y values

N
observations

p variables

x
2321 x22

x--
13 1p

x
11

x12 x--

2 Y2p

x,
I1

xi2

. .

LNI xN2

3. In matrix notation this can be written

and

Yi

X and y
N Imo.

where X is Nzp and is pxl

(Recall that upper case letters denote matrices and lower case
denote vectors.)

(Note also that X may contain a column of is for least squares.)

4.1./ewinbestudyingequationssilialtuatiplexts,use_bk notation
for coefficionts;

Thusiy = a + bx,

and generally,

y b- + b + + b
0 1 1 2 2 PP

We refer to the bk as coefficients or parameters; b0 is the
Ihonstant" term. The equations are linear in the coefficients.
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Topic 3. Introduction to general problem of Unit 4

1. What are some examples of one Y and multiple X data?

a. Cost of accident and speed, weight of car, age of driver.

Y .s cost in dollars (continuous)

X_ is speed in mph (continuous)
1

kri is weight in pounds (continuous)

X-
3

is age in years (cont.*: nous)

Q: Whitt is typical cost of en accident given speed;
weight; age?

What are the marginal effects of speed; weight and
age on the typical cost?

b. IQ scores and average pupii a school system, age
of pupil, number of siblim cder, sex.

Y is IQ score continuous)

X1 is outlay in dollars (continuous)

X-
2

is age in years (continuous)

X
3

is sibling count (discrete)

X
4

is birth order (discre=e)

X_
5

is sex (0 /i) (indicatJr)

Q: What is typical IQ score given: outlay, age, siblings,
order, sex?

What are their marginal effects?

Are all important?

c. Median_years of education in a Pittsburgh census tract
and population density, median age, percent poor, percent
nonwhite;

Y is education

is population density

is age



Xi is poverty

is nonwhite

is poverty x nonwhite)

2. Row dO we construct the summary?

Data = Fit + Residual

= Conditional Typical + Residual

= C(yiX1X2 .... X-) + Residual

We assume:

interaction

C(yIX1X2 Xp) = bo + b1X1 + b X + + b2 2
P P

_And for the ith observation:

C(yilXilXi2 Xid = + b_
P Pthus:

y
i
= y

i
+ R-

Note: the equatfon is linear since exponents of the bs are all1. The Xs may have any exponents. Just read Xk as Z.

. An example: Nations data

a. Representation

Y - life expectancy

per capita income

infant mortality

9



We have for each nation MS observations)

yi bo + yid +

Pile on top of one another

yi - bo(1) b1 xii b2x12

Y2 b0(1) + bi X21 + b2X22

X99
b0 (1) + b

1
X
99 1

+ b
2
X
99 2

or in matrix notation

)Sb

Module II

I(I X__
X1212 0

1 X21 X22
1

\! X99 X99

b. Visualization

Equation y = b_ + + b_X_ is plane in 3-space (3)
0 1 2 2

c. What does summary involve geometrically?

i. Simplified case: X variables High or Low ( )

,chematize
Display in 3-space
Fit surriary--Connect medians? (5)

Fit plane?

ii. General situation: continuous data (6)

point cloud (plotting) (7)

considi.l. solid (8)

fit plane
equation y = b b + b-X

1 1 2 2
residuals from y

(9)

Interpretation

How dl we chcca-4: the plane?

That tboUt MOre X'a?

f. TraTlsformationE?
5 70
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Module /I

Lecture 4-1. Multiple Regression Using Least Squares

Multiple Regression using Least Squares: Algebraic Computations

Lecture_Contentt

1. The Model

2; Least Squares Estimation

Maim Top -ice:

1. Algebraic Representation of the Model

Matrix Version

3; Least Squares SolutionGeneral

4. Least Squares Solution--Univariate

5; Examples of Computer Generated Fits

(There are no transparencies for this lecture. Material should be

developed on blackboard.)

5 0
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Topic li The Model

I. Basic Issue--Presentation of Model

I. General case: N observations, p variables

2. ith Equation

yi = C(yilXii, Xi2, ..., X
ip

)

g. 130 + 1)12{11 + . . + b Y:
P IP

3. Note that this equation is linear in bi

4. Matrix notation

= (1 Xii Xiip)

or Y X b

5. We can "stack" the y- into a vector and the g into a
matrix. Remember, i there are N rows.

1

2

V./
or Y = X b

1(1 X1 Xi2

1 X--
X22

11N2

11. Problem --This is only a conceptual model

1. It defines a surface in p+I dimensions

2. General equation for surface:

C4rIXI,X2, Xp) = b
0
+ b1X1 +

5S1
XVI,11,232

bo

b1

+ b
P



moauze ii

3. The actual data points (yi's) do not lie exactly on it

4. How do we choose the b's such that the surface is a
reasonable summary of the point cloud

5. We ells° desire the yi's to be "reasonable') typical values
of yi given Xi.

582
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Topic 2. Least Squares Estimation

I. Basic Issue--Minimize sum of squared residuals

1. Choose b so that

2. Solution:

2
- y ) is minimized

.1? s Crx)-

3. VI must be "non-singular"

4. YX'b

II. Solution- -Least squares calculationt

EX11 EX EX
12 ip

EXiI2
EX

X12
. EX

i#11 12 ip

EX
ip

2

Symmetric matrix. Sums of squares and cross-products

2. t'y

I( IYi
EX= Y
it i

EX Y
i2 i

EP Yi

5S3
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3. These calculations are straightforward computationally

4. Difficult task is inverting (X7)

Method -- Univariate Situation (pl)

)\ I f1 X11.

y2
2

I X-

)

l

N

2. C(y X) y Xb

.

bo +

b + b
0

1X2

\bei + biXN

3. To determine b and hence calculate y, we must compute

1

b CK 10-11.y

4: Calculation

First evaluatee
X-

2

I ... 1
(VI) X NL 11

- 1 1

1 X-

NB

N rxi
Ex

1 i
Ex2

5s4
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b. Secondly, evaluate

(1 1

X X
1 2

c. Thirdly, we must compute (X

i. If M = n , then
....

M-1 = d/ad-bc -b/ad-bc

(-c/ad-be a/ad-bc

\

ii. But X X is symmetric, and b=c

Hence
m-1

ad-b -b

iv Note: If ad-b2 Pe o, M -1 cannot be computed

v. This occurs when the X'5 are nearly constant

vi. We have

a = N

b = EX

d = EXi

2 N E X (Esc
i

)2

2
= E -X)(Xi

ad=

vii. Hence

(X
-1 1

N
Eoci..1.7)2

XVIJIi236
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d. Lastly,

E (Xi -17) 2
=EX-i ) (dipi)

1 EX: Eyi = EXiyiEXi

2N .E (Xi -x)

e. Thus,

NEXiyi = EXiLyi

Ex-i ` Eyi = Exzq# EXi
130

Nt(X-402

N E

Xiyi - EX-E---
_bi

2N E(Xi -x)

177 EXEX1

E(Xi-X)
2

-re) (y -7y)

E (Xi -X)

cor (Xiy)

Var (X)

5. If p .t> 1, Solution is more complicated

6. Examples

a. Life Expectancy n. Per capita income + infant mortality

i. Li b
o

b
1
PC/ + b

2
rm

y bo bi xl be2

5S6
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Income- in $
Mortality in deaths/1000 live births
Life expectancy in years
N .1 99

iii. Model

yi g. 53.36 + .005Xii - ;058X2i

b; Interpretation

i; Typical increment in life expectancy for $100
increment in income is ;5 years

ii. Typical decrement in life expectancy for 100
infant deaths is 5;8 years

iii; Relate these results to batches and fitted plane

c; Is this interpretation similar to that obtained via
2 separate regressions?

No:

y - 46;88 ;007X1

y = 61.51 - ;086X2

Only true when Cov(XiiXi) as 0



Mcidule II

Lecture 4-Z Transformations

Using least squares procedures to estimate alternative functional forms
for the conditional typical summary: Part I-Transformations

Lecture Content:

1. Introduction--Data Analysis and Theory Testing
r
i

2. Transformations--X

Main Topics:

1. Purposes of transformations

2. Constructing models with transformed variables

3. Interpreting transformed models

(There are no transparencies for this lecture.)

5S S
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Topic l.: Introduction to using transformed variables in multiple linear
regression

rt

I- Basic Issue: Estimate') in y 2. 1C b when the exponent Xij'
may vary across Xi.

1. Recall); = Xb is linear in b and is conceptual model

2; We may want to summarize the data with

tt
Z2 Z-) = + b-Z-

2

r-
i

we can set Z = X

and get

C(y1Xii X2 ... = b0 + biXi + b2X2 + bo);

Now we can use least squares to estimate b.

3. We may want to summarize the data with

r
b- Z-P
P

b1
1 2
by

XI

We need transformation to linearize. Suppose we need a log

transformation. Then

+y = log(CIX,,X2) = bll b
2
logX

2 '
when p au 2.

This is now linear in b

II; Distinction between testing theory and doing data analysis

1. Theory may impose functional form for conditional typical

a. Distance in free fall: = 0)

Then

D ft 1 gt2

log D = log.5 + log g + 2 log t

But Set:

Thus

y = log D X1= log g log t = X
2

b = log.5 bi = 1 b2

y= bo + b1X1 + b2X2

5 9
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Module II

Analysis involves determining whether empirical data
yield coefficients that are close to theoretical
prediction.

b. Liquidity preference function.

I = bo
bl L - Lw

where I is interest rate
L is quantity of money
L* constant "transactions_ demand for money"
L-L* is speculative demand for money
b- is minimum level of interest

Function is

I

a e- MHO 4 a el

0 VW

4.4.

1i-lraut bantAftili.40
Graph is rectangular hyperbola with curvature depen-
ding on bi.

Let X = 1-17Ew

Vimio ON.

We get

I = b- + b1X as model for conditional typical
0

b

we have

Go_backwards, .e., untransform once bo and bi are
estimated from data

5 90



c. Several possible forms: government bureaucracy and
population size

Bureaucracy

Opulation

b = 1 constant proportion between B and P

b < 1 economies of scale

b > 1 Parkinson's law

log both sides

log B = log C + bi log P

let log B = y , log C = bo, log P = X

y =b
0
+b1 X

2. Data mAy require exploratory analysis to find scales
(dimensions) for variables: do each variable pair (Xi,Y)
individually.

a. Life expectancy vs. Infant mortality and per capita
income

b
0

bi b3
R2

LF = PCI
Mort

PCI + Mort
log PEI

log Mort
log PCI + log Mort

46.88
61.51
53.36
1.30
2.08
1.62

.007

.005

.158

.106

-.086
-.058

-2.04

-.102

.52

.35

.65

.67

.59

.75

3. Distinction between variable and regressor (carrier). May
have fewer independent variables than terms in equation
X may include functions of X and cross products of Xi
...

a. Polynomial X, X2, Xi ... i is "order"

2
b. Cross products XiXj, Xiyk, X

i
X
j

etc.

591
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Module II

c. Interpretation of cross product terms as "interactions"

i. Mathematical

y b- + b1 -X-
0 1

b0
1

:1)X2 Xi has varying
slope

ii. Substantive7-multiplicL.tive effect
X
1

< >

X2
III

"different slopes_
for different folks"

Additive Multiplicative

I a: < +< < .<

11,111 < > < .>
Iv > +> > >

5
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Topic 2. Transformations
ri

I. X= with r positive integer

1. First order models: r = 1

y = b0 b X b + b X
1 1 2 2 P

2. Second order models: ri = 1 or 2

a. y = bo + blX, +

2
Set X ... Z

y
0
+ b1X1 + b2Z

(One variable; two regressors. Use OLS)

b. y = 130 + 1:01X1 + 1)24 + b3X2 + b44 + b X
5 1 2

Set = 2X 2X1
1,

X
2

=
2'

X X
1 2 = Z3

Get y = b0 + b1X1 + b221 + b3X2 + b422

(Two variables:

2
X
2'

X
1
X
2

)

'

X
1
,X
2

five regressors: -

3. Third order models, etc. involve 3 or more Xs multiplied
(can be XiXiXi, XiXjXk, XiXiXk, etc.)

4. Note: forms may be suggested by theory or residuals

r not a positive integer

I; Reciprocal r -1

If i=b +b 1
+ b=by +b1

X 2
1

X2

1
Set 2

1 X
= 2

2
1

= ...
X_

1

+

Get y = by + b1Z1 + b222 +

2. Logarithmic

y = b
0
+ b

1
log X

1
+ b

2
log X2 +

4. Square root

y = b-
0

+ b-X-
1/

1 L
1/2 +

593
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C. In general

I y be + b-X- +
1 1 2 2

r1 r2. 1
2. y b-

0
+ b-1 X-

1
+ b2X2 +

3. Use exploratory tools or theory to find each ri

594
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Topic 3. Interpreting transformations--Some transformations have useful
substantive or mathematical interpretations

I, Univariate case--logarithms

Four cases:

Dependent
Variable

Y

Independent
Variable

X

Not
Logged

Logged

_Not_
Logged

I

. .

III

Logged II Iv

1. Case_i Both dependent and independent variables linear.

Conceptual model: y b0 + bix

Differentiate both sides with respect to x:

b
dx

Thus, b
1, the slope of the line, is the amount by which Sr.

changes for a unit change in x.

2. Case II Dependent variable logged, independent variable linear.
(Called "log-linear.")

Conceptual model: y s boe I
x

log version (taking logs of both sides)

log :1:r logbo+ bix

Differentiate both sides with respect to x:

b
dx -.- 1

Y

But the left side of this is the ratio of the proportionate
change in 9 to a unit change in x:

595
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Sit 1 ;
dx - dx 1

So bi can be interpreted as the proportion ifs changes for
auratchangeirixor100x b1 gives the percentage change
in cr for a unit change in x.

Case III Dependent variable linear, independent variable logged.
(Called "linear=log.")

Conceptual model: eY = x 1

log version:

= logbo + b1 log x

Differentiate both sides with respect to x:

ds b

dx x

Multiply both sides by x:

dx 1

But the left hand side is the same as

dic
x= = = b-

-rl 1

So b- can be interpreted as the ratio of the amount q_changel
_

tO a proportionate change in x. Thus b1/100 can be read as
the amount y changes when x doubles, i.e., increases by 100%

Case_IV Both dependent and independent variables logged (Called
"log-log.")

Conceptual model: y = b xbl

log version:

log i = log bo + bi log x

Differentiate with respect to %:

b

dx
596
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Multiply both sides by x:

bl

But left side is ratio of proportionate change in y to propor-
tionate change in x:

b
dx Y dx/x 1

Or it can_be read as the_ratio of the percentage change imy
for a percentage change in x--but this -is elasticity. So b-

-1
can be interpreted as the elasticity of y with respect to xi

II. Multiple X stivations

1. Exponential model

9 e
b
o
+b1 X

1
+b2 X

2
+=

log 9 . 130 + blx, + b2x2 +

2. Reciprocal

1

Y bo b1X1 + b-
2
X-
2
+

y

III. Notes:

= b-
1

+ b-1
1

X- + b-2
2
X- +

1. The least squares estimates apply to the transformed
models only

2. Avoid transforming v if possible. This may have
consequences for inEerence

3. Discuss problems in expanding the number of- parameters
to fit the data. Issues of parsimony, complexity and the
substantive context of the'problem

4. Always redefine variables as variables, parameters as
parameters

59%
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Module II

Letture Indicator Variables

Using least_squaret procedures to estimate alternative functional forms for

for the conditional typical summary: Part IIIndicator Variables (1)

Lecture Content:

1. Constructing variables and data sets for indicator variables

2. Interpreting models containing indicator variables

Main Topics)

1. Introduction to indicator variables

2. Simple 0/1 indicator variables

3. Linear And other functional forms for indicators

4. SplinesShifts in intercept and slope

Tools Introduced:

1. Indicator Variables

2. Splines

59
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Topic 1: Introduction to indicator variables

I. Basic issue: _Effective summary of data may require the
construction of "variables" and "data" to yield an appro-
priate form for the conditional typical for certain data
sets

II.

ti

1. An X may be categorical rather than continuous.
Example: Race, sex, region, season

2. An X may take_a known or hypothesized functional form
but data may be lacking.
Example: Ordered categories such as income, educational
attainment

3. Time trends may be suspected
Example: Growth in population, sales volume, salaries,
property values, inflation rate

4. Curves, cyclic behavior, or other consistent changes in
intercept and slope may be evident; Example: Admittance
volume for emergencies in a hospital; number of enrolled
participants in training programs

Row-can -we construct_aIternative functional forms for the
conditional typical which will- permit us to -use least_
squares estimation procedures in these special situations?

I; Use- indicator (dummy or sWitching) variable which takes

on value of l hen special condition hOlda and is 0
otherwise for categorical variables

Use indicator- variables which take on linear -or other
forms (quadratic; etc.) when_trends or functional forms
are expected and slope is different

3. Use- linear spIinesJconnected or_disconnected) to track
a special curve where shifts in intercept and slope are

expected

XVIiII.250
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Topic 2: Indicator variables which give rise to shifts in the intercept

I.. Categorical variables only (for heuristic purposes)

The typical value may depend upon the state of the categorical
variable

I. Dichotomous--0/I: Two levels or states

a. Example: Life expectancy for industrial and
nonindustrial nations

b. We can construct a model for the tonrational typical(2)
(mean) as follows:

C (L E I National status)

where X
1 if nation is industrial,

=
1 0 otherwise

Interpretation:

Effect of model is to estimate:

when nation is not industrial

y = b-
0
+ b-

1
when nation is industrial

I.e.4 when not ind,astrialimodel estimates typical
as_line horizontal to X axis with intercept = b0.
When_industriaLtypicali conditional on.being _

indastrial,_has_intercept b0 + bl._ The_means of
the nonindustrial will be b of the_ industrial,

b1. b1-. The value of b- indicates how different
tEe two groups are. (3)

Thus X is the variable that indicates which
category of nation is being considered.

c. Can estimate model in b. using OLS:

y = 49.49 + 22.18X R2 = .44

Interpret; result

2. Polychotomous--More then two levels or states

a. Example: Life expectancy for industrial,
nonindustrial and petroleum exporting countries

600
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bi. Conditional typical model

C(L EINational Status)

where Xl

0
0
1

X2

b X- + b2X2
2

National Status

0 Petroleum Exporting
1 Nonindustrial
0 Industrial

c. OLS estimates

y 50 + 2I.67X
1

57X2- . R2 .43 (5)

3. Generally: If categorical variable has r states,r-1 (6)

indicator variables are required

II. Continuous and categorical variables combined._ We can
combine continuous and categorical variables to yield
Summaries of data (Cf; analysis of covariance.)

1. Dichotomous indicator

a. Example: Life expectancy by per capita income and
industrial status

b. Conceptual model

C(LE 'status) y b + b- + b-X-
0 1 2

Where

Xl per capita income

[

1 if nation is industrial
X2

0 otherwise

c. Interpretation of bi

y b
0
+bX-

il
when nation i i not industrial

y (b
0 2
+ b2) + b

1 i
X-

l
when nation i is industrial

i.e., b2 is typical shift in LE conditional
on being industrial. Note that the slope of
the line relating life expectancy and per capita
income is the same for both industrial and non-
industrial nations; only the level is different.

601
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d. OLS estimates:

y a 47.15 + .005X1 + 4.72X3

2. Another example: Life expectancy by log(per capita .<7,?

income) and industrial status

a. Conceptual model:

y b
0
+ b

1
log X

1 2
+ b X-

2

where and X
2
are defined in 1.

b.. OLS estimates:

; 4.74 + 18.51X1 + I.61X2 A2 .72 (8)

. Polychotomous indicator

a. Examl: Life expectancy by per capital income,
infant mortality, industrial and petroleum exporting
status

b. Conceptual model:

C(LEIPC1, IM, Status) +bX
0 1

where X-
1
is per capita income

42 is infant mortality
X3 and nd X-

4
are indicator variables for status

X4 X, statusr ir industrial
O 1 nonindustrial
O 0 petroleum exporting

c. Interpreting bi

b-
0
+ b

1
X
1 2
+ b__2X_ when petroleum exporting

(b_
0
+ b3) + b

1
X
1 2 2
+ b-X- when industrial

(b_0 + b4) + b1X1 + b2X2 when nonindustrial

d. OLS estimates

; 54.74 + . 005X1 .059X3 - I.77X
3

I.36X
4

602
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/II; More complex situations
Indicator, continuous, transformed, polynoMialoand
interaction variables may be combined to construct
effective summary of data

1. Example: Continue Life Expectancy

8. Is an interaction relevant?

b.

c.

i. Estimate: Y b0 + b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X

inhere X- is per capita income
X
2
1 is infant mortality

X
1
X
2

is multiplicative interaction term

OLS estimates:

y ft55.95-NalocA8U-4-2;69x10-kx-
2 1,2

2
(all are significant) R .68

0
+ b

1
INC + b2 Mort bMort + + b4NonIND + b

5
INCMort

4

+ 5.97X- + 2.63X + 3.31x10-5X-X-003X1
2 3 4 1 2

(discuss change in sign in national status variables)

R2 .68

bo + bilogINC + bilogMort + b3lnd + b4NonInd +

b-5 logInclogMort

-
y 46.53 + 9.331ogX1 - 19.871ogX2 + 4.6X3 + 3.0X4 +

3.1 (logX IogX )
2

.80

2. Another application: Seasonal Shifts

a. gxampIe: Smoothed D.C. General Hospital
emergency admits by month 1970-1975

(Note -- recall data from lecture on smoothing)
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b. Conceptual model:

C(PEAISeason) bo +

where:

X
1

1 iff summer (June, July, Aug.);
X2 1 iff fall (Sept, Oct., Nov.);
X3 1 iff winter (Dec., Jan., Feb.);.

b
0

gives baseline for spring

c. 'OLS estimates:

y a 8.2 + .4X1 + .4X2 = .2X3 R2 .50

Discuss shape of effects; comparative level 10)

3. More than I indicator variable

. Example: Income by race and sex

b. Conceptual model:

C(IncfRace,Sex) a bo + b1X1 + b2X2 (11)

where X1 indicates race (two categories)
X
2

indicates sex (two categories)

c. Variable definitions:

Sex(X2) M 0

F 1

d. Interpreting b1:

Race (X1)

B W
0 -1-

MB MW

FB
10

FPn

b0 is level for male black

b-
0

+ b-
1

is level for male white

b-
0
+ b-

2
is level for female black

b-
0
+ b- + b-

2
is level for female white

Alternative race-sex indicator in interaction (12)

(-) 4
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t. Assume single variable with four levels:

X
A.

X-
_2_

XI
3

0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

1 0 0

sale black
sale white
female black
female white

This Structure_dees not assume additivity of
race and sex effects

3t. Model:

Inc b b-X- + b + b X
0

i
1 1 2 3 3

lit. Interpreting bt

b is level of male black
0

b0 + b3 is level of male white

b0 + b2
is level of female black

b
0
+ b

3.

is level of female white

605
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Topic 3: Numeric indicator variables--known or presumed functional
forms for an X variable--estimates of slopes

Constructed variables

1. Presumed linear

a; Example: Life expectancy by income category --low,
middle, high

b. Conceptual model:

C(LEIIncome) bo + b1X1

where: Xi 1 if low N 29
2 if middle N 19
3 if high N--23

E 71

c. OLS estimates:

30.35 + 9.96X R2 .55

2. Presumed logarithmic

a. ; b0 1
+ b logX where X 4.- loW

2 middle
1 high

b. OLS

y 39.94 + 40.34log10X

3. Other forms: quadratic, etc.

4. Time trends

. Linear time - =pa le: DC general

b. Model:

C(PEAISeason Year) a bA + b X
1
+

6(16

XVI,11;257
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4W
where Xi,X2

Xiir is:

are seasonal indicators

Year

1970
71
72

73
74

c. OLS estimates

0
1

2

3

4

Y = 8.2 + .4X1 + .4X2 -.2X3 + .01X4 R2 = .49

d. Other functional forms possible: quadratic,
logarithmic, etc.

60
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Topic 4: Combining shifts in intercept and slope: Splines

We can construct variables and data to handle combinations
or special cases. Here function is continuous but deriva-
tive is discontinuous.

1. Two linear time trends: intersection known, slope (14)

unknown b0 + b1X +bX
0 1 1 2 2

1
X2 X1 X2

=4 0 0 0
=3 0 1 0
=2 0 2 0
=1 0 3 0
O 0 4 0
O 1 5 0

2 5 1
O 3 5 2

2. Two linear trends: intersection unknown
slopes unknown

Need third indicator variable to handle intersection

b0 + b-X- + b-X- + b-X
0 1 1 2 2 3 3

Data-Structure
Obs X-

1
X-
2

X3

1 1 0 0
2 2 0 0
3 3 0 0
4 4 0 0
5 5 0 1
6 5 1 1

7 5 2 1

8 5 3 1

9 5 4 1

b0 = intercept of line #1

b1 = slope of line #1

b2 = slope of line #2

b3 = vertical_ distance between line 6 nd #1 at fifth
observation point

XVI,I1,259
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$ 2. 311 of If II

3. Multiple peaks

knots

vertical distance
between lineal_
and 2 atthe 5th
observation

(16)

Data_Structure

Xi = 1 X2 = 2 X3 g. 3 X4 = 4

z_ z__ z_X2 k4
1 2 3

Z4

0 1 2 3 4 0 0 0 0
1 1 2 3 4 1 0 0 0
2 1 2 3 4 2 1 0 0
3 1 2 3 4 3 2 1 0
4 1 2 3 4 4 3 2 1

Model

y by + b3Z3 + b Z-
4 4

Where

Z1

111M C )
2

Xi,

Z-
3
a max(X-X2-. 0)

Z4 = moax(X;;XJ, 0)

XV . .260
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Module II

Then b is slope over first segment. Other bi represent
changelin slope from preceeding segment.

I.e., slope for X- < X < X2 b- + b
1 2 1

X2 < X3 is bi + b2 + t) etc.<
3

610
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Lecture 4-3
Transparency Presentation Guide

Lecture
Outline- Transparency
location _Number Transparency Description

Beginning Lecture 4-3 Outline

Topic 2
Section A

I.b 2 Conceptual Model

I.b 3 Scatterplot of life expectancies

2.b 4 Model of life expectancies for nations

2;c 5 Scatterplot of life expectancies

Section B
1.b

2

2.b

3;d

Section C
2.c

3.b

3.f

Topic 3
Section A

4;a

7

8

9

Combining Indicator and continuous
variables

Scatterplot of life expectancies vs
per capita income

Scatterplot of life expectancieS vs
log (per capita income)

Geometrical representation

Smoothed Seasonal effects

More than 1 indicator

Another structure

D.C. General Hospital conceptual model

Topic 4
Section A

1; Linear Spline--Intersection known

2; Linear Spline--Intersection unknown

3. Multiple peaks

XVI,II.262 61
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Module II

Lecture 4-4. Inference about Least Squares Coeffitientt

Inference about Least Squares Coefficient3: A sampling experiment
involving a univariate regression to study the random nature of
coefficient estimates

Lecture-Content:

l. Discuss the sampling experiment and its purpose of studying
variability

2. Assumptions made in a multivariate linear regression model

(1)

MainTonic-g:

l. The sampling experiment and analysis of coefficient estimates

2. Regression model with "well-behaved" data

3. Variance of least squares coefficient estimates



Topic 1. The Sampling experiment and analysis of coefficient estimates

I. Basic Idau: Regression_ coefficient estimates depend entirely
on the (11i, yi) observations

1. We calculate the vector of coefficient estimates, bi
using only the (Rxp) X matrix and dependent variable y'

2 If We add or delete observations, or use a different set
of _N observations, then the estimates will most certainly
differ

3. Hence coefficient estimates of the model parameters
depend on the "sample" of N observations

II. Problem: HOW do the estimates of the bi's vary with the
chosen sample

1. Consider the following example:

a. Xi . number of surgical procedures for patient i

length of stay (LOS) for patient i, in days

b. Data from a hospital on i = 1i. 2; ...; .2435
patients

(2)

2. Note that patients have between 0 and 6,surgeries, so that
we have a natural classification into batches

3. We will take small "samples" from the large data set,
fit least squares lines, and study how a and b vary over
the samples

III. Solution: A sampling experiment

1. Number of surgeries and length of stay is more linear in (3)

log(y) scale

a. Increase in log(LOS) as NSURG increases

b. Plot shows number of patients with j surgeries,

j 0, 1, ..., 6.

. We study the 7 batches of data, looking at box plots of

log(LOS) with NSURG fixed (4)

a. Each batch seems symmetric about a modal value

b. Interesting to note that average log(LOS) it 106 fbt
patients with 1 surgery than for patients with 0 surgeries

XVI.11.28634
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3 Parallel sthetwid plOts show equal spreads, general
increase in log(LOS)

4. Since there are only 39 patients with 4, 5, or 6 (5)
surgeries, We combine these three batches. This schematic
shows linear trend better than earlier plot

5. Number summaries computed. Note how X M indicatifig (6)

Symmetry, and how a t .75, reasonably constant

6. Plot of conditional typical values shows trend (7)

7. We select a sample of 2142 patients from the 2435 to (8)
use as a sampling base

a. Note the scatterplot of 2142 patients

b. Slope of LS line is .157, slightly less than .21
for entire data set

c. Intercept it timilar in both regressions, 2.1

. We now draw 100 &amplest with varying saMpletite 25)
where the percentages of patients_with k Surgetiet is
Sale in each sample as in the entire data set

a. Stem - and -Leaf display of the 100 estimates of a
and b

i. Note how the intercepts are symmetric about 2.0
or 2.1

ii. Slope intercepts appear very well behaved

(9)

b. Number summaries of the estimates show "well- behaved- (10)
ness"

i. Intercepts symmetric about 2.1, with a .239

ii. Slopes symmetric about .12, slightly less than
the .157 for the sample base, although a = .228
shows that .12 is not too small

9. How do the LS estimates compare with resistant line (11)

estimates?

a. Data have large spread, so that resistant line
estimates may be slightly closer to b i .157

b. Intercept estimates have larger spread than with
LS, more outliers

G35
XVI,II.281
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. Slope estimates also have more spread, although
. mode % .1.5 is more apparent

d. Number summaries show that b's have mean of .155, (12)

very close to the "correct" value

IV. Conclusion: Sampling shows how estimates of regression
parameters vary

1. When the observations used in the model. do not include
all the observations, i.e. when "sample_size"_0 "popu.7.
lation size", estimates will vary around the "true values"

2. Hence, there is a degree of randomness inherent in the
estimates

3. EstiMates appear quite wellbehaved

4. LS estitates_not quite as_accurate as_Resistant Line
estimates; Although Spread is certainly less

636
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Topic 2. Regression model with "well- behaved" data

I. Basic Issue: Definition of well-behaved regression data

1. Since Data Fit + Residual, the definition of well-
behaved regression data begins with the residuals

2. Compute Residual = Data - Fit yi yi and examine as

a batch

II. Problem: What is a well-behaved batch of residuals?

1. First of all, the linear model must "fit", so that R2

is large (near 1), and residuals are small

2. Residuals should be:

a. Hotostedastic--variance of residuals should remain
constant as X increases--easy to envision in 2
dimensions

b. A well behaved single batch--symmetric about 0,
With 95% between 2 and -2

c. Devoid of all patterns

Let a2 = Variance of Residuals, a2 estimated by

sue tho. standard error of the residuals (07for the (13)

00 7-gres6tons

a. kl4.si of the a's = ;785

t. - nor eAze sample base = -777 so that_d'S are
ro:4hly symmetric about the "correct" Value

5. With well - behaved univariate data, resistant line
estimates should equal LS estimates

637
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Topic 3. Variance of least squares coefficient estimates

I. Basic Issue: Theoretical form of variance of least squares
estimates

II

1. Now that we know that the batch of residuals has variance
02, how do the parameter estimates vary?

2. Let bLe be the vector of least squares coefficient
estimates

3. bLS is_e. "random" vector, varying about b, the "true"
regression coeffients

4. Vat (b-- LS) depends on X and a2

Problem: Interpretation of Var(bLS

. Definition:

Var(b
LS
-) * 02(X'X)-1

2. Diagonal terms of Var(b ) are variances of individual
b.

3. Off diagonal terms, (i,j), are covariances of bi and b3

4. Transparency shows output from LS regression of log(LOS)on
NSURG for entire sampling base

A. Note 02 (7{'X)'1

b. Various other quantities, R2; a a standard error, "t"
Will be discussed in detail in next lecture

IVI;11;284
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Lecture 4-4
Transparency Presentation Guide

'Lecture
Outline Transparency
Location. . Number Transparency Description

Begianing 1 Lecture 4=4 Outline

Topic I__
Section II

I; 2 ".-.1t of Length of Stay vs Number
-ical Procedures

Section III
1; 3 of Les.P.Z Squares Line

3. 4 pinrf r Log Lo.ngth of Stay

4. 5 Schematic_plots of Log Length of Stay)
4, 5, 6 surgeries combined

5.

6.

8;a

8.b

9.d

7

8

Number Summaries of Log Length Of Stay

Plot of conditional typicals

Scatterplot of Sample Data

Stem-and-Leaf of Regression Coefficients
from Least Squares

Number Summaries of Regression Coeffi-
cients, Least Squares

Stem-and-Leaf of Regression Coefficients
from Resistant Lind

Number Sumaaties of Regression Coeffi=
cients, ReSiStant Line

Topic 2
Section 11

4. 13 Standatd Errort of the Residualt

Topic 3
Section II

4. 14 Variation of Coefficients
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Lecture 4-1 Model with Least Squares Estimates in Well-Behaved Batches

Model with Least Squares Estimates in Well-Behaved batches: Evaluating
the model

(3)

Leoture_Content :

1. Discuss- assumptions of linear model and the optimality of the
estimates

Testing how well the model "fits"

Main Topics:

1. Covariances and variances of variables

2. Evaluating the model



Module II

Topic 1. Covariances and Variances of Variables

I. Basic Issue: How do we measure how "related" a set of
variables are

1; Develop "pair-wise" measures of relations;
measures for a set of p variables

There areC
2)

2. The measure comparing X= X tells 1.ow similar these
2 variables are; indepeAdentlyJof all other variables

II. Problem: What is the best measure?

1; Seek a dimensionless quantity--no units

2. Measure should have a maximum and a minimum value to
aid us in our assessments

III. SolutionCovariances, Variances; and Correlations

1. Covariances, in (units of Xi)x(units of X.), tell by how
much X-41, and X simultaneously vary fro r! their means,

for alr jk k = 1, 2, ..,,N

2. Variances; in units of X
2 tell by how much the obser--

nvatios of X differ from X-- in squared deviations

3. Correlations- -our desired measure of relationships--are
ratios of covariances and variances

IV. Methoe

1. Definition of Covariances and Var,

Cov(X ,X_)
kr

(x - R- ) (X- )

=1

N

var(x )
k1 k

- 37i )
=

2. The (pxp) matrix of covariances (off-diag.) and variances
(diagonal)iscalledE=(oij ), the "Variance-Covariance"

matrix

3. Correlations

a-- 4777
ij jj

f (xli = -xi) 2 (x21 = -2(2 ) 2

<1ij-



WPM

4. R, the matrix Which has ones along the diagonal and r,,
it off-diagonal elements, is called the diagonal matri*.

5. Correlation of -I or I

X and X are linearly related

6. Correlation of 0

if Xi and X; are well- behaved, r-=
_ij

X are "independent", ie., unrelated

660

Xi and
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Topic 2. EValuating the Model

I. Basic Issue: When does least squares produce "good" estimates

1. Remember that LS is lust one technique--there are others--for

estimation

2. LS works well when the data adhere to several assumptions

II. Assumptions necessary for LS

1 . Model: ; b + b,X + b X + + b X
i 0 li 2 21 P P

.;.

2. Residuals: y

3 Four assumptions:

a. y must be linearly related to the n independent variables

b. Batch of residuals must be well behaved

c; Residuals must be independent of X

d; Variance of batch of residuals is a constant .o
These assumptions must be true

4.. If (a) -(d) are true; then by the Gauss-Markov_TheorY;-
LS estimates are optimal in the sense_cict the quantity
E(y4-yi)2 is minimized i.e., estimates have minimum
variance

5. One implication of these assumptions is- that -the
coefficients are "well - behaved' i.e.,- -if -we -could fit__
each model n times, with n different samplesi_the batch
Of bi values would be well-behaved--unbiased and consistent

. Note how well - behaved the standardized bi coefficients from
the sampling experiment are (3)

III. Problem: How do we determine whether these assumptions hold?

1. We have various measures at our disposal:

R 2 multiple correlation coefficient

b. t-statistics

c. Thorough examination of resid lls

2. We discuss a and b here, leaving c until next lecture

(.2)



TV; Method

1; square of the multiple correlation coefficient (4)

2. R correlation between Y and the linear combination of
R's -which maximizes R; the combination is the
regression equation

3; t-statisticdetermines whether a variables belongs in the
model

b=
t_
i a

bi

4;IfIt-_1>3,variable_ is important; if t
i
nearX

variable X
i

can be ignored

5; R2 and t statistics for the IN samples (5) (6)

'.74t1 regression output (7)
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Lecture 4-5
Transparency Presentation Guide

Lecture
Outline Transparency
Location Number Transparency Description

Beginning

Topic 2
Section II

1 Lecture 4-5 Outlin

1. 2 Least Squares Linear Model
Assumptions

6. 3 standardized b
1

coefficients
from sampling experiment

Section IV
1. 4 t-statistics and R2

5. 5 R2 values from sampling
cxperithent

5.

6.

6 !Ae,Zisties from sampling
-,;mperiment

7 Regression of Length of Stay on
number Surgeries
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Lecture 4-6, Evaluating the Model

Evaluating_ the Model: A thorough examination of the Residuals to
determine how well the model fits

Lac ture_Content:

1. Analysis of Residuals

2. Analysis of Length of Stay of patients in a hospital

Main Topics:

1. Looking for patterns in the residuals via scatterplots

2. Applying our inferential procedures to an example

(There are no transparencies.)

671
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Topic 1. AtAlysis of Residuals

I. &mit Issue: Bow can we use the residuals as a batch to find

violations ,f assumptions

1. We have measures for overall assessment

a. R2: Coefficient of Determination

i. Function of the Squared Residuals

Tells what fraction of the total variation is
"explained" by the fitted lime

Comprehensive measure of fit

t statistics: Ratio of estimate to its standard
error

Indirect function of Residuals depends on a2 Var
Residuals

ii. Tells whether a given regression coefficient is
non-zero

If < t < 3, coefficient is essentially 0, i.e.,
the variable does not help to "explain" y

iv. Note: to increase _t statistics, one usually
decreases S.E, of b

(a2qrp-1ii)1/2; (i,i)S.E.(bi) element

A. We can either decrease a2

B. Or increase Cg 3) .4. spread X's out over
wider range

2. These measures are "gross " -in that an assessment of

violations of assumptions is not allowed

3. We need to examine residuals further to determine
whether they:

a. Are well behaved

b. Are homoscedastic

c. Are independent

XVI,I1,314
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II. Problem: How should we examine them

1; We can only conclude that either

a; The LS assumptions appear to be violated in some
specified way

b; The LS assumptions do not appear to be violated

2; Note that b; does not mean the_assumptions are correct--
It means that given the data that we have seen, we have
no reason to conclude that they are violated

3; We examine the residuals graphically

4; Scatterplots are easy to make, and quite revealing

III. Solution: Principal ways of plotting residuals

1. Stem-and-leaf

2. In time sequence (if relevant)

3. Against the fitted (conditional typical) values

4. Against the independent variables

5. Any other sensible ways

IV. Methods

1. Stem-and-Leaf

y

a; Stem - and -leaf the residuals r yi yi as a

single batch

b; Display should resemble a well-behaved batch

C; If not, the well-behavedness assumption is violated,
and one should determine exactly how by

i. Looking at I:and a
2

ft; Examining outliers carefully

2. Time sequence plots

a. If data are time series,i.e. gathered overtime, we

should plot the residuals (y) vs corresponding value

on the time scale (X)

XVIiII4315;



b. There are 5 characteristic shapes to these plots:

Shape 1; Random--Desired Pattern

Shape 2 Wedge

Shape 3. LinearP_

Shape 4. Quadratic

Shape 5 TrignometricSinePatterns

c. These shapes imply the following

i. Shape 2. Heteroscedasticity
Use weighted LS (next lecture)

ii. Shape 3. Linear time term needed in model

III. Shape 4. Quadratic time term and linear time

term needed

iv. Shape 5. Tough luck--SeasonaIities
Try indicator variables
Residuals are not Independent

3. Plots against the fitted values

a. Shape 2. Heteroscedasticity
Transform y

b. Shape 3. Error in Analysis
Model Incorrect--did you leave out be

67'4
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c. Shape 4: Model ItadeUrate
Need additiiNnaI (square or interaction)
terms

AL shape 5. ? Residuals not independent

4: Plots against the Independent Variables
1 per Xi

a. Shape 2. Reteroscedasticity
Transform y 'r Xi

b. Shape 3. Probable error in calculations
Linear effect not raved

c. Shape 4. Need extra higher order terms in X
i

d. Shape 5. ? Residuals not independent

5. Other reeidual plots

a. If residuals come from different processes (1-10:
Machine 1) (11-20: Machine 2) examine as separate
batches

b. If considering a new independent variable, plot it
against the residuals

6 "'J
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Topic 2. Applying our inferential procedures to an example

I. le:- "The cost and Length of hospital stay" Lave &

Leinhardt

Examine Tables 2, 3, 4, 5

XVI.11.318
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Lecture 4-X Problems with Least Squares Estimation

Problems with Least Squares Estimation: Effect of invalidated

assumptions on the coefficient estimates

Lecture -Content:

1. Small number of degrees of freedom

2. Robust and LAR regression

Ridge regression

Main Topics:

1. Overfitting--more variabled than Observations

2; Non-velI behaved batchelt Of residuals

3. Collinear independent vatiabled

(There are no transparencies)

Note:- This lecture covers advanced topics and should be con-

sidered optional.

XVI,II.319
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Topic I. Overfitting--more variable6 than observations

I. Bilic Issue: Effects on LS estimates when N is small

relatiVe to p

1. Define "degrees of freedom' as N-p

Desire N-p >> 0

2. Suppose N -p. < 0

3. When N p we have a "perfect fit": regression line

completely describes the
relationship between X and z,

residuals are 0, R2 1.

4. If N < p, then we are in_trouble. We will not be able

to estimate all the coefficients, only N. functions of

them

5. Statistical_methodolOgy for handling_this situation is

underdeveloped, and quite unsatisfactory

II. SOlutions

1. We can always delete variables until N is larger than p

2. Or; -we can forget about fitting multiple regression

mode's, and examine each of the p variable6 as a single

batch

3. We then try to. combine these single, separate analyses to

form some impression

4. Or we can combine variables, for instance by forming

interactions, so that p is reduCed

XV/;11;320
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Topic 2. Non-well behaved hatchet of residuals

I. Basic Issue: How do departures from "well-behavedness"

affect LS estimates

1. Most common_problem in leait squares regression is

outlying Valuas;skewnoss is another frequentlY observed

departdre from well-behiiiedness

2; BeteroseedaStic residuals best treated via transformation

or Weighted Least Squares (see below)

3; Lack of- independence in the errors also best treated with

Weighted Leatt Squares

4. OutIiere We also use a "fandy" version of weighted

least squares

II. Problem: How do we use weighted least squares to improve LS

estimates?

1. We assign a_Weight to each observation that tells how

important that observation is

2; Ordinary:Le-Alit Squares:assigns weights Of unity to every

observation; henct_large outliers receive tne same weight

as observations which have small residuali

. We would like to assign smaller weights to these larger

outliers, so that they become less important

4. We generate a matrix W, that is_diegOnal,_withweights

lying betWeen 0 and 1: Wis (NxN), the (iii)th diagonal

element is the weight that we assign the ith residual

a. If ith residual is small, wit near 1 : fun weight

b. If ith residual is quite large in absolute value,

wii
near 0 : little weight

5. How do we determine these weights?

a. If we kno4 What they should be. we haveno_problem.

Merely forM W, perform the WLS_telCUlations given

below, and everything will be fine

b. If we haVe no idetv,ve use "RobUdt_Regression"

techniques, or iest Absolute Residual Regression

679
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III. Solutions

I. Robust Regression

a. We find the Matrix W in an'iterative procedure

by minimizing

N yi w=g11
r_ P

i=1 S

i. ,t- ith row of R

S is an estimate of a

:i8 our Weightinglunction p" T_

We deadtibt our functions in texts of 10, the

derivative of p.

iv. Out Weights are *(Z)/Z; These are the

valuda we plait on the diagonal in W

b Examples Of *()

i. Least Squares

flint how large residualit are not weighted

downward

6S

ith residual from some
"initial" fit

coals114i
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a. We find the matrix W in an'iterntive proceaure

by minimizing

(3:41.101 S

i. X- = ith row of X

ii. S is an estimate of a

p" is our weighting- function p" T_

We deedribt Our functions in terms of $ the

derivative of p.

ivi out weights _w==_ are *(Z)/Z. These are the

values 1-4t watt on the diagonal in W

b ExatOles of *()

1. Least Squares

le =

va)

note how large residuals are not weighted

downward

*(ri)
w- ith residual from some

Fi i "initial" fit

we13114s ec Moir
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ii. Sine

I_C Sina/C10 121 S * C
0 p otherwise

WAIT

Module II

Note how large residuals get weighted
downward to 0;

iii; Other functions include Huber

c;Wefind-wii and make the W matrix and compute

t CKV) y

d; We_then_find_the residuals from thiS_fito Weight
them again; and recompute S. Stop When coefficients
converge

2. Least Absolute Residual Regression

IP(Z) Sign ('2),

w 121-1

681
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LAR minimises

N
z ly ol

i-I
absolute residuals (like finding medians)

Also an iterative procedure

a; Weighted Least Squares

a; If we can determine the covariance structure of the

residuaIs 42-04 welet_W This _will get rid

of any lack of
independence in the residuals or any

heteroscedadtid tendencies

b; We then estimate

=1a (IxiiiX) X

Var(biii) (I'WR) 1

This is not an iterative
procedure, since we assume

2 known

XVI;II;324
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Topic 3. Collinear Independent Variables

I. Basic Issue: What effects do nonindependent 'independent
variables" have on LS estimates

1. We should always examine R,the correlation matrix of the
X's

2. If any off - diagonal element of B is near 1 or 10 then
we hive problems

3. We can remedy this situation -- called multicollinearity--
only by deleting one of the 2 offending variables

4. If -the situation is more complicated--many correlations
>5 or <.50 and_weicannot delete the necessary variables
then we can use "Ridge Regression"

5. When there are many related X vectors,JIVX will be
difficult to invert

Solution: Ridge Regression

1. Ridge regression operates directly on XIX, making it more
"stable" and hence investable

2. Model: @ WI +

3. k lies between 0 and 1 and is added to the diagonal of
X'X to increase its stability

6S:3
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Homework* Unit 4

1. In the CHU=DAP library, you will_find_in archive named "OMARA=Y70".

This archive contains
9_variables* collected on each of the 96

census tracts in the city of Omaha* Nebraska in the 1970

Let x= NFU = Median income of families and unrelated individui)4=

2:- POP = Population of each tract

o NWRITE=PCT = Percent of population of each tract that is

nonwhite

_= YEARS-ED-C = Average number years of education per

PCT=GT65Y = Percent of population greater than 65 years

of age

(a) Plot each X against t. Comment on- these -4 plots. Are the

pointcIouTs linear, do any of the_independentvariables

require transformation? If so* transform and plot again.

Fit a multiple regression line to these data. Does the

model make sense? Comment with respect to:

(i) Units of analysis of the it's

(ii) "Causality" and the underlying theory of the situation

being modeled.

(c) Calddlatt and examine the residuals as a single batch Of data

What do they tell you About your fitted line?

2
(d) Calddlate and examine R COMMent.

(e) Waft the linear model with any additional information _

gathered in_(0), (c)* and (d)* comment on the policy

'cations ofthe model relating median family income to the

Several X variables.
. _

(f) Codld we -have fit another line Using a subset of theie 4

independent variables And still have obtained a good fit? If

No, what subset?

(g) If you_could have ma-set of X_variables (not necessarily those

included in the 9 in -DAP) to predict median busily income,

which variables would you choose and why?

6 S 4
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2. Stored in CMU-DAP is an archive named COBBDOUGLAS with 4 variables,
one observation per state.

I) VALADD

ii) CAPITAL

iii) LABOR

iv) ESTABL

These data are economic data used by many economists to "predict" the
total value added (in dollars) to a subset of the economy via the
Cobb Douglas production function model:

where V Alw Value added (millions of $)

L Alw Labor (millions of man-hours)

Capital Services Flow (millions of $)

N NUMber of Establiahments

Parameters

(a) Reexpress this model in the usual multiple regression form. Plot
each (transformed) independent variable against the (transformed)
dependent variable. Comment on these plots.

(b) Calculate the IS regression (fit a multiple regression to the
transformed data). Comment on this model with respect to:

_(i) causality_
(ii) possible dependence among the independent variables;

(c) Calculate and plot the residuals. What do they tell you about you:
fitted line?

(d) Calculate R
2

. What does this tell you about your fitted line?

(e) What are the elasticities of value added with-respect_to_Labor/
establishment, and Capital Services/establishment, and What do
they mean?

(f) Based on this model, should the new (incoming) administration
concentrate more on decreasing unemployment (i.e. increasing L),
or pumping money into the economy (i.e. increasing K)? (or,

what combination of both together?).
655
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3. In IKY =DAP, ther2 is an_archive named GASovith the following
variables, one oazervation per state:

Registered_autoso-buses, and trucks in 1973;
"VEHICLES"

ii) State gasolire-tax per gallon, in cents, in 1973;
"-C-ASTAX"

iii) Motor Fuel consumption* in thousands of gallons, in 1973;
"CONSUMPTION"

iv) Population* 1970 census.
"POP"

V) Population density, 1970 census, land area only;
"POPDENS'

Vi) Per capita incomein 1973.
"PCINCOME"

The data show motor fuel consumption in 1973 along with 5 other,
possibly related, variables.

(A) Plot each variable_ against fuel consumption; Comment on these

plots. Do all of these variables appear related to fuel
consumption?

(b) Calculate the LS regression (i.e. fit a_muItipIe regression
to the data). Does the model make sense? Comment with
respect to

(i) causality and the underlying theory of the situation
being modeled

(ii) possible dependence among any of the "independent"
variables

(c) Calculate and plot the residuals. What do they tell you
about your fitted line?

(d) Calculate R
2

. Whit does this tell you about your fitted line?

(e) From your discussion in (b), decide upon the two "independent"
variables which you feel yield the most "reasonable" model
from a causality/dependence point of view. Repeat parts (b),
(c)i and (d) for this "reduced" model._ Compare these results
to those found for the "complete" model and discuss.

(f) Does it- bother you_to have some data from 1970 and some from
1973? How do you think this--affects the "validity" (such as it
is) of the models ("complete" and "reduced")?

(g) If you could have -any other "independent" variable(s) you desire
to use to_"predice fuel consumption, which one(s) would you add?
Which_of the 5 provided_would you retain? Write your model (but
do not attempt to calculate any parameters).

XVI i328 6S6
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4. Many people dream of "beating the stock market" by being able to
predict accurately its behavior (and hence being able to buy low and

sell high).

Coen, Gamma, and Kandall proposed the following model to predict the
London Stock market:

Yt + 81t + 0- IL -..- + IL X..:- ;

1 2 lit-to i i,t-/

Where t - time (in quarters, from 1952/3 to 1967/4, t 1
. .

etc.)

Financial Times ordinary share index at time t

X- United Kingdoft car production at time t
lt

for 1952/3,

X-
2t

Financial -Times commodity index at time t

Note that two of the "independent" variables are lagged, that is, the
values at some previous time are used to predict the next value of Y.

(The data are stored however as Y_- X- and X- ).
t lit -6' 2,t-,7

The data are stored in DAPAInder the archive STCKMKT, with variable

names

SHAREIND

CARPROD-LAG6

COMMIND-LAG7

(a) Plot each "independent" variable
plots;

(b) Calculate the LS regression (i.e
line to the data). Does the mod

respect to:

(c)

(i) Causality

against Y. Comment on these

.

fit a multiple regression_
el make sense? (Comment with

(ii) Possible dependence among any of the
variables")

Calculate and plot the residuals. What do
your fitted line?

(d) Calculate R-.

(e) Based upon
be willing
why not?

'independent

they tell you about

.

What does this tell you about your fitted line?

your answers to (b), (c), and (d) above, would you
to use this model to "play_the market"? Why or

657
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Homework Unit 4
Solutions

1. COMM Data

(a) NFU vs. POP is plotted in Figure A. An approximately linear

pattern is discernable (note the line).

NFU vs. NWHITE=PCT is plotted in Figure B. TransformatiOn

by log or negative reciprocals is clearly required.

NFU vs. the negative reciprocals Of NWHITE-PCT is_plotted in

Figure C. The trend is approxiMately linear (note -line). A

plot of MFU vs. LOG of WWHTE!-PCT
demonstrates less linearity;

(Plot not shown.) NFU vs. YEARS-ED=C is plotted in Figure D.

The pattern is roughly linear (note the line)

NFU vs. PCTGT65Y is plotted in Figure E. Again, transforma-

tion by log or negative reciprocals seems necessary.

NFU vs. LOG Of.PCT-GTOY is_plOtted in Figure F. A roughly

linear_pattern is discernable (note the_line). A_plot of MIT

vs: the negative
reciprocals_of PCT -GT65Y shows_little im-

provement over the LOG transformation, so we will Stick with

the LOG.

A common and useful transformation for proportions (% divided

by I00) the arcsin of the squareroot of the_data. Plots

using thii transformation of NWHITE-PCT and PCT-GT65Y show

little noticeable
improvement over the above negative

reciprocal and log transformations. Because the arcsin of

the squareroot transformation is difficult to interpret, only a

substantial improvement in linearity warrants its use.

(b) The NREGoutput for the transformed
data -is in Figure

Note that-in both cases the coefficient of_yeare of_education

is large_and_positive
(education seems to increase income),

nhoteas the coefficients for percent nonWhite And percent

'over Ware large andnegativei although different in,each

ciee==as they shOtild be since We transformed_theae
two var-

iables; The population effect seems negligible.

A unit analysis_ia not really apprOptitte to-this probleM.

Unlike the_eitiple addition of_interhatiOnalcurrencies (in

which all must be conVerted,to common - units), inithis problem

we era attempting to "predict" or "mealUte median income

(dollars) by several variables- measured in differing units

(d people par tract, 41 nonwhite/100 pe6016 in tract, yearS of

WO-cation- and 0 060016 over 65/100 people in ttett)

688



Module II

Dependence among the "independent" variables should.be
investigated further. .Fox example:

- Z of people; older than 65 may -be correlated With years
of education, due to

- current adult education trends
- the fact that most of the_elderly_are womeni_and higher
education of women was (allegedly) more protinent in the
1930'i.

- older people have had more years in Which to be educated!

- % nonwhite may be highly (negatively) correlated With years
of education

- If one believes nonwhite mortality rates to be higher_than
those for whites, rolder than 65 may be highly negatively
correlated with % nonwhite.

Causality is another question. It does make a certain amount
of sense-to suggest that changes in the age, race, and educa-
tion levels of the population "cause" Changes in the median
income level. We certainly do not expect population to be
causal.

(c) A stem-and-leaf display and a boxplot of the residuals are
shown in Figure H. The residuals appear well-behaved--
symmetric about median 0, small, and with few outliers.

(d) R
2

for the transformed data_is_i7863_(Figure C). The med-1

fits rather well, from an R2 point of view,

(e) Median income appears to be highly.positivelyinflu-
enced by years of education, and negatively influenced
by both nonwhite and over 65. This suggests that the
CAUSES for lower nonwhite and elderly incomes should be
investigated in more detail, and policies to benefit those
groups (minority education, training programs, more efficient
use of elderly resources, etc.) should_be examined. Before
any such policy is adopted,however, all of its implications
should be thoroughly studied.

(f) Since population appears not to- greatly affect the model,_
this.X variable might be dropped. (If the resulting -model
is'very different, however, this move must be reconsidered.)

6S9
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(s) Soma possibilitiel might be

- property tax rate (if this varies -by tract)

- 2 of tract coned for apartments (this however could be

double-edged in the case of luxury apartments)

- 2 -of population in professional fields (i.e. lawyers, doc-

tors, etc.)
- population density (usually inversely related to median

income)

01 course, there are many, many, other possibilities:

6 0
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VI01 G

MREG MFU VS POP INWHITE
YEARSI-EDI-C LOUSY SAVERES RES2

RESPONSE

MFU

CARRIER:

COEFFICIENT

S0E0 COEF,

MEAN

STD. DEV0

MEAN

824407266

CONSTANT

4464160

STD0 DEVi

3972,7734

POP

012932

0$1066

4056,6145

2415.7300

MULTIPLE R SQUARED 0.7863

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE

SS

FIT 111790E409

RESIDUAL 32043E+08

TOTAL 104994E409

'FIT'
0

INNTE

21685540

67011370

114025

003430

YEARS-EX

125504548

102.9374

1108695

201032

DF MS -RMS

4 24474E+08 1716709414
91 305212E06 1876.4761

95

F F PROD,

83.7048 100000

LOUSY

172101680

79603584

04757

043179
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2. Ctibbdouglas PrObleM

(a) We have. A = A(') (41)N N
_:- a

taking natural lOgs: In [A4) ( )

lii A + +
,

in A + of 1114111) + 0 14)

-* *
V lti(g) + b L + b

1 2k

the usual multiple regression form.

(We prefer natural log for theoretical reasons._ The
analysis could also have been done using base 10 logs.)

* *
Plots -of V vs. L and V vs.. -K_ are shown_in Figures A and B.
Both plots are remarkably linear fbr real data. (But note
that since we are dealing with a model based on_a specific and
well- defined theoretical model we would not perform any trans-
formations on V*i ei or ei

(b) The MREG output_is_shown in Figure C.= We are "predicting"
or "modeling" value added_(per establishment)_in dollars
by_manhours (Libor) per_establishment and capital flow
(dollars)_per_estabiishment.LiNote that all variables are
measured_in units PER ESTABLISHMENT. The underlying economic
theory_considers labor and_capital services flow as causing
value_ added; and not dependent on- each -other (although one
certainly tends to increase both in order to increase value
added)

(c) A stem-and-leaf plot_of the residuals is shown in Figure D.
Except_for_the one RI value; they appear fairly well behaved.
The residuais_Are tken plotted againsteach independent
variable; against_K _in Figure E and L in Figure F. Both
plots appear "random".

(d) From the MREG output; R
2 ;9597; hence our model "explains"

the data very sell

(e) Tha_elaatieiry of value added with respect to labor/establish-
ment is :a - .9276. The elasticity of -value added with respect
to capital/establishment is 8 ;2788;

Recall from TUfte page 114 that the elasticity of_Y with
respect to X measures theha a in Y with respect
to the percentage-thanee it X; Hence; if labor/establishment

XVIi?



isdoubled (i.e. 100% increase), value added increases by 932.
Similarly, if capital flow is doubled, value added increases
by 282.

(f) While laboriestablishaent appears to provide the larger
proportional increase in value added (since a < $), the key
to this question is the unknown costs. Given a fixed amount
of resources, what is the unit cost (in common units) for a
given proportional change in labor/establishment compared to
the unit cost for the same proportional change in capital/
establishment.

For example, if each 2 change in capital/estab costs $X, and
each X change in labor/est. costs $Y $2X, then for approx-
imately the same amount of resources we could_ (approximate)
double value added/establish by either quadrupling capital
services/estab or doubling laborlestab., or by a combination
of increased labor and capital flow.

Hence the optimal policy is not obvious, depending heavily
upon these unknown costs. Research is required to determine
these coats.

70S
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Module II

FIGURE C

MRE8 LVAL VS LCAP LLAB SAVERES RES3

RESPONSE _ MEAN STD. DEV.
LVAL 0.7717 0.8973

CARRIER: CONSTANT LCAP _ LLAB
COEFFICIENT 2.2932 0.2788 0.9276
S.E. COEF_._ 0.0807 0.0983

MEAN. -2.0820 - 1.0146
STD. DEV. 0.8730 0.7184

MULTIPLE R SQUARED 0.9397

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE
SS DF 113 RMS

FIT 18.6281 -1-,. 9.3140 3.0317
RESIDUAL 0.7819 22 0.0335 0.1885
TOTAL 19.4100 24

F F PROB.
FIT 262.0335 1.0000

!TIM D
STEM RES3

VAR/ABLE '
UNIT a=

RES3
0.0100

1 3 15
5 2 1 6410
7 1 151

10_ 0 1 732
( 10) 0 011444788?

5 1. 124D
2 2 I 7

HI I 0.4780.
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. Gas Problem

In_this problem the first_thing_ve_must do is_consider the units

and Magnitudes of the data we are_working with _CONSUMPTION,

VEHICLES,, and POP areeach_in units--of 1 with magnitudes of 6 or

7. PCINCOME is in units of_i_with_a_magnitude of_3; GASTAX and

POPDENS are in units of with magnitudes of 0 and 1, respec-

tively, The very large- differences-- in these magnitudes will be

reflected in large differences in_the magnitudes of the variances

Of_the variables; We will also be faced with both very large and

very small- coefficients in the regression equation. To avoid

that:it scaling problems; we need_to equalize_the_magnitudes by

increasing the units of those variables with magnitudes greater

than _0 or 1. (There -may also be situations in which units

Should be decreased to achieve equality of magnitudes.) The

appropriate DAP commands are:

LET CONSUMP =- CONSUMPTION/1000000
LET VEHIC = VEHICLES/1000000
LET P POP/1000000
LET PCI = PCINCOME/I000

(NOTE: The variable -names on the left hand sides of the equations

can be any name of your choice.)

The resulting variables COMM), VEHIC; And P are in units of 1
Million withelagnitudes of 0 and 1. PCI is in units of 1 thousand

With magnitude 0;

(a) A plot of CONSUMP vs. VEHIC is shown in Figure A. The data

look remarkably linear.

A plot of CONSUMP vs. GASTAX is shown in Figure B. The pat-

tern (if any) appears linear.

A plot of CONSUMP vs. P is Shown in Figure C. The data appear

reasonably linear.

A plot of CONSUMP vs. POPDENS is shown in-Figure D. While a

transformation appears to be in order, none seems to improve

the pattern. LOG, SQRT, and Negative Reciprocal were tried

with no noticeable improvement.

A plot of CONSUMP vs. PCI is shown in Figure E. The plot

suggests some litiedr#Y_andtio transformation -seems applicable.

The -cone- shaped spread is_of someiconcerni_but_a Log transfor=
mat/ad-of CONSUMP doeS not improve the plot much. - -A transfor=

mation_of the dependent- variable wouIdaIso_mecessitate
transforMationa of the independent-variables which exhibit

linearity in_the_raw form;The slight improvement in spread

in the one plot is not worth the sacrifice of simplicity Of the

model.
7 1 8
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Module II

EXAMinitit these plots,_VEHIC and P appear most, and GASTAX
And POPDENS least,related to fuel consumption;

(b) The MEG OUtpOt fOr CONSUNP vs. each of the five X variables
is shown in Figure F.

While the model "makes sense" in that--we- are--attempting -to
model or predict -fuel consumption by five:measurabIe_quaI-
itatiVely_related X variables, it is_a,good example -of -one in
Which we have too many unnecessary"independene_variables,
resulting in -much complexity with little or no offsetting
improvement in accuracy (as we shall see in (e) below)

First, we might expect VEHIC to be related to P. Certainly
We expect more vehicles when there are more people. In
citiea,. however, we might expect considerably fewer vehicles
(many city dwellers do not own cars, although the number of
cabs and buses would be larger). In suburban or rural areas,
We might expect a larger number of vehicles for that popula-
tion. The-number-of vehicles- -per-= person is not constant
across_ geographic area, although-some relationship between
these two variables obviously exists.

EdoneMit theory tells us that GAM): should not_have a_great
effect on CONSUMP; Our plots,in_part (a) reinforce-this.- We
expect people to continue to:utilize_the_availabIe modes_of
transportation in ordertocommuteto_and_from_worki_regard-
lege of the marginal differences inthe price of gasoline due
to -taxes (as opposed to dramatic price increases caused by
other factors). .

PCI Should probably have a "threshold" effect on CONSUMP._
When median income is below some threshold value, people can-
not afford a private car and must rely on public transporta-
tion. Above this threshold, CONSUNP would then rise to some
limiting value, after which increases in income do not have
any effect.

POPDENS serves as a sort of_index of urbanization._ As dis-
cussed above; we expect lewer autos per capita (but more buses,
cabs, and possibly truck traffic) in highly urban regions,
while we expect the reverse in rural areas.

(c) A stem- and -leaf and boxplot_of the_residuals is shown in Figure

G. The plots should make us suspicious of our model, since the

residuals are not particularly well behaved. Note-the large
number of HI- values, and the_overall location_of the batch:_
(i.e. nonzero median). _A plot ofithe_residuals ViEeach.inde-
pendent variable would also -be helpful, perhaps_indidating a
hidden relationship (e.g. consumption:vs. a quadratit in

POPDENS). The residuals are-all small, hoWever, relative to
the size of the original CONSUMP units.

.9



WPM

2
(d) for this_model_is .9875 (Figure F). This indicates that

the model_nexplaine_the data very well. (But -the answer

in (c) above should caution us against evaluating the adequa-
cy of a model solely on its R2 value).

(e) From our discusSion in (b) and the plots in (a), we know
that one_of the two must be VEHIC. Since we expect P to be
functionally related to VEHIC, PCI is the best choice for a
second variable, as is indicated by the t statistics.

The_MREG output_for this model is shown in- Figure H. Note
that the coefficients for these two variables are almost__
exactly the same as those in the complete model (Figure F).

A stemand.rleafi and_a boxplot of the residuals is shown_
in Figure I. There is some improvement (fewer -HI values)
over the full model, but the plots are similarly suspicious.

-2.-R fOr this (reduced) model is ;9864, almost the same as that
forthe "complete" model;

Now, note that in the reduced model:

(i) The coefficients of the remaining variables are virtually
identical to their respective coefficients in the
"complete" model;

(ii) The residual patterns are similar to those of the
"complete" model;

2
(iii) The R _value is essentially the same as that of the

"complete" model;

These are_three_very strong indications that the three inde-
pendent- variables dropped from the "complete" model were in
fact unnecessary;

(f) There is- really no_reason even _to consider_using the
"complete" model, since the reduced model does just as "well"
(e above): Note that in the reduced model all data are from

1973:

For policy, decision making, or detailed study purposes,
however, all data should be from the same time frame.

(g) One possibility is to use AUTOS, BUSES, and TRUCKS instead of

VEHICLES;

Price per gallon at the pump (PPGAL) might be a good



Module II

predictor, since we expect radically higher prices to
discourage leisure and "unnecessary" driving.

Miles of highway CHILES!--ROAD) might be used as another
indication of mobility in each state.

Indicator variables for tiniMum driving ages (INW-AGE)
and for mandatory state auto inspections-(IND!-INSPECT)
might also be 'used to detect possible influences of driVing
habits of automobile efficiency on gas consumption

Other possibilities no doubt exist. Clearly however
consumption depends primarily on the number of vehicles and
the degree of use.

The model might then be

.CONSUMPTION bt+. bi AUTOS + b2 BUSES4 b3 TRUCKS + .b4 PPGAL

q-b5 MILE b7S:=ROAD+b-AGE+-INSPECT

A- baffling outcome of the regressions in thia_problem is the
negative coefficient for Pei; This -is -not what we -would
expect in theory nor what we would -have guessed- from -the plot
of CONSUMP_vs_PCI_(Figure E). It -seems likely that the
large_variation in the CONS UMP coordinates for -the Iarge_PCI
values permits a great deal -of- latitude -in- fitting a_least_
squares line.. Given this unexpected_and_difficuIt to explain
outcomei we might try a univariate regression of CONSUNP vs
VERIC. The_HREG_resuIt is shown in_Figure J. .Note_- that the

R2 -is virtually unchanged. _Theresidual_structure is even
somewhat improved (more symmetric, smaller values) as is
shown by a stem -and -leaf display and boxplot (Figure.K).

Anytime_we_are_able to achieve a very high R
2
with a_good

residual structure using univariate regression, we should
be very reluctant to add other variables for small
iimprovements"_it the explanatory power_of the model. This
problem is a clear case of where the univariate model is the
"best";

721
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PLOT L'ONSOOP VS GASTAX
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PLOT CONSUMP VS P
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PLOT CONSUMP VS PCI
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Module II

NREO CONSUNP VS VEHIC BASTA* P PCI POPDENS BAVERES RESALL
FICU'RE F

RESPONSE _ MEAN sm. DEv.
COMM° 2.0340 2.0240

CARRIERS CONSTANT VENIC SASTAX P = =PC! -POPDENS
COEFFICIENT 1.11135 0.7337 ..0.0461 0;0396 .0.1614 2.2092E4°05
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T STATISTIC 15.0777 4.2697 1.4737 -2.7758 =10;1237

MEAN 2.4743 7.6200 3.9025 4.9412 144.6390
S TD. DEV. 2.3391 1.00710 4.3923 0.6606 219.2286

MULTIPLE R SNARED 0.91173
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MREO CONSUMP VS VEHIC PCI SAVERES RES2D FIGURE H

RESPONSE MEAN STD-. DEV.
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MREO CONSUNP VS VENIC SAVERES MEND

*ESPOUSE MEAN STD. DEVA
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4. Stockmarket Problem

(a) SHAREIND Vs; CARPROD-LAGb is plotted in Figure A and looks

someWhat curved;

SHAREIND vs. COMMIND-LAG7 is plotted in Figure B. A somewhat

linear pattern (with negative slope) is discernable.

SHAREIND Vs. TIME (DM) is plotted in Figure C. A strong

linear (although jagged) pattern is clear.

Note that since we are dealing with a model based on a

specific and well defined theoretical model we would NOT

perform any
transformations on Y or the X's.

(b) The NREG output is shown in Figure D.

(i) Causality is not really an appropriate question here,

Since we are not inferring that Y is "caused" by the

independent variables, but rather that Y can=be

"predicted" via these variables. Using car production

and the commodity index (with suitable time lag for

effect) to "measure" the health of an economy may indeed

be a reasonable economic theory.

(ii) The independent_ variables may_indeed_be reIated_(for

examplei_we might expect car production to-increase with

population and hence with time). _Other interdependendlea

should be investigated via economic theory:

(c) A,Stem-an&leaf plot of- the residuals_ is Shown in- Figure E.

They are fairly well behaved-(although we should -note the

large nuniber_ofleavei on the._-2_stemi and onstems_> Q. A

plot of the_residualsys; time suggests cycle pattern (Fig=

ure P). Plots of residuals vs. CARPROD=4AG6 (Figure G) and

COMMIRD-LAG7 (Figure H) are more "randOm";

Id) The MREG output shows R2 = .8295. This_suggests that the

model provides a "good" explanation of the data;

(e) Your answer to this part will depend in part on your degree

of- risk aversion. For most people, the model is not

sufficiently accurate, nor does it inspire enough confidence,_

to be used as a basis for "playing the market". Those who are

risk-seeking
(i.e.'"gambIers" or just "sportive") might be

willing to give this model a go in an attempt to "beat the

system".
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TIGJRE D

MREG SHAREIND

RESPONSE
SHAREIND

CARRIER:
COEFFICIENT
S.E. COEF.

MEAN
STD. DEY.

VS TIM CARPRODI.-LAG6 COMMINDILAG7 SAVERES RES4

MEAN
272.6689

CONSTANT
425.8179

MULTIPLE R SQUARED

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE
SS

FIT 223190.6250
RESIDUAL 45891.4766
TOTAL 269082c1250

F
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FIGURE E
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Qom
Quiz Unit 4

You have 30 minutes to complete the quiz. Answer all questiont) but

briefly;

Background

You are working for the federal Department_of_Housing_and_Urban_
Development (HUD). The-department has just- completed-_a project_in which
$1.3 billion was allocated to developers for the purposeiof_constructing
new graduate level public management curricula in three "need" areas.;
Solicited proposals were_scored by experts; The approximately 200 pro-
posals received_were divided equally in the thrae_need areas._ The
maximum obtainable score was 81 and the lowest was -0.- To determine how
"fait" the granting procedure was HUD has asked you_to perform_an
evaluation. You gathered data on various characteristics of the propos-
als, constructed a model and used least squares techniques to estimate
parameters. The results appear below.

Dependent Variable: Total Score for Proposal

Independent COefficient
Variable Estimate

t-statistic

Length (in pages) .74 5.55
Budget Request (in dollars) ;03 ;21

Need area 1 -7.11 3.10
Need area 2 1.80 .76

Constant 47.87

R2R .21

Explanation of Variables

Length - number of pages; Min 6 Max 58.

Budget Request = how much money was requested to do the teak.

Need areas 1, 2, 3--areas of training in which HUD believes new curricula
are required. Introduced as 0/1 indicator variable
with following structure:

Need Area: 1 2 3

Varlabie Values: 1 0 0
0 1 0

1 1,368



Module II

77tAleMS-

1. Why_do the_regression results_imply that quality was not the only
factor influencing the selection process? 20 points

2. The following is a plot of page size against total score.

'ID

Score.
to

ib
'0

0

0

w.:t

0 ius ado 40 so Y 0

Xs& S

a; Why does this plot suggest that the regression results are
suspect? 10 points

b. Give two alternative forms for the page variable that would help
summarize its behavior better. 0 points

3. HUD__has_been under attack for:Ifavoring schools in_the Northeast over

other areas of the country. How would you test this proposition
using these data, assuming you know which institutions submitted the
proposals? 20 points

4. a. What is_the "effect" of a proposal's being in need area 3?
20 points

b. What is the estimated standard error of the length coefficient?
20 points

XVI;II;369
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Olult.z; Unit -14

Solutious

I. Both page length and curriculum need area one had significant

coefficientS indicating that these had an effect on the selection

process.

There 16 curvature evident -in -the variable for length of_propotal;

the relatiOnShip is not strictly linear. Linear regression assumes

a linear relationship between the dependent and each independent

variable.

2
A parandlit fit of the form + p or using splines would have been

appropriate alternative forms

The proposition could be analyzed through the use of dummy

variables indicating the region of the institutions submitting the

proposals.

4ai The "effete of proposal being cIassed_inicurriculum need area 3

was the tonStatiL, i.e;; 47:87. The coeffitients for need areas 1

and 2 make adjustments to the constant.

bi coefficient t- statistic
standard error

coefficient
t- statistic

standard error

.74

5.55
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Module II

Final ExaMination
First Term

*Name

A11-answers should be written on th, test. Total point score is 100.
Point_value for_each question are indicated. Do not spend all your time
on questions with low point values! You have 2.5 hours to_complete this
examination; Your answers should be concise and to the point.

For the following problems assume that you are a public manager in
a government agency.

(1) When you were first interviewed for this job, your supervisor
could not understand by a public manager needed to take QM. You
answered her by making four points. Circle them: 4 pt.

a. Knowledge of statistics improves rational th.laking.

b. A good knowledge of statistics makes you a better liar.

c. Public managers are essentially decision makers.

d. You need a graduate education in statistics to read the New
Yo* Times.

e. public policy analyses are unplanned and post hoc.

f. Public ..ianagers need to be able to perform, interpret and pre-
sent quantitge analyses.

g. Knowledge of skills in data analysis assures a GS-11 rating.

h. More often then not, data relevant to public policy decisions
are quantitative and "messy".

(2) The first task you encounter on the job involves an analysis of
physician offices by census tract in urban areas. The policy
issue concerns the equity of access by urban residents to
physicians.

a. To begin the analysis you ask to see a batch of physician
office data for a single city. Your supervisor asks you what a

batch is You reply.... 2 pt.

7,D;:2
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b. To get a feel for the 'average" nuMber_of physicians per tract

in this batch she_adggeStsthat you calculate the -batch mean.

YOU counter by suggesting that you calculate -the median or even

the mode; She asked What advantage there have over the sipan

and you replied.... -3 pt.

c. Her next- request concerns variationin_the data. "Calculate

the variance'; she says. But you_testiate and calculate the

H-spread; How are they related; and when would you 144t hesi-

tate to calculate the variance? 4 pt.

d. Impressed with your khOuledge she-asks you to draW a histosra.

You construct a steM=dhe=leafdisplay_instead.
What is one

essential difference beteen these two kinds of displays?

e. The_stemand-leaf shows that physician officare frequent

in only_a few census
tractsi_and_thati by and large; most

tracts_have only a few offices and many have none._ Sketch

an outline of_What the stem-and-leaf of this data probably

looks like. 2 pt-.-

f; When_you see the stem-and -leaf of the
physician data; you

immediately suggest re-expressing. What Miglilt a re-expression

achieve? 2 pt.

XVI.11.372



Module II

g. When you talk about Ais problem, you casually mention the

Simple ladder of powers. What is the simple ladder of powers,

and why is it relevant to this problem? 4 pt._

h. She than asks how you decided which transformation_to use, and

you tell her about c general techniiiiid. What is it? 2 15t

i. Since physician- offices are counted data, you- had it mind:a
specific trinsformation_before you even try -this method for

finding a transformation. What transformation was it that

you had in mind? 2 pt;

j. A colleague_suggests looking at the data differently.
Instead of counts he suggests dividing the number of offices

in each tract by the total number of offices in the city.

This would yield a vari:Ae that was the proportion of a

city',7: physician office. in each tract. What transformation
would you be likely to rt:y on the data when they are in

this form?

k. Elated -with your thorough analysis of the single batch of
physician data, another-colleague suggestedthatiyou_Iock,_
at data from several titi(,tsaimultaneously andcompareithem.
Knowing that cities vary quite a bit in- -size you thought -that
re-expression wbuld_be needed. Why might you need,totrans,,
form the data fbr_thiS comparison, and how would you find the

appropriate transformation?

'75 4
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(3) Pursuing the analysis of office location, you decide to -see if you
could construct a model relating -the number of offices in -a tract

to other public policy relevant features of the census tract;

a. In constructing the model you are told to include- median
income and socioeconomic status as independent variables;
but you suspect that these variables are highly correlated;
This means that pt.-

(a)A) There is a linear relationship between them;

(b) Their covariance is positive.

(c) They are related in a curvilinear fashion;

(d) The covariance equals the product of the standard
deviations.

b. You expect to use_least_squares techniques to estimate your

model. Consequently; you suspect that two problems may
arise because of these correlated variables. 2 pt.

(a) R2 will be near unity.

ib) Their coefficient estimates will be unreliable.

(c) The residuals will be randoc

(d) y' vill not invert.

1
(e) The computer may have problems 1,dIsisl (R'R) .

(f) The coefficient of determinat- be indeterminant.

c. To get around these problems you suggest two possible solu-

tions; _.2__pt;

(a) Use only one of the pair.

(b) Add one to each variable and take logs.

(t) Use weighted least squares.

(d) Use ridge regression.

(e) Use the arc-sin square root transformation.

XVI,I1374



Module II

d. When you tell your supervisor about your intention/is to use
least squares to estimate the model she asks what this means.

Your reply is that it uses one specific minimization criterion

Which is: minimize

(a) E(Yi - Yi)

(b) EIY
i
- Y

i
I

(c) E(Yi - Yi) 2

(d) E(Y
2
- Y12)

(e) None of the above.

Uti continue your explanation by_saying that, "If the assump-

titind underlying least squares hold; then this procedure

yields optima: estimates of the coefficients". What are the

assumptions?

f. "But in what sense ere least squares regression lines op-

timal? she asks. You reply... 3 pt.

g.
your,tolleague pipes up; "so they are optital when

the assumptions hold; But suppose that for-our data the

assumptions don't hold. What does that imply?" In your

response you touch on the consequences of failure in each

assumption. What do you say? 4 ot

75
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WPM

(4) At_this-point you have
datablishediyour_credentials as a com-

petent policy researchet. Word passes quickly through offices

IS aniagencyi and When you turn around_you_meetian economist

from down -the hall. He explains that_hei_too, is- working on

aphysician_study but heilidd been investigating the growth of

the physician- supply in different countries. Be saga he is

going_to_fit a_straigh4 line to the -data from five countries

and contrast,slopes. _You are tighast_and_demand to see plots -of

supply:versus time. Be shows you theEfive plots below and you

know thatTyou are right-again. Instead_of simply cranking -the

data through_you_counsel fittingdifferent models -to summarize

each batch of_paired valUdt. Which alternatives below do you

suggest for each of the plots? 10 pt__

i) logged dependent variable

ii) logged indeperdent variable

iii) logged dependent and independent variable

iv) continm:us spline

V) discontinJous spline

vi) straight line linear model

vii) linear model after removal of outliets

viii) linear model with dummy variable(s)

(a)

physicians

4.)cgy.

Ti'
11

A

time

XVI.11;376



(b)

physiciao3

(c)

phyliciaus

time

Module II

time I



elm

(d)

. physicians

(e)

physicians

7'
1* vc- .0.

* IC

time

k
*.7.

4

4

4

ttme

(5) Very concerned about this affront to his knowledge in the presence
of_his_peers, the economist exrlains that it doesn't make any
differenco. Retaining your cool, you politely disagree and for
each of the five cases you describe how a simple linear fit and
the fits you've suggested would dif.. 'Your explanations focus

on what the residuals from the simpt4,f:i its would look like. 10 pt.
r.3
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(6) Impriiied
performed
f011oviog
each. 10

Module II

by your knoWledge your colleague admits to ha*ing
regressions automatically before. He _shows you the

residual plots and asks what he should do next

11-t.

residual
R-

moi

s ; 1. /6 II A iLX

1.

fitted
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Module 11

(7) The same colleague tells you of a study of income and years of

physician training in different countries._ He shows_you the
following plots. Since each is a univariate situation you suggest

resistant lines. But he doesn't understand and you sketch (on the
plots) how least squares- and -reeis`ant lines would look in each

situation. 10 pt.

(b)

SA

"f- )4.

A 4. 74

Training
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(c)

(d)

(e)
7t.

77(
7*

jot 'Lc

vc .14 4 V X if.
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Module

(8) Once you got rid of your now better informed colleague you are
once again able to concentrate on your own problem) physician
location in cities. Someone draws your attention to an article
on physician location by the famous scientific research team of
Kaplan and Leinhardt. You know this paper and recall its presen-
tation and findings. In particular, you recall that they found
little or no effect for an area's income and racial characteristics.
In the paper they resent the results of their regression runs and
imply that this should convince. Were you convinced? If so, 'Illy?

If not, what else would you want to see before you were convince.!?

LEL.

(9) You also recall that they included variables that had policy
relevance from two points of view. What are these points of view
and what are examples of variables in each category? 4 pt.

Zj4
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__.
Final ftamination Solutiona

First Term

(1) COrtett answers are (C),_(e)i (f), and (h)0 although Huff

emphasizes that (b) may be true

(2)a. A batch of data_is a set of similar numbers, obtained in some

consistent fashion'

b. Each average, the mean, mediani and mode, is a typical value for

a batch. The mean is a perfectly good average ifthe batch is

Well7behaved, or even just symmetric. However unlike the med-

ian, ifthere are discrepant or outlying observations in the

bdtchi the mean is very sensitive to these departures from

"well-behavednese, since we must sum all the observationt

to find:the mean. In the batch given to you by your supervisor;

the shapewill not be symmetric because of many tracts with zero

physicians; rather, the shape will be skewed to the right.

Hence,:the median, the middle observation of the batch, or per-

haps the modethe data value with the largest frequency, will

be more typical of the batch than the mean.

c. The E-spread, the difference between the hinges, and the variance

are both measures of spread. In a well-behaved batch,

3/4 H- spread a /variance

The -11- spread is a more resistant measure of spread than the

variance. ohly with a weIl-behaved batch is the variance an

acceptable measure;

Astem-and=leaf display retains additional
information on the

data valueii_by using the digits_ immediately to the right of the

stems to indicate "heights" or frequencies of each stem. With

a histogram, only the heights of the bars are indicated, and the

leaf digits are discarded.
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Module II

Unit 1%

0*

or values with this shape.

f. A reexpression of these data will promote symmetry within the
batch and perhaps decrease the number of outlying values.

g. The ladder of powers is a graphical representation of reexpres-
sions of the form X 4' XR for values of R such as -1, -1/2,
(*log), 1/2, 1, 2. We can *use the ladder to determine the-
effects that various reexpressions will have on the original
batch, e.g., a batch skewed to the right has a long right; tail;
and a transformation down the ladder, X + X1/2 or log X, will
force more of the observations into the right tail of the data,
while making the skewness less noticeable.

h. Examine the mean, median, and midhinge 1/2 (VU + LH), and per-
haps the mid extreme 1/2 fE + E). In a symmetric batch, these
quantities are equal. By reexpressing the 5-number summary of
the batch, you can compute the 4 quantities and examine their
equality/inequality and hence, find the best transformation.
Hint:

If med < midsp < midext., go down the ladder.'
If med > midsp > midextii go up the ladder.;-

.401i

i. Square root, or perhaps logarithms movingkdoWn the ladder.

j. Square root of the arcsine of proportion physician offides in
each tract.

66
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k. One suggestion is oerely_to examine -the proportion of

physician offices_in_each tract in each -city, since these data

are independent of the size of the:city; if you deitte to.work

with the actual !Withers and discover-that the spread-of the bat-

ches_increases_or decreases as the-location of each -batch

changes, then a log median vs log midspread plot will reveal a

reexpression that stabilizes the spreads;

(3)a. Correct response is (a).

b. Correct responiii are (b) and (e).

c. Correct responses are (a) and (d).

d. Correct respowie is (c).

e. Assumptions are

(1) The mail is correct, i.e., y is a linear fiinCti6n of the

es.
(2) Residuals are independent;

(3) ResidUale are homoscedastic.

(4) ResidUale are well - behaved.

f. Out of all linear unbiased estimates, the least-squares line is

the one with minimum- variance. Least squares linde are optimal

only if the 4 assumptions hold.

(1) If the model is not correct the regression coefficients do

not estimate the true population coefficient values. More-

over, none of the computed regression statistics are

believable.

(2) Nonindependence of the residuals_indicatee that the observa-

tions are related. The Rh statistic will not measure the

goodness of fit, and the standard errors of the regression

coefficiente will not be accurately computed.

(3) Reteriiidedaitic_errors have the same effett on the computed

regression Statistics as nonindependence of errors.

(4) Non=well=behavedness of residuals invalidates various

distributional assumptions, e.g. batches of regression

coefficients will not be well behaved.

767
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(414. DIuMM variable.

b. Logged dependent variable.

c. Straight line linear model after removal of outlier.

d. Logged dependent or logged independent variable, or both if
necessary.

e. Continuous spline.

(5) Foreach_of_the suggested_ fits, the residuals, plotted against
time;--should appear as a random- swarm.. -of- points, centered on the

time axis, and As a well-behaved batch When displayed in a stem -

and -leaf:

The residuals of the fits using the ori3inal data will exhibit
various patterns, as shown below:

(a)

(b)

_

So

10 6

-Si of

o-(I e_
to

768
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(c)

61- It- =
G

4 I -qv--

(d) same as b.

(a)

a

6

4
ft_

(6)A; Do nothing;

b. Transform: X up the laddex, or Y down.

trigonometric pattern

c. Transform Y to remove heteroscedasticity, or used weighted least

squares.

d. Fit a quadratic to the data:

y sw a + bX + cX2

Computations probably incorrect. Hake sure that X has been
included in the model, where X & variable of x-axis.

XVI;11388



(7)-
(A)

income

(c)

Training

7170
XVI.II.389
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We would not fit
a 14-near resis-
tant line but
would fit a par-
abola instead.



4FH

(d)

( )

Both lines are
undefined since
there is not
enough variation

4 in the X: variable.

) However, different
4 computer programs

for least squares
regression will
fit different
lines.
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(8) Kaplan and Leinhardt studied a rather controversial issue and -_
their:reaultsi_as indicated in the_exam questionsi_contradicted
most expectations; As the_exam.questions_aIso_pointed outi_how-
ever_they.reported only_ the_regression_resultsi__That_isi_they_
gave- coefficient vidues_and_t-statistics and_expected_the.reader
to -be convinced by their-results; In any-analysis and especially
one involving- a_-highly controversial- issue; we would want more
information on the- data analysis procedure. The_issuenf belief
here is -one of an_evaluation_of the. effectiveness of_the analysis.;
Thus;-we- would -want to -see such things aa_a correlation matrix to
see -if colIinearity occurredi stem-and -leaf and plots of residuals
to_detect.heteroscedasticity4 non linearity and non-well_behaved-
nessi_discussion of'possibIe_interactions_and plots of- independent
variables against the_dependent variable to explore for needed
transformations; A.general discussion _of ths_expIoratory_phase
should always appear but_actual_expIoratory resuIts.are especially
important in this case because policy may be influenced by the
analytic results and if the results are due to poor analysis the
policy may do more harm then good;

(9) Policy variables may be of two types. On the one hand, they may be
"policy manipulable", i.e., we may be able to construct public pol-
icies which actually change these variables. On the other hand,
they may be "policy directive", i.e., while not actually amenable
to manipulation by policy they may_ ide policy development by
focusing attention on special situtc.ions or target groups. Exam-
ples of the former variables are zoning regulations, hospital beds,
physician offices, education, income. Examples of the latter are

race, age, population. It shouU Also be pointed out that if the
policy issue is one involving ';he (ocation of individuals even
policy directive variables may become policy manipulable variables.
For example, we can change the age distribution of a census tract
by erecting an apartment house solely for senior citizens.
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Handout
Covariances and Independence in the Bivariate

Multiple Regression Model

Consider the situation of two "independent" x variables:

+ b x
1 2 2

The least squares solution for 11 is

(eV-14'Z

To make this result easier to comprehend, center the variables by su

tracting their means:

x R RI
il 1, xi2 e yi

This shift of location forces the line to pass through the origin and,

therefore, to have a y intercept of 0. Thus, by mi 0 in this "new" model

and we do not need a column of ones in the X matrix.

and X

X becomes

XVI.II.392



Xj1Z is the product of these two matrices:

-
E(Xii -

2
E(Xii - Xi)(Xii

Module 11

E(Xii 7q)(Xi3 - X2) E(X - X2)2i2 2

Rocall that the variance of X is defined as

1 2
Var X = N E (Xi - X)

i=1

and the covariance Of Xtc and X0 is

1 ti
CoV(X,ly =

iE_
(Kik

3c)(Xio - 70)

Mien the covariance of X1 and Xi is 0 then the variables are not linearly

related; when it is > 0 or < 0 they are linearly related.) Therefore,

(eV can be written as

Var X1 Cov(X- X
2
)

1LX =N
l'

Cov(X1,X2) Var X2

The inverse of this symmetric matrix is simply

1
(Var X2 -cov (xi ,x2 )

'I)N(var X1 Var X2 - (Cov(X1,X2))2) -Cov(Xii ) Var Xi

To evaluate X'y we simply multiply

by Xi .

XV1.11.393
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to get

But this is

E(Yi Y)(xil

E(Yi - V)(Xi2 X

(

mCov (Y ,Xi) \

tiCOV(Y,X ))
2

007)
c109-1 41 can be written

1

(VatKiVarX2 - (Cov(X1,

)
1

Cov(Y,X2)

Xiz

VarXi =COv(X1,X2) Cov(Y,Xi)

)2) -00v(Xi,X2) VarXi Cov(Y,X2)

Multiplying out and setting up equations for gives

and

2
(VarX2 Cov(Y,XI) = Cov(Xl;X2)Cov(Y, 2))= bi

VarX1 2 2
-(Cov(X,X-))

VarX, VarX2 -(Cov(Xl' A

i(VarXi Cov(Y,X2) - COv(X02) Cov (Y)X-)) = b
2

By examining these equations we can see two important aspects of least squares

estimation. Fir3t, if the two variables XI and X2 are identical then

Cov(X1,X2) will be Cov(XI,X1), and this equals Var X. Consequently,

the difference VarX, VarX2 - (Cov(X1,X2))2 will reduce to (Vary2 - (VarX )

and there will be no solution (or an infinite number of solutions) to the

equations for the b coefficient. Obviously, when the denominator is close

7
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to0(when Xi -and X- are very similar) computers will begin to have

preblema giving precise answers,

On the other hand, when the two X variables are not linearly related at

all then Cov(X1,X2) = 0. Consequently, the equation for b1 (and similarly

for b2) reduces to:

(VarX2 Cov(Y,X-)) b-
1VarX- VarX2

1

Cov(Y,Xi)

VarX1
b-

Writing this out yields

z(cil - 311)(yi - y)

z(x
1.3.

- 3 )2
= b

1

which is the equation we obtained for the univariate situation. The

equationfor-b2 would be

E(X
i2

- XI)
i

(YI = Y)

-
i2

_ -2
b2

X-)

These equations yield the same value for b -as would be obtained if

individual univariate regressions were run. In general we observe that

the least squares solution of the p variable multiple regression situation

will yield the bi values as p individual univariate regressions when all

Variableshavezerocovariances.(Thiswinnotbetruefor bo -- Why

not?) When the X variables are not strictly statistically independent

(i.e., when the covariances of the X variables do not equal zero) the

multiple regression solution and the univariate regression solutions

Will differ. 7 76
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Handout
What to look for in reading technical reports

eneral

the_prdblem being addressed?
s it a substantive or methodological issue?

s it a basic or secondary:i6SUe?
s it an applied issue,_a_theoretical issue, or a combination?

s_it part of an established research tradition or does.it stand alone?

an you see any relevance for your concerns?

ata

hat are the data?
here do they one from?
low were they gathered?
re there "data problems" (missing values, poor Sampling, poorly defined

measures, etc.)?
re the data relevant to the problem addressed or are there better sources

of information on the topic?
re the data available if you wanted to pursue the analysis?

Wthod

list procedure(e) was used?
:s the analytic procedure appropriate to the data?

rill it speak to_the problem addressed?

km you understand_it?
lave you used it before or is it new?

a its application here novel and innovative or typical and expected?

te there other procedures which could. have been used?

)id eicploratioa precede confirmation?
Ef not, do you believe the analysis?
Nmm the method be applied to other areas?

teetilte

ihat are they?
lave you learned anything?
EA it important ?_

Nti you believe it?__
ES it relevant-to your_own concerns?

Ltd there any policyAmplications?
blow do they relate to other- things you know about this -or

related prdbleas?

NO you believe the results are robust and will hold outside of the Whited

context of this study, i.e., can they be geteralited?

X111.1/;396 777
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Miscellaneous

Wts it worth the effort?
Is it a landmark study useful for citation in other contexts or

better forgotten?_
Has the author(s)_published.anything else that you might follow-up?

Are the references useful?
Was the presentation_adequate and convincing?
Can the data be mined_for other issues?
Are there_any_outstanding problems? :

Were all the questions raised dealt With?
What are the directions for future research?



Some Principled of Graphics for Scatterplots

This handout is a continuation of the Module I handout concerning

some standards for graphics. The earlier handout was concerned with

tabled and charts; this handout focuses on scatterplots, or graphic dis-

plays of (ROO paired observational data sets. As before, some of these

principles are due to Edward R. Tufte.

The principles discussed here are:

(1) Less is more;

(2) Suppressing the frame and grid;

(3) Pay attention to details;

(4) Friendly lettering and other aesthetic considerations:

(5) Using parallel plots.

We intersperse our text with many examples, both good and bad, taken

from the pages Of The-New_York Times* Business-Week, and several scien-

tific journala. As mentioned in the earlier handouti we feel that paying

attention to the details expounded upon in these pages will help you

produce good di-Splays;

779
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Principle 1: Less is More

"Less is more" is the firSt principle in both this handout and the

earlier graphics handout. It is also the most important. Why should we

waste pages and pages of text when a simple and explicit graphical disz

play suffices?

Scatterplots, especially of time series data, are used in reports

and articles to a greater extent today than ever before. They increase

in value as more authors recognize their usefulness in presenting and

summarizing the relationShip between two quantifiable variables.

As an illustrative example, consider the scatterplot shown in

Figure 1.

Tufte plotted the work load of the Publications Distribution

Service for the U.S. House of Representatives as a time series. ThiS

diplay has an immediate impact on the reader. There are dramatic peaks

in the data every second October -- right before Election Day!

The New York Times published a very involved, 700 word article

to describe this phenomenon (N;Y; Times, June, 1975, p. 28). A display,

such as that prepared by Tufte, could certainly haVe shortened the

article and enhanced reader enjoyment.

780
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Printiple 2: Suppressing the Frame and Grid

Considerations when making a scatterplot Were discussed in the

Prerequisite Inventory, Module I, and Chapter 4 of Hnaglin'a forthcoming

text A-Fitat-Coursa Data-Analysis. We want to emphasize that final

versions of scatterplots should not contain the graph paper grid, nor

should the frame of the paper be included.

Consider Pi-Aura-2, a graphic that violates this principle. It is

diffidUlt to find the points in the grid. Figure 3 ahOWS the same plot;

first with grid (and quite a few of the points) supprested, and then

second, underneath the first; with grid and fraMe erased. The first

plot greatly simplifies the relationship between X and Y by summarizing

it with a line (where is the equation?) and a few token points (perhaps

too few). The second plot is slightly better. Comments are Tufte's.

A final note: These displays show the telationshiphetween actual

registration rates and predicted rates. Isn't this-relationship one of

"actual data values" to "fitted data values "? How can we better analyze

thead data, using techniques introduced in class?

7S3
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FIGURE 2

t 3elationahip of Actual Rates of Registration to Predicted Rates

(104 eitica 1060).
,
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Source: Stanley Kelley, Jr., Richard E. Ayres, and William G. Bowen,

"Registration and Voting: Putting First Things First," American Political

Science-Review,'61 (June, 1967), p. 371.
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ACTUAL SHARE OF THE VOTE RECEIVED

BYHOUSE CANDIDATES. PRESIDENT'S PARTY

extra-digits not __
needed4 ".0" Should
be deleted from each
number

Module II

PIGURE 3

ACTUAL AND PREDICTED SHARE OF THE

TWO -PARTY VOTE RECEIVED BY

CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATES OF

PRESIDENT'S PARTY

Source: Edward R. Tufte,
"Determinants of the OUtcome
of Midterm Congressional Elections,"
American Political Science Review,
69 (September, 1975)t p.SItl.
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Source: Stanley Kelley, Jr., Richard-E.-Ayres. end William_ G.- Bowen;
"Registration-_andLVoting: Putting First Things Fit,St." AME-riCan=Political
Science Review,_61 (June, -1967):-figiire-from reprinted version in_Edward
R. Tufts, ed., The-00,ntitstive-An: lvrFs-ofSocial Problems (Reading,
Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley, 1970)i p. 267.
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Principle 3: Pay attention to Details

By giving the details of a scatterplot proper attention, a good

display can be made even better. If the graphic can be reproduced

in color, then by all weana, make the points black, the scale green,

and the fitted Iine red. ChooSe a good symbol to use for plotting

points.. We prefex X over because the former symbol is larger. If

you have different types of points, use different symbols to highlight

the difference's.

Consider Figure 5 from an article published in Science. The

authors are:analyzing sex discrimination in graduate school admissions

at Berkeley. They have plotted the percent women admitted (Y), versus

percent women accepted (X), one "box" per department. Note that the

size of the boxes is related to the total number of applicants to the

department. Here are some critical comments:

1. No detailed scale for size of box given. Why not label the

largest boxes, and give total number of applicants?

2. Why is the minimum box size < 40?

3. Fitted line does not fit the data!

4. Lettering is of poor quality.

5. Could we improve on the use of the boxes?

7s
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Admissions: Data From Berkeley," Science, 187 (February 7* 1975), p. 400.
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Principle 4: Friendly Lettering; etc.

This principle is briefly stated: pay attention to the "aesthetic"

details; "Friendly lettering" is a good example. Instead of typing

comments on the display; letter them by hand. If necessary; let a

profossionaI do it; Graphics by Roger Hayward are good examples of

friendly. plots; as shown in the plots of Figures- l taken from a Chemistry

text; Hayward is best known for hii graphics work found in the "Amaterx

Scientist" section of Scientific American.
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Principle 5: Using Parallel Plots

Parallel plots are useful in sumMariting complex data sets; The

graphs in Figure 7 are from Business Week and are quite attractive.

Business Week usually produces very good displays of economic time

series data.
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Introduction to Module III

Overview

MOduld III of the Quantitative Methods for Public Management pack-

age contains three units, numbers 5, 6 and 7; Unit 5, Probability and

samoling, introduces the student to the notions of probability and random

Variable-S. The relative frequency approach to probability is emphasized

and a sampling experiment is used to provide a concrete; empirical feel

for this fundamental idea. Following the introduction of probability

notions, the concept of a random variable, a variable which takes on

values with associated probabilities is introduced. Distributions for

selected random variables are then discussed with special emphasis placed

on those random variables traditionally associated with linear models. The

shape of distributions is illustrated using the graphics tools of Module I.

Distribution is felt to be important to future public managers because

many policy relevant analytic situations require knowledge of the charac-

teristic shape and moments of a variety of well known random variables.

SiMple computing probabilities of events; such as the probability of

finding a physician in a census tract when the physician distribution

is known to be Poisson, requires knowledge of how the random variable

behaves. The distributions introduced in Unit 5 cover those most likely

to be encountered in the field. Furthermore; exposure to these selected

distributions prepares the Student to use others as the occasion arises

in the computation of moments and the performance of such inferential

procedures as constructing confidence intervals and hypothosis tests;

Numerous examples in presentation material; homework; and exams in

Module III illustrate the everyday utility of applied distribution theory.

79 6
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Unit 6, Inference, introduces the student to the use of probability

notions in determining the precision of parameter estimates and testing

hypotheses. The material covered here is traditional statistical infer-

ence. However, students are cautioned against blind use of these pro-

cedures through careful consideration of the stringent assumptions implicit

in the approach.

Unit 7, Sample Surveys, departs from the usual material taught in

QMPM in that it concerns data collection rather than data analysis. The

unit introduces the student to the use of surveys, the design of questions;

questionnaire layout, fielding procedures and sampling designs. Emphasis

is placed on the utility of surveys in policy analysis and their short-

comings. The objective of the unit is to create intelligent consumers

of survey reports rather than skilled survey researchers. Sinte this is

a vast area covered in only three lectures, it IS implicitly assumed that

when the student becomei a practitioner and has need for a survey a pro-

fessional organization with experience in conducting survey research will

be retained;

Specific Oblecttves

Unit 5

Upon successful completion of Unit 5 a Student will acquire an

understanding of what is meant by the mathematical notion of probability

and will be able to use this notion in the study of random variables and

their applications; The student will be able to specify the distributions

of selected continuous and discrete random variables including the Normal,

rectangular, exponential, uniforth, binomial and Poisson. The student

Will also be able to compute firSt and second moments for random variables

_With these distributions and to recognize when empirical data are likely

XVI.III.2 797



Module III

to be observations on random variables with these distributions, The

student will also be familiar with the t, X2 and F distributions, how

they are related to each other and to the Normal, and how they arise

in a linear model estimated from sample data.

Unit 6

Upon successful completion of Unit 6 a student will be able to apply

probability notions in the performance of statistical inferential pro-

ceedures. The StUdent will be able to apply knowledge of probability

distributions and moments to compute confidence intervals and _confidence

levels using' knot:St random variables; The student will also be able to

construct hypotheses tests and specify significance levels for tests.

The student will have learned to perform these operations on single

parameters such as the mean of a sample and on coefficients estimated in

a multiple regression equation.

Unit 7

Upon successful completion of Unit 7 a student will be able to recog-

nize a situation requiring the use of a sample survey and to design and

field a simple survey instrument; The student will also have developed

a critical capacity. permitting effective review of survey instruments

and results and will be able to compute elementary statistics to estimate

precision in the case of simple random sampling. The student will also

be able to identify features of more complicated probability sampling

proceedures such as cluster, stratified, systematic, or multistage

sampling and will be able to assess their advantages and disadvantages

in particular situations; The student will also be able to assess the

benefits and disadvantages of various fielding methods such as face-to-

face, telephone,and mailed response intervi,epA.,

XVVi.III. 3



Unit 5
Reading Assignments

Lecture Assignment

Lecture 5-0 Mosteller, Rourke, and ThOtaS Chapter 3
Mueller, Schuessler, and Costner, Chapter 11

Lecture 5-1 Tufte, Chapter 2

Lecture 5-2 Hosteller, Rourke, and Thomas, Chapters 5
and 7

Lecture 5-3 Draper and Smith, Chapter 2

In addition, read the following articles in Tanur, et.al.:

pages 102-11
164=75
212=19
244=52
372=84
407=15

Texts:

Draper, N. and H. Smith, Applied Regression-Analysia, New York:

John Wiley & Sons, 1966:

Mosteller, F.; R. Rourke, and G. Thomas, Probability with -Statistical_

Applications, Second Edition, Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-

Wesley, 1970;

Mueller, J., K. Schuessler, and H. Costner, Statistical Reasoning
inSociology, Third Edition, Boston: Houghton Mifflin,

1977.

Tanur, J., et.ai., Statistics: A Guide to- the Unknown, San Francisco:

Hoiden Day, 1972.

Tufte, E. R., Data Analysis for Politics and-Polic , Englewood Cliffs,

New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1974.

. 7j
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Module III

Prerequisite Inventory
Module III

This prerequisite inventory contains a brief introduction to the

vocabulary and notation of elementary probability and set theory. If

you are still uncertain about any of these concepts after reading the

inventory please consult a member of the teaching staff.

Probability is a measure of chance. Discussions of chance are by

no means limited to the classroom. The weatherman often states that

there is a 607. chande Of rains or a friend might remark that "chances

are I'll be home late again tonight." Or, someone else may state that

it is likely that federal income tax will rise this year.

In spite of our faMilierity with chance; it is difficult to come

up with a rigourous definition of probability; Mathematicians and

philosophers cannot agree on a single definition; One group of statia-

ticians belieVes in objet tiveprobahiIity. Objective probabilities are

derived from repeated observations of the happening that is in question.

The long run relative frequency with whiCh the happening occurs is taken

to be its probability. For examplei suppose you work for a health

agency which is testing the effects of red dye #2, a suspected carcinogen;

on rats. You have tested red dye #2 on 3000 identical rats. Five

hundred of those rats have developed cancer. You conclude that the

probability that the next sat to receive red dye #2 will develop cancer

is 500/3000, or 1/6.

Probabilities may be based on equally likely chances. The tradi-

tional examples of this type of probability are the flip of a coin and

the roll of a die. When a coin is tossed.heads and tails are equally

xvi.III.5 S 0 0



QMPM

likely; each has probability 1/2. The sides of a die are equally likely,

so the probability that a particular side will appear is 1/6. Suppose

that we want to meet with some physicians in Buffalo to discuss their

opinions on malpractice insurance; We know that physicians are distri-

buted unevenly across census tracts. Let's assume that there are 1000

physicians; of which only 1 is in the first census tract. If we select

the first physician that we meet with at random; then the probability

of selecting each particular physician is equal; namely a 1 in'1000

chance, a probability of .001. With only one physician in the first

census tract, we can also say that the probability that our first

physician is from that tract is .001. If there are 18 physicians in

census tract two; then the probability that our first physician is from

that tract is .018.

Another definition of probability is subjective or personal pro-

bability. Subjective probabilities are based on personal belief or

profeisionaI judgment. Not all statisticians accept the idea of subjec-

tive probability; but some are willing to assign measures of chance to

happenings that cannot be repeated to obtain a long-run frequency. In

1977, the secession of Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard from Massachusetts

seemed possible. We cannot repeatedly put Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket

in a position to secede and count the number of times that they actually

do secede Nor is secession one of a number of equally likely events..

It may be possible, however, for us to analyze the existing conditions

which affect the secession decision and to state our opinion that there

is a 20% chance that the islands will secede within the next ten years.

This 20% is an example of a subjective probability.

8/
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Module III

Statisticians do have a precise language for describing the happenings

to which probabilities are assigned. An experiment is an act that can

be repeated under given conditions. In the examples above) testing red

dye #2 on A rati flipping a coin) rolling a die and selecting a phy51.=.

cian to'interview are all experiments. Secession from Massachusetts

ii difficult to repeat and is therefore not an experiment.

An experiment has one or more possible outcomes. We will rarely

be interested in experiments with one outcome) since that outcome occurs

with probability 1 (certainty). The outcome of flipping a coin must be

either heads or tails. The outcome of giving red dye #2 to a single

rat must be either cancer or not cancer. The outcome of rand&illy

selecting a physician from 1000 must be one of the 1000 physicians.

An elementary event is the outcome of an experiment. We will Often

be interested in more complex events which incorporate more than one

outcome. These are called compound-events. In the red dye #2 example,

we do not care whether or not a particular rat develops cancer. Rather,

we are interested in whether or not a sufficient number of rata develop

cancer so that we can conclude that red dye #2 is harmful. Suppose we

have decided to conclude it is harmful if more than half of the rats

get cancer. This event, more than 1/2 of the rats developing cancer, is

a combination of the elementary events that 1501 or 1502 or 1503, and

so on up to 3000, rats develop cancer.

A set_it a collection of numbers or objects that can be grouped

together in some context. We may talk about the set of all black city

managers or the set of lifetimes of General Motors automobiles. The

elementt of a get are listed between brackets { } and are separated

by commas. A set of lifetimes of automobiles in months may look like

XVI.III.7
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{68, 8 , 83, 83, 91 }.

The possible outcomes of an experiment are often listed in set no-

tation. When this is done, the set S is called the sample space of the

experiment. The sample space of the experiment of testing red dye #2

on one rat

{cancer, not cancer }.

The sample space of the experiment of testing the effects of red dye #2

on 3000. rats is

{no rats get cancer, I rat gets cancer, 2 rats get
cancer; 3 rats get cancer, 3000 rats get cancer}

In large sets containing an obvious progressioni we use ... to Stand

for "and so forth up to" followed by the final element in the Set. The

set

{l,

is the set of positive integers and is of infinite length. (There is no

"final" element.)

A subset of a set S is made up only of elements in S. Subsets may

contain all of the elements in S or any number of elements less than the

total number. The set which contains no elements is called the empty

set and is symbolized by { } or 0. The empty set is a subset of every set.

An event (see above) is a subset of a sample space.

XVI.III.8
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Module III

WS may want to describe the unionor the intersection of two or

more sets. The Intersection of sets consists of the elements which the

sets have in common. The symbol for intersection is M. For example,

consider A and B where A is the set of grades on a test in a classroom

with :computer-aided instruction and B is the set of grades on a similar

test in a traditional classroom:

A: (80, 83, 86, 86, 89, 93)

Bi {62, 70, 79, 83, 89, 901

Then An B = {83, 89}

The union of sets, symbcilited u, enumerates all of the elements

that appear in one or more of the sets. Referring to A and B above,

)

AuB = {62, 70, 79, 80, 11
86, 89, 89, 90, 931

We say that two sets, C and D, are mutually exclusive if they have

no elements in common. This is equivalent to the mathematical statement

C^ = { }. The set of U.S. Senators and the set of U.S. Representatives

at one point in time are mutually exclusive sets.

Suppose that E is some event which is a subset of the sample space

S. Then the set E, consisting of all elements in S whiCh are not in E,

is caned the complement of E. Complements have the properties that

IEnE1 = f }

and {E S, the sample space.

We will be discussing the probability that a particular event

occurs. The probability of an elementary event is the likelihood that

the experiment
,

will result in that outcome. The probability'associated

with an entire sample space is 1.

80
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You will see different notations used to denote the probability of

an event. The most common are P{event}, Pr{event}, P(event), and

Pr(event). When we roll one die, P{5} = 1/6 and P{an even number) = 1/2.

A populatio n is a group of people (or things) specified by some

characteristic. A population may be all people in the United States,

35 -year-old congresswomen from Poughkeepsie; or men with income greater

than $50,000. A sample- is a subset of an entire population.

In MOthild III, we will use our knowledge of probability to generalize

from samples to populations. Probability will enable us to quantify the

uncertainty about the population which is due to our sampling, i.e., our

Observation of only part of the set consisting of all members Of the

population; Unless we analyze the entire population, there will always

be uncertainty;

A sample is a batch of data; and we continue to use Measures of

location and scale that were discussed in Module I. In particular, the

sample mean, X, and the sample standard deviation, 8, will be used. It

is a useful property of sampling that as the size of a sample increases,

both in absolute number and relative to the population size, the sample

mean approaches the mean of the ptlpulation.

A final concept with which to be familiar before proceeding to

Module III is the difference between continuous and discrete. A discrete

variable may take on one of a finite or coinitably infinite get of values.

The nwrber of black city managers and the Set Of positive integers are

examples of discrete variables. A continuous variable may take on values

from a set consisting of an interval of the real number line; Length of

a particular road; average height of European men and all numbers between

0 and I are examples of continuous variables;

. 805
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Module III

Homework
Prerequisite Inventory, Module III

Questions 1-10 refer to sets A through D.

A: {0; 1; 2}

B: {li 3; 5; 7; 9}_

C: {2; 4i 6; 8; 10}
D: {I, 2, 3, 4, 5}

List the elements of the following sets (in set notation):

1. AUD 6; (AUD)n(Auc)
2. AnD 7; (AnB)tgA0c)
3. BnD 8; AUBUCUD
4. mc 9; A4BnD
5. BUC 10; (BAD)u(CUA)

In questions 11 -15; give the sample space of the described experiment.

11. Annual family income for a family in Detroit, given that the head

of the household is chairman of the board of a major automobile

manufacturing company.

12.. Lifetimes (in years) of individuals in Washington D.C. who died

between 1960 and 1970 from a heart attack.

13. The number of cars passing a building in a one hour period.

14. Percentage of black students in your matter's class.

15. The number of women in a room of 10 people

8 u 6
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Homework Solutions
Prerequisite Inventory, Module III

1. {0, I, 2, 3, 4, 5}

2. {1, 2}

3. {1, 3, 5}

4. { }

5. {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}

6. {0, 1, 2, 4}

7. (1, 21

8. {0, 1, 2 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10}

9. {1}

10. {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10}

11. Set contains 3.incomes (one for GM, Chrysler, Ford), each element

12

13.

14.

15.

in excess of $200,000

'Set contains positive
with most eliMents

[0, 1, 2, ...]

If class has N students,
N-1

integers. between 20 and 90 (approximately)

betWeen 40 and 60.

1 2
set is [0%. - x 100%, - x 100%, ...,

10]

it 100%. 100%)

[0, 1, 2, 3, ...,



Module III

Lecture 5-0. Introduction to Unit 5

Introduction to Unit 5, Probability and Sampling

Lecture Content:

1. Introduction to objectives, problem, and notation for Unit 5

2. Discussion of a quantification of the notion of uncertainty

Main Topics.:

1. Specific Introduction to the Objectives of Unit 5

2; Presentation of general problem of Unit 5

3. Notation for Unit 5

4. Definition of Probability

XVLIII;13



Topic 1. Specifid Introduction to the Objectives of Unit 5

I. Questions to be answered in Unit 5

1. What is probability?

a. In a frequency contexti the probability of anevent

is the proportion of time that the event occurs on a

large number of trials; e.g., P{head on a coin toss)

b. However, probability is also a subjective notion and

may-vary from person to person chance; uncertainty,

probable; likelihood of occurrence

2. How do We calculate and manipulate probabilities?

We define simple rules for finding probabilities of

equally likely outcomes

b. Intersections and unions of events are easily visualized

Via Venn diagrams, and the corresponding probabilities

found

3. What -is a random,variabIei and hOW do we determine and

utilize its probability distribution?

a. A random variable is a variable whose specific value

is not known with certainty

b. A random variable is characterized by its probability

distribution, which gives probabilities that the variable

Will have certain values.

c. The probability distribution Allows us to make certain

statements about the random variable. For example, we

May calculate the average value of the random variable.
r

4. What are some examples of random variables? [Random

variables (usually) are either discrete or continuous.]

a. Discrete Random Variables

i. Discrete random variables take_on a finite or

countably infinite number of values; e.g.,_

number of customers__ arriving at a supermarket

between noon and 1 PM on a given day (Poisson)

ii. Some discrete random variables include

Binomial
Poisson
Uniform 899
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Module III

b. Continuous Random Variables

i. Continuous random variables take on any value in
some interval of the real line; e.g., heights of

individuals (:Gaussian)

ii. Some continuous random variables include
Exponential
Rectangular
Gaussian
2X

5. Row do we apply probability theory in data analysis?

We discuss regression analytits with probabilistic assump-
tions for errors

II. Skills to be mastered in Unit 5 (1)

1; Quantification of uncertainty through the concept of
probability

2. Identification of the mathematical formulae of various
sampling or probability distributions

3; Recognition of several types of random variables, and
the ability to compute their expectations

4. Assessment of goodness of fit in multiple regression by
utilization of probability.

$l0
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Topic 2. Introduction to the Problems of Unit 5

I. What is probability?

1. Experiment: An activity or procedure involVing alternative
outcomes. Each has an associated probability. Reileatable
under given conditions.

Example: Flip a fair coin 10 times and let X = number of
heads.

2. Each_outcome is an event, either elementary or a combination
of elementary events. All possible outcomes for an
experiment is the sample

3. State that based on these 10 trials, Prlhead) = x/10

4. Note that this definition of probability is based on an
infinite number of trials; only as n => = will x /n4 1/2

II. How do we calculate prObabilitide

1. Let A be an event
Pr(A) must be between 0 and 1, inclusive.

Intuitive: 0 means event doesn't occur; 1 means event does.

2. If the universe = set of all possible outcomes contains the
events A

l'
A2, ..., A-, then EPr{A ) = 1.

3. By using Venn diagrams we can compute probabilities of (2)
intersections, unions, etc. Intersection is "and", Union is
"or"

III. What are examples of random variables?

1. Number of heads in n tosses of a coin = X
X is a binomial random variable

(3)

2. Number of arrivals of airplanes at an airport in a specific
hour = X
X is a Poisson random variable

. Number obtained on a single roll of a die = X (either
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6)
X is a Uniform random variable

4. Waiting time between arrivals of customers in a super-
market = Y
Y is an exponential random variable

5. Random variables occurring in nature, e.g. intelligence
scores, lengths of rose petals are (usually) assumed to be
Gaussian.
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Module III

IV. Conclusion

1. Need methods to recognize which distribution a batch of

data came from

2. Need to be well versed in mathematical probability

812
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Topic 3. Introduction to the Notation of Unit 5

I. We let capital letters such as, X, Y, Z,... denote random

variables

II. Small_letterd x, y, z;... denote=realizations of these

variables; e.g., we write Pr{X1..x}, where x is an element

of the sample space of X.

1. Read as "the probability that X, the random variable,

will take the value x."

2. "Realization" indicates a value actually taken by a

random variable

XVI.III. 18



Module III

Topic 4. Probability

I. In this section, we define some basic notions of probability.

1. Probability is defined for events, or occurrence of a

certain phenomenon; Events are notated A, B,

a; A head on a single coin toss is an event

b. 3 heads in 10 coin tosses is an event

C. A leaf density of 6.93 is an event, NOte PfAl between

0 and 1

2. The collection of all possible events, relative to a

Specific experiment; is called the sample space or

universe, S = (Ai, ..., A ). It depends on the

definition of the experiment.n

a. Events are subsets of S

b. If we toss a coin 20 times and record the number of

heads, then S = (0, 1, 2, ..., 19, 20) heads

c. EP(Ai) = 1

3. Probability of an event A is the number of times the

event occurs (or the number of successes) divided by

the total number of trials, for a large number of

trials g.{A} number_of_"successes" of A
Pr total number of outcomes

i.e., it is a relative frequency.

4. Suppose -we have 2 events 4 and B. The event C = AUB is

the union of A and B, and is the occurrence of either

A or B or both A and B

5. Suppose we have 2 event-6_11 And E. The event E -Ang is

the intersection of D and E, and is the occurrence of both

D and E;

P {C} = P{ALB) = P{A)_+ P{B} P{ArM};if A and B are

ilisjoint, then g{4 t0 P {A} + NB)

7. A is the compIement_of A
P {a} = 1 - P{A}

8. If 2 events are independent, or have nothing to do with

each other, then P on} P{A }P {B}

814
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9. In general, when 2 events are not independent,

P uns) - B{A1B}P{p}
where 13{AlB} is the conditional probability, read A

given B.

10. Note that i'fAIB pun } /m)

II. Discuss example

8
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Lecture 5-1. Sampling Distributions

Sampling Distributions: Notion of random variables introduced by means

of a sampling experiment. (I)

Lecture Content:

1. Discuss discrete and continuous random variables; numbers

Olitermined by the outcome of an experiment
0

2. Simple random sampling experiment from three probability diti=

tributions

Main Topics

1. Random variables

2. Sampling Experiment

3. Sampling Distribuione

822
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Topic 1. Random variabled

I. Basic Issue: Experimentally detelmined bers

1. Random variation arises in nearly al social and physical

science experiments

A. We may wish to measure the numb.: of racial disorders
occurring in inner city high schools in Boston

b. Or we may wish to determine the boiling point of a
certain chemical compound

C. In both- instances, the computed quantities will vary
from school. to school, or replication to replication

2. It is important to quantitatively define the nature of
variation in our experiments

3. We describe this variation in probabilistic terms, to
indicate our lack of certainty in the outcomes of the
experiments

II. Problem: How do we characterize this variation?

1. Probabilities are defined only for long-run frequencies
of events, where the experiment has been replicated many,
many times

2. It is usually not profitable for us to conduct our eic=

periments for policy decisions the required number of
times

a. Generally, we are lucky to have more than 100 replica-
tions of an experiment, becausi of either lack of
time and money; or the small size of the sampling
space

b. What limited inferences can we ma ct on ftWer than

100 numbers?

Stem - and -leaf- displays indicate the nature of the
variation, but rarely do they mimic the appearance
of a known distribution;

3. Example illustrates this problem (2)

III. Solution: Attempt to describe the random nature of the
variable by one of the well-known probability models

Sooti



1. Essentially, we borrow strength from statistics_and
assnme_that the variable in question follows a known
probability model

2. This approximation is reasonable in many instances;
however, we must remember that it is just an approximation

3. The stem,and-leaf display is -our most powerful analytical
tool in determining which model to assume

IV. Definitions

1. A random variable is a variable whose value is a number
determined by the outcome of an experiment

2. If X is a random variable, with possible values x1, x2, ..
x , and associated probabilities f(x1), f(x0),
,rfien f is called the probability function or X.

3. A random variable is like any other variable_ except that
we know more about the random variable, namely the pro-
babilities associated with its realizations

4. Random variables are either discrete -or continuous (or
sometimes a combination of these two)

a. Discrete random variables take one of a finite or
countabl infinite set of values

b. Continuous random variables take any value from an
interval of real numbers

5. Random variables may also be vector-valued as in multiple
regression

(3)

6. In the next lecture we discuss some special random variables
at length

824
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Topic 2. Sampling Experiment

I. Basic Issue: How can we best learn about random variation

1. We -can collect many data sets, all of which have a random

nature

However; it is more expedient to construct random- numbers in

a controlled "statistical laboratory"

We sample from 3 distributionausaian, Rectangular;

Exponential--and study the nature of the variability of

several familiar statistics

II. Problem: How do we perform this Contr011 experiment

1. Let: X be a random variable with a Gaussian distribution

Y be a random variable with a rectangular distribution

be a random Variable with an exponential.distribu-

tion

2; X, -Y, and 2 are continuous random variables; with pro-

bability functions as ahoWn (4)

3. We shall draw 100 "samples" from each of-these distribu-
tions, with sample size 20, by using a pseudorandom number

generator

III. Solution: Study variation in our favorite statistics

1; For each sample, from each distribution, we compute X,

Mi and AH

2. Thus we have 100 Sample means from

a. Gaussian distribution

b. Rectangular distribution

c. Exponential distribution

Similarly for sample variances, medians, midspreads

3. We make a stem;-and=leaf of each set of numbers and study

the variation

4. Questions to be answered:

8 9
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a. How much variability?

b. Is variability of a statistic constant over distributions?

c. Can we characterize the variability mathematically?

Note: Discuss how this sampling experiment might arise outside
of our "statistical laboratory"

IV. Experiment

1. Sampling distribution of 3,

a. Note symmetry

b. Batches appear quite well behaved, especially Gaussian

2. Sampling distribution of Medians

a. Also symmetric, and, except for Exponential, well
behaved

b. Spread is larger

3. Sampling distribution of Si
'

SF- SF-
x' y

a. Note skewness, to the larger values

b. Rectangular, not very varied

4. Sampling distribution of midspreads

A. Also skewed; but not as much as S
2

b. Less varied; except for rectangular

(54)
(5b)

(6a) :

(6b)

(74)
(7b)

(8a)

(8b)

5. This accords well with theory (9)

1. Sample Mean - Gaussian by important Central Limit
Theorem as N

Median Gaussian, but with larger variance

3. Sample Variance x
2

, a skewed diStribution

4. Midspread - Gaussian (I)

826
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Lecture
Outline Transparency
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Lecture 5-2. Expectations of Random Variables

Expectations of random variables: Mathematical formulae for random

variables, and means and for, means and variances of these variables

pidtitre--Contoult:
(1)

'''-'kzi.V0\1374V44C4;
4N. ks- _t1

kt. =!A ;;N-

1. Define Eii-Voitison, wad' iformrzatimmlimrquibireVithd-
the contexts in Which they occur

2. Define Exponential, RettangulEr,-,40=1Gaussian
and the contexts in UhfailAHAYtgkiiurd I. )C

\
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Module III

TOPIC 1. Discrete Random Variables

I. Basic Issue: When can a batch of data be characterized by one
of the special types of discrete random variables?

1. Recall that discrete random variables take on only a
finite or countably infinite number of values (one-to-one
association with the integers)

a. For example X = number of Orientals in a census tract;
has sample_space S_= {0, 1, 2, ..., N), where N =
total population of tract

b. Or Y = number of rides taken on PAT busses in 1976,
haS {0, 1, 2, ...}, a countably infinite set of
possible values

2. We deal here with discrete random variables in general

a. X = discrete random variable

b. S sample space of X = x2, ..., xn} where n may
be infinitely large

c. f(xi) = P{C = xi} is the probability function of X

d. The x4 are called "mass points", and f a_"probabiIity
mass function", since f gives positive probability
or weight (= mass) to only the xi. (f is also simply
called a probability function)

3. We shall discuss when X can be described with .one of our
special mass functions; i.e.; when is X Binomial, Poisson,
or Uniform

II. Problem: With only a few realizations of X; what can we say
about the discrete random variable?

1. Occasionally we are able to take several samples (record
several observations) of X

A. A stem-and-leaf display should be made of this batch,
and the shape_studied quite_closely and compared to the
shapes shown later in this lecture

b. If we suspect that. X is either Binomial, Poisson, or
Uniform, compute X and S2, to compare with the "theore-
tical" values of these quantities

. But if we have no observations on Xi we must use whatever
knowledge we have available about X to characterize its
random nature

81)
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III. Solution: Three special random variables to use when appropriate

1. Binomial random variable (2)

a. Assume an experiment involves N teials or observations,

each trial being "independent-% i.e. distinct from the

other N-1 trials

b. AbSume each of the N trials has only 2 outcomes, a "0"

or "1" (which could stand for any pair of mutually

exclusive outcomes)

Let p = Probability of an occurrenmeof a 1 on a 'single

trial (this doei rot vary from trial to trial)

d. Then X= number of l's on N trials is a Binomial random

variable

)

(N =x N-x
e. Mass function f(x) = p (I-p) (3)

2. Poisson random variable (4)

A. (Rat dents p 0; approximation of binOthial) Assume
interval of time or space

b. Condider a specific type of event or occurrence in

the interval

Let A (lambda) be the average :Olean) number of events that

occur in the interval

d. Let X = number of events that occur in the interval is

a Poisson Random Variable
.xxe-X (5)

e. Mass function f(x) =
X!

3; Uniform random variable

a; Assume an experiment with a sample space S =
'

{x-- x-
l 2'

n finite.

b. If each x- is equally likely to occur; then X is a

uniform random variable

(6)

1
c. Mass function f(x) = n

d. 24om numbers are realizations of uniform random ( )

variables.
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Module III

Topic 2. Continuous Random Variables

I. Basic Issue: When can a random variable be continuous?

1. In general, all measurements are discrete--there is a
smallest possible fraction hat we can measure

2. However, the thing measured is theo.etically continuous

3. Continuous random variables_may have symmetric, skewed, or
even flat probability functions

a. Y = continuous random variable

b. S = sample space of Y = fyla<v-131, where a
are any Real numbers

c. f(y) is called the -dens-ity-funcLion of Y, since the
probability has bean smeared over an interval (a,b),
and every smaller interval has a chunk of probability

II. Problem: When can we assume that a specific continuous random
variable can be characterized by one of our special density
functions

1. We must use our intuition about the range of values of Y
and the shape of empirical realizations Foreknowledge--and
ch. sensitivity

2. 1 ; can prove that Y is either Gaussian, Rectangular,
ential, then we have found a very important result

III. Solution: Specific continuous ran i= variables

1. Gaussian (Normal)

a; The "well-behaved" distribution of single batches

b. Random variable is symmetric, and takes on values
between -co; and =

c. Important to notice the tails, and make sure that
they are not too fat.

d. There are manx_bell-shaped curves! e.g., Cauchy- -

f(y) = [ir(1.1-y')] -I--thick tailed. u = no mean

(expectation), integral doesn't converge



e. Density function of Gaussian

f(y) -11- T) ,YtR
V2Istr

n(mean)a, a(Std.dev.) >O.

2. Rectangular

a. Flat over an interval (a,b)

b. Density function

f (y) e < y <b

3. Exponential (Waiting time)

a. Waiting times tire invariably exponentially distributed

b. Density function

f(Y) r 0eeY, y 4- 0;

0-1 = average (mean) waiting time 0 > 0
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Topic 3. Moments and other properties of these variables

I. Basic Issue: How can we summarize the random quality of these
variables?

1. What is the average, or typical, value of a random variable
(in terms of long term results of repeated experiments)

2; What is the variance of a random variable?

3; e mean (p) and variance (g )Th of a random Variable X are
useful and easily computed summarizations of X

II. Problem: How do X and S
2
compare to p and a

2

1; Suppose_we have N sample observations on X and compute
X and S2

2; Then Testimates p and s2 estimates a
2

3. Only as N co does i 4- p and s2 i.e.a2; only in very
large samples are the sample estimates identical to the
population values

. Remember our sampling experiment and the way the sample quan-
tities varied about the true values

III. Solution: How to compute p and a
2

( 1 0 )

1. p = E(X) -- read "expected value of X"--is the first moment
of the randrm variable

n
= _L_ f(x-)x-- if X '.s discrete S = x., x

1=1
I 2

p = 1$f(X)dx, if X is continuous

_2 _ 2- p)22. a = E((X - p) ) - read "Expected_VaIue of (X - p)
is the second moment; about the mean, of the.randoM
variable

d (x )(x - 11)2i if X is discrete2_
.L.1 i

f(x P)
2'

(k)-
2

cr

3. Examples

a. Discrete

If X is continuous
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i. Binomial

Np a
2

. Np(1-p)

ii. Poisson

u
-2
a se

iii. Uniform

al 2
n 1=1

-2 1 2
a E_ (x, - p)

Note that these are not sample quantities

b. Continuous

i. Gaussian

-2 -2
P P a

ii; Rectangular

U =
1

(b -a)

itl. Exponential

1
a ... (b-a)

2

12

6-1
2 =2

a is 0
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Lecture 5-3; Probability and the Linear Model

Probability and the Linear Model: Probabilistic Assumptions Regarding the

Errors of the Linear Model

Lactura_Content:

1. Discuss probability distribution of the error terms in a linear

model

(1)

2. Introduce several continuous probability distributions important

to the analysis of a linear model

Main_Toplcs:

1. The Mathematical Form of the Linear Model

2. Some Additional Distribution Theory



Module III

Topic 1. Mathematical Form of the Linear Model

I. Basic Issue: Review our notions of regression and introduce
probability into our analysis

1. Unit 4 presented multiple regression as model fitting

2; No formalized goodness-of-fit measures were discussed; since
such analyses depend on probability theory; that at the time,
we had not discussed

3; In this lecture, and in Unit 6;_we reintroduce the linear
model, presenting the relevant probabilistic assumptions;
and discuss how to evaluate a fitted model with probabilis-
tic assessments

II. Problem: What do we assume about the random variation of the
various components in the model

1. We have avector of responses yi a matrix of vectors of
carriers X, a vector of regression coefficients 6, and of
course, residuals.

2. One- approach is to- assume -that y is multivariate Gaussian
distributed, with mean Ng; we essentially work with the
conditional distribution-of y given X.

Regression may be approached strictly via conditional
expectations

b. We always assume that the rows Of' X are known fixed

constants

c; Hence it seems logical to say that given Xi y is a

random variable

3. A simpler method of introducing probability focuses on

the residuals of the model

a. This approach exclusively will be utilized by us

b. We assume that each residual yi - yi is a univariate

Gaussian random variable

864
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III. Solution: The linear model with Gaussian errors

1. First we review the linear model

a. Assume y, is a linear function of x x ...,

i = 1,2,'..., N

b. We write

(2)

Ba sixil + Beth + V10. ei

0-
0

is a constant term in the model; ei is the ith residual.

In matrix form

3c.f3 + e (add a column of l's to X)

(11xI ) X (N X (p+1)

(fpxI )xl) a (NxI )

d. Assumptions on e

i. E(e) = 0 each residual has mean (expected value)=0

ii. Residuals are independent, with constant variance a
2

Hence Cov(e) = a2I Odq) matrix

iv. Since y = X 8 + e; i.e. y is the sum of e and (3)

XS , Y-has the f011owing moments:

A. Y = XS e

B. E(Y) = E(X 8+ e)

+ E(e)

C. Cov(y:; = Cov(XE + e)
ft*

= Cov(e) - a
2-
I

v. The new assumption is ei - Gaussian
(0,a2)

Gaussian residuals
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2. This new probabilistic assumption also affects the dies- (4)

tribution of b, the Least Squares Regression Coefficients

i. Remember,

m141 Or - 3C13*r(Y-Xb*)b* - --

minimize sum of squares of residualS

ii. By differentiating, we f! ,

-1
OE 1)9 VII

= WY) where M = (1,T V a linear combination
of y

iii. Hence, since a_linear combination of Gaussian random
variables is also Gaussian, b is Gaussian; with

A. E(b) = E010 = ME(Y) = (XIX)-1X''] q = 0 (unbiased)

B. Cov(b) a M Cov(OM

mo2iN

d2(x1.2)""Ixfx(xfx)-1



Topic 2. Same Additional DiStribdtion Theory

I. Basic issue: Introduce other probability functions important

in regression analysis

1. When fitting a model, we examined t-statistics,
pairwise correlation coefficients

, and

2. Each _of these quantities is a random variable with a
specific distribution function

II. Diatributions

bi
1. t = follows a t distribution on N-p degrees of (5)

S.E.(b )

freedom, "i a")

. f(t)
2 1-

-2

1)! Cl +
t
-)

(14-,p+1)-
Vq-17 (11T --

N-p 2

b. As N + f(t) + Gaussian (0,1)

- -77)
. i jk "j

2. . rid

E(Xik
)2

E(X
3-r_ 2

jk

< t < co

Sample Correlation Coefficient of X- and Xj

a. If p
ij

= 0 (population value is zero)

r=
ij

- Gaussian (0, AO approximately

b. This approximation only holds for large N.

3. 141-;-; E(Yi - Yi)
2
/ a

2
follows a X

(6a)
(6b)

(7)

distribution on (N=.0) (8)

degrees of freedom; Sum of squares of GauSaian random

variables are - Chi-square.
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4. If Ss--k 02 x

5%,/
then .07-2-5 .10

Module III

and SS - a

F distribution, ratios of variances.

5. Since R
2
is a ratio of sums of squares,

-2
__--R4-0)--1)

-2- '1)-1;
(1-R )/(N-p)

-p

if no:linear relatianShip exists between Y and

8G
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Module /II

Homework Problems
Unit 5

. Let N represent a non-response to a mailed questionnaire and R
represent a response. We mail questions to four people on a specific
day.

a) BOW many elements are in the sample space if we are interested
in the number -o- responses to the questionnaire mailed on the
given day? List them. Are these outcomes equally likely?

b) How many elements are in the sample space if we are interested
in the response to each questionnaire mailed on the given day?
/Each questionnaire is distinctly identified by a code number.)
List them. Depict the set of outcomes representing responses to
three out of the four questionnaires. Depict the set of outcomes
representing at -most -one response.

c) What is the probability that the non-responses represent ques-
tionnaires lost in the mail?

2. An econometric model predicts whether the GNP will increase (i),

decrease (d), or remain the same (s) in the following year. The GNP

Will then be observed to increase (I), decrease (D), or remain the

Same(S).

a) 'List all the elements of the sample space.

b) Depict the events that the model predicts correctly.

c) Depict the events that the model predicts correctly using a
Venn Diagram (Hint: first consider the possible outcomes (part a)
as a matrix.)

3. According to accident reports, 25% of all accidents which occurred
while equipment was being used were caused by faulty equipment and
75% by improper use of the equipment. The probability that on a
given day an accident will occur while equipment is being used is
.05. Use set notation to define the following events as unions,

intersections complements, etc. Then calculate the probability that
each event will occur on a given day.

a) An accident occurs caused by faulty equipment.

b) An accident occurs caused by improper use of equipment.

) No accident occurs. 880
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An accident was caused by faulty equipment, given that an acci-

dent has occurred.

e) An accident occurs caused by either faulty equipment or improper
Use.

f) An accident occurs, but the equipment was found not to be faulty.

4. A jail has 490 inmates. It is known from the records that

300 committed armed robbery
200 committee larceny
50 committed homicide
20 committed armed robbery and homicide
30 committed larceny and homicide
20 committed larceny and armed robbery
10 committed all three crimes

a) Draw the Venn Diagram illustrating this problem.

If we draw an inmate's file at random, what is the probability that

the inmate committed:

a) Two, but only two, of the three types of crimes.

b) At least one of the three types of crimes.

c) Homicide, given the inmate committed armed robbery.

d) Homicide, given the inmate did not commit armed robbery

e) Armed robbery or larceny

f) Only one of the three types of crimes

g) Arson
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5.
Age at Marriage, Husband and Wife, New Haven, Conn.

Module III

Age of
ftsband

Age of Wife__
Total

15-19 :20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45=49 50 +

15 -19 42 10 3 55

20=24 153 504 51 10 1 719

25=29 52 271 184 22 7 2 538

30 -34 5 52 87 69 13 5 231

35-39 1 12 27 29 21 2 3 95

40-44 1 9 18 17 8 2 1 56

45-49 1 3 6 16 16 _7 2 50

50 and aver 1 4 II 15 21 43 95

Total 1 254 850 365 158 86 48 33 45 1,839

Source: A. B. Hollingshead, "Cultural Factors in the Selection of
Marriage Mates," American SociologicalHeviez 15, 1950, p: 622:

a) Are the ages of husband and wife independent? What striking
fact about these data immediately answers this question?

b) What is the probability that one partner was between the ages
30 -34?

c) what is the probability that one partner was between the ages
of 30=34 and the other was between the ages of 20=24?

d) What i8 the prObability that the husband was between the ages
of 30=34 and the Wife was between the ages of 20=24?

e) What is the prObability that the wife was between the ages of
2024 given that the husband was between the ages of 30-34?

f) what iti_the probability that both partners were at least 45
years old?

g) What is the_ probability that at least one partner was at least
45 years old?

What i8 the probability that neither partner was at least 45
years old?.

8S`',
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6. You are working on your annual report for the mayor.of a small city.

The fire department reports that last year they responded to the

following Timber of false alarms per week:

# weeks # false alarms week-per

1 0

4
7 2

10 3

10 4

8 5

7 6

3 7

.1 8
9

52

a) Use a stem and leaf display to identify the distribution which

the data follow.

b) What is the average number of false alarms per week?

) What is the standard deviation of the number of false alarms per

Week?

d) Utie the answers to -(b) -and (c)__in the probability ftinction you

specified in (a) to- verify your choice of distribution (just

calculate two of the theoretical number of occurrences, i.e.

PDE 03, PDC s.

If each false alarm costs the city $1600, what should you bud-

get for false alarma fOr the first three months for next year?



Module III

7. As chairperson of a public service organization's trust fund

you are_ considering buying one of two stocks, both currently priced
at $46 per share, for a one month trading venture. You have esti-
mated the probability distribution for the closing prices of the

two stocks (rounded to the nearest dollars) one month hence as follows:

Stock A

f(EatkiClosing price

44 .1

45 .1

46 1

47 .1

48 .1

49 .1

50 .1

51 .1

52 .1

53 .1

Stock B
priceClosingprice

44 .005

45 .015

46 ;030

47 ;100

48 ;350

49 ;350
50 ;100

51 ;030

52 ;015

53 .005

a) Find the expected value of one share of each stock.

b) Find the variance, of the price of one share of each stock

(Financial analysts often refer to variance as "risk").

Which stock would you purchase and why?

8S4
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8. As a city manager,_you stop_ off to Visit the 7th Precinct
Police station to look at the crime statistics_ (crimes per
day) of the past 3 months. Assuming a :'typical" period
(not a crime wave); and dIscounting the "full moon" theory, to
what distribution to you expect the data to conform?

b) Later you enter the comptroller's office to pick up some
financial data. After fitting a regression to this data,
you plot the residuals and determine that the regression fits
remarkably well. To what distribution do the residuals conform?

Stopping for lunch at a hamburger joint (since city managers can't
afford real food) you pass the time waiting in line by noting
how Long each customer takes to be served. The statistician
in you immediately recognizes that these data fit a distri=
bution, which you rush off to plot. What distribution caused
you to miss lunch?

9. When you return to your office you resume work_on the
financial data. Looking at the daily expense account sheets
for the peat year, you can't help wondering about the distri-
bution of the last digit (the "unit" digit denoting single
dollars), do you make a plot. What distribution do you
expect this data to follow?

b) Finally getting to work, you correct the errors in the
financial reports. _What distribution do' you expect the number

of errors per report to follow?

Late in the afternoon you visit a new housing project:--The
construction supervisor tells you thathe_has foundA faulty

valVde in the_lot of 96 acquired for the site: Since you -

expect to heed another 200 lots (of 96-each) over the next 6

months,_you need a rough estimate of how-many additional_
valves to order to replace the faulty ones. What distribution
do you expect the number of faulty valves to fellow?

Finally, after a hard day- running around and_using your profound

quantitative skills, you retire to your_favorite nightspot.
However, your acute -mind does not fail-to notice the nuMber of
mugs of-draught beer ordered by -the customers._ You repeat this
exercise every night for S_Menth, exceptifor Sundays, when you

stay home to view "Masterpiece Theater" and "Evening at_Symphony"
with the BSO, to Catch up on your cultural events. What distri-

bution do you expect the beer consumption data to fellow?

885
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Module III

10. The following are_the_earnings for the city hall staff for the

week of February 4, 1977:

earnings for _Week #employeeswith
ended February 4, 1977 -given earnings_

187.50 to 194.99 2

195.00 to 202.49 7

202.50 to 209.99 9

210.00 to 217.49 14

217.50 to 224.99 10

225.00 to 232.49 6

232.50 to 240.00 2

A) IS the underlying_ distribution (of weekly earnings) discrete

or continuous? Why?

b) Compute the mean of the above distribution.

c) Is the answer in (a) the same as you would have obtained had

you calculated the ratio:

total earnin s for all-tit hall staff__durin the week:ended 4 Feb..4 7

total # city hall staff during the week ended 4

Why or why not?

Feb. 77

d) Compute the median of the above distribution.

e) In Which direction is the data skewed?

f) The city Comptroller stated that the total payroll fot the

8)

Week ended -4 Feb; 77 was $10675;18, Do you have any reason

to doubt this Statement? Support your position very btiefly.

Is the mean Computed in (a) a_satisfactory descriptiOn
of the "average" or typical earnings of thete 50 employees

in the week of 4 Feb; 77? Why or why not?

8SC
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Homework Unit 5
SOldtiOns

1(e) There are_5 possible_outcomei (0) 1, 2, -3, 4}._ They are (probably)
not equally likely, but we do not know for certain;

-4
(b) There are 2 16 outcomes questionnaires each with 2 possible

outcomes; N = no response, R response):

{NNNN, NNNR, NNRN, NNRR, MINN) NRNR, NRRN_; NRRR, RNNN,
RNNR, RNRN, RNRR, RRNN, RRNR, URN, RRRR)

{3 responses out of 4} fRRRN,RRNR, RNRR, NRRR)

(at most one response) fNENN, NNNR, NNRN, NRNN, RNNN)

(c) Without_data_frem a carefully planned -and correctly implemented
experiment, this question cannot be objectively answered. Remeber
that there are many reasons for a non-response,

2(8): [(fa), (i,S)i.(i,D), (siI), (6,S), (s,D), (d,I), (dA), (d,D))

(b) [model predicts accurately) [(i,I), (s,S), (d,D))

(c)

I

S

d 8

(d,I) (sit)

-:--'
------ d-

(13)
(i iD)

3a) ; ?(accident caused by faulty equipment)
.25 (.05) .0125

shaded area represents
event [model pre
dicta accurately)

Venn diagram in this
instance includes
a grid.

b) P(accident caused by improper use)
.75 (.05) .0375

c) P(no accident) 1 - P(accident) .95

d) P(faulty equipment/accident) .25

e) P (accident faulty equipment) (accident improper use)
P(accident) ft ;05

P(not faulty equipment/accident) P(improper use accident) .75

8S7



4.

where

a) p(2 of the

armed robbery
larceny
homicide

3) panA or Intl or A(1 H)

p(LnA + pa(1E) + P(AnH), since disjoint.

10 4. 20 + 10
490 490 490

49- no
490

Module III

plat least one of the 3 types) mg 1, since everyone in the jail
committed at least one of the three
crimes.

gm

PSI A) ou(IA)
P A )

-101490 10
300/490 300 ma .033

0(-0) 1 LIE& 30
0(4) 190/490 190

PAUL)

.16-

. 300+200=20
P(L) - p0.(11.)

490

480
vice .98

OSS
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f) p(only one of the three types) = p(A only) + p(L only) - p(H only)

270 + 160
+

10

490 490 490

440
*
490

= ' 90

g) p(arson) no individual was assumed to have committed arson.

5. It is clear that the ages of husband and wife are not independent,
since the counts cluster along the diagonal from upper left to
lower right, with many empty cells in the other corners.

b) P(one_partner between 30 -34)_= P(Wife between 30-34) -f-
Vhdaband betWeen 30-34) - P(both between 30-34) = 158 +_231 - 69 -
320 1839
1839 :174

c) P(husband between 30-34 wife between 20-24) +
P(wife between 30-34 husband between 30-34) =
52 10 '62+ -

1839 1839 1839
03

d) P(husband between 30-34 wife between 20-24) 52 .028
1115T

e) P(wife between 20 -24 /husband between 30 -34) 52
.225

231

P (husband 45-49. . 50+) (wife 45-49 50+) = _7 + 1__+ _21_+ _43

72
1839

1839

g) P (wife 4549 50+) (husband 45 -49 50+) - P(wife 45-49) +
P(wife 50+)_+ P(husband_45-49) +_P(husbaild 50+) - P(wife & h
P(wife and husband 45-49) - P(wife 45-49 and hiisband 50+)
P(wife and husband 50+) - 33 + 45 + 50 + 95_= 7 1 21 43 =
151_ 1839

.082
1839

h) P(neither partner was 45 or older) 1 P(at least one partner
Was 45 or older) - 1 .082 = .918

XVI.III.90
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Module III

6. (a) the data arepoisson, X 4

(b) 4 false alarms per week ()

(c) variance of a poisson X; standard deviation is therefore

or 2

(d) 3 months x 4-1/3 weeks/month 13 weeks x 4 false alarms/week

52 expected false alarms

52 x 1600 $83,200 is the minimum which should be budgeted.

To insure that the department does not run short, more should

be budgeted (probably enough for another 2 false alarms (one

Standard deviation) per. week

7. (a) E(A) E(B) = $48.50

(b) Var(A) 8.25

Vex. (B) 1.57

(c) Assuming other factors equal, since the "risk" of B is less

than that of A with the same expected value,B is preferred.

(a) Poisson (or possibly uniform)

(b) Gaussian

(c) exponential

9. (a) uniform

(b) Poisson

(c) binomial

(d) Gaussian (or possibly rectangular, maybe even Poisson)

(a) While the underlying distribution is technically discrete

(since fractional cents are not permitted) the measurement

$.01 is so small that we usually consider such distributions

to be essentially continuous.

y0
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M
(b)

1
50

80
213.60

(c) No; The ratio gives the exact mean while part (b) gives only

a.close approximation, since a frequency table was used.

(d) ftdian class is 210.00 to 217.49. Median observation is

5-
JM±L. 25.5 the observation. Median - $210 + 2 18 *7.50

2

wi $213.75 (interpolation)

(e). By comparing the mean and median, we note that the data are

slightly skewed to left, but for practical purpose it is

symmetrical.

(f) No, since 50(i) $10,680. ThiS figure is an estimate of

the total payroll which is clote to the figure of $10,475.18

(g) Teo, the mean here seems typical since there is little skewness

to distort it.
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Module III

Quiz
Unit 5

Name

Point values are given in parentheses; preceding every question. You
have sixty (60) minutes to complete this quiz.

Please write all your answers on these pages, in the apace provided:
Answers should be brief and succinct: clearly expressed.

When appropriate, answers may be left in fractional form, e.g., 693/721.

(20) 1. You have constructed a univariate linear regression model
relating the-response variable, miles per gallon for 1977

Volkswagon Rabbits, and the carrier variable, tire pressure

per square inch. You have only 15 paired observations to

estimate the parameters a and b in the following model:

y. =a+bx i 1, 2, . . 15.

The least squares estimate of b is -0.16, very nearly zero.

a) What distribution does the quantity

-0.16

8 ch (X -4-) 2)-1
follow, where s

2
1/13 E (yi-yi) ? SketCh the shape of

its probability function;

b) Is it correct to assume that this quantity is Gaussian?

c) When can this assumption accurately be made?

S9
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(1O) 2. As an employee of Pennsylvania Department ofTransportation,

you are concerned with structural fedlts in steel I.,beame

Used to construct bridges in the Pittsburgh metropolitan

area. You inspect a shipment of I=beame from the International

Steel Company; You are told that the probability of a fault

in any given /-beam is 0.0005. _What distribution do you

expect the number of defective_ beams to follow? If_there _

are N * 4000 I-beamm in the shipment, what are the mean and

Variance of X - number of defectiVe I-beams in the shipment?

(10) 3. You are- interested in the_traffic flow off the 6th. 7th, and

9th Street Bridges into the North Side of Pittsburgh, On_a

Specific Friday afternoon between 4 and 6 p;m;i you record

the time in seconds betweencars as the cars drive off the

9th Street Bridge into the North Side;

You compute the average waiting time between automobiles to

be 10 seconds.

Sketch the most likely probability function forcthe waiting

times. With what random variable is this function associated?

(45) 4. In studying the records of Aggravation Airlines, it has been

found that the actual arrival time of the scheduled 5:00 p.m.

flight from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh, dui in at 6:00 p.m.,

is a uniformly distributed random variable in the range of

6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Let X-1 represent 6:00 p.m., X2 re-

present 6:01 p.m., etc.

a) Write out the mathematical expression for f(X).

xvt.iti,94



MOdule III

b) What is the probability that the plane will be late?

c) What_it the probability that it will be more than 1 hour
late?

5. The number of potholes along a 100 yard stretch -of the Parkway
East is a Poisson random variable with a.mean of 40. What
is the probability that along a specific 100 yard length
there are no potholes? Leave answer in terms of a power and
multiple of e.

(20) 6. Consider the following data, giving'the number of people arrested,
by race and age, in 1976 in a small town in Ohio:

-Age-
,White

Arrested Population
Black

Arrested Population

15-24 378 27,000 65 5,000

25=44 324 36,000 32 4,000

45-74 108 27,000 3 1,000

Totals 810 90,000 100 10,000

Assuming that an individual is drawn at random, find the pro-
bability of the following events:

a) A person is arrested.

b) A person who is arrested is white.

c) A black person is between the ages of 25=74.

d) A person is arrestedi.given.that he or she is 25 or over.

e) A person who is arrested, is;black and aged 45-74.

f) A person, who is arrested, is aged 25=44.

894
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(10) 7. Iftid have a large population of individuals and nave recorded

the 1976 Federal Income Tax paid by each_individuali You
break the population into 200 separate batchesi and compute
the mean and variance of the tax payments for each batch.

Theoretically, what probability distribution should the

Varian-et of the tax payments follow?

(10) 8. In the article The Use of Subjective Probability_ Methods
in Estimating Demand "; by Hanna Schwarsi what is_subjective
probability; and how_does it differ_from probability
defined as relative frequencies ? How_does SchWars use
subjective probability to get reasonable estimates of
demand ?

S 9 5
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1.

Quiz, Unit 5
Solutions

t distribution, on 13 degrees of freedom.

b) No.

e) Never can this assumption be exact. _However, *hen
nk> 30, approximating t_ty the Standard Gaussian
distribution is generally acceptable.

0

2. Binomial, W74000, p7.0005
p Np 7 4000 (.0005) 7 2

a2 7 Np(i -p) Ir 2(.9995) 7 1.9990

3. ExpOnential_
:froo

.10

1/0 7 10

4. a) f(X) 7 1/91; X 7 1,2,...,91.

b) 90/91

c) 30/91

5.

XVI./II.07
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6. a) 910/100,000 91/10,000

b) 810/910 81/91

c) 5000/10,000 1/2

d) 467/68,000

e) 3/910

f) 356/910

7. Milltiple of a X2 random variable

S. Subjective probability is derived from personal opinions about
events that have occurred or will occur, rather than strictly

from direct observations of past events.

.

Schwarz chooses arbitrary weights for opinions about demand (will
buy, may buy, won't buy) according to such factors as purchaser
And expected date of purchase.

s s
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Lecture

Lecture 6-0

Lecture 6-1

Module III

Reading Assig.nments
Unit 6

Assignment

Mosteller, Rourke, and Thomas,
Sections 9-1 - 9-4

Mueller,SchuessIer and Costner
_Chapter 13

Mostelleri Rourke, and Thomas,
Sections 10 -1 - 10-4

Lecture 6-2 Mueller,_Schuessler and Costner
Chapter 14

Mosteller,_Rourke, and Thomas,
Chapter 12

In addition please read the following articles:

Tanur, pages 2204

Tufte, pages 285-351, 391-406

Texts:

Mbsteller, F., at. ma., Probability with Statistical Applications,
Second Edition. Reading. Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley, 1970.

libeller, J. H., et.al., Statistical Re8130111-114.12 Sociology,

Third Edition, Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1977:

Tanur, J., et.al., editors, Statistics: A-Guide to the_Unknown,

San Francisco: golden Day, 1972.

Tufte, E. R., editor, The Quantitative Analysis of SociaI.AR94qms...
Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley, 1970.
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Lecture 6-0. Introduction to Unit 6

Introduction to Unit 6. Statistical Inference

iimmuisstragia"

1-; Introduction to the objectives, problem, and notation of Unit 6

Nain_Topica:

1. Specific Introduction to the Objectives of Unit 6

2. Presentation of General Problem of Unit 6

3. Notation for Unit 6

S9 9
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Module in

Topic I. Specific Introduction to the Objectives of Unit 6

I. Questions to be answered in Unit 6

1. Is it ever possible to study an entire population?

a. Such a complete study is called a census; every
individual in the population is sampled

b. Usually; the researcher only has the opportunity and
ability_to study a fraction of the population; called
a sample

c; The findings of the study apply only to the sample; the
sample statistics estimate the true population value

2; How much can we infeii from these findings; in our effort
to study the entire population?

a; This process of "extending" our analytical results
called statiatitalkmferenee

b; The example illustrates the problem (1)

3. Can we quantitatively assess how good an estimate is?

II. Skills to be mastered in Unit 6 (2)

1; Calculation of probabilities using the Gaussian probability
function

2; Making estimations about the values of parameters in the
population

3; Placing intervals around these estimates to give a range
of possible parameter values

4. Testing relationships concerning the variables in the
population

90 u



Topic 2. Introduction to the Problems of Unit 6

I. What is statistical inference?

1. For a specific batch of data, obtained as a sample from
A larger population, we compute various statistics:

a. p proportion

b. X sample mean

c. M sample median

d. r sample correlation coefficient

2. These quantities are estimates of true population values,
called parameters_

a. X estimates p

b. r estimates p

c. p estimates P

. Statistical inference is concerned with how well these
Statistics estimate population values

a. Hew much "faith" can we have in any given estimate?

b. Our notion of "faith" will be quantified through the
use of probability, especially probabilities from the
Gaussian distribution

4. Statistical inference makes the risk associated with the
use of a specific statistic explicit and known

II. Calculation of Gaussian probabilities

1. Suppose that X-is a Gaussian random variable, with mean p
and variance a2

a. Transparency shows f(X), and probabilities associated (3

with # standard deviations from p.

b. We desire to compute P {a < X < b) for some a < b.

2; We standardize X to a standard Gaussian random. variable,_
and then use tabulated values of this standard.distkibution



Module III

3. For example:

Pia < x < m nra11 < 1=2-3 <-1'2A'.117-aaj
m Z < 1=24 P fZ < 1114

a

Where Z-Gau (0,1)

4. Transparency ShOWS Tablet; of Standard Normal Random

Vakiable

P{O < X < a} for a > 0.

5. Remember:

a. P{X < a} where a < 0

P {X > -a} by symmetry

b. P{X > a} m 1 - P{X < a}

c. X < a },a <0

on .5 + <X < a)

(Work several examples using the Tables)

9 2
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Topic 3. Notation for Unit 7

I. Conventions

1. Population values denoted by Greek letters

-2
U, a , p,

2. Sample estimates denoted by Latin letters

-- 2
s , r, b

II. Variables

1. X, Y denote variables; x, y are realizations



Module III

Lecture 6-0 :

Transparency Presentation Guide

Lecture
Outline Transparency
Location -NUmber- Transparency-Description

Topic 1
Section I.

2.b 1 Inference Problem

Section II.
1. 2 Skills to be Mastered

Topic-2-
Section II.

1.a 3 Gaussian Probability Distribution

3. 4 Calculating Gaussian Probabilities

4. 5 Normal Curve Areas
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Noe.iicit -re Zipie

Netensa Cmor VC Atone

Urea ) snider the standnid 110ritml Curve from 0 to 2, shown shaded, is A(s).
Examples. If Z the standard

normal random variable and s a 1.54,
then

A(s) p(0 < 2 < .4322,
> aim .0618

P < s) .9362,
P(IZI < s) .8764

8 .00 .01 A02 10 .A04 ADS .08 .07 .06 709

0.0 .0000 -.COW .0"50 .0120 ;0160 0199 ;0239 .0279 ;0319 ;0359
0.1 ;034114 .U14b .11:78 .0517 ;0557 ;0596 .O630 ;0075 ;0714 .0753
0.2 .0793 .0632 .0871 .0910 .9918 .0987 .1026 .1004 .1103 .1t41

0.3 .1179 .1217 .1255 .1293 .1331 .1368 .1406 .1443 4480 .1517

0-.4 ;1554 ;1591 ;1628 ;1664 ;1700 ;1738 .1772 ;1008 ;1844 ;1879

0.5 .1915 .19W .1985 .2019 .2054 .2088 .2123 .2157 .2190 .1224

0.8 .2257 .2291 .2324 .2337 .2389 .2422 .2454 .9488 .3317 .2549

0.7 ;2580 ;2011 ;2042 ;2473 ;24-04 ;2734 .2761 ;2794 ;2823 ;2852

08 ;2881 ;2910 ;2939 .2967 4995 ;3023 305I 4078 :3106 ;3133

0.9 .3159 4156 .321' .3238 .3204 .3289 .3315 .3340 .3305 .3389

1;0 ;3413 .3138 ;3461 3195 .3508 .3531 Asss .3577 .3599 ;2621

1.1 .3043 ;30G5 ;3080 4708 :3729 :3749 .3770 :3790 :3610 :3850

1.2 API .3869 .343 .3907 .3925 .3911 .71982 .39 .3997 .4015

1.3 .4032 .4049 .4066 .41182 .4099 .4115 .4131 .4147 .4162 .4177

1;4 ;4192 .4207 ;4222 .4236 .4251 .4265 .4279 .4292 .4306 ;4319

1.5 .4332 .4315 .4357 .4370 .4382 .4391 .4405 .4418 .4429 .4441

1.8 .4452 .4403 .4474 .4484 .4495 .4505 .4515 .4525 .4535 4515

1;7 ;4554 .4584 .4573 .452 .45111 .4599 .4608 .4016 .4625 ;4623
1;8 -.4641 4419 ;4656 :4061 :4671 ;4678 ;4696 4693 :4699 :4706

1.9 .4713 .4719 .4726 .4732 .4738 .4744 .4750 .4755 .4761 .4767

2.0 .4772 .4778 .4783 .4788 .4793 .4798 .480c' .4905 .4812 :017
2.1 .4821 A820 .4830 1334 .4838 .4812 :4846 ARM, ;4851 ;4557

2.2 .4861 .4841 .48013 4871 .4875 .4876 .4881 .4881 .4887 4890
2.3 .4893 .4896 .414 4'.811 .4904 .4906 .49119 1,11 913 I 4910

2.4 .4918 .4924 .4922 .4925 .4927 .4929 .4931 .4932 ;4934 .4936

--.1

2.5 .4935 .4940 .4911 .4943 .4945 .4916 .4948 49.49 .4951 ;032
2.6 .4933 .4935 .4936 .4957 .4959 .4960 .49441 .4962 .4963 .49814

2.7 .4965 .4960 .4967 .4968 .4909 .4970 .4971 4972 .4972 .4974

2:8 ;4974 ;4975 ;4976 ;4977 ;4977 ;4978 :41179 .4979 .4900 ;4981

11.9 ;e981 ;4982 .4982 .4003 ;4984 ;4984 .4965 .4985 .4986 ;4998

0.0 ..419117 .4987 .4987 .1033 .49131 .4989 .4919. .4999 .4990 .4902
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Module III

Lecture 6-1. Quantifying Uncertainty of Estimates

Quantifying Uncertainty of Estimates with Confidence Intervals: Interval
Bounds Between which the Population Parameter will fall with a specified
frequency.

Lecture Content:

1. Sampled data and parameter estimates

2. Quantifying certainty (or uncertainty) in our estimates

Main Topics:

1. Notion of Confidence Intervals

2. Calculating Confidence intervals

(There are no transparencies for this lecture.)
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Topic I. Notion of Confidence Intervals

I. Genera/ Problem: Sampled data yield estimates of population
parameters which will not be equal to the parameter. How can

we quantif7 the certainty (or uncertainty) that we have in our

estimate?

II. Solution: Confidence intervals interval bounds between

which the population parameter will fall with specifiable
probability.

III. Skills to master: Confidence intervals for mean, regression
coefficient, correlation coefficient, proportion.

IV. Specific Notions

1. inference_goes from sample to_population. We measure a
feature of the sample_data and infer the value of the
population parameter frOM thit. Thus, we call the sample
statistic an estimate of a parameter.

2. Parameter is constant. But from sample to sample measured

estimate can vary.

3. Each estimate is a value of a random variable whose dis-
tribution may be known from theory or assumption.

Ex: means of samples are Normal in large samples.

4. Point estimate: single value. But this may be in error.

In fact, we don't expect it to equal the parameter. Simply

reporting the number gives no indication of how close we
believe the estimate is to the parameter.

5. Interval estimate: bounds for an interval containing the
point estimate (not necessarily symmetric) which we know

contains the parameter with certain probability

6. The probability_ that the_interval covers the parameter is

the confidence level -. The interval is called a confidence

interval.

7. Note_that since_the parameter falls in the interval with

certain probability < 1, it may not actually be in the

interval. (957. confidence means 1 in 20 chance of being wrong).
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Topic 2. Calculation of Confidence Intervals

I. Specific Methods

1. The normal approximation for X.

The population mean, u is estimated by the sample mean,
an unbiased estimate of since E(X) p

2. What is its "sampling" distribution?

From statistical theory_(central limit theorem), regardless

of distribution of original x'a,frequency distribution of

X in repeated random samples of Site n tendS to the

Normal as n co

(Note that -the closer to normal the original_ distribution;

the smaller n can be for using normal_approtitatiot. Others

may require t.i>> 100. The more skewed x, the larger n should be)

3. What is- its standard deviation? (Often called standard

error because it indicates the amount of error in using X

as a measure of p).

irr

4. Since _X is normally distributed (for repeated random

samples and.large n) and we know its expected value and

standard deviation, we can construct a standardized normal

deviate:

y-
_

5. Now we can specify the probability that X lies between

twa limiting values L and L2 by determining the pro-
bability that Zif lies between Li and L2 and this we do

by examining a table of the percentage points of the

cumulative normal.

914
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II. Confidence intervals for p: a known.

(Example: IQ scores)

1. Random sample of size n, 3E- N (p, ab41)

If Y is drawn from N(p,a)

P{p -1.96a < y < p 1.960 ga

Thus, if X is drawn from N(p,a/4)

. 95

P{p - 1.96a/Vii < < p + 1.96a/47} = .95

or

1.96a/Vii < p <1" + 1.96a/1/7) is our interval.

Thus the 95% confidence interval for p is

+

Since +2.58 contains 99% of the standard normal, 99%

conf. limits are

+ 2.58a/?

In general, p% confidence levels are

+ z abli7

where Ei is a value in the cumulative normal table such

that thg area

(One sided tests use Z- such that area is p.)

Sample size

We want estimate accurate to 41, set probability of 7
lying between + L s .95, say.

Then

P(p <p = .95

But P{p - 1.96a/VF < X < p + 1.9601R} = .95

Thus L 1.96a/1

9 5-
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Making 1.96 2 we have

n = 4o2/0 for 952 prob.

n = 6.6o2/1.2 for 99% prob.

3. a unknown

a. Use s as estimate of a. It is based on degrees
of freedom. Now

t differs ftoM N(0,1) only when n < 30.

b. P2 confidence intervals

i tp/100-1/2
OM-where t has n-1 d.f.

4. Regression coefficient

t
Sbi

bi Si

How is computed?S
bi

2

on n-k df

With univsriate regression,
through the origin.

use residual variance

n=2
S-
bi I -1-(Xi X7)

numerator is standard error of regression

(denominator is (n -1) standard error of X-

91G
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2

(n=2) E atX)
2

-Then CZ confidence intervals are

B 0 + t
i i c/100-1/2 bi

5. Correlation coefficient

Fisher'S r+2 transformation

2 = flogi (l+r) = loge(1=r)]

a-
z

r(3E7i)(y755 Cov(X,Y)

(X -1) 2E (Y-1) 2

Then p% confidence interval:

P Z Z "n711
- p/100.1/2

6. Proportion

°say

If r of n haVe attribute proportion in population,

p = ; When n >>30i p is N(0, PQ/n); use p and q(=1 -p)

to estimate p,q and ctconfidence interval

T717P P + Zci1o0'1/2 AT

when n is small use

± (Z n + I/--
c/100-1/2 Pq 2n)

(Careful when p and q are not near .5 and n is < 75)
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Lecture 6 -2. Significance Testing

Significance Testing: Determining the reasonableness of a hypothesis

jActure Content:

1. Null hypotheses: HO

2. Determining whether to reject or not reject Ho

3. Significance Levels

EAU Topics:

1. Significance Tests: Concepts

2. Significance Tests: Techniques

91S
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Topic 1. Significance Tests: Concepts

I. ProblemSometimes a point value for a population parameter is

assumed or hypothesized. How can same' ,.3sults be used to

test the reasonableness of the hypothe,

II. Solution--Significance test--calculate a test criterion from

the sample data if it falls into a region of rejection, the
null-hypothesis, i.e., the hypothe6ize value for the parameter,
is rejected and the departure is called statistically significant.
If the null hypothesis is true the test has a known probability

of obtaining a significant result which is called the significance

level of the teet.

III. Notion of a null hypothesis

A. Considerations

1. This_is_a statistical hypothesis; -an assertion that the
population parameter has a certain value. It_is_caIled
null because the assertion is -that there is_no_difference
between the hypothetical value and the parameter's actual
value. This is nonetheless hypothetical because we have
no evidence (yet) that the hypothesized and true values

are equal.

2. This leads to a decision making situation. We want to
construct a procedure with which we contrast the null
hypothesis with evidence drawn from sample data.

3. If the value computed from the data is "very different"

from the null hypothesis we reject it. If it is "similar"

we do not reject it.

4. The_null hypothesis can describe a single parameter,
such as a regression coefficient or a differenCe in
parameters, such as the difference in means.

B. Notion of a rejection region

1. How can we specify what is a "very different" value
lending to rejection or a "similar" value leading to

non-rejection?

2. Use probability. If we know the sampling distribution
of the estimate under=the=nulI hypothesis then -we can
compute_the probability of observing a value like that
computed from the sample data. (Exactly, in fact.)

.919
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3. When this probability is quite small, we can argue that

that the observed value is unlikely to be an observation
on a random variable with parameter-equal to the null

hypothesized value. Thus the data lead us to reject the
null hypothesis or, we say,they fail to confirm it.

Example:

X# tsimel#01.1440:y

Y may have arisen from f(Y/Xo) but such a value.-is al-

most a rare event in this distribution; We must decide
whether the rare event occurred; or whether Xo_seems
reasonable as the parameter of the distribution;

4. We can establish leVeliiwhich bound small -areas of

probability such that_iftheobserved_vaIue falls beyond
the inner bounds of_the levels we agree_to_reject the

null hypothesis. These are the rejection=rions.
Between the limits lies the acceptance- region.

a re Eftt0.7

5. If we have no idea_on which side of the null hypothesis _ _

the sample value_will fall (disjoint alternative hypothesi6)

we need two levels. If we have a prior idea (one__
alternative hypothesis) we need only one level. In the

first case we havea two-tailed__teat, two rejection
regions in the tails of the assumed- distribution. In

the latter case we have a one tailed--test.

C. Notion of power of a test

1. The estimate of the parameter calculated from the sample

is an observation on a random variable whose sampling
distribution is known when the null hypothesis is true.

920
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2. Since the probability of observing a rare value is small

but nonetheless positive sometimes a value falling in

the rejection region will be _falsely rejected.

The probability of rejecting a true null hypothesis is

the significance level of the test. It is equal to the

area in the rejection regions and is I minus the confi=

deuce level.

4. The probability of rejecting a false null hypothesis (1)

is the power of the test. (2)

D. Types of errors in decision making

Ho

R

Ho

not R

I

a

Power

i-s

1_a 11

6

To reduce type I error (a) increase confidence, i.e., min.m

To reduce type II error(0)increase power, i.e.. mim 0

There is a trade off between type I and type II errors. In

general when one decreases, the other increases.

9'2i
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Topic 2. Significance Tests: Techniques

I. General procedure:

1. DeterMite test statistic

2. EstabliSh null hypothesis

3. Determine sampling distribution of test statistic under

null hypothesis;

Set levels for rejection <or simply- report p value)

usually .1; ;05; .01. (Discuss looking up critical values

in appropriate table of the distribution)

5. Perform test

II. Examples

1. For u; a known: p0

X-pn 7-un
Compute z-- = _

X a -
X a//17

is Z..; I> 2-
a 0

If yes; reject H- at a .

For u; a unknOWn, n 30: H6 = ;Jo

use Writ-6 estimate a//ii and proceed as above.

3. For P;d unknown, n< 30: H0 p-
0 0

X - po

t where t has (n- df

4. Two means from independent samples

Note:

a. Difference_ between two normally distributed random

variablda is normal

b. a
2

X

2

i-Xi
= a-xi

+ d-xl

(XT1 - 1)
2

where x
1
& x

2
are 1.1.

Then

1

%

c. If the Xi are drawn frot Some population n = n-
1 2

with variance a
2
known then

is test statistic

9 0°



d.

With known a use Z
With Unknown a use

pooled 82 w. (8
1 2

82)/2; t has 2(n=1 ) df

2 -2 n1 + n2_ _ _a_ a
=2 2

n then a- i_ a a ,.. +
n n- n- n-

1 1 2 2

and when a is unknown

a unknown use

2 a2
28

1 2

a n1
+

n2
where t has n- + n- -= 2 d.£.

1 2

5. Correlation-coefficient

Use FiSher's transformation

e a [loge(1 + r) - loge (1=r)]

which has az -
1

f/Tr7:57

and proceed as with normally distributed test statistic.

6. Regression coefficient

bi BO

Bbi

where t has (n -k) d.f. and k is tots' o, parameters

being estimated;

7. Regression

R
2
/(k-1) ;
2M n-.4(

(1=R n-k)

if no linear relationship exists between y and X.

where k is number of parameters estimated

and n is sample size.

XVI.I11.122
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Lecture 6-_,2

Transparency Presentation Guide

Lecture
Outline Transparency
La-t itin __Number Transparency Description

1:

Section III
C=4 1 One Sided Tett

C.4 2 Two Sided Test
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Unit 6

1) Of the 3,017 families in Ellwood City, PA in 1970._ random sample

of 300 ftWilies was taken to deterMind the mean family income. A

95% confidence interval ($8,812 to $9,116) was established on the

basis of the sample.

Using only the above information comment on the truthfulness of

the following statements:

Of all possible samples of size 300 drawn from this_ population,

95% will have sample means between $8,812 and $9,116.

Of all_pOSSible samples of size 300 drawn from this population,

95% will have population means between $8,812 and $9,116.

c) Of all pOssible samples of size 300 drawn from this population,

95% of the confidence intervals will contain the true

population mean.

di 95% of the families in Ellwood City have incomes in the range

$8,812 to $9,116.

One can always dacreasethe width of:_a_confidence interval_by

increasing the_temple size. Why then does one not always determine

the desired width and sample accordingly?

3) Suppose you Are_interested in the proportion of families in.the

United State0 that have 4 or more children.:-Let -the true pOpul-t;

tion proportion be P. Since_youroffice does not have a copy of the

current Statittital-Abstracts, you are instructed to estimate P

based on a very small sample of 1,000 families,

a) Let p be the estimate of P from your sample. What is the

(large) sampling distribution of p?

b) Suppose we found a p of .125. Construct a 90% confidence

interval about p based on these sampling results. What do

you report to your supervisor concerning the true population

proportion? In policy context, when would the point estimate

p be preferred to the 90% confidence interval?

c) Suppose that n is quite small, -and P .90. Explain why the

sampIing_distribution Of p will be asymmetric, and tell your
supervisor why the Gaussian approximation is inaccurate in this

instance.

99--
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4) Suppose that as an employee of HEW, you are studying the-effect of
the apparent decline in intelligence exhibited by high school upper-
classmen on the allocation of federal funds to public schools. You
have SAT scores for high school seniors throughout the country for
1966=1975.

It is a well known fact that an individual's score on the Mathematics
Scholastic Aptitude Test, administered by the College Entrance Exami-
nation Board. is a random variable with mean 500, standard deviation
100; moreover, for all but very specific purposes; it is Gaussian.

a) What is the probability that an individual's score is greater
than 700?

b) What is the probability that a score is between 400 and 650?

c) Two sisters eaCt have scores between 500 and 550. What is the
probability of the simultaneous occurrence of these two seemingly
independent events?

Your supervisor states that the simple assumption you used to
calculate the probability in (c) (independence) is not at all
correct. Why?

5) You are conducting a study for a dean of a highly regarded school
of public policy into the ages of incoming master of public admin-
istration students. Your data consist of 22 students.

a) You find that X = 24.5 years, and S
2
= 2.1 years

2
with n = 22.

Construct a 92% confidence interval Igd interpret your results.

b) In what way(s) is your confidence interval similar to a hypothesis
test?

6) The National Training and Development Service has kindly_given you
data on the evaluation of 195 proposals for curriculum development.
Each proposal is submitted to one of 8 need areas.

our data_analysis_reveals that page length and the indicator variable
::or reed area 3 are important determinants of the final score awarded
to a proposal.

T's ::. ragrssion model of total summed score on page length, (page
length) , and need area 3 was construced. ResUl:-s are given below:

Tndlcator_
Pages (1-.1E.es212_ Ile..) !&::Flzi! 3 Constant

Coefficient 1;540 -.024 -r.686 41.884

Standard error .271 0058 2.014

R2R = 0;19

p = 195 = total summd score (*fax -= 90)

$)?S
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Test the hypothesis that the model relating y to the 4

carriers is not additive, and hence that no linear regres-

sion exists.

PlaCe confidence intervals about the least squares coefficients

for pages and (pages)2;

Commented the results of -(a) and (b). _Row can you explain

the rather contradictory finding of such a small R2? Would

a Sterdatid=leaf display of the residuals be useful?

7) In a random sample of 1,000 individuals, 600 were in favor of

capital punishment. Test the hypothesis (a = .10) that individual

attitudes in the population are equally divided for capital punish-

ment and against it.

8) You have access to the_grade reports of_9 students -in the class._

You find that the sample correlation between undergraduate_GPA and

fall term OMPM grade is only 0.15. Can you conclude that there is

no relationship between these 2 variables?

9) A linear regression model relates the response Emigration from

33 SMSA's with populations greater than 500,000 to 3 carriers:

welfare payments per capita, immigration into the SMSA, and

average annual temperature.

The results:

Constant

Coefficient t-statistic standard error

-0.1978

Welfare_ 0.3324 17.94 0.0185

Immigration 0.0046 2.14 0.00215

Temperature 0.0026 1.34 0.00192

2
a 14 0;00482

R
-2

= 0.9394

Comment on these results by constructing hypothesis tests, with

a .05.

10) In a sample of 400 professors,_ you find that the average annual

salary IA $23,200, with a standard deviation of $4,000. Test

the hypothesis that the population value is $25,000. Let the
probability of a Type 1 error be .10.
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Homework Solutions
Unit 6

1. The only valid statement is (c). This is precisely what we mean by

a 95% confidence interval. Remember, we are examining a confidence

interval for the one (only one) population mean. We calculate the

interval using a random Sample.

2. The cost of taking a larger sample may be uneconomical in terms of

return on the sample info -- or the sample size may be limited by

other factors such as physical, time, moral/ethical, etc. con-

straints. We usually predetermine n as the largest sample size

possible within time, cost, availability, etc. constraints.

3. (a) A normal diatribution may be used to approximate the sampling

distribution of p. Although the ratio of p:q (q being the

percentage of families with fewer than 4 children) is likely

to be considerably less than .5:.5, the sample size is

sufficiently large to v.ourver any resulting Skewedness. (Note

that although 1,000 famili2,3 is a small sample of the total

number of families Lhe country, it is a large sample from

the standpoint of developing sampling diatributions. The dis-

tribution will haw= An estimated mean (up; and standard devia-

tion (a p) of P and -P-Q respectively.
1000

(b) We have been given the sample size (1000) and the sample mean

(p .125). We are asked to determine the critical value

boundaries (limits of the estimates of the m.:an) within which

we can be 90% sure that thetrue population mean will fall.

The calculations of these values are as follows:

Pr (p - Z P < g + Z&K ) = = 1.65
.05

.125 .;; 1.65 1:5515TE <P < .125 + 1.65 /755-01TEE

.108 < P < .142

We prefer a point estimate of P when we need to make decisions

based on a particular value of P (e.g. how much should be

budgeted to provide a good to every 4 child family.)

(c) The shape of the sampling distributitin dependson_sample size

and the relationship of P to Q. As the ratio of P to Q_

departs froth 1, the distribution becomes increasingly Skewed.

The greater theskewedness, the more likely=it_is that_the_

samples means will bedistorted._ 'Large samples "smooth out"

this distOrtion so that the sample distribution of the percentage

approaches the normal.

930
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4. (a) Let X = the individual's score
We want to find Pr(X > 700) which is equivalent to 1-Pr(X x 700)

We can subtract the popuIe.tion mean and divide by the staildard

deviatIon on either side of the inequality. Since Z is of the

form A=-E, the probability determination can readily be made.
_

The calculations are:

Pr (X > 700) = 1 - Pr (X < 700)

pr (X "" 500 < 700 = 500 )
100 100

= 1 - .9772

= .0228

(b) By the same logic as above

Pr(400 < X s_ -650) =
pr(400

100
500

a. Pr( -1 < Z < 1 . _

= .3413 + .4332

= .7745

X- 500
100

650 = 500)

100

(c) Firdt we find the of occurrence of a score between 500 and 550

f500-=-500 X - 500 550 - 500
'Pr(500<X<550)

Pr 100
<
.... 100 100

= Pr (0 ;( Z <.5

.1915

If the events_are truly independent then_the probability of

their simultaneous occurrence is the product of their pro-

babilities; Since both events have probabilities of .1915,

the joint probability is: (.1915)4 or .0367.

(d) He is right because the sisters share similar genetic make-

up and environmental experience. Both factors can influence

intelligence. The events are therefore not independent and

the probability of both acores being between 500 and 550 is

probably greater than .0367.

931
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5. (a) The t-distribution is required_here since the sample size is
small. The confidence interval is constructed as follows:

lF-
t.04(M) P t.04 (71?3r)

1.
24.5 - 2.1 CA2

45 5
< p < 24.5 + 2.1 ( )

23.35 < u < 24.65

There is a 92% chance that this interval will contain the
true mean of ages.

(b) To test_whethera given population mean is :.he -same at another
a confidence interval may be established. This interval
corresponds to the region of "nOn=rejeCtion" of the null
hypothesis.

C. (a) The null hypothesis to be tested is Ho: = 0
The F-distribution is appropriate here.

2

N-P 191
-R2 p-1 .81 3

=, 14.93

F3
= 8.5

Reject Ho. There is a linear relationship.

(b) Pages

(1.54 t.05(.271)) <al < (1.54 + t.05(.271))

(1.54 1.96(.271)) <a, < (1.54 + 1.98(.271))

1.00 <8 < 2.07

Pages

(-.024 = 1.96(.0058)) <62 < (-.024 + 1.96(.0058))

-.035 <13
2

< -.013-
(c) Neither confidence interval contains 0. Hence both carriers

explain a portion of the total variation. Also; the additive

model is consistent with the data since N is large, even

though R2 is small. An examination of residual plots would

be informative.

9 3 9
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7. Large sample, testing for 1- 1.

H0: P -;5

# .5H1: I'H1.

z ft .6-.5 ft a
v(.6)(.4) .015

1000
1=6.67

2 = 1.65
05

Since calculated 2 exceeds table Z_ reject Ho
.05

8. Ho: p 0

Hi: p #0

.15

.41

i= .37

Since calculated g <

= 1.962.05

H0 cannot be rejected

9. t, 2.04 Since the_computed_t-statistics for Welfare and

Ii6igfiltion are both greater than 2,04,_they'aresignificant?
Temperature is not significant at the 5% level

.9394 31

1,412 .0606 2

= 15.5 15.5 = 3.32

240.25

There is clearly a linear relationship

,314.05

Emigration - Constant + Bi Welfare + 62 Immigration

10. I0.V* p 25i000

111-

p # 25,000

9 0 ')
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23,200 = 25,000
4000

400

1800

Module III

Z In 1.65
200 .05

e m
9

9 < 1.65 reject 110

9 v .4
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Unit 6
Quiz

Name:

Write all your answers on these pages. Point totals are given in par-

onthesos prior to each question. You have forty (40) minutes for this

quit.

(45) 1. You_haue estimated a linear model_relating the response single

family housing starts in Pittsburgh (Y)_tt$ carriers Median

Price of a new unit in-thousands (X-l), 7. Unemployment_(X))

and Population in thousands (X3). You collect data for

1960=1972; The model is

AO °ix' I32x2 B3x3

Least squares estimates of the parameters are

bo

.R(

57363\

bl

3
-19.1 jt

482.5

22

and diagonal terms of the Variance-Covariance Matrix are

(3.38 x 108

02006-1

and R
2

.902.

_ -

4.48 x 103

9 9
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(a) Mgt term we stated that in testing the importance of a
coefficient it a linear model, you should consider the carrier
"important" if the t-litatistic was greater than 2 or 3 in
absolute value. Why?

(b) Does the carrier X
3

differ from zero?

(c) What hypothesis do you test to determine whether or not the
response is linearly related to the set of carkietias_a
whole? Under the null hypothesis, the test statistic
distributed as a specific random_ variable. IMiCh distribu
tion is it, and why is this the correct one?

936
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(25) 2. Your supervisor states that 5% of the census tracts in

Pittsburgh have median family size greater than 6 individuals/

family. In disbelief, you gather data_on the 86 census tracts
and find that median family - -size per tract is remarkably well

behaved, with µ = 4.5 and a2 = .20. Is your supervisor

correct? Why or why not?

(30) 3. The computer center at Robber Baron University claims a
95% availability for their HAL250_computer. You are_same-
what skeptical of this statementi_so you gather data for
the 30_days that you used the system for your latest paper.

You calculate the average availability to be 85% with
associated standard deviation -.11- of 5%.

477

(a) Construct a 95% confidence interval for the true percentage.

93 I
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(b) Based on thid interval, state and t a hypothc:s= = ;05)

to determine the truth of the cov-7ut.:;_. center's sElaxtion.

(c) Are the distributional assumptions that you made to test
the hypothesis in (b) appropriate? Why or why not?

93S
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TABLE III

The Normal Distribution

Pr (X 5 z) = N(r) e"" dw

[N(-x) = 1 - N(x)]

x N(x) x N(x) x N(x)

0;00 0300 1.10 0.864 2.05 0.980
0;05 0320 1J 5 0.875 2.10 0.982
0.10 0340 L20 0.885 2.15 0.984
0.15 0360 1.25 0.894 2.20 0.986
030 0379 1.282 0;900 2.25 0.988
035 0399 1.30 0;903 2.30- 0.989

030 0;618 135 0.911 2.326 0.990

0.35 a 637 1;40 0.919 2.35 0.991

0.40 0;655 1.45 0;926 2.40 0.992

0.45 0:674 130 0.933 2.45 0.993

030 0;691 135 0.939 2.50 0.994

035 0109 L60 0.945 2.55 0.995

0;60 0:726 1.645 a 950 2.576 0.995

0.65 0:742 L65 0.951 2.60 0.995

0.70 a 758 1.70 0.955 2.65 0 '16
0.75 0.773 1;75 0.960 2.70 0.9;7
0;80 0388 L80 0.964 2.75 0.997

0;85 0:802 L85 0.968 2.80 0.997

0.90 0.816 1.90 0.971 2.85 0.998

a95 0:829 1.95 0.974 2.90 0.998

1;00 0.841 1.960 0.975 2.95 0.998

1.05 0;853 2.00 0.977 3.00 0.999

from: Hogg, R. V. and A. T. Craig, Introduction
to Mathematical Statistics, Third Edition,
New York: Macmillan, 1970.
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Module III

QuiZ_Unit 6
Solutions

1. a) We have been implicitly testing the_hypotheses that our S
coefficients are zero. We know that (S-S)/sA is distributed

14as at random variable with .-p degrees -of fEeedom
observations,_p variables); For large N-P and (60,.

95% of the Ps will fall in the interval (,2,2). A t- statistic
outside of that interval allows to reject the hypothesis that
S=0; For smaller degrees of freedom, we use the larger interval
(-3,3).

Ho:

Hi:

03

03

t=

=

0

0

-0
3 -19.1-0

-2.7sb, -

N 50.4

Since we have only 13 observations--the years 1960- 1972 --
we use the confidence interval (-3,3). The t-statistic is
within this range, so we cannot say that X3 is significantly
different-from zero.

R2 = 0H0:

2
> 0RH1:

(P-1)R /
The test statistic

2

F
(1-R2)/(N-p) p-1' N-r

Again, there are N observations and p variables;

2
R _and (1-R

2
) are ratios of sums _of squares; Each has to

same danominator. Hence their ratio 4s a ratio of two X
random variables; The ratio of two x"s, divided by their
degrees of freedom, is distributed F.

2. Median family size-, Gau (4.5, .20)

median famil size - 4.5 Gau (0,1)
.20

Pr(Median family size> 6).

am Pr
(Median- family-size - 4.5 > 6 = 4.5)

0 4;20

1;111139 9 4 0
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Pr(Z > 3.33)

< .001 from the normal probability table)

Our supervisor, w:oclaims that P:(Median family size> 6)

am .05, is wrong.

Alternatively, if we note that 6 is more than 3 standard

deviations from the mean (median = mean in a well-behaved

batch), we know that our supervisor has overestimated the

frequency of median family sizes greater than 6.

3. a) With a large number of observations, a 95% confidence interval

is described by

s
p

.025 1--

.85 .4- 1.96 (.05)

(.752, .948) is the 95% confidence interval.

b) H0: P .95

H1: # .95

Since the confidence interval that we can -..cted in part

(a) is our acceptance region when a = .05, we reject H.

We disagree with the computer center.

We have relied on the assumption that our data are approximately

normal. However, the diStribUtion is very skewed with a p of

.85 or .95; (p is bounded by_10_ In_light of the dkewness,

30 is not a large enough Sample size to justify our assumption.



Module III

Unit 7
Reading Assignments

Lecture Reading

7=0 Warwick and Lininger, chapters 1,
Davis, "Are Surveys Any Good..."

2, 3

7=1 Warwick and Lininger, chapters 6,
Sudman, "Sample Surveys".

7, 8;

7=2 Warwick and Lininger, chapters 4, 5;

Optional:

'Coleman, et.al. "Relation of School Factors...";
Duncan, "Measuring Social Change...";
Featherman and Hauser, "Design for a Replicate Study...";
Stokes, "Some Dynamic Elements..."
Winsborough, "Age, Period and Cohort..."

References:

Warwick, D. P. and C. A. Lininger, The Sample-Survey: Theory-
and Practice, McGraw-Hill, 1975.

Davis,;_3. A., Are Surveys Any Good, and if so, for What?" in
Perspectives on Attitudes Assessment: Surveys -and Their

Alternatives: Proceedings of_a Conference, Smithsonian
Institution Technical Report #2, August_1975, National
Technical Information Service # AD-A014321; pp. 41-47

Sudman, S. "Sample Surveys" in Annual Rai w- of Sociology,
Volume 2, Edited by A. Inkeles, J. Coleman, and N. Smelser.
Palo Alto: Annual Reviews Inc., 1976. pp. 107-120.

t'
Optional Readings:

The following three articles appear in Social-indicator Models,
edited by R. C. Land and S. Spilerman, Russell Sage Foundation,
New York, 1975.

Duncan, O. D., "Measuring Social Change via Replication of
Surveys", pp. 105-128.

Featherman, D. L. and R. M. Hauser; "Design of a Replicate Study
of Social Mobility in the United States", pp. 219-252.

942
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Winsborough, H. H., "Age, Period, Cohort, and Edudation Effects

On Earnings by Race--An Experiment with a Sequence of Croat=

Sectional Surveys," pp. 201=218.

The following two articles d000ar in The:(.:Iantitative Analysis

of-Social_Probiems, edited by_ Edward R. TaIte, AddisOnWesley

Publishing Company, Reading, Massachusetts, 1970;

Coleman, James S., Ernest Q. Campbell, Carol J,Hobsoni James

McPartland, Alexander M. Mood, Frederic D. Weinfeld, and

Robert I.;_York, "Relation of School Factors to Achievement" and

Integration and AchieveMent", from Equality of Educational

Opportunity;

Stokes,)onald E. "Some Dynamic Elements of Conteets for the

Presidency ".

9.1')
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Module III

Lecture 7-0. Introduction to Unit 7

Introduction to Unit 7--Sample Surveys

Lecture-Content:

1. Definition of a Sample Sui

2. Examples of Sample Surveys

Main Topics:

1. What is a Survey

2. Components of a Survey

3. Motivation for Conducting a Sample Survey

(There are no transparencies for this lecture.)

Reference: Warwick and Lininger, Chapters 1-3

9
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Topic 1. What is a Survey?

I. A Data collection procedure (to e distinguished from a data

analysis procedure).

II. A detailed iivestigation, mapping, or inspection to enumerate

or observe characteriatics of a population.

III. Examples

1. Survey of Wildlife in a region

2. Survey of objects on a desk

3. Survey of roCks in a soil sample

4. Survey of opinions held by residents of a city

IV. Major forms

1. Censuspoomplete survey: every object in the relevant

population is involved.

2. Sathple_sUrveypartial survey: members of the population

are selected and the entire population's characteristida
Are inferred from the sample.
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Module III

Topic 2. Componer_s of a Survey

I. InstruMent

1; Observation rule

2; Interview topics

3. Questionnaire

4. Continuous record

II. Fielding procedure

I. Interview structure

a. Open-ended

b. Structured

c. Item response

2. Data collector

a. Interviewer

i. Face-to-Face

ii. Telephone

b. Self=sdtinistered

i. Questionnaire

ii. Diary

c Unobtrusive observer

i. Participant

ii. Mechanical recorder

III. Data recording and reduction

1. Items on schedule

2. Coders

3. Direct to computer

4. Machine readable forms

0:1G
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IV. Analysis plan

V. Sampling procedure kfor sample surveys)

1; Ad hoc

2; Arbitrary

3; Probability

4. Oversampling

VI. Overall design

1; Cross-section

2; Panel; successive samples

3. Snowball

4; Multiple questionnairee; (for different cat-.7ories of

respondents)

5; Multiple linked items

6; Timing

VII. Sta7f requirements

1; Administrative

2. Clerical

3; Field

4. Scientific

Questionnaire design

b. SaMpling procedure

VIII. Sequence of activities

Issue defined 4 population defined + instrument_ designed

Instrument tested + sample designed sample_seledted
instrument fielded + data returned + data coded + data

cleaned and reducer, -b analysis commences

(Potential biases and errors occur at each stage.)
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Module III

Topic 3. Motivation for conducting a sample survey

I. Nature of data--must interact with people

1. Opinions, attitudes, experienceS

2. Past unrecorded actions

3. Enumeration

4. Behavioral intentions

5. Legislative requirement::: (U.S. census)

II. Why sample?

1. Cost

2. Efficiency--not all observations needed

3. Necessity--not all population members available

III. What purposes can a survey serve?

1. Describe a population

2. Test hypotheses and theories about behavior

3. Deduce goals, interests ur desires

4. Evaluate programs

ecast outcomes

IV. Problems with surveys

1; Cost

2; Interaction required--obtrusive

3; Time consuming--for respondent and collection

4. Error prone
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Lecture 7-1. Survey Design

Survey Design: Designing instruments and fielding procedures for

administering sample surveys

Lecture Content:

1. Concerns of the survey designer

2. Examples of surveys

Main Topics:

1; Respnndents

2; Questionnaire

3; Interview

4. Exampes

(There are nr, transparencies for thiS lecture.)

Reference: Warwick and Lininger, Chapters 6-8
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Moduel III

Topic 1; Rcgpondents

I. Who ,is til.s.e.yeci =who is the survey about?

1. J5.

2. Heads ;164_

3. Income eernex

4. Parents

5. Participant in a particular program

6. etc.

II. Where are the respondents located?

1. Geographically

2. Socioeconomically

3. Behaviorally

III. Where will they be interviewed?

1. Residence

2. At program site

3. On the street

4. In store

IV. What impact does nature of respondents have on survey?

1; Language

2. Types of questions that can be asked

3. Timing

4; Access

5; Security

6. Response rate--cooperativeness

9 0
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Topic 2. Questionnaire

I. What controls are required?

1. Age

2. Sex

3. Race

4. Ethnicity

5. Family type and size

6. Marital status

7. Income

8. Occupation

9. Education

10. Others...

II. What indicators can be used?

1. Duncan scale of occupational prestige

2. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics or Ceusus Bureau definitioha

3. Review other used measures (may be able to contrast results)

III. Interview situation

1. Problems

a. Phol-te--zeaective, short, unknown respondent

b. Self administere,1.--whc really did it?

c. Face -to- face -- interviewer training

2. .Advantages

a. Mailcheap

b. Phone -- cheap, fast
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IV. Open versus closed response

1. Closed--prompts meaning, limited, category coverage

2. Open=- difficult to quantify irrelevant responses--lack of
verbal ability but gets spontaneous and unexpected
information

3. Combination of open and closed

V. Question writing--objectives

1. SiMplitity--for interviewer and interviewee
indlude6 structure, vocabulary, .1.nd reeponses

2. Spec.-:* ,---single issue focus

3. AVoi trations--biases and prompts

4. PerMit catch -all category

5. Construct appropriate context

6. Depersonalize answers

7. Make relevant to respondent

. Voice in respondent's style

. Balance questions positively and negatively

10. Avoid overly consistent response categories and sequence

11. Avoid extreme statements

12; Build in consistency checks

13. Construct effective flow and branching

14. Construct simple layout

15. Keep size to minimum

16. Provide handouts for complicated answers

9 5
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Topic 3. InterVie4

I. Use trained interviewers ace: Warwick and Lininger,

Chapter 8)

it Presentation of interviewer should be natural and unobtrusive

III. Perform random checks on interviews (by call -T :etc

IV. Examples

1. Choose two surveys, one of poor quality (such as a

magazine self-report questionnaire) and one of professional

quality (such as one administered by the National Opinion

Research Center or the Lidtrument appearing on pages 172-

181 of Warwick and Lininger.)

2. Make certain that students have copies of these survey

instruments

3. Ravo ..tudents administer the instruments (or parts) to

one another

4. Discuss positive and negative features of the questionnaires

853
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Module III

Lecture 7 -2.. Sample Design

Sample Design for SurveysThe use Of statistical procedures for se-

letting respondents and estimating errors.

Lecture Content:

1. Types of sampling procedures

2. Statistics for simple random sampling

Main Topics:

1. Review motivation for sampling

2. Sampling procedures

3. Probability sampling

(There are no transparencies i,, this lecture.)

Reference: Warwick and Linirger, Chapters 4-5

954
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Topic 1. RevieW motivation for sampling

I. Wy sample?

all population metbetS be interrogated?

2. Need all population members be interrogated?

3. Cost of complete census may be too high

4. Adequate level of precision may be reached with sample

.
Sample may be better than census- -ask more questions of

fewer people

II. What is role of sampling procedure?

1. Select irdividuals co interrogate

2. Provide anism for st.imating error

9
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Topic 2. Sampling procedures

I. Probability==individuals selected by chande mechanism With

certain known probabilities of inclUsion

1. Simple random sampling--equally likely and independent

incluSion probabilities

2. mAny Variations (lion-equal probability)

a. Stratiftcg

b. Clustered

c. Multistage

I/. Non=probability

1. Haphazard

2. Judgmental--interviewer determined

3. Quota -- categories outside

4. Experts--(paid by interviewer)

5. Purposive

(Nate: Non-probability methodivde not permit estimating . _

errors in inferring features of the population_ from charadteriiii

tits of the sample--thus it cannot_ be known what'size sample is

required to obtain some specified level of precision.)

95G
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Topic 3. Probability Sampling

I. Structure

1. List: Inventory Of population units

2. Sampling units: Adtual sampling basis

3. Frame: Operational procedure to account for population

II. Types of errors

1. Instrument measurement error

2. Interviewer bias

3. Sampling error==this we can quantify in terms of a con-

fidence interval around a mean response:

a. Chide we Sample; response is a random variable

b. When variance and distribution of random variable are

known, confidence interval for the mean can be obtained

c. StAting_aConfidence leve4we can obtain an estimate of

the needed sample size

III: Simple random samples -- equally likely and independent

1. All units chosen individually

2. All units have same chance of being chosen

3. Selection of one unit does not prejudice selection of any

other

4. Various mechanisms from list

a. Random number table

b. Computer pseudo-random numbers

c. Mechanical devices
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IV; Introduction to statistics for simple random sampling (SRS)

Note: For a more extensive treatment of sampling the instructor

should consult Kish, L., Me-SampleSurvey, New York:

Wiley, 1965.

(Notation: upper case letters refer to population

lower case letters refer to sample)

When,a survey is_to sample attributes (numerical),in,a_popu-

lation we are interested in several issues (use binomial if

attribute is dichotomous or Normal approximation to the

binomial):

1. We will examine average opinion in the sample, x;

2. From the sample average we will infer the population

average, X.

3. Given a level of- precision for this inference, we will

specify the.sample site,: n.

4. To select _n reaptitiSea_randomly we will need an inventory

or list of the population, N.

Since -we are sampling -the population, the sample mean obtained

from one sample -is -only one ofmany_possibIe_means of siMilat

samplesi i.e., -it- is a random variable with expected value _

E(x) = X and, in SRS, is distributed N(Xia?in). That is, it is

Normally distributed and an unbiased estimate of the populatiOn

mean.

Note_that x is Normally distributed even if the distribution

of the attribute being sampled is not Normal in the population

(except in cases where n < 30).

V. Confidence intervals for the population mean

1. Variance of population and sample.

=
E(X x)

2

2 i
a = population variance

2

2
E

sample variance

Using sample- variance as estimate of population variance

we use Nrn 82 and note that:as N becomes large this cor-

rection N become very small.

95,
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2; Variance_Of sample means frOm sitilarly_sized and draWn

samples (referred to_as the square of the standard deviation

of the sample means or the standard error).

3. Confidence intervals

Theoretical Value: a-

Estimate using sample variance:

2

5- N
x

95% confidence interval for X is

x 2.0

99% confidence interval for X is

x + 2.6s- ,

4. Example

etc.

N-=n a

N n

Performan_experiment with the class by asking all -to

record their age-to the tenth of a year SaMple_the group

randomly and draw a adtple_of ten; Compute statistics for

Constructing a confidence interval for average class mem-

ber's age from actual average age

VI. Sample size

Examine the equation for the estimate of the standard error,

and discuss the relatiVe impact on error reduction that occurs

by increasing--
proportionate sample size, -1'1711. , and absolute

sample size, .

NOte the relative effidiency of increasing absolute size;

Since absolute size ihdreaseareduce_sil by J/Vii note that there

are decreasing percentage improvements as :the ratio of sample

Site to population increases. The typical national sample

SUrVey uses n between 1500 and 2500. g
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VII. Modifications of SRS

In advanced classes discuss

1. Stratification--divide population into strata

2. Clustering--elements chosen as groups

3. Systematic selectionuse selection interval

4. Unequal probability--weight selection probabilities

5. MUltiStage Sampling==selection involving two or more

successive stages

Reference: Warwick and Lininger, pp. 95-110 and Chapter 5.

_ .
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Homework
Unit 7

1. Write a short essay discussing the merits and disadvantages of

using sample survey-6 to collect data for policy analysis.

2. Discuss the merits and disadvantages of using archival survey data

for policy analysis.

. DeSigt an interview schedule to be administered in 30 minutes to

Obtain information relevant to one of the following urban policy

issues:

1; Public transportation

2; Hospital care of the elderly

3. Prenatal cake of welfare mothers

4; Satisfaction with garbage and sanitation services

5; Air pollution

Be certain to in-chide relevant control variables anddiacuss_your

planned analysis in terms of policy amenable independent variables.

4. Using -the questionnaire designed in the prior reading assignment

design a sampling procedure in -which a a% SRS sample_ would be drawn

from an urban pOpulation; Discuss-the stages through which the

sample is aCtually,drawu: Choose five questions and estimate their

Standard errors -as:- .01, .05;_ .1; .2, ,7. Compute confidence

ihterVals for_population_attributes
sampled by each question using

sampling fractions of 90%;_75%; 50%, 10%; 1%; .01%. _Assuie the

city has a population of 500,000. Assuming a cost of $50/

completed interview, discutt the comparative merits of each

Sampling design.

f31
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Name:

_Quiz
Unit 7

Module III

Pleade read this quiz thoroughly before_writing answers to any of
the_qUeStitina. Make your-answers,brief_and to the point. Excessive
wordiness_and rambling responses will detract from your total score.
You have thirty (30) minutes to answer this quiz.

Examine the following questionnaire that appeared in the national

magazine Na and was meant to be filled in and returned by M&. readers.
(Do not answer these questions. Quiz questions begin on the third page.)

First National Television Test on Sexual Attitudes (from Na. Magazine)

Fact Questions

I. Men are more aggressiVe than women.

True 0 False 0

2. Single men are psychologically better off than married men.

True False

3. Most women are supported by men and therefore work for luxuries

not necessities.

True 0 False 0

4. The average full-time male worker earns:

70% More 0 38% More 18% More

than his female counterpart.

5. Of all girls born in 1977, what percentage will work outside the

home during their lifetimes?

El 33% 55% 0 90%

Opinion Questions

1. If you could send ;only one child to college, would you send:

your son 0 your daughter 0 your oldest child El

962
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2. The more assertive and independent a woman is, the less sexually

attractive she is to men.

agree 0 disagree Q

3. A woman who decides not to have children is:

0 Missing one of life's greatest satisfactiona

0 Unfeminine

0 FUlfilled in other equally valuable ways

0 Probably physically Unable to have them

4. What gives 12E the most satisfactiOn?

ED Family 0 Running a home

E] Love Life, 0 Career

5. Who gets the better deal in this society?

Men 0 Women 0

---- END OF QUESTIONS THAT APPEARED IN MS. MAGAZINE ----



-QMPMAULZ-ZielitiOna:

Module /II

1. Comment on- the -split of these 10 questions by_Msmagazine into
fact -and opinion. Are -any of the questions "double.rbarreled" or
applicable to only a fraction of the_respondents1 Are the ques-
tions "loaded"?_ _Are the answers allowed for each question suf-_
ficient and accurate? What other comments can you make about the
nature of the _questions?

2; Given a large response rate, what concIusions_can be drawn_by
an investigator from individual responses -to -these I0 questions?
What can one -say about national "sexual attitudes" from this
survey. What qualifications must be made when generalizing
from this survey and why?

3. Aksume_you have $150,000 to_apend_nn a national survey of sexual
attitudes and that the questionnaire has been designed and field
tested. Describe a workable, reliable_andefficientsampling
and implementation atretegy; Be sure to discuss whether clustered
or Stratified sampling should be employed and the nature of the
field work.



Quiz Solutiong
Unit 7

4, it,

1. There were many aspects of the survey which could be criticized,

including the following:

(a) The distinction between fact and opinion is arbitrary.

(b) There was no response alternative for "don't know" or "no

Opinion."

(c) Many of_the words are loaded, such as "aggressive" and

"assertive ".

(d) Many_Of_the words are subject to interpretation, such as

"pikChologically better off."

(e) Nost_women are supported by met:and therefore work_for

lUkdries not necessities" iSA doible-battO,A question,

(It asks two different questions0

(f) There is no indication_on the questionnaire of the respondent's

age or sex or marital status: yet these will probably greatly

influence the responses.

(g) In many cases, the_answers are not exhaustive. _FOr_instance,

there are many. possible reasons for a women_te decide not to

have children other than the alternatives listed.

2. Even if there is a large_response_rate,,the
respondents will be

that -group of Ma.- readers who would answer the questionnaire The

characteristics of that_group_are certainly different from_those

of the aational_popuIation.
The survey asks for no demographic or

biographical data; but_such factors as age and bex_antllocation

affect "Sexual attitudes." FUrther; we_have just finished_dis-

cussing flaws in the survey itself;_ Therefore,_even with large

reopened rate, we do' not Want to say anything about national sexual

attitudes on the basis of this survey.
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3. There are many correct answers to this question; errors are apt

to be of omission, not commission; In designing your survey

strategy,.did you consider...

(a) who the population is that you wish to generaliie about?

(the"Ohole country? adults only? sexually active adults only?)

(b) how large a_sample to havei in either absolute numbers or
percentages?

(c) that sampling strategy to use (cluster? stratified? simple
random sample?) and the relative advantages of the strategy

you chose? Remember the large scale of a national survey.

(d) how to administer the survey (in person? by phone? by mail ?)

and the relative advantages of your choice?

(e) the potential embarrassment to respondents, particularly in

a face-to-face interview given by Someone of the opposite

sex?

(f) the cost of your strategy?

9 G
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Module IV

Introduction to MOdUle IV

Overview

Module IV of the Quantitative MethcedS for Public Management pack-

age contains two units, numbers 8 and 9. Unit 8, TwOway classifica-

tions for continuous data; introduces the student to the construction

of modelS feit summarizing continuous data arrayed it a two-way table;

a table-type data structure quite common in public policy studies;

Three vatiableS are involved; two factors and a response. The general

strategy is to fit a simple additive model to the table, compute

fitted value-6 and residuals and examine the quality of the model;

fitting procedure employed involves iterated decomposition of the table

using repeated removal of medians (i.e., median polish) or means

(i.e., mean polish); A procedure is intrOdUded for determining

whether the data need to be transformed to improve the appropriateness

of an'additiVe model; Techniques are alga discussed for handling

ordinal levels in the factors and for constructing a model with an

interaction term;

Unit 9, Miscrete_MnItivariate AriaylSig, introduces the student to

the analysis of contingency tables, ancithet table-type data structure

common in policy studies. The data in this case are discrete frequen-

cies, COUntS of the simultaneous occurrence of two or more conditions.

The question posed by analysis is whether or not the table provides

evidende of independence in the variables. The strategy is to intro-

dude Students to contingency tables Via traditional test for goodness

Of fit in one dimensional tables and then to develop log-linear models

in the analysis Of higher dimensional tabldS.

97.1
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Spocifit-^b iectves

Unit 8

Upon successful completion of Unit 8 a student will be able to

recognize continuous data that can be arrayed in a two-way layout and

will be able to analyze the data; Analysis could include the construc-

tion of elementary additive models using median or mean polish; com-

putation of comparison values and construction of diagnostic plots;

identification of data requiring transformations; selection of appro-

priate transformations; construction of displays of coded residuals,

evaluation of the fit of the model; plots of effects for ordinal

factors; development of extended summaries for ordinal factors, and

development of extended models incorporating an interaction term.

Unit -9

Upon successful completion of Unit 9 a student will be able to

identify data which can be analyzed as a one; two; or more dithensional

contingency table. Analysis will include determination of appro-

priate probability models; construction of cross-product ratios; com-

putation of Pearson's x test for goodness of fit in the case of a

one dimensional table, construction of log-linear models in higher

dimensional tables, tests for independence of variable and for

interactions. Students will have obtained experience in constructing

log-linear models for frequency data arising in commonly reported

tables *such as opinion surveys and censuses.



Module IV

Prerequisite Inventory
Units 8 and 9

In this module we analyze data which come in two forms. The data

in Unit 8 are two-way tables, which relate one Y and two X variables.

In Unit 9 we look at contingency tables, which list the number of b-

servations in the different categories of one or more variables.

Comprehension of Module I is assumed. Stem-and-leaf displays and

medians are topics covered in Module I that are also used in this

module. The topics in this inventory are:

1. Review of Numbers: Amoun*s and Counts

2. Review -of Res4stant Lines

3. Review of Hypothesis Testing and x2

4. Data Structures

If you are uncertain about any of these topics after reading this

inventory, please consult a member of the teaching staff. Mastery of

this material is essential before proceeding to Module IV.

Section 1. Review of Types of Numbers

In Unit 1 four types of numbers were discussed: amounts, counts,

bounded numbers, and differences. In this module it will be necessary

to distinguish counts from amounts. Two-way tables contain amounts.

Contingency tables contain counts.

Arno-tints are levels of a variable. Amounts may either be either dis-

crete or continuous, but for our purposes we usually think of them as con-

tinuous. When we discuss thousands of dollars of income, income can

take on so many values that the variable is essentially continuous

even though the smallest unit it can be expressed in is .01 dollars.

973
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AA another example, distance is a continuous variable and 56.34 milea

is an amount.

A count is the number of observations in a category!. Counts take

on only non- negative integer values. The number of people in the U.S.

with income greater than $20,000 is an example of a count.

Black

White

Compare these 2x2 tables:

Average income (in $) of
Transylvania residents, by
race and sex

Male Female

8,400 8,000

9,000 8,200

Bleat

White

Number_of Transylvania
residents, by race
and sex

Male Female

87,508 88,981

195,067 198,216

The table on the left introduces a new variable (average income)

but tells nothing abOut the number of people whose incomes contributed

to the averages on each of the four cells; The table on the right

tells the number of observations in each of the four categories but

introduces no new Variable. The table on the left is called a "TWO-

Way" table of amounts; the one on the right, a "Contingency Table" of

counts.

Section 2. Review o - Resistant- -Linea

A clear understanding of resistant lines is important for two

reasons: many of the concepts used in describing two-way tables are

analogous to techniques used in fitting resistant lines, and there are

relationdhipa in two -way table analysis that are best described by

fitting resistant lines.

A resistant lint is a fit which describes the relationship of

paired (R,Y) data. If R and Y are linearly related (in raw or trans=

9 7.1



Module IV

formed units), a resistant line summarizes that relationship with a

single equation: Unlike least squares regression lines, resistant

lines are not much affected by a couple of points which deviate from

the linear trend.

To fit a resistant line, break the ordered X's into thirds,

carrying along with each X its paired Y value. Caltulate a condit-

ional typical value of X and of Y for each of the three minibatches

Of paired values. The conditional typitals Will be the (median X,

median Y) of each third, although these pairs may not have been paired

Among the original N ordered pairs;

Before fitting a line, check to see if the data need to be

transformed: To do this, proceed to list the conditional typicals:

(XL,
L)

(X , Y )

Calculate the two slopes:
Y

and

xH, YH)

Y Y
M - L

xm = XL

If the data are linear, then m-1 im- will equal I. If the ratio is

<1, transform X down the ladder of powers; if s I; transform up the

ladder of powers; You need transform only the three summary points to

See if the transformation is successful. After you decide on the

Appropriate trantifOrthation, then transform all of the data;

Once the data are linear, the next step is to remove the tilt

(or slope) from the line. The slope is determined by
Y- Y
H - L

M20

-XL

where X may now represent transformed data.

9 75
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.Remove the slope by rewriting each Yi as Yi-mXi. The new con-

ditional typicaIs are

(1L. YL mxL) (xm, Ym = Tam) (xH. YH mxH

The level (or intercept) of the line is the median of YL mXii

Ym - YR - mXi . Subtract the level from each Y value. Now

we're left with residual = Y = mX = level

We may choose to polish the line by treating the residuals

(i.e., Y - mX - level) as a new batch of Y's, repeating the fitting

procedure described above, and adding the polished fit to the orig-

inal fit. We calculate a new batch of residuals from the polished

fit and may polish again if we'd like to. The decision to polish is

usually based on the appearance of the residuals (in a stem-and-leaf

or as plotted against X).

Section 3; Review of Hypothesis Testing,and-X__

Many aspects of probability and inference are utilized in Module

IV. In particular, you should feel comfortable with hypothesis test-

2 -

ing, levels of confidence (u), and x distributions.

In hypothesis testing, we establish a null hypo-01441s, called Ho,

which we express in quantitative terms. The null hypothesis is

generally a supposition about a population parameter. We then do what-

ever analysis is appropriate to the hypothesis, based on a sample from

thepopurationinquestionandontheastokotionthat_Ho is true If

our analysis leads to conclusiona that are "unlikely", we reject H0,

i.e., conclude that it cannot be true. Otherwise, we do not reject

H--
0'

i.e., conclude that based on our analysis H
0

could be true.

9 7 C



Module IV

The decision as to whether or not a result is "likely" is not a

subjective decision but is based on probability. We cannot be correct

all the tiddi but we can decide how much "being wrong" we are willing

to tolerate. The proportion of times we expect to be wrong is a and

1== a (times 100%) is our level--of--confidence. Commonly used levela of

confidence are 90%, 95%, and 99%;

We are able to quantify our confidence in this precise manner

because Of our knowledge about underlying probability distributions.

For example, in least squares regression we tested the hypothesis that

a true 13=dd-efficient was zero; We made use of our knowledge Of.t

distribUtiona to determine whether the sample coefficient was likely

to be non -zero Weu the true 8=0;

In Unit 9 we Will use our knowledge of thex
2
distribution in

hypothesis tests. A X
2 random variable is defined as the sum of

squared normal random variables; It is characterized by one para-

meter, its degreesaf-freedom; In theory, degrees of freedom are

determined by the number of normal random variables which are Squared

to form the X
2

; in practice; we will figure out the degreda Of free=

dati from the number of variables and number of observations in our

data; Just as we used t-tables and Z-tables, there are x
2

tables

which tell the probability with which a x
2 random variable takes on

values within specified regions.

Section 4. Data_Structures

Most of the data that we have looked at so far have been either

one-dimensional or two-dimensional. One-dimensional data are typically

single batches of data, written as a list of numbers, a vector, or an

977
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nxi or bamtable. Examples:

Number of Quiz

Physicians Grades

1

CensUs
Tract

3

99

97

86

72

80

43

Paired.(X,Y) data for multiple regression analysis may be thought

of as having two dimensions, one dimension for each variable. Along one

dimension are the variables (e.g., incame, age) and along the other is

whatever characterizes the observations (e.g., census tract; city). For

example, the hospital insurance data:

old
premium

new
premium

Children's 866 646

Beth Israel 833 635

McLean 255 218

Mt. Auburn 162 148

Deaconess 435 348

illustrate a set of 5 paired observations arranged in a 5x2 table.

Now consider the following tables.

Age

Male Female-

: Black UMJAW= Black ladAw=

4 40

40

<40

*40

Number of college deans
by age, race, and sex

0



Module IV

Each of the eight cell entritS'represents an observation across the

three dimensions of age, race, and sex. If we could present such table6

in three dimensions, We'Wbuld have done so; placing one of the tableS

on top of the other. Since we have to present.the data on two=dimen-

sional paper, we placed the tables next to each other. The decision

to split into separate tables on'the basis of:sex was arbitrary; We

_

could as easily :lave written

Black

White

Age

c 40_

Male = Female=

Black

White

-4©
Male 1 -Female=

Or any one of four other combinations.

With an understanding of three-dithensiOnal data, we can easily

extend our knowledge to larger dimensions. SuppOse we want to add

region to the college dean data. Below is one way to represent the

foUt=dimensional data;

40
Black

<
White

Black
White

Black
< 40 White

4
White

Black

_ MAle

-Northeast South Midwest=_West

Female

J
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Homework
Prerequisite Inventory, Units 8 and 9

I. Identify the_dimensions_of the'folldWing tables as 1,_ 2, 3, or

more dimensions and state whether the cellsrOfthe table contain
counts (number of obserVations) or amounts.(vatiable).

a. median age of college students, by claas and college

b. enrollment in each of the elementary schools in the city of
Pittsburgh

c. number of blue - collar and white-collar workers in major U.S.
cities

d. number of demolitions in 1976 by building type and census
tract

e. number of patients in Philadelphia hospitals, by hospital,
illness, and age

Answer questions 2-10 as briefly as possible.

When you examine a batch of residuals, what are you looking for?

How might you want to examine residuals from a fitted line?

4; What values can a count take on?

5. What type of data do you fit resistant lines to?

6. Identify (median X, median Y) in the following (X,Y) batch:

(3, 13)
(5, 11)
(6, 18)
(6, 10)

7. How many steps of polish are necessary when fitting a resistant
line?

8. When do we conclude that a null hypothesis is true?

9. In hypothesis testing*_ why are_we willing to be wrong some of the

times that we reject the null hypothesis?

95 ij
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Module IV

Homework
Prerequisite Inventory; Units 8 and 9

Solutions

1. a) two-dimensional table of amounts

b) One6diMensional table of counts

c) two-dimensional table of counts

d) two-diMensional table of amounts

e) three-diMensional table of counts

2. Gaussian shape, Centered and clustered at zero, very few outliers

3. Plot the residuals against X or Y or Y

4. p, 1, 2, 3, ...

5. Paired (X,Y) data which exhibit a linear relationship in either raw
or transformed units

6. (5.5, 12)

7. It depends On the Shape and size of the residuals after the original
fit (and each step of polish), and on whether you are fitting the

data by hand or computer.

8. We never conclude that a null hypothesis is true; we conclude that
it could be true if for a Specified level of confidence the truth
of the null hypothesis could lead to the observed sample statistic(s).

9. If we weren't willing to be wrong some of the time, we would never
reject the null hypothesis. We can never know a true population
parameter; but we can decide what percentage of the time we are
willing to be wrong.



Unit 8
Reading Assignments

Lecture Reading

8=0 Tulc'ey, Chapter 10, pages 331-348

8=1 Tukeyi Chapter 10, pages 348-363

8=2 Tukeyi Chapter 11

8=3 SingerExploratOry Strategies and
Graphical Displays " Journal -of

InterditciplinaryHistory,volume
7, paged 57=70

In addition, please read the following article:

eFairley & Mosteller, pp. 23=!:0

Texts:

Fairley, W.B. and F. Mosteller, Statistics-- and-Public Policy, Reading,

Massachusetts, Addison-Wesley, 1977.

Tukey, J.:W., Exploratory Data Analysis -, Reading, Massachusetts, Addison-

Wesley, 1977.
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Module :

Lecture 8-0. Introducation to Unit 8

Introduction to Unit 8--Two-Way Tables

Lecture Content:

1. Definition of Two-Way Tables

2. Examples of Two-Way Tables

Main Topics:

1. What is a Two-Way Table

2. Examples of this common data form

3. What does the analysis mean

(There are no transparencies for this lecture.)

Reference: Tukey, Chapter 10

XVI,IVJ3



Topic I. Introduction to Unit 8--Two-Way Tables

I. What is a two-way table?

I. A rectangular array of id-Spouses laid out in rows and

columns

1

2

var 2 3
4

var 1
2 3

response
variable

2. Data comes as triples

3; Variables (factors) 1 and/or 2 may be ordinal

4; Response is numeric

II. Examples--common data form'

1. Pittsburgh food data

2 Infant mortality be region and year

3; Others? Unemployment by year; reg.

III. What does analysis mean?

1. Question: what effect does each factor have on the

response.

Data = row effect 4- column effect + common

Decomposition into effects__
Use residuald fot evaluation

2. Question: possible role for taansformations?

Analytic procedure=-Median Polish

49
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Module IV

Lecture 8-1; Analyzing Two-Way Tablesof Responses

Analyzing two-way tables using median polish (Simple Pits): The use of
median polish to construct simple summaries of two way tables. (1)

Lecture Content-:

1. Discuss simple model for two-way table

2; Discuss median polish

Main Topics:

1. Two-way tables

2. Simple additive summary

3. Median polish

9 S 5
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Topic 1. Structure o :a two-way table

Factor 2

-Factor 1

Level 1 Level 2 ... Level n

Level I

Level 2

Level m

Response

I. Simple additive "model"

1. Data Fit (Response) + Redidual

Response Contribution (F1) + Contribution

Common Typical for entire table

2. RoW fit = conditional typical on row

Column fit = conditional typical on column

3. Row effect = row fit - common

Column effect = column fit - common

4. Thus;

(2)

(3)

Common

Response = Fit = row effect + column effect + common

Or row fit + column fit - common

Dro



Module IV

II. Elementary Analysis (Because we have only an additive model) (4)

F2 levels

col; eff.
col. lit

Fl levels row row
-eff fit

residuals

COM

(-com)

.
Technique (using Means or Medians)

Median Polish: Decomposition_of a two-way table into row

and column effects by repeated (iterated)

removal of medians.

2. Procedure

Eff
Fit

ij

2

Xj

Fit

?.X

(5)

3. Details of Method

a. Get row medians and grand median

b. Subtract from Xij and then get column medians

. Check row medians: all zero?

d. If no--subtract row medians from X and get column medians
ij

e. Check column medians: all zero?

f. if no- =repeat

g. Yes-add parts (eff.) and common to get fits

9s
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4. Fit:

Or

or

Then,

Row Effs + Col Effs + common

Row.Fit + Col Eff

Row.Eff + Col Fit

Residual . Data - Fit

5. Construct--item & leaf==check for symmetry

Construct--Elementary analysis tabIe--check for ttit-

additivity by examining for opposite corner sign

pattern

Examine effects and fits

Example 1. High School Grades and GPA

Example 2. Infant Mortality by region

III. Problems

1. Code residuals
Symbol Residuals

X

x

0

uh + step

uh

Ih

111*+ step

(6) (7) (8)

2. Repeated values: take cell medians

3. Holes: Skip--after more polish, get fitted values

9 c'



Module IV

Lecture 8 -i
TransparenCy Presentation'Guide

Lecture
Outline Transparency
Location Number 'Transparency Description

Beginning 1 Lecture 8-1 Outline

Section I

2 Effects and Common in
Multiple Batches

3 Two-way table of
Responses

Section II

1. 4 Two-way table.
Elementary Analysis

5:

5

7

Median Polish: Procedure

Predicting Freshman
College Grades

Median Polish: College
Grades 1

5. 8 Median Polish: College
Grades 2

989
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Module IV

LeCture Ev7..luating Additivity

Diagnostic Plots: Evaluating the adequacy of an additive model as a
summary for a two-way table.' (1)

Lecture -Contentl

1; Detecting nonadditivity

2; Computing comparison' values

3; Diagnostic plots

4; Transformations

Main Topics

1; Review additive model

2. Discussion of comparison values and diagnostic plots



Topic 1. Review additive model

I. Summary has:

Data gm Row effect + Column effect + common + residual

II. Departures from additivity

1. Once elementary analysis is completed arrange residuals

in "effect order"

residuals

smallest (2)

ROW EFFECTS

smallest largest

'COLUMN EFFECTS

largest

2. Examine effect ordered residuals for evidence of opposite

corners sign patterns.

XVIiIVi 8
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Module IV

Topic 2. Comparison Values and

I. Comparison Values and

1. Comparison value

cell

Diagnostic Ploti

Diagnostic Plote.

row effect_ column effect
for= each

common.
(3)

2. Plot residual x comparison value

Residual Diagnostic
Plot

ompar son 'a ue

3. Note that:

a; If residuals are ail around zero this plot will be flat

b. If residuals equal comparison values or equal compar=
ison values times some constant, there is some non-
additive (multiplicative) component in residuals

4. Explore for non-additivity by putting resistant line
through plot

5.
1-m

Flatten diagnostic plot by re-expressing data
using ladder of powers

Xij

6. Redo entire procedure to determine if re-expression was
effective

7. Note:

a. Weak patterns in the diagnostic plot will not re-
express well

b. Non-monotone patterns require more complicated fits

c. 1-m must be interpreted looselyit is a guide, an
approximation

8. Example: HS grades and Freshman GPA (4-8)

99
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Lecture 8-2
TransparenCy Presentation:Guide

LecPure
Outline Transparency
Location Number Transparency Description

Beginning 1 LeCture 8-2 Outline

TOOid 1
Section II

1. 2 Residuals in "Effect" Order

Topic 2
Section I 3 Comparison Values and

Diagnostic Plot-

8

8

4

6

High School Grades and
Freshman Grade Point
Average

High School Grade Data:
Residuals and Compar-
ison Values

Diagnostic Plot of Grade
Data

8 7 Diagnostic Plot of Log
(Grade Data)

8 8 Elementary Analysis of Log
(Grade Data)

I
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Module IV

Lecture 8 -3. Extending the model

Extending the Model: Summarizing effects in ordinal data using fitted
lines and developing extended fits for interactions.

Lecture Content:

1. Discuss summaries for effects

2. Discuss interactions

Main Topics:

1. Plotting effects to construct simple summaries

2. Extended fits

1009
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Topic 1. Plotting effeCtti to construct Simple Summaries

I. Simple additive model for categorical data (Review)

Column
Factor

Row Row
Response

Factor Eft-eat

olumn Effects common

1. Data Fit + Residual

becomes:

Response = column effect + row effect + common

2. Transformation of the response variable may be required

to improve additivity.

Then model is:

r
(Response) = column effect + row effect + common

and the data structure is conceived of as:

Column
Factor

ROW (Response)r Row
Factor Effects

Column Effects common

3. When the factors are categories of categorical variables

then a summary formula for the effects is not possible

and each effect, one for each category of each factor,

must be represented in the model.

1.0j 0
4
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II. Additive model with ordinal data

I. When factors have quantitative levels, -i.e., ordinal data,
then it is possible to Consider fitting a model with sum-
maries for effects..

2. Generally, we can try to fit

(ReSponse)r = Mactor 1) + f(Factor 2) + common

Where the right hand functions are linear or linear through a
transformation.

(Note that_this_iS the most_geteral representation. It is not
necessary for the response to be transformed or for both
factors to be ordinal.)

3. An alternative representation:

r- r_ r

(Response)
0 = (al+ biFi

1 ) + (a
2
+ b2F2

2
) + common

_(Note that this assumes that the effects for each factor can
be summarized as a linear function of the factor's levels.)

III. Finding summaries for effects of ordinal variables.

1. Plot effect against level using x-axis for level. (One plot

for each factor.)

Effect

Factor

2. If it appears to be reasonable, fit a line to the scatterplot
(transform factor levels if this is required.)

3. Use the equation obtained as'the summary of effects for the
factor.

IV. Example: College grade point average as a response to sex of
student and high school average grade (3)

1. Simple additive and logged fits (effects only are shown)

2. Plot of row effect against row factor (high school grade.)



qt4PM

line: Row effect '= -.56 + .23 (MSG) (3)

Wodel:

GPA = (-.56 + .23 (HSG)) + (Sex Effects) + common

3. Plot or row effect against row factor (logged response).
(3)

line: row effect -.12 + .04 (HSG)

Model:

log GPS = (-.I2 + .04 (HSG)) + Sex Effect + common

Example: Moody bonds--net interest as a response to year

and grade.

1. Original data and effect analysis (4)

2. Plot of row effects against row factor level (year).

Line: row effect = -.50 + .30 (year - 1964) .(5)

3. Plot of column effects against column factor level

(bond grade).

Line: column effect = -.33 + .26 (grade)
(5)

4. Model

Net interest - (-.50 + .30 (year - 1964)) + (-.33 + .26 (grade))

or

Net interest = .30 (year - 1964) + 2.6 (grade) + 3.70
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Topic 2. Extended Fits

. Purpose.

1. To include an interaction effect

2. To improve additivity where transformations do not

make sense

II. Model

Response Row Effect + Column Effect + common

+ k
-(Row- -effect) (Column effect)

common

where k is slope of a line through the diagnostic plot

III. Procedure

1. Perform elementary analysis

2. Construct a diagnostic plot

3. Fit a line and find k

4. Compute difference between residuals from elementary
.r

analysis and k
ce e

. These are new residuals

5. Contrast improvement by computing Sum of absolute

residuals

6. Compute fitted values from basid model

IV. Construct example using college grade point average data.
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Lecture 8-3
Transparenty Presentation Guide

Lecture
Outline Transparency
Location Number Transparency Description

Beginning 1 Lecture 8-3 Outline

TOpid 1

Section IV.
1. 2 Grade point average by high

school grade and sex

20 3 Row effects_ plotted for raw
and logged data

Section V.
1. 4 Average net interest costs

for bonds

2,3 5 Row and column effetts plotted
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HoMeworki Unit 8

Average interest rates.by loan size and geographical region appear

below. (Units are X per year).

size of loan

location $1000 $7000 $10000 $30000 $1000000

New York City 10.0 9.0 8.5 8.3 7.8

South and West 10.8 10.4 9.8 9.1 8.6

Nritth and East 10.9 10.3 10.2 9.1 8.6

(Excluding NYC)

(a) Median polish this tabIei and comment on residuals;

(b) Compare the three locations by examining the location effects.

(c) How do the interest rates vary with loan size?

(d) Suggest some reasons fe-: effects across loan size and

region -- assume loan mo ..7mmoLlity sold in a market.

(e) Assume that you are the r manager of a large; non-profit

rehabilitation orgne- .:ancnolater New Hampshire.__Tbe

organization -has ,..,u6truct a T..4:Al, building :I provide

Offices and recreational A ;.o-an of $100;000 is

required tofinance_constrac.citn. _Ybul. board of_directors_suggests

that many small loans be made iv the Manchester area so that

local financial institutions will benefit.- But you are con-

cerned with the_organization's growing indebtedness and suggest

a different strategy to minimize cost. What is the strategy?
What argutettS would you use in support of your position?

2. Pursuing a study of the equity of basing school support on local_

property assessments you gather_data on assessed values for single

family dwellings by age of dWelling and metropolitan area. The data

appear below.

(a) Analyze the table.

(b) What substantive explanations can you provide for any consis-

tencies in effects across age and region?

(c) If school-support is based on assessed property vaiueS, what can

you say about the distribution of the burden of school support

across these metropolitan areas?

`021
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City

f-dwellin Atlanta L.A. D.C. Chica o New York

< 5 years 222 238 229 224 243

6-10 years 227 239 225 231 240

11-30 years 222 221 224 212 249

21=30 years 195 216 230 NA NA

31-40 years 199 214 213 198 192

N 40 years 195 206 205 221 251

Entries are in $.

3. Consider the two two-way tables shown below:

The first gives labor participation-rates for'women_with
children in 4 age classifications-for 1950-70 in 5 -year intervals.
The second table gives -labor participationrates_for married wo-
men in 4 age_cIasses_for_the_same_years. Entries -are % of women
with the specified row/column characteristicsthat are employed;
e.g., 11;9% of women with children under 6 were employed in 1955;

(a) Analyze these tables using median polish.

(b) How do children affect -the labor- participation rates_of_women?
Have these "children_ effects" been constant overtime as
evidenced by the columns of the first table ? Your supervisor
is particularly_interested in the "children 6 -17 "- effect. Why
is this effect so much higher than the "no children under 18"
effect? Why doesn't the rate increase as children become older?

(c) In-general; -is the participation rate higher or -lower for
married women- than for -women with- children? Prove to your
supervisor that this question is easily answered by examining
only one fitted parameter from each table.

(d) Present to your supervisor the two relationships between the
6 years in the tables and the labor participation rates_for
women with children and the years and married women. Is there
a linear relationship in either table? How do the fitted lines
compare?

(e) Check to see if the row and column effects are additive in the
raw unit of measurement_ Check the residuals for any sign
patterns and -the comparison values for evidence of need for a
transformation., .1

(f) If a transformation of_either table is called for, re-express
and analyze the transformed data

1022
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LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES (in %)
MARRIED WOMEN (HUSBAND PRESENT)

YEARS

AGE' 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970

20-24 28.5 29.4 30.0 35.6 47.4

25-34 23.8 26.0 27;7 32.1 39.3

35-44 28.5 33.7 36.2 40.6 47.2

45-54 26.8 33.9 40.5 44.0 49.5

Source: Department of Labor, Manpower Report of the President, 1973.

LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES (in %)
WOMEN WITH CHILDREN (HUSBAND PRESENT)

YEARS

1950 1955 1960 1965 1976

With Children Under 6 11.9 16.2 18.6 23.3 30.3

Children 0-17 12.6 17.3 18.9 22.8 30.5

Children 6-17 Only 28.3 34.7 39.0 42.7 49.2

No Children Under 18 30.3 32.7 34.7 38.3 42.2

Source: Department of Labor, Manpower Report of the President, 1973.

7
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4. This table shows average infant mortality rates over 1964-1966,
whites and blacks, legitimate and illegitimate births, for 4
regions of the United States.

(a) Analyze this table using both median polish and mean polish.
How do the two fitted models compare?' If there is a differ-
ence in fits; explain why.

(b) Estimate the infant mortality rate for black illegitimate
births in the western United States.

(c) Suppose you work for an agency in HEW and have a -$20 million
1977 -78 appropriation_ for &di:dating expectant mothers in pre-
and postnatal care. How should this money be spent? Discuss
how the funds should be allocated to regions of the United
States; To whom should the educational campaign be directed;
specifically, which age groups, which races, etc. The
majority of your inferences should be based on this table.

AVERAGE INFANT MORTALITY RATES* 1964-1966
(average annual rates per 1000 liVe birth6)

NORTHEAST

REGION OF U.S.

WESTNORTH CENTRKL SOUTH

White Legitimate 19.1 23.7 21.7 20.0

White Illegitimate 35.5 33.3 36.5 31.4

Black Legitimate 33.9 44.0 40.4 35.5

Black Illegitimate 43.6 39.9 45.1 NA

Source: Socioeconomic Issues of Health, 1974.
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Homework Solutions
Unit 8

Step 1. Find row medians
med

la) 10.0 9.0 8.5 8.3 7.8 8.5

10.8 10.4 9.8 9.1 8.6 9.8

10.9 10.3 10.2 9.1 8.6 10.2

Step 2. Subtract out row mediang; find ColUmt medians
part

1.5 .5 0 -.2 -.7 8.5

1.0 .6 0 -.7 -1.2 9.8

.7 .1 0 -1.1 -1.6 10.2

med 1.0 .5 0 -.7 -1.2 9.8

Step 3. Subtract out column medians and new row medians then new

column medians
_ . med part

.5 0 0 . .5 .5 -1.3

0 .1 0 0 0 0 0

-.3 -.4 0 =.4 =.4 -.4 .4

med 0 0 0 0 0

part 1.0 .5 .0 =.7 -1.2 common 9,8

Step 4. Subtract out new row medians.

0 -.5 -.5

0 .1 0

1 0 .4

0 0 0

1.0 .5 0

All medians now . 0
med

u 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0
-1.2 Common

part
-.8

0
0

9.8
med
part

Resultant Table

$1000 $7000 $10000 $30000 $100000 eff fit

NYC 0 -.5 -.5 0 0 -.8 9.0

SW 0 .1 0 0 0 0 9.8

NE ..I 0 .4 0 0 0 9.8

eff 1.0 .5 0 -.7 -1.2 common 9.8

fit 10.8 10.3 9.8 9.1 8.6

10
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la) (continued)

lb)

Residuals_
Unit = .1

=1
0 55

-0 00000
0 0000011
0 4
1

The residuals tend to besmall (0) or large (.4, -.5) A6 we
:expect from a resistant procedure. That two of the three large
residuals are from NYC suggests further analysis of this location.

Examining the location effects; we immediately note that
_there is really only one effectrNYC The other two regions
have -zero location effects. Further, the NYC effect is large
(almost a full percent) and negative--i.e., interest rates in
NYC tend to be almost a full percent lower than the NE and SW _

regions (for the conditions under which the data were colleCted==
time, term, loan size; etc.).

ic) It is quite clear that interest rates decrease monotonic
as the loan size_increases (for the conditions under WhiCh th
data were collected).

1d) If we consider loan money_as a commodity sold in a_market.
.then much of the_size and location effects might be explained by
supply and demand. It is likely that money is_ more available
(larger supply) in NYC than elsewhere due to the high denSitY Of
financial institutions there. We do not, however, expect deMand
to be correspondingly higher in NYC since money consumers
(individual or commercial) are at least as numerous in eaCh_of
the other two regions. NYC, a "financial capital"9thuS exhibits
lower interest rates.

_ Similarly, one would expect_ interest rates to decrease with
loan size since _(a) _there_ is probably less demand for loans Of
$100,000 than of $1000, (b) -the paperwork for any single loan is
probably equivalent, so lender costs for one $1009000 loan would
be significantly less than for a inindred_$1000 loAns,_(c) there
is probabIy_less risk involved_with tha larger lOanS (would lau
loan $100,000 as readily as $1000?).

Note that these_ideas tight also help explain the two
large residuals for NYC. Supoc'e large loans_($30,000 or
$100,000),_are available only_from the larger banks while small
loans ($1000) are available from all (but mostly the smaller)
banks._ The lower interest rates forthe_$7000-7$10000loans
might be causrA dby a relatively smaller demand for these loans

XN71.1v.51026



offered by_the large NYC bankingiestablishments. _(A similar

trend would not be eXpected_forthe_61000 loans since they may

not be quite ae_tdadily_available,from_those_larger banks, and

hence not experience q0ite_the same degree of oversupply.) We

assume all other considerations (time, term, etc.) are equal.

Should you follow the advice of your board of directors,

you-would expeCt to_vay over 10% interest on -the loafie (since

interest rates for the NE for loans of $10000 or less are 10.2%

or greater). Moreover, should a single $100000 loan be taken,

the interest -rate would be only 8.67.; a savings of at least

1.6% or $1600.

Of course:, an eVen_tore clever strategy would be to go to

NYC and take the loan there. The resultant interest rate would

be 7.8%._ This strategy would save at least 2.4 %, or $2400

over that suggested by your board of directors.

A reasonable compromise would -be to suggest that member.:

your board take-ii pay cu' o compensate the company for the

larger cost Of implementing their plan.

Note that since the organization is non-profit and public

servicei_a consideration such as generating goOd=will (Which

often induces corporations to-pursue more cosstly_Stretegies) Is

not an- issue, NOwever,Ifiby taking the more costly Loans from

other loCalbatika, other benefits (such as fund raising aid

from these institutions) accrue, a more complex cost- benefit

analysie is required.
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med.
2a) . 222 238 229 224 243 229
Step 1 227 239 225 231 240 231

222 221 224 212 249 222
195 216 230 = === 216
199 214 213 198 192 199
195 206 205 221 251 206

part
Step 2 =7 9 0 =5 14 229

-4 8 =6 0 9 231
0 =1 2 =10 27 222

-21 0 14 --== 216
0 15 14 =1 =7 199

-11 0 -1 15 45 206

med -6 4 1 -1 14 219 (coupon)

med part
Step 3 =1 5 =1 = 0 71

2 4 =7 1 -5 +1 12
-T-6 =5 1 =9 13 +1 3

-15 =4 13 -4 -3
+6 9 13 0 =21 6 -20
-5 -4 -2 16 31 -2 -13

part -6 4 1 14 219 COMII107:

part
Step 4 0 6 0 -3 1 9

1 3 -6 13
5 -6 0 -10 12 4

-11 0 17 -7
0 3 7 -6 -27 -14

-2 0 18 33 -15

med 0 2 0 -3 1 219 commoi
Part 4 1 14

med part
Stet 0 4 0 0 0 _9

1 1 +3 -7 1 13
5 =8 -7 11 0 4

-11 =2 17 --- --- =2 =7

0 1 7 -3 -28 0 =14
=3 =4 0 21 32 0 -15

Part =6 6 1 -4 15 219 common

xvi.n7.51-



part

Stew6 0 4 0 0 9

o 0 =9 2 -7 14

5 =8 O =7 11 4

-9 0 19 -- ....- -9

0 1 7 =3 -28 -14

-3 -4 0 21 32 -15

ned 0 0 0 0 0

part -6 6 1 =4 15 219 common

med part

Step 7 0 4 0 0 0 0 9

0 0 =9 2 -7 0 14

5 -8 0 =7 11 0 4

=9 0 19 --- --- 0 -9

0 1 7 -3 -28 0 -14

=3 -4 0 21 32 0 -15

med 0 0 0 0 0 219 common

part =6 6 1 -4 15

The resultant table is

Atlanta IA DC Chicago FY eff fit

< 5 years 0 4 0 0 0 9 228

6-10 0 0 =9 2 -7 14 233

11-20 5 =8 0 -7 11 4 223

21-30 =9 0 19 --- --- -9 210

31 -40 0 1 7 -3 -28 -14 205

> 40 =3 =4 0 21 32 -15 204

eff =6 6 1 -4 15 common = 219

fit 213 225 220 215 234

2b)

Ntite the larger NY effect, and the large NY residuals.

Note that except--for-f-5 yrs ;, age effect decreases as age

increases.

One might expect assessments_to correspond to a large degree

to the cost of living of -a given area. This certainly appears to

be the cage, with the greatest location effect for NYC (Which

hag the highest cost of living of those cities examined) and the

smallest location effect (greatest negative) for Atlanta. Sim=

ilarly for LA, DC, and Chicago.

Similarly, we expect assessment to decreaSe with dwelling

age. This certainly appears to be the case, except for dwellings

constructed in the past 5 years. Since these are aggregate fig-

ures, this phentanon might be explained by a recent wave of low -

cost housing construction in the larger cities.

XVI.IV.8
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2d) If school_suppprt_is based on assessed property values, we
expect the burden of this support to fall most heavily upon
newcomers to the city, i.e., those Who move into the newer
(< 10 yrs._old) dwellings. This assumes a minimal mobility on
the part of_longtiMe residents. _In_an area of higher internal
mobility, the butden_of support falls more heavily on those Who
think they can afford to move into newer (< 10 yrs. old) dwellings.

_ The impact of such an assessment structure may -be to create_
a disincentive_to the construction of new homes with a correspond-
ing loss of_jobs awls disincentive to mobility by young upwardly
mobile families._ This would yield reduced total tax revenues and
make_difficult the support of schooling in general. Such effects
would be particularly hard felt in NYC Which_could_probably use
such potential tax revenues most. Thus, basing school support on
property taxing it not likely to yield equitable education, at
least on the basis of these data.

1030
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3.a) Table I is analyzed by Median polish in Figures A through Di

Table II in Figures E through H. In each case; the analysis

proceeded as f011oWS

i) The data were entered
ii) The tableS Were polished (Figures A and E)

iii) The residUalS Were analyzed (Figures B and F)

iv) A diagnoStid_plot was made (Figures C and G)

v) A resistant line was calculated for the diagnostic plot

(Figures D and H)

By themselves these Figures do not constitute a complete analysis;

we must interpret these Figures. This is done in parts (b), (c),

(1), (e), and (f) below.

We should, however, be very cautious in our interpretation of

these data since we do not know how participation rates were _

calculated, what the base group was (i.e., these are percents of

what group?), what the eligibility requirements for this base

group were, and whether in fact all of these considerations were
even consistent for all of the years in question. Manipulating

these factors (or just changing definitions from year to year),

can create a table of "participation rates" which reflect any-

thing we wish.

For this prObleM, however; we will assume that the above points

have already been addressed and answered to our satisfaction,

b) Predictably, the_ptesence of young children (. 6 years old)

seems to loWer thelabor_participation rate -of women, as_evidenCed

by the large negative effect of the -first two rows of Table II

(compared_tO the large positive effect for_the fourth row--

women with no children under 18). The presence of children_in
general al6O seems to lower the average rate (see (c) beloW).

More_- interesting, however; is that the rate for women with OLDER

Children 0 to 17 years of age) is HIGHER than that for women

with no children under U. We can hypothesize at least several

reasons why this might be so (although this is an excellent

question for further study):

- - families with older children are more likely to need the

additional income;

- -women with children over 18 are likely to be older, and hence

possess fewer; obsolescent; or just "rusty" skillS. (but bee

the effects of age in Table I);

z 031
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--many women whose children are over_18 (note that this is an
open ended age bracket; the children could_be 37) may have
reached voluntary--or mandatory -- retirement age;

Note also that these effects are NOT constant over_time. In_1950,
the rate for_women with children_between_6 and 17 was lower than
that for-women with_children over 18;_ Yet thereafter the situa-
tion is_reversed. This situation might be due to_the large__
utilization of women -- especially women without children at home- -
in the work force during World War II (whose effects would contin-
ue for several years, perhaps even through 1950), and perhaps also
Korea (1950=1952).

A similar, although temporary, reversal occurs between_the rates
for women with children under 6 and with children under 17 in 1965.
Reasons for this situation are more difficult to propose;

c) Comparing the common values for -each table as:general_indications
of OVERALL level; we note that the common value for_Table__I (33.7)
is greater_thanthat for Table II__(27.0), which suggests that the
participation rate for married women in general is greater (by
about 7 %) than that for women with children. (This should not be

too surprising).

First note that there are only FIVE years given in each table;

These plots are shown for Table I in_Figure I and for Table II in
Figure_K. The resistant line for each is shown in Figures J and
L respectively.

Both plots are nearly linear, the third and fourth point of each
lying somewhat below the fitted line.

Note the similarity in slope between the two_fitted_lineS.
(.896 vs._.855). The two_lines therefore differ only by a
constant of -about 8%. (This is calculated by comparing the_ordt=
nates_at each of several years. We cannot simply compare the
constant terms of the two resistant lines since the slopes are not
precisely equal);

Note_how this corresponds to uur answer in (c)_above. The patti
cipation rate for married women seems to have been consistently
(over time) about 8% higher than that for women with children.

e) To check additivity, we examine three indicators:

A.) the residual sign patterns (Figures A and E)
ii) the residual behavior (Figures B and F)

iii) the diagnostic plots (Figures C, D, and G, H)

1032
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A residual sign pattern for Table I (Figure A) doe6 not deft

particularly prominent. The poor behavior_of the reSidUald

(Figure B) points to a definite Iack_of additivity. The diag=

nostic plot (Figure C) whose slope (as calculated it Figure D) is

1.46; confirms this; Reexpression will be pursued in part (f).

Siesilarly) there is-no--residual sign_pattern for Table II

(Figure E). The-residuals (Figure F), while not especially well
behaved, have few:outliersi_ The slope of the resistant line (caI-

culated_in'Figure M) for the diagnostic plot (Figure G) is

extremely close to 0, a decisive indidatiOn of additivity.

We noted_in (e) above that the slope of the resistant line for the

diagnostic plot for Table _I (Figures C, D)_ was 1.46, confirming

the other indications of_nonadditivit._ ThiS value (approximately

1.5) suggests reexpression to reciprocal_ roots, Since reciprocals

(let alone reciprocal roots) are difficult to interpret, a log

reexpression was tried first;

Figures M through P show the_analysis of the log data, The

behaVier Of_the residuals, and the slope of the resistant line for

the diagnostic plot; both suggest the inadequacy of this trans-

formation.

The (negative) inverse reexpression (still somewhat easier to

interpret_than inverse roots) was tried next. _Figures Q through

T_shOW this analysis; The residuals are much better behaved;

although the slope of the resistant line for the diagnostic plot

suggests (predictably enough) a further reexpression by square

roots.

An analysis of the (negative) inverse roots might therefore be

done next, if the increased additivity ls deeted_WOrth the
corresponding increase in difficulty of interpretation.
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Module IV

WAY ¶::,7tE OF DAT4 IN VARIABLE: MARWOM FIGURE

1 3 4. 5

11 30.0000 :35.6000 47.4000
2: :i000 2640000 27.7000 32.1000 39.3000
3$ 33.7000 36.2000 40.6000 47.2000
4: 000 33.9000 40.5000 44.0000 49.5000

ELEMENTARY Attl4SIS we' MEDIAN

1 2

POLISH.

a
It 2.7125 0.0063 - 1.5375

2: 1;6000 0.1938 -0.3000
3t =1.6000 -0.0063 0.3000
4: =5.6000 -2.1063 2.3000

EFFt =5.8000 .62.1933 0.0000
FIT: 27.9437 31.5500 33.7437

4 5 EFFECT FIT
li =0431375. 4.5125 -2.1563. 31.5875
2: .;0.3000 0.0000 -5.7437 28.0000
3t 0.3000 0.0000 2.1563 35.9000
4: 1.4000. 0.0000 4.4563 38.2000

EFFt 4.4000. 11.3000 33.7437 0.0000
FIT: 38.1437 45.0437 0.0000 -33.7437

STEM RES1 FIGURE- B:

VARIABLE .° RES1 .
UNIT = 0.0100

LO I -5.6000 -2.1063 .6000 - 1.5875
5 -3 I 8
7 -2. I 99

-1 I

8 -0 1 0
C 4) 0 1 0000

8 1 19
7 2 .1 P9

HI I 1.4000 1.6000 . 2.3000 2.7125
HI I 4.5125e

sBOXPLOT RES1 THREE

SCALE UNIT:
-4.0000 0.0000 4.0000

VARIABLE: RES1
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PLOT.RES1 VS CVS1

I

I
I
1

1

1

1

I.
040200 +

1

1

I

I

1

I

I

1

- 10.0000 +
1

REST
X-AXIS: CVS1

*

FIGURE C

*

* * *2* **

**

=2.0000 0.0000

SCALE UNIT: 14006
SCALE UNIT: 0.1000

FIGURE D

LINE RES! VS CVS1

AFTER 1 STEPS OF POLISH THE FITTED RESISTANT LINE IS:
RES1 = - 0.0930 4 1.4649 * CVS1

5

'+-

2.0000
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TWO WAY TABLE OF DATA IN VARIABLE: WOMCHILD Flamm E

) .

1 2 3 . 4 5

It 11.9000 16.2000 !18.6000 123.3000 30.3000
2: 12.6000 17.3000 '18.9000 ;22.8000 30.5000
3: 28.3000 34.7000 39.0000 142.7000 49.2000
4: . 30.3000 32.7000 34.7000 38.3000 42.2000

ELEMENTARY ANALYSIS BY MEDIAN POLISH.
_ _ ___1

2 3
It -0.0187 -0.2000 0.0000
2t 0.0187 0.2375 -0.3625
3: =2.9813 -1.0625 1.0375

--4t 2.2812 0.2000 0.0000
EFF: .r6.6812 -2.2000 0.0000
FIT: .20.3000 24.7812 26.9812

4 5 EFFECT FIT
1: 0.5500 0.4625 -8.3812 18.6000
2: =0.6125 0.0000 -7.7188 19.2625
3: 0.5875 0.0000 10.9812 37.9624
4: -0.5500 -3.7375 7.7188 .34.7000

EFF: 4.1500 11.2375 26.9812 0.0000
FIT: 31.1312 38.2187 0.0000 -26.9812

STEM RES2 FUME F

VARIABLE ! RES2 !.
UNIT = 0.1000

LO I - 3.7375 -2.9813
3 -1 I 0

-45 t

4 S I 6-
5 F.I 5
6 T 1 3
8 -0 110

C 6) '0 I 000001
6 'I' I 2
5 F 4 455

:S I
0. I

2 1 I 0
HI I 2.2812

BOXPLOT RES2 THREE
6

SCALE UNIT: 0.2000
0.0000

VARIABLE: RES2
+ - ++

4- -I ImommOO

4.0000
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PLOT RES2 VS CVS2

0.0000 +
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

- 5.0000 +
I

I

FIGURE G

* *
*

-4.0000

*

*
2 2

*

Y-AXIS: RES2 SCALE UNIT:
X-AXIS: CVS2 SCALE UNIT:.

LINE RES2 VS CVS2

0.0000

0.5000
0.2000

FIGURE E

AFTER I STEPS OF POLISH THE FITTED RESISTANT.LINE IS:
RES2 0.0802 + -0.0402 * CVS2

+_

4.0000



INPUT YEARS NOBS 5

'ENTER DATA
81950 1955 1960 1965 1970

5 VALUES READ.

FIGURE I

:INPUT A771 NOBS 5

MITER DATA
427.94 31.55 33.74 30.14 45.04

5 VALUES READ.

PLOT Firr vs YEARS

I

I

I

I

I

40.0000 +
I

I

I

I

I.

30.0000 +
I

I

I

I

*

Module IV

+ + +
1949.9993 1959.9993 969.9993

Y-AXIS: jITI SCALE UNIT: 1.0000
X-AXIS: YEARS SCALE UNIT: 0.5000

tLINE Afil VS YEARS FIGURE 3

AFTER 1 STEPS OF POLISH THE FITTED RESISTANT LINE IS:
-1639.3252 + . 0.8550 YEARS

Xv I 71 0 ,4 0
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:INPUT FIT2 NOBS 5

ENTER DATA
:20.30 24.78 26.98 31.13 38.22

5 VALUES READ.

:PLOT FIT2 VS YEARS

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

30.0000 +
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

20.0000 +
I

:-7-+-1__
A949.9993 1959.9993 1969.9993

Y=AXISI FIT2 SCALE UNIT:
X -AXIS: YEARS SCALE UNIT:

1.0000
0.5000

LINE FIT2N\IA VS YEARS 2T11411112 L

AFTER 1 STEPS. OF POLISH THE FITTED RESISTANT LINE IS:
FIT2 -1726.9070 + 0.8960 * YEARS

10,11
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TWO WAY. TABLE OF DATA IN VARIABLE: LOGMAR
FIGURE M

Module IV

1:

2:
3:
4:

ELEMENTARY

1

1.4548
13766
1.4548
1.42F1

ANALYSIS
1

2
1.4683
1.4150
1.5276
1.5302

BY MEDIAN
2

3 4
1-4771 1.5514
1.4425 105065
1.5587 1.6085
1.6075 ,1.6435

POLISH.
3

5

1.6758
1:5944
ii6739
1.6946

1: 0.0413 0.0000 -0.0213
2: 0.0119 -0.0045 -0.0071
3: -0.0119 0.00g 0.0071,
4: -0.0472 0.00 0.0472

EFF: -0.0849 -0.036 0.0000
FIT: 1.4401 1.4949 1.5250

4 5 EFFECT FIT
1. -0.0039 0.0378 . -0.0266 1.4984
2: 0.0000 0.0052 -0.0754 1.4496
3: 0.0000 -0.0172 0.0266 1.5516
4: 0.0263 -0.0052 0.0353 1.5603

EFF: 0.0569 0.1396 1.5250 0.0000
FIT: 1.5819 1.6646 0.0000 - 1.52S0

STEM RES4

VARIABLE ' RES4 '4

UNIT. = 0.0010
LO 1 -0.0472

2 -2 I 1

3 I 7

4 -;1 1 1

6 -0. .1 75
8 '..411. I 43 _

C 4) *0 I 0000
8 0. 1 567
5 1 I 1

HI I 0.- 3

BOXPLOT RES4 THREE

SCALE UNIT:
-0.0400

FIGURE N

e.

040370 0.0413 0.0472

0.0020
0.0000 0.0400.I.

VARIABLEi*RES4 *,*

-/ 4. 1-70 * * *

042
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PLoT.RES4 VS C054

0.13

FIGURE 0

I

I

I *
I
I
I

.

0.0000 + * **
*

I *
I
I
I
I

I

70.0500 +
I

t=AXIS: RES4
X7AXIS: CVS4

LINE RES4 VS CVS4.

0.0000 0.0100

SCALE UNIT: 0.0050
SCALE UNITS 0.0005

Pr:JIZE P

AFTER I STEPS nr POLISH THE _FITTED RESISTANT LINE IS:
RES4 2 0.00,2 + 1.1572-* CVS4 10.14



TWO WAY TABLE OF DATA IN VARIABLE: MARINV FLAIRE

Module IV

1 2 3 .4 5

1s =040351 - 0.0340 -040333 - 0.0281 -040211
21 =040420 =040385 =040361 '- 0.0312 - 0.0254

3s =040351 =040297 =040276 =040246 =040212
4: =040373 =040295 =040247 =040227 =0.0202

..."

WEMENTARY ANALYSIS BY MEDIAN POLISH.
2 3

0.0000 =0.40015
=0.40,009 -.i410008
.0:.0009 '0.0008
4110000 0.40026
0:0022 0.0000

=040323 =0.0301

Is
2s
3:
4:

EFF:
FIT:

11
21

4:
EFF:
FIT:

:STEM nEs4

1

040034
0:0000
0;0000

-040033
=040067
=040368

4 5 EFFECT
=040003 040022 =040017
"040002 0.0013 =0i0052
-0:0002 - 0.0013 '040017
0.0006 - 0.0015 0.0028
0.0040 "040085 =0,0301

-040261 -0.0216 0.0000
- ,

vPRIABLE ' RES4 4
"T r,, 00001

LO I
2 -Ai I

4 =1 I 43
6 =04 I 97
8 0. I 22

C 5) 0 I 00002
7 I 5/79

4 1 I 3
1. I

3 2 I sl

2 24 I 6
HI I

-0.0033

0.0034

FIGURE R

sBOXPLOT RES4 THREE

SCALE UNIT: 0.0002
0.0000 0.0040

VARIABLE: RES4

.

XVIiIVi71
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-FIT
=040318
=0;0353
=040284
=040273
-0i,0000
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-pto RES4 VS CV54
FIGURE

0.0050
I

I

I

I.
I

I
I

I **

I

0.0000 + **' * * *

I
I * *

* * *

I

I

I
I
I

- 0.0050 +
. .

.4.0020

Y-AXIS: RES4
X=AXIS: CVS4

:LINE RES4 VS CVS4

SCALE UNIT:
SCALE UNIT:

0.0000'

0.0005
0.0001

FIGURE T

AFTER 1 STEPS OF P'.: ?',H THE FITTED RESISTANT LINE IS:

RES4 a -0.0001 + 0.3888 * CVS4

0.0020

.i.7



Module IV

-4.a) The analysis using median polish is shown in Figures U through X;
the_hand calCUlatiOns are shown in Figure Y for comparison. (Note

that hand calculations were done usingmortality_rates per 10,000

live birtha._ Differences between computer and hand calculationa.

aside from the units difference, are due to rounding).

The mean poliah_is shown in Figure Z. Residual and diagnostic
plots were not done for the mean polish. See also (d) below.

COMparing the fitted u,?.i-sfrom the mean 7,-1 median polish

(Figure Y vs. Z) :shows the two to be similalthougb there is
uc reason to expect thetwotobe-thesame Indeed, just as we
exact -the mean and median to be the same i in very well-
':iehaved_batches, we expect a difference - ,; the results of
mean and median polish in real (and hence not likely to be well-
behaved) data.

When performing the analysis on this data, we shall use the
median polish, since it has the desirable quality of being
resistant.

b) This is estimated by: common + west effect + B-I effect

From Figure U (median polish): 36.076 + 6.705 + (-2.576) = 40.25

Ftdm_Figure Y (hand calculated median polish): 36.2 + 7;t

(=2.9) = 40.4

From Figure Z (hand calculated mean polish): 34.0 + 8.3 +

(=2.3) = 40.0

(Note the similarity among the three.)

One; equitable distribution 77.: funds to h geographical region
would be in proportion to fti. teL42, i.e. r,r proportion to the

column fits. Hence, we would e1lf7:ste (from Figure U).

35.8 + 36.3 38.4 + 33.5

36.3
35.8 +36.3 + 38.4 + 33.5

-38.4
35.8 + 36.3 + 38.4 + 33.5

33.5

- 24.9% of the total to the NE

- 25.2% of the total to the NC

- 26.7% of the total to the south

=
35.8 + 36.3 + 38.4 + 33.5 23.2% of the total tc the west

1.0 s
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The educational campaign in each regi -on might then be directed

to each of the four groups in proportioh_to the calculated fits

(or actual observed values) for_that region. (NOT the row fits,

which "average" overall regiona).

The above method however. only respond.: to the data presented to

US in Table III. A far better--although long termsolution_ __

would be to determine the (probably common) underlying causes of

infant mortality-and allocate the money -to a tentralized_facility

(for medical research or training of medical personnel for

txampTe), _a regions in proportion to need (for -more maternity

vt-6 bzar;_or. simply more anibulante8), or perhaps even to nation-

al and regional mass media for edutatiOnal:broadcasting. In any

case, UVDERSTAND_the problem before pouring money into it. These

data do: NOT.provide all the required information for UNDER-

STANDING the problem. We doil't even know if the observed pat-

terns are consistent over time.

In part (a) we_analyzed the -raw data by median and mean polish,

The -slope of the resistant line (Figure X) of the diagnostic plot

;Figure W) suggests reexpression. Although the value of the

slope (-.39), or about -1/2) suggests reexpression by the 3/2

power, a more easily interpreted_reexpression_is to square the

data (2 power); An analysis of the squared data_is_shown (by

median polish) in Figures_AA_throughDD. Note the slope of the

resistant line (Figure DD)_of the diagnostic plot_for the

reexpressed data. WO might consider using the fits from THIS

analysis (Figure AA) in part (c) above.

XVI.IV.



TWO WAY TABLE OF DATA IN VARIABLE: INFMORT

r

Module IV

EDGEMXJ1J_

*1t
.1

19.1000
2

=
21.7000

3

21.7000
4

20.0000
28 35.5000 33.3000 36.5000 31.4000
3: 33.9000 44.0000 40.4000 354:7'900
4: 43;6000 39.9000 45.1000 N.A.

IELEMENTARY'ANALYSIS BY MEDIAN POLISH.
1 2 3

1: -1.0701 1.0273 -1.0428
28 1.6752 -1.0273 0.1025
3: =3.9248 '5.6727 0.0025
48 .1.0701 -3.1324 -0.0025

EFF: =042513 0.2513 2.3214
FIT: 3548248 36.3273 38.3974

-4 EFFECT FIT
1: 2.1547 -15.6547' 20.4214
2: =0.1000 -2.0000 34.0760
3: '0.0000 .2.0000 38.0760
4: N.A. 6.7051 42.7811

EFF: -2.5761 36.0760 0.0000
FIT: 33.5000 0.0000 -36.0760
1 MISSING VALUES IN SAVED RESIDUALS.

:STEM RES3

VARIABLE
UNIT si

! RES3 0.-
0.11000-

2 -3 I 91
=2 I

5 =1 I 000
=0 I 10

C 3) '0 I 001
5 ; 1 I 006
2 2 I 1

HI I 5.6727

BOXPLOT RES3 THREE

'SCALE-UNITI 0.2000
13.0000-11.00150
74.

VARIABLE: 'RES3

s.

.1050
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PLOT RES3 VS CVS3

.

SUMBA +
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I.

I.
1.0000 +

I

I *

I.
I

I

I

I

I

I

FIGURE- W

.4.0000 .0a000 1.0000

Y-AXIS: RES3 SCALE UNIT, 0.5000

X.;AXISs CVS3 SCALE UNITS 0.0500 ,

I COORDINATE PAIRS CONTAINED MISSING VALUES AND WERE NOT PLOTTED.
_

:LINE RES3 vs CV53 slam

I PAIRS CONTAINED MISSING VALUES; WERE NOT ENTERED IN FIT.

AFTER I STEPS OF POLISH THE FITTED RESISTANT LINE IS:

RES3 = 0.0526 + - 0.3835 * CVS3

051
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Module IV

Step]. 191
355
339
436

Figure Y.

217
333
440
399

Median Polish

217 200
365 314
404 355
451 ..

median.
209
344
380
436

part
Step 2 =18 8 8 r9 209

11 =11 21 -30 344
=41 60 24 =25 380

0 -37 17 --- 436

median -9 -2 19 -25 = 362

median part

Step 3 =9 10 =11 16 0 .=153
20 =9 +2 =5 =3 =18

=32 62 5 0 3 18

9 =35 -2 -- -2 74

part -9 -2 19 -25 362

part

Step 4 =9 10 =11 =153
23 =6 5 -21
=35 59 2 -3 21
11 -33 0 IMP 72

median 1 2 -2 362

part -9 -2 19 -25

median part
Step 5 =10 8 18 -1 A53

22 =8 4 0 2. -21
=36 57 1 -1 0 21
10 -35 -1 -1 72

part -8 0 20 -=27 362

part

Step 6 -9 9 -11 19 -154
20 -10 2 -2 -19

=36 57 1 -1 21

11 -34 0 IMP 71

median 1 0 _0 362

part -8 0 20 =27



Figure Y. continued

median part

Step 7 -10 _9 =11 20 0 =154

19 =10 2 -1 0 -19

=37 57 1 C 0 21
10 =34 0 -- 0 71

median 0 0 I* 0

part -7 0 20 =29 362
*due to roundoff

median polish
(Unit a .17.)

NC effect fit

W-L -10 9 -11 20 -154 108

W=I 19 -10 2 ..1 -19 343

S=L -37 57 1 0 21 383

B=I 10 34 6 -- 71 433

effect -7 21 -29 362

fit 355 362 383 323

0

XVIIV.78
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Step 1 191
355
339
436

Figure Z.

217
333
440
399

Mean Polish

217 200
365 314
404 355
451 ---

Module IV

mean
206.25 206
341.75 342
384.50 384
428.67 429

Step 2 =15
13

=45
7

mean -10

11

=9
56

-30

7

11

23
20
22

19

76
-28
-29
---

-21

_part

206;25
341.75
384.50
428;67

340.29

206
342
384
429

340

mean part
step 3 .75 _4 -8 15 2 -134

23 =16 4 -7 1 2
=35 49 1 =8 2 44
17 =37 _3 -- =4 89

part -10 7 19 -21 common = 340

part
Step 4 ,7 q, -10 13 -132

22 -17 3 -8
-37 47 -1 -10

_3
46

+21 -33 7 --- 85

mean , _0 0 i0 -2
part -10 7 19 -21 common = 340

mean part
Step 5 -7 2 -10 15 0 -132

22 -17 3 -6 0 3

-37 47 -1 -8 0 46
21 -33 7 -- -2 85

part -10 7 19 -23 common = 340

4-, mean part
Step 6 .7 2' -10 15 0 -132

22 -17 3 -6 0 :3

-37 47 -1 -8 0 46

23 -31 9 -- 0 83

mean 0 0 0 0 common = 340

Step 7 NE NC S W effects fit

W-L -7 12 =10 15 =132 108

W-I 22 =17 3 =6 :3 343

B =L -37 47 =1 =8 46 386

B-I 23 =31 9 -- 83 423

effect r10 7 19 =23 common = 340

fit 330 347 359 317



QMPM

;WO WA? TABLE OF DATA IN.VARIABLEs INFMOR2 F IGURE-AA

1 2 3 4

1: 364.8098 :470.8894 470.8894 400.0000.
2: 1260;2493 1108.8892 1332:2493 985.9600
3: 1149;2090 1935:9985 1632;1597 .1260.2493
41 1900.9587 1592:0078 2034;0081 N.A.

ELEMENTARY ANALYSIS BY MEDIAN POLISH.

1 2 _3

1: 49.0110 49.1062 -125.0697
2: 110.2163 - 49.1062 0.0780
3: - 287.9233 490;9023 12.8886
4: 49:0110 -267;9014 -0.0780

EFF: - 3.9812 3:9812 178.1571
FIT: 1293.5825 1301.5449 1475.7207:

4 EFFECT FIT
1: 150.2522 -879.7622 417.8015
2: 0.0000 143.5498 1154.0139
3: -12;8105 .143.5500 1441.1138
4: N.A. 558.3650 1855:9287

EFF: -168.0542 1297.5637 0.0000
FIT: 129;5095 0.0000 - 1297.5637.
1 MISSING VALUES IN SAVED RESIDUALS.

:STEM RES5

VARIABLE ' BESS '.
UNIT = 10.0000

LO I 287.9233
3 -I 12

.4). I

7 =0 1 4410
C 5) -0 1'00144

0.
.3 1 I 1

2 1. 1 5
HI I 490.9023

4ilBOXPLOT RESS THREE'

SCALE UNITt 20.0000
0.0000

:VARIABLEi RESS

* *

7267.9014

FICERE 3311

400.0000



PLOT RES5 VS CVS5 FIGURE-a

I

500.0000 +
I

I

I

I

I

1

I

0.0000 +

I

I

I

1

I

3

10060000

**
2

* *

0.0100 100.0000

RES5 SCALE UNIT: 5060000
tAXIS: CVS5 SCALE UNIT: 5.0000

1 COORDINATE PAIRS CONTAINED MISSING VALUES AND WERE NOT PLOTTED.

LINE RES5 VS CVS5 FIGURE DD

1 PAIRS_ CONTAINED MISSING VALUES, WERE NOT ENTERED IN FIT.
AFTER 1 STEPS OF POLISH THE FITTED RESISTANT LINE IS:
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Unit 8
Quiz

Table 1 appearedin-arecent issue of The-Retired Officers' Journal;
It presents the monthly pay received by members of the US armed forces by
pay grade (job levels 4-10) and years of service (12-26) effective October,
1976.

Assume that you are a staff member of a congressional committee
which is considering the unionization of the armed forces. Your super-
visor wants to_contrast pay in -the military With pay received by pro-
fessionals in unionized situations (such as at some universities). But
first she wants to understand the table and has asked you to analyze it.

The analysis has been done for you by computer. Parts of the
analysis and questions about the parts follow.

1.a Is it true that an individual in the armed forces gets a pay raise
every year? Explain your answer by reference to Table 1.

lib What is the monthly pay for someone pay grade 7 who has been in the
service for 16 years?

Table 2 shows the pay data in median polished, "bordered table" form.

2. Based only on Table 2 and the stem-and-leaf display of the_residuals
from the fit in Figure 1; argue that to determine the monthly pay of
anindividuai in the armed forcaa one needs more information than
pay grade and years of Service or individual. Assume that the
individual under consideration is "kxt pay grade 4-10 and has been in
the service either 12, 14, 16, 18, 7j, 22, or 26 years.

Figures 2, 3, 4 show diagnostic plots of the untransformed data and
two transformations, base 10 logarithms and square root.

3. Bow are "comparison values" defined? in simple- layman's non-
quantitative language, tell your supervisor (and us, of course) the
purpose of the diagnostic plot and why a log or square root trans-
formation might be required;

4. What is the preferable mode of analysis for this table, a transfor=
nation of the data, or an extended fit? Give the equation of the
extended fit for these data.

11)59
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Lastly consider the plots of the effects versus respective variable
in Figure 5;

5; Construct a simple equation, a function of pay grade and years in _

service, that approximates the monthly military pay of an individual.
What is the yearly_ pay of an individual, grade 9, with 24 years of
service?

TABLE 1.--MONTRLYACELITARY BASIC PAY,
OCTOBER,=197-6
("MILITPAY")

ENTRIES ARE IN $

Years of Service
Pay Grade 12 14 16 18 20 22 26

10 3407 3407 3650 3650 3895 3895 4137

9 2920 2920 3164 3164 3407 3407 3650

8 2804 2804 :2920 3047 3164 3291 3291

7 2318 2434 2678 2862 2862 2862 2862

6 1703 1761 2040 2145 2191 2318 2514

5 1586 1692 1820 1924 1982 2051 2051

4 1529 1599. 1669 1715 1715 1715 1715

1'6O
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TABLE 2.=.=MEDTAN-POLISH-OF-MILITPAY_TABLE

Pay Grade Years of Service

18 2012 14 16

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

.

.

+

.

o

o

o

.

.

o

.

.

22 26

0 0

Effects

1033

546

358

0

=577

=797

=974

Effects -315 . -255 -72 0 117 173 244

Key to Symbols

0
Negative

LH -AH

O

LA

UH

UH7FAH

.17

Positive

XVI.IV.84
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FIGURE 1. -- RESIDUALS FROM MEDIAN POLISH FIT.
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FIGURE ..3
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Unit 8
Quiz Solutions

la. Although the general tendency is for pay to increase with years of
service, pay does not increase for every 2 years of service within
a given pay grade. For example, in grade 4, there is no increase
after 18 years of service.

b. Monthly pay for someone in pay grade 7 with 16 years of service is
$2,678.

2. Firat of all, without _a table illustrating the residuals the exact
monthly pay-can only be estimated. Second; the stem-and-leaf of
the residuals shows_that they are not a well-behaved batch due to
the presence of outliers. This would indicate that the additive
model is "missing part of the action". Third; the coded residuals
also show that the largest and smallest residuals are along the
edges of the table,indicating the need for a transformation or an
extended fit.

All of thee-0 clues indicate that the effects and residuals of the
linear model shown in Table 2 are inadequate for summarizing the
data and a transformation or extended fit should be tried.

3a. Comparison Values (row effect)/column effect)-
mi

common term

b. A diagnostic plot, which graphs the comparison values on the
horizontal axis and the residuals from a median polish on the
vertical axis; is an indication of the adequacy of the Additive
model. If the plot indicates a linear relationship betOden_the
residuals and the comparison values, then the additive model is
inadequate. We should try a transformation of the original data
or an extension of the additive model, via multiplicative inter=
action terms. The slope of a linear relationship found in the
diagnostic plot should be subtracted from 1 to determine a trawl-
formation that might be appropriate. In this particular case,
the plot has a slope of .76. Subtracting this from 1.0 gives us
.24 (About 1/4). We want to keep the transformations simple so
we try a square root instead of a quarter root (moving slightly
up the Ladder of powers) or a logarithm (moving slightly down on
the ladder of powers).

4a. An extended fit of the data is the preferable mode of analysis
for this table.

= it makes sense that there would be an interaction between level
or grade achieved and the number of years spent in the service.

XVI;IV.90



Module IV

- the diagnostic plot indicates a quarter root and not one of the
simpler transformations we like to work with

.= transformations using square roots and logarithms didn't comple-
tely work.

= the tOded residuals show that the largest and smallest residuals
are at the borders and corners of the table;

To mace Mike the_ditended fit was the best, compare the Illlitsiduals!
from the extended fit and the two transformations for the Smallest
Mum; (assuming that the residuals were all placed in the same units).

4b. The extended fit model is

Data = COMitoiti Row Effect + Col Effect

+ K
,Row effect Col effect

Common term

Data = 2689 + RE + CE + (.76/2689) (RECE)

2689 + RE + CE + .00028 RECE

5. Data = 2689 + [-740 + 40/year] + [-2750 + 400/Pg]

= 2689 - 740 - 2750 + 40/year + 400/pg

= -801 + 40/year + 400/pg

for Grade = 9, Years = 24

Monthly Pay = -801 + 40(24) + 400(9)

= -801+ 960 + 3600

= 3759

Yearly pay = 3759.12 = $45,108

11)72
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Lecture

9=0

9=1

9=2

9=3

9=4

Unit 9
Reading Assignments

Reading,

'Amur, Pages 52-65
Bitkel, Hammel, O'Connell article in

Fairley and Hosteller, pages 113=30

Mueller, et;a1 Pages 480=8

Fienberg, Chapters 1 and 2

Mueller, et.al. Pages 489=500

Fienberg, Chapter 3

Fienherg; Chapter 4

Fienberg; Chapter 5

In addition, please read any articles in Fairley and Hosteller that

you have not already read.

Texts:

Fairley, W. and F. Hosteller,
Statistics and PUblie Policy, Reading,

MASS.: Addison-Wesley, 1977.

Fienberg, S.E.0 The Analysis of Cross-classified Categorical Data,

M.I.T. Press, in press.

Mueller, J.H., et.a1.4 Statistical Reasoning-in_Sciology, Third

edition, Boston: Houghton-Hifflin, 1977.

Tanur, J., etal., editors, Statistics: A Guide_to the Unknown, San

Francisco: Holden-Day, 1972.
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Lecture 9 -0; Introduction to Unit 9

Introduction to Unit 9, Discrete MOItivariate Analysis

Lecture Content:

1; Discrete vs; Continuous Multivariate Data

2. MultinomiaI Distribution for Contingency Tables

3; Examples

Main Topics:

1; Discrete Multivariate Data

2; MultinomiaI Distribution

3. Examples of Contingency Tables

1:)74
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Topic 1. Discrete NMItivariate Data

1. Basic Issue: New "type" of data

1. Everything **have discussed thus far, both response and

carrier variable-So has been continuous

2; This iMplida_thatWithin a specific range, the dependent

variable could take on any possible value

3: For this unit, we change this assumption

II. Problem: Row do we structure "discrete" data?

I. We now assume that we have aset of variables that take

on only a finite number of discrete values

NOteCiVeri_Within this set we have no "independent/

dependent" dichotomy

b. Example: Alive/Dead variable;oniy two values or

categories

2. We take all our variables and look at all combinations of

the categories

a. We examine all possible intersections

b. Each intersection is called a cell

3. We then_take a sample (perhaps exhaustive) from a

population, sample size N; and record the number of

cibilierVatiohe falling within each cell

4. NUMber of observations in each cell is called the

frequency count of the cell

ir

III. Solution: Data structure is a Contingency Table

1. The set of all cells and the frequencied of the cells

is called a contingency table

2. The set of all frequencies is known as a Discrete

Multivariate- -Data -Set

a. The number of variables, n, is the dimensionality

of the contingency table

b. n may be 1, 2 3, etc.



Module IV

IV. Methods: How do we analyze a contingency table?

2
1. Generally researchers have calculated a X statistic for

the table and stated whether the statistic was greater than
the tabulated 5% X2 value, and then called it 'Oats

2 No one really knew what to do with a table of dimension
> 3 -- could only handle 1 or 2 dimensional tables

3. Lately, we have begun to_understand higher dimensional
tables and have developed a_ sophisticated new technology- -
the log-linear model - -for the analysis

1076
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Topic 2. Multinomial Distribution

I. Basic Issue: Probability model for a Contingency Table

1. We have k cells

Pfobservation lands in the ith cell) = pi; i ranges over

all cells

We take a sample y of size N

a; Y (Yl. yi, Yi4)

b. yj = appropriate cell for jth observatiOn

4. Let jt- = number of Observations falling in the ith cell

II. Solution: Multinomial Distribution

1. = x1, 112 = xi, ..., xi - xi)

N! xl _ x2
x

k 1 P2 Pk
w xi!

i -i

where E p,

i

So the probability_distribution for a k dimensional

contingency table is the muItinomial

4
f-

KVI.INT.96
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Module IV

Topic 3. Examples of Tables

I. 1 dimensional table -- simple multinomial

1. Test fit to a known distribution (uniform)

2. X2 goodness of fit test

II. 1 dimensional table--simple multinomial. Another goodness of

fit test, but what distribution

III. 2 dimensional tabIe--2x3

1. Test for independence betWeen the variables

2. X2 test for independehde

IV. 3 and 4 dimensional tables

I. What do we do?

2. Independence between which variables?

3. There are many different models to consider

:1078
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Lecture 9-1. Simple Multinomials

Simple Multinomials--Testing for Goodne66 of Fit

Lecture-- Content :

1; Determination of appropriate probability models

2; Pearson's X2 test for goodness of fit

3. Discrete probability models

4; Continuous probability McidelS

Hain Topics:

1. Making direct inferences about distributions

2. Specific probability models to fit

11i94
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Topic 1. Making direct inferences about distributions

I. Basic Issue: Does population distribution have a specific form?

1. Examine empirical (sample) distribution

Group data into a set of qualitative classes, C of

them

b. Compute expected frequencies_ for each cell with

specific hypothesized distributions

2. Test the "goodness" of various theoretical distributions (1)

for the data

II. Solution: Goodness of Fit Test

1; Have some Null hypothesized expected LEfrequencies' Ei
i

2; Data give you obServed frequencies {e_
1}

3. Compute

(01=Ei)2

E

4. X2: weight the squared difference of 04 and E, inversely (2)

by Ei; cells with large departures get more weight

if Et is small

5. The quantity X2 is called Pearson's Chi-Square Statistic

III. Method: How do we determine whether to reject Ho?

2
1. X2 for large N, is distributed as a x random variable (3)

with C-1 degrees of freedom, when H
0

is true

2. We lose 1 d.f. since N is fixed

XVI;IV.104



. If X2 >
C=1

reject H-

Module IV

a. ProbabilitYthatthesample-dataaccordwitb-iS
HO

quite small

b. Doubtful that this observed could have origin by
chance

4. When can we use this inferential proced7Ire?

a. Each and every sample observation falls into one and
only one category or class interval

b. The outcomes for the N observations in the sample
are independent

Sample size N must be large

i. If C-1=1, Ei>10

ii. If C-1>l, Ei>5

1086
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Topic 2. Specific Probability Models to fit

I. Discrete Models

1. Binomial (n,p)

a, n or fewer cells

b. If we estimate p, we lose an additional 1 df

2. Poisson (X)

a. ? cells

b. If we estimate X, we lose an additional 1 df

II. Gaussian probability model

1. Must take infinite range and break it up into a finite

number of cells

2. Postulate Gaussianity=

a; Convert every obSerVatiOn into a standard score

b. Lose I df for each parameter (U,a) that we must estimate

3. How many cells? Suppose we desire C.

a. Make intervals of equal width.

Max=Min 21Max-
Min, Min + C , Min + C ,..., Max

b. Or make eaCh interval such that probability of an

interval is 1/C

4. Fixed probability intervals are preferred to fixed

width intervals.
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Lecture 9-1
Transparency Presentation Guide

Lecture
Outline Transparency
Location Number- Transparency Description

Topic 1
Section I

2. 1 Study of Educational Achievement

Section II
4. 2 Sample and Expected Results

Section III
1 3 Pearson 's ChiSquared Statistic

1088
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Module IV

Lecture 9-2. 2x2 Contingency Tables

2x2 Contingency Tables: Examining Interactions

Lecture Content:

2x2 array of counts

2. Measuring association

3. Log-linear models

4. Testing for independence

Main Topics:

I. Cross-Product Ratio for 2x2 tables

2. Log-linear model and presence of interaction

(There are no transparencies for this lecture)

1092
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Topic 1. Cross=Product Ratio for 2x2 tables

I. Basic Isdue: Structure of Data

1. Variables A and B, both at levels 1 and 2

2. Two dimensional array of counts

B
_

A
1

2

xll

x21

x12

x22

1+

x
2+

x+2
x--++ 6 N

3. x--
ij

are positive integers

4. We can convert the x-- into probabilities
ij

p 6 xi
ij

5. If we know N, xi+, and x4.1, specifying any cell in the

table alloys us to fill in the other 3 cells

6. Hence, table itself has only 1 degree of freedom

after specifying N, row margin, and column margin

II. Problem: How do data exhibit interaction?

1. If variables A and B are independent, then x x
j j

product of the marginal distributions
i

2. As Variables A and B exhibit more and more non -zero

interaction, then x differs more and more from x x
xi i+ +1

3. HoW do we best measure the interaction present between

A and B

III. SolutiOn: Cross-Product Ratio

1. Natural "measure of association"

a
xl1x22

xl2x21

9 3
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2. Properties of a

a. If A and B are independent, ass].

b; a is invariant under the simultaneous interchange of
rows and columns

. a is invariant under row and column multiplications
(not true for X2)

3. a is also called the odds ratio

a.

b.

Pil/Pii
a

P ip21 22

given that you are in the first level of A

P21/P22 l odds on being in the first level of B,
given hat you are in the second level of B

1094
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Topic 2. Log-Linear model and presence of interaction

. Basic Issue: Null model for data structure

1. If A and B are independent,
log plj U + Ui(i) + U0); i=1,2, jam1,2

a. U I E log p-

b. U + Ul(i) (log pil + Iog pi2), i1,2.

c. U + U-
2 )

(log pif + log p
2j

), jam1,2.
(j

2. If A and B exhibit interaction, then

log pij U + + U2 + U12(i4)

a. U -U -U U
12(11) 12(12) 12(21) 12(22)

jU12(i)b-
are interaction terms

II. Problem: Bow do we estimate the parameters, and determine

whether U
12(ij)

is nonzero

1. Let Lij - log pi

2. Then

a. U = E
W. if

b. u Ei(i) 2 j

1.7
2

+ E
(j) 2

d. U
12(ij)

-4.
iii1.4

1 E t

ti Z j

E_
i,j

t--
ij

1 E

2 i
I + 1 E
ij 4 i,j ij

III. Solution: Testing for independence or whether U 12(i-)
0

for all i, j.

E(xij)
)2 /E(zij)]

where E(xij) Np1 p4j

eU + Ul() + U2(j)
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2; Definition: oodman's Measure (likelihood ration statistic)

G2 in z Eijxiiln(xii/E(xij))

3. Both distributed under

80: uI2(ij)
0, all i,J

as x
2
.random variables; 1 df

1096
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Ledtdre 9 =3. Two dimensional contingency tables

Fitting Mbdelii to Two Dimensional Contingency Tables

Lecture Content:

1. Structure of Two Dimensional Contingency Tables

2. Log=linear models for two dimensional tables

3. independence of the Variables

Main Topics

I. Log - linear models

2. Milting the fit of the model

(There are no transparencies for this lecture)
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Topic I. Log-linear models

1. Basic Issue: Structure of the data

2. Variable I categories

2. Variable A2: J categories

A-2

I

Al

2

xlI

X21

xIl

X12

22

x
12

column
margins

x
+1 +2

Modul v

row
J margins

x
IJ

xI+

Table of
observed

frequencies

X+J x-- = N sample
-

size

3. Let pij = xii/N = Pfobservation falls in cell

4.
j
= E(x

ij
-) = Expected number of observations in (i,j)

5. = In ij

E = N
i,j i3

II. Method: Log-Linear model

1. Model:

1(i
+ U

ij
U + U + U2

(3 12(ij)

Saturated model

2. Note that model is for log_m-- not log (m--/N); hoWever,
they differ only by the U

e
term

e

3. Using ANOVA/mean polish analogy, we define:

Overall mean

j-j
a

4+
1 r --- A,

I1J
i,j

8
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b. Main effect for variable Al:

1
U = E 214 7"-{ E
1(i) j

11+= 4+; i = 1,

c. Main effect for variable A2:

1
U =-1 El - u E lif
20) 1 i if

...1 2=j
+i

- I 44.$ $ s

2, ..., I.

d. Two factors effect (interaction) between variables

(may be zero):

1 1 1

U
miti it -11 4- ---

12(ij) j i+ LI 4+

4. Evaluating degrees of freedom

U berm

U 1

U1 I-1 (i constraint E U= 0)
1(i)

U
2

3-1 (1 constraint E = 0)U2(j)

U12 (I-1)(J=1) (I-1+3-1+1 constraints)

5. Other issues

a. We can also define crodd=produet ratios and express

the U-terms as functions of them

b. Can also consider the effect of combining categories;

for example

A.

M
Sex

F

Age

10==30 50+

B. Becomes

Sex

Age

10-30 304

1. 099
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Topic 2. Testing the'Fit of the Model

I. Basic Issue: Are Al and A2 independent?

1. We fit the Model containing only the 2 one-dimensional'
margins

I-- U + U
. J(1.)

2. This implies that

T11i 4-j
3. We call this model 1/2, and compute

G2 = 2 E E x__ log ( J)

i.J
mil

4.
d2 2

(I-1)(J-1)

to test Al & A2 are independent
2

II. Secondary Issue: Evaluation of Fit itself

1. Compute Freeman - Tukey deviates

Zij = TE;72 /571 - 4m 2 - 2AWIT;

Zij N(0,I)

3. Stem-and-Leaf display of the deviates should be Gaussian
in shape; any Zij greater than 2 in absolute value is
suspect.

110
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Lecture 9 =4. Three Dimensional Contingency Tables

Fitting Models to Three Dimensional Contingency Tables

Lecture Content:

I. Structure of Three Dimensional Contingency Tables

2. Log-linear Models for Three Dimensional Tables

Main Topics:

1. Log-Iinear models

2. Finding the "best model

(There are no transparencies for this lecture)
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Topic 1. Log-linear models

I. Basic Issue: Structure of the data (3

1. Variable Al -A I categories

*2.11ariable-A2-.I. categories

3. Variable
3'

K categories

variable
Al

3.

variable
A2

variable
2 A2

I

J

J

1

variable -2
A2

variable A_
3

1 -2

111 x112
x11K

x121

131

x
122

x
x132

.

x
12K

1JK

Entries are x
2jk

t

Entries are x
Ijk

1102
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II. Method: Log-linear model

1. Saturated Model:

U + U1 + U + U + +
(i) 2(j) 3(k) 12(ij)

+ U
U13(1k)

+ U
23(jk) 123(ijk)

2. Constraints

a. EU
j
U k

E U
1(i) 2(j) 3(k)

b. E U =
i12(iJ) 13(1k) U23(Jk) °

C.
j

U-1-2- = E
k
U k

z _

(ij) 13(1k) 23(jk)

d. E U =
j
U =

123(ijk) 123(ijk)

3. We rarely compute these U-terms.

G2 to find best fitting model

4. Evaluating degrees of freedom

U term
U
U-

2

U12
-13
23
U123

kE

U- 0
123(ijk)

We merely calculate

(1 constraint)
(1 constraint)
(1 constraint)
(1+3-1 constraints)
(1+K-1 constraints)
(3+K-1 constraints)
(1J+1K+JKI-3 -1(+1 Con=

straints)

5. TO_find the correct df for a G2 of one of the 8 possible

Models, we merely subtract from 13K the degreee of

freedom for every term in the model

1.103
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Module IV

Topic 2. Finding the "Beat" MOdel

I. Basit ISSue: Descriptions of the Models

1. There are 8 relevant log-linear models, of 4 different
types

2. The models, by type are

a. Complete Independence, Model 1/2/3.

log m
ijk

= U + U
1(1)

+ U
2(j)

+
3(k)

all interactions are zero

b. Single association models.

Models 12/3,_13/2, 23/1 all but one 2 factor
interaction is zero.

i. 12/3: log mijk U +
Ul(i)

+ U
20)

+ U
3(k) U12(iJ)

ii. 13/2: log mijk = U + Ul(i) U2(j) + U3(k) + U13(ik)

23/1: log mi = U + U + U
2(j)

+ U
3(k)

+ U
23(jk)

c. Conditional independence models.

Models 12/13, 12/23, 13/23
Conditional on the level of the variable included
in the two interactions, the other two variables
are independent

i. 12/13: log mijk = U + U1(i)
+ u U,, +U

0) 3() J4 k-L i

U13(ik)

ii. 12/23: log 111 1° U + Ula) U2() U -1

ijk ) 12(ij)

U23

iii. 13/23: log 'Pip( U + Ulm + U2 + U3(k) 3(ik)

U23(jk)

1104
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d. No three factor interaction model

Model 12/13/23
log m

ijk
= U + Ul(i) + U20) + u 3(k) u

I2(ij)

U- + U
13(ik) 23(jk)

I . Problem: How do we compute cell estimates

1. A11 but the 12/13/23 model have "closed form" cell
expected values

2. The cell estimates for 12/13/23 model must be found by

Iterative Proportional Fitting (3)

3. Cell estimates, mijk are

a. 1/2/3: mijk = 2-N1 xi++ x+i+ x++k

b. 12/3 :
1

iik N
x x
ij+ ++k

13/2 :
1

c.
mijk 'DT -i+k

x+
j+

d. 23/1 m
ijk

=
N

x
.i.k

xi++

e. 12/13: m = x x
ijk xi++ ii+ i+k

E. 12/23:
1

m - x x
iik x+j+ ij+ +ik

g. 23/13: miik = -4.1: xi+k xtik

h. 12/13/23: m ijk
found by iterative proportional fitting

4. Main task is to determine which model fits

III. Solution: Hypothesis tests for each model

1. For each of the 8 models, we have a null hypothesis that

the model is an accurate description of the data
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2. We compute a G2 for each model, and determine whether

G2 5, xdf;a where df is as follows

a. 1/2/3: G2 has IJK-(I+J+K)+2 df

b. 12/3: G2 has (IJ-1)(K-1) df

13/2: G
2 has (IK-1)(J-1) df

d. 23/1: G2 has (JK-1)(I-1) df

12/13: G2 has (J-1)(K-1)I df

f. 12/23: G2 has (I-1)(K-1)J df

g. 23/13: G
2
has (I-1)(J-1)K df

h. 12/13/23: G
2
has (I-1)(J-1)(K-1) df

3. Strive for simplicity: if 2 models fit, choose the less
saturated of the two

4; Calculate Freeman-Tukey deviates for the best fitting
model and examine them

5; Rearrange table to emphasize fit

Examine relevant 2 dimensional margins

(Thoroughly discuss example) (4)-(9)

/106
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Lecture 9-4

Transparency Presentation Guide

Lecture
Outline Transparency
Location Number Transparency Description

Topic 1_
Section I.

1. 1 Log-linear model and data structure

Section II.
4. Degrees of freedom and model types

Topic 2
Section II.

3. 3 Cell estimates

Section III.
6.

6.

6.

6.

6.

6.

4 NBER-Thorndike, Hagen Study

5 NBER=T,H data

6 NBER=T,H TWO Dimensional Margins

7 Model fitting

8 NBER=T,H Data Rearranged

9 NEER=T,H Freeman Tukey Residuals
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Homework, Unit 9

1.' The number of_animal_bites reported in three successive weeks in

1967 to the Chicago Board of Health were as follows:

Week 1 2 3

Number of Bited 268 189 199

a. Test the null hypothesis that the weeks are identical.

b. Explain why the uull hypothesis in_part(4 vas or was not rejected.

How could differences or siMilarities in the three weeks produce
this finding?

2. We have taken a random sample of 148 retarded children and recorded

their IQ score (dichotomous: 55-69 and 40-54) and season of birth.

Birth

IQ Summer Autumn Winter Spring

55-69 29 19 12 18

40-54 13 17 20 20

In this sample, are IQ and Birth Season independent? Why or why

not?

3. Consider the incidence of leukemia among survivors of the atomic
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. These cases were recorded

from 1950-1958.

Dbge-in-rads °% Population Exposed Cases'

>81 11;03 34

21 -80 13;41 5

<20 75;56 12
51

a. If the number of reported cases were independent of the

amount of radiation, what would be the expected number of

cases for each of the three dosage categories?

b. Test the null hypothesis that leukemia incidence is inde-

pendent of the amount of radiation exposure.
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4. The_data aet_to_be analyzed for this problem concerns sex bias in
GradUatt admissions at Berkeley. The article was published in Science,
volume.187, page 3980 and is in the FairIey and Mosteller collect on.

After careful perusal of the article; you should feel that_the_adthors
have not "done justice" to this table. What we need is a log- linear
model, and, fortunately, the raw data is-given to you on the next 2
pages;

Your Assignment is to find the best fitting model for this 2X2X10a

table, and to interpret it Also determine whether there is a 3 factor

interaction;

I suggest you fit all the possible models... there are 8 of them.

9
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Berkeley Graduate Admissions Data

Tall Quarter 1973

dept;-

---men--- --women--
dept.

men women

admit deny admit 42= Admit deny admit deny

L7 20 21 6 10 442 _2 _9 _5 __i

10 97 _54 A _3 448 12 60 13 24

. 14 91 207 48 68 471 21 16 14 5

16 _6 19 4 8 477 4 2 11 5

38 _II __3 __1 1 497 1 1 0 0

42 138 279 133 242 519 14 35 2 2

51 8 9 4 3 519 16 7 7 2

67 12 3 .3 3 522 0 1 2 1

69 1 0 0 0 539 1 9 3 3

81 5 0 2 0 542 _6 _4 0 _O

85 39 19 5 1 548 174 131 45 10

95 0 2 0 0 552 7 6. 15 21

126 1 0 0 0 560 _0 0 1 0

128 10 5 0 1 571 15 18 7 20

146 4 __6 _9 8 573 0 1 0 0

168 352 208 17 8 623 3 2 5 0

179 i6 6 0 11 634
'644

-5 _1 _I 0

213 53 138. 93 300 36 32 33 48

215 47 12 12 2 649 2 0 1 0

225 28 95 5 8 650 -6 _4 L5 3

240 47 188 21 74 662 69 206 16 49

248 1 0 3 0 681 97 263 40 42

254 196 135 4 6 701 34 21 8 4

270 a _3 6 7 709 1 1 2 0

279 6 14 7 9 716 32 6 1 0

283 31 1 4 0 737 _1 _3 __C 0

316 _9 __I 9 2 743 58 73 116 276

319 24 867 25 834 752 2 0 0 0

328 21 47 12 23 776 _72 80 9 3

335 93 169 13 19 780 271 -86 11 1

342 1 2 _0 _2 789 115 118 .26 26

347 32 61 10 27 795 24 60 12 15
0

353 14 _0 .17 3 796 32 16 _8

369 22 14 5 1 812 13 105 20 115

371 7 7 1 _1 813 4 10 0 0

386 5 6 7 12 822 1 2 _3 1

390 1 :1 3 2 841 2 6 14 _6

395 9 3 5 3 848 44 41 8 13

.400 16 21 1 1 860 43 183 46 151

405 __4 _3 10 4 862 iI _:6 _4 25

421 112 36 _3 _1 66 25 100 22 50

429 12 40 14 63 873 17 27 1 29

440 12 46 .3 40 877 3 12 1 0

dept.

Amen 1,roman

dept.

men women

admit deny admit deny admit deny admit deny

184 109 316 89 19 933 1 1 I 0
686 8 18 8 6, 942 10 4 0 0

.995 -5 -6 -2 0 957 11 8 0 6.

901 120 205 204 389 965 12 7 8 2

907 2 5 0 10 984 1 0 0 0

923 0 12 _2 12 986 14 60 13 40
932' 32 22 58 22 995 14 16 33 64

11 2 o
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Module IV

Homework Unit 9
Solutions

1. a) Animal Bites reported in 3 successive weekS in 1967 to Chicago

Board of Health

Week 1 2 3 Total

Bites 268 189 199 656

Ho:
Weeks are identical Hi: Weeks are not similar

Ei- 218.67 218.67

04 268 189 199

0 = E
i

49.33 -29.67 -19.67

-2
0;!,.E;)

X =
i=1

E

(49.33)21218. + (29.67)2/218.67C+ (19.67)2/218.67

= 16.9

2

;.05
= 5.9J x2;.01

= 9.21

Hence we reject Hio; the weeks are not idottical.

We reject_the_n411 hypothesis because the probability that the

data resultB in such an extteme(large)valueof_X_ under H0 _

is (much) 1666 than .01. The differences among the three - weeks

could be dile to- weather -(morebites in warm or sunny weather

than cool or rainy_ weather); the lunar cycleior_i_given data_

for many Other weeks. "Week 1" may just be an outlier, or the

high point of an "animal bite_cycle". i(It is difficult to make

inferences abOut_the reasonableness of one data value given a

sample of only 3).

1121
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2. Season of Birth and IQ scores

Ho: Season of Birth and IQ Scores are independent.

IQ
Summer Autumn Winter Spring total

55-69 29 19 12 18 78

13 17 20 20 70

total 42 36 32 38 148

Expected ValueS =

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

IQ

55=69 22.1 19.0 16.9 20.0

40-54 19.9 17.0 15.1 18.0

XF = 7.98

2
X = 7.82

3;.05 X 3;.01
11.34

(x)

The observed value of X
2 is just significant at the .05

level, hence we reject Ho at the 57. level. Note that we accept

H
0

(independence) at the rx level.

1 2
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Module IV

3. Incidence of Leukemia among survivors of the atomic bombings of
Hiroshima & Nagasaki (1950-1958)

Dose-in--Rads % PopulatioaRkOdsed Cases

81+ 11.03 34
21-80 13.41 l 5
0-20 75.56 12

51

Ho: Ledkecda incidence independent of amount of exposure

Under Uo, 11.03% of the reported cases would be in 81+ rad group,
13.41% of the cases in 21-80 group, and 75.56% in 0-20 group.

r .1103 x 51 = 5.63 .1341 x 51 = 6.84 .7556 x 51 = 38.54

0 34 5 12

2
X = 161.73 huge

2 2
X2I.05 5'99 X2I.01

9:21

Hence we reject Ho; the incidence of leukemia is not independent
of exposure.

1123
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4. The saturated model 123

ijk
= u+ u +u +u +u ÷u

u1(i) 2(j) 3(k) 12(ij) 13(ik) 23(jk) 123(ijk)

where: i (it 1, 2, ..., 100) refers to department,

j (= 1,2) refers to sex,

k (= 1,2) refers to admit/deny.

We fit all 8 models

1/2/3
12/3
13/2
23/1
12/13
12/23
13/23

12/13/23

(1/2/3) complete independence

Under this model there is no association between any pair of

variables, nor among all three together.

Department, Sex; and Admission decision are all independent.

The observed X
2 statistic was 5703

The observed G
2 statistic was 5688

The model has (IJK - I - J - K + 2) = 298 degrees of

1
freedom. x

2 = y (4595 + 1.65)
2

= 399.11 Hence we

.05

reject this model.



Module IV

b) (1,2/3)

Under this model admission is independent of sex and department.
Sex and department however are associated indicating a tendency for
each sex to be more strongly preferred by some departments at the expense
of other departments.

(1,3/2)

The observed statistic was 2262

The observed G
2
statistic was 2420

The model has (I3-1)(K-1) = 199 degrees of freedom

1 r---
x205 = ( 4397 + 1.65)2 = 232.74

Hence we reject this model.

Under -this model -sex is independent of admission and depart-
ment._AdMission and department are however associated; -indicating
a tendency for some departments -to be easier to enter than expected,
while other departtlents are harder to enter than expected.

The observed K2 statistic was 3118

The observed G2 statistic was 3428

The model has (IK-1)(J.4) = 199 degrees of:freedom

x2 2
= (4397 + 1.65)2 = 232.74

Hence we reject thiS model.

(2,3/1)

Under this model department is independent of admission and
sex. Admission and sex are associated, indicating an overall pattern
of sex discrimination. Closer examination will suggest whether this
discrimination favors males or females; the were presence of the u23
term does not indicate which sex is favored.

The observed x2 statistic was 5407

The observed G
2
statistic was 5585

The model has (JK-1)(I-1) = 297 degrees of freedom

1 ---
X205

(4593 + 1;65)
2
= 338.04

Hence we reject this model

1125



e) (10/20) (conditional independence of variables 1 and 3)

Under this model department and sex, and admission and sex
are conditionally independent (for a given sex, department and
admission are independent). Hence for males (and also for
females), individuals have equal chances for admission to
each department.

The observed X2 statistic was 2173

The Observed G2 statistic was 2316

The model has (J)(I=1)(K=1) = 198 degrees of freedom

X2.05 ( 4393 + 1.65)2 = 231.65

Hence we reject this model.

f) (1,3/2,3) (conditional independence of variables 1 and 2)

g)

Under this model department and admission, and admission and
sex are associated. Department and sex are conditionally indepen-
dent (for a given admission decision, department and sex are
independent).

The observed X
2
statistic was 3044

The observed G2 statistic was 3324

The model has (K)(I-=1)(J=4) = 198 degrees of freeddm

2
x-6-5 = ( 4393 + 1.65)

2
= 231.65

Hence we reject this model

(1,2/2,3/1,3) (No 3 factor interaction)

Under this model each pair of variables is associated, but
together independent of the third;

The observed X
2
statistic was 151

The observed G
2
statistic was 155

The model has (I-I)(J-1)(K-1) = 99 degrees of freedom

1-
X205 = 7(4197 + 1.65)

2
= 123.02

Hence 'e reject this model.

XVI.IV.144
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Module IV

h) (1,2/1,3) (conditional independence of variables 2 and 3)

Under this model department and sex, and department and
admission are associated. Admidsion and sex are conditionally
independent (for a given department, admission and sex are in-

dependent). There is a tendency for some departments to attract
more male (or female) applicants than otherwise expected and a
tendency for some departments to be harder to enter than other-
wise expected. However, the decision in each department, to
admit or deny an applicant is independent of the applicant's
sex. This is an extremely important conclusion.

The observed X
2 statistic was 156

The observed 02 statistic was 159

The model has (I)(J-1)(K-1) = 100 degrees of freedom

x2
05 2

1, 1 (
'v 199
r--- + 1.65)2 = 124.14

2

X.01 135.81

x
2
005

= 140.17
.

Hence we reject this model

However, this model fits better than the other 7 modelsv with the
possible exception of 12/13/23. This model is preferred because

it is more parsimonious than 12/13/23.

Conclusion:

Of all the models, the "best fit" was achieved by model
(1,2/1,3), (h), conditional independence of variables 2 and 3. The

fit and the Freeman-Tukey residuals for this model should now be com-

puted. We rearrange the data into 100 2x2 small tables. Each has

the structure:

Department i

_Admit _ Deny_

Male

Female

for all departments i = 1,2,..., 100.

1.127
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Within each of these tables, the sex and admit/deny variables are

independent;

i.e:
Xill xi22

04_ : 1.
i x--- x

il2 i22

We next give the stem-and-leaf and boxplot of the F-T residuals.

suppress displaying the 100x2x2 array of the rearranged data and

residuals because of lack of space.

The stem-and-leaf display of the residuals is symmetric, and

indicates that there are very few deviant cells. In fact, we see

only 7 cells > 1.96 in absolute value, a number much smaller than
the .05(400) = 20 expected by chance. Perhaps the variance of the

residuals is smaller than 1.

Jt,
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RES

8LE ' RES '.
0.0100
LO I -3.5647 -2.7362 2.6693

LO I -1.2542 -1.2460 -1.1913

-10 I 641
-9 I 0
-8 I 87444210

754100
-6 I 88655444332200

-5 1 8733320
-4 1 964444333
-3 I 9987766555444442110000-
-2 1 98865443333333321111111000=
-1 I 999987766654443333200000000=
-0 I 8777666665574473333221111000
0 I 0000000000002222223344555555678888999
1 1 001122333344444444556666777788
2 1000011233334555567888888899-
3 I 00000011111112223333444555666666667778899
4 1 11111112334456677789999
5 1 001112223355666679
6 1 0013445688999
7 I 233336789
8 1 0001388

9 I 0034489
10 1 03379
11 I 2247
12_ 13
HI I 1.2798 1.3622 1.4135

HI I 2.6020

RES THREE

MALE UNIT: 0.1000
-2.0000 0.0000

+
kBLE: RES

-2.0501
-1.1800

1.4280

2.0000
+

-',6364

1.6604

-1.5076
-1.1156

1.8300

4.0000
+

-1.4176

2.0604

6.0000
+

-1.2842

2.2110

* * *** +--+--+ *

* * *< I + I >** ** ** *

* * *** +--+--+ *



QmPt4

Name

Quiz; Unit 9

Write all your answers on these pages. Point totals are given in
parentheses prior to each question. You have sixty (60) minutes for
this quiz. Good luck!

(40) 1. You are interested in the relationship between family income
and the number of children per family in a small township of
1000 families.

Unfortunately, you do not have available the family income
and number of children for each family. Your research
assistant has been able to gather from each family only
answers to the two questions:

Is your family income (annual) greater than $8000 or
less than $8000?

Does your family have 3 or more children, or 2 or
fewer children?

a. Explain briefly to your township supervisor what you have
implied by the statement:

"Based on this two dimensional contingency
table, the number of children per family is
independent of the annual family income."



Module IV

b. Your research assistant has misplaced the actual cell counts
for the table, but has managed to keep the one-dimensional
margins of the table in his head.

The margins are

children

ramily income

< $F000 > $8000 _

< 3 - 550---------

> 3 -450

300 700 1000

Amaze your research assistant by computing a two dimensional
table from these one dimensional margins that exhibits no
interaction.

c. Fortunately, your summer intern has filed away the actual cell
counts. She says that the observed frequencies are:

family income

Children

< 3

> 3

< $8000 > $8000

200 35t,

100 350
4

Please construct and test a hypothesis for your supervisor for
no interaction in the observed table. Use a = .025. Is there
any interaction present?

11.32
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You_are interested in studying what patient- characteristics
influence the length of stay of hospital patients after
surgical procedures have been performed on them;

You have data on 10000 surgical patients from Massachusetts
General Hospital in 1976.

The patients are placed into cells of a 4 dimensional
contingency table with variables:

Var. 1: Length of Stay, 4 categories:
< 1 day, 1 day - 1 week,

1 week - 1 month, >1 month.

Var. 2: Age, 3 categories:
< 30 years, 30=50 years, > 50 years

Var. 3: Sex, 2 categories:
Male, Female

Var. 4: Preoperative status, 4 categories:
1 = excellent, 2 = good, 3 = fair, 4 = poor

You use the stepwiae procedure to fit loglinear models to this
4x3x2x4 table.

The first stage of the fitting process yields the following
results:

Model df G
2

1/2/3/4 86 375;4
12/13/14/23/24/34 57 41;6
123/124/134/234 18 9.3

a. What can you conclude from these results with regards to
choosing the "best-fitting" log linear model?

XVI.IV.150
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Module IV

b. You find the following test statistics for each of the 2
factor interactions:

Interaction Conditions - -G2

12 193.1
13 4;6
14 125.3

23 3.2
24 5.7
34 1.9

Fill in the df column; and determine (roughly) which 2
factor interactions are non-zero.

Note: Conditional G2 statistics are differences of C2
statistics for specific models. For example

01/2/3 12/3
Gf12] = 193.1

c. Based on these results, write down the "best" loglindar
model for this table in terms of the appropriate U-terms,
and, in the context of this example, interpret it.

1134
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(10) 3. You are interviewing individuals at random in the community to
determine preferences for home energy consumption.

You ask each individual which of the following 4 energy alter-
natives hcishe prefers:

Natural Gas
Oil_
Coal
Solar Power

The 1000 individuals sampled have the following preferences:

# individuals

Natural Gas 270

Oil 260

Coal 280
Solar' 190

1000

Test whether individual preferences are uniformly distributed
among these 4 alternatives.
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Module IV

Quiz, Unit 9
Solutions

1. a. Since this answer is directed to .a layman of both exploratory
data analysis and statistics, perhaps the simplest and most ef-
fective response would be to say:

"Independence implies that the variables do hot__
influence one another in a consistent* measurable
way. It is not possible to predict_With accuracy
the number of children in a family based upon their

income."

A more technical response which would assume a background in

the subject would be to say that:

"The contribution of one category of a facto,: does_
not help define the contribution of any category of

the other factor; In other words, the probability

of a given observation falling in particular cell of

the table is equal to the product of the marginal

probabilities."

The form of the table of raw data can be des-

cribed by the form:

8,000
In came

> 8,000

children

-<3

where y represent
values (predicted or
observed} Of the !;able
and a and b are positive
constants

b. The model of independence in the table is given by

log mij = U + U_ +
2

where mid is a predicted cell value
and U is the grand mean

U1 is the additional contribu-
tion to the grand mean
associated with the first
variable

U the additional contribution
2 of the second variable

-LI 36
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x -x
m
ij

is also given by the equation m
ij

= 41
++

where each
i+

is a row sum
f

each x is a column sum

x is the sun of all cell values (all xij

The solution (given the marginal sums) is

1/

children

> 3

<$8,000

(550)(3m)_
165lmo

>$8,000

(500)(700)
1,000 = 385 550

(450)(300)
1;000 = 135

(450)(700)
1,000 = 315 450

300 700 1,000

The "null" hypothesis to be tested is that there is no inter-
action between family income and the number of children (i.e.
U--
12

= 0).

To test this hypothesis we use the X2 formula:

X-2
(Observed value - EX1,ected Value)2

= Expected Value

We calcu1ato.2 the expected val,:es in b above under the
assumption of Independence (i.. U12 = 0); The observfd
values are given in this question;

2

The respective
(Oba- values for the table are

Eicp.

7;41 3;18

9;07 3;89

XVI.IV.154
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Module IV

Using a .05 for a one-tail test, we find z = 1.65.

Since ViN73T., 4.86 >1.65 the null hypothesis is rejected.

Our conclusion is that an interaction between the variables
probably does exist and that our assumption of independence
was probably incorrect.

_ -2
2. a. By comparing the nubber of degrees of freedom_(d.f.) withthe G

value for es.ch model we can diadoVet which model fits best.

The model of independence (1/2/3/4) is apparently much
too simple; the G2 is almost four times the number of
degrees of freedom.

The model of all two factor interactions displays a G2
to d.f. ratio of .73 which is closest to 1 of any of
the three models. However, as shown by the ratio of
less than one, the model is "overfit". A simpler model
might be preferred.

The model of three factor interactions is much too complex
with a G2/d.f. ratio of about .52.

The 12/13/14/23/24/34 is therefore the "best-fitting"
model of the three given. Partitioning of this model
would be advised to get a r mpler model which is not

overfit.

b. TO calculate the degrees of fteedom_fOr each interaction we
must consider the number Of dategor180 for each variable

Variable 1
2

3

4

has

,,

4

3

2

4

categor!, Let I = 4
J = 3
K = 2
Liz4

Since the question asks for_the number of degrees of freedom
for each interaction the calculation are straightforward
multiplications of the degrees of freedom of the involved
variables. Therefore the result is:

Interaction G2 d.f.-

12 193.1 (I=1)(J-1) = 6

13 4.6 (T-1)(K-1) = 3

14 125.3 (I=1) (L-1) = 9

23 3.2 (J-1)(K-1) = 2

24 5.7 (J =1) (L -1) = 6

34 1.9 (K=1)(L-1) = 3

1138
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The question alaci_aakil what two factor interactions are non-zero.

The sheer magnitude of the (; makes it apparent that 12_and14 are

non-zero; They are so overwhelming that inclusion of the others

would probably contribute little to the goodness of fit of the

model;

c. The best log-linear model is given by:

log mijki U + Ul + U2 + Uj + U4 + U12 U
14

Length -of stayiu4ge_sex, and preoperative status each

contribute_in describihg particular types of patients and the

frequency which they can -be expected to_be observed. In ad-

dicioni there is a relationship (an interaction) between

length of stay and agej and between-length of stay and pre-

operative status. Although we do not know for sure what

these relationships are; -we can postulate that perhaps the very

young or very old normally require extra care in their treatment

and therefore generally stay longer. Similarly; it can be

reasoned that the worse the preoperative status of the patient

the longer he or she will have tO'stay in the hospital.

_There are no other significant two factor interactions nor

are there any three factor relationships which help much in

describing the patient population;

3. If individual-- preferences of energy alternatives are uniformly

distributed; each category would have the same number of obser-

vations (neglecting sampling error); This means that the_expected

values for each of the four alternatives is 250 (i.e. Le). The

4null hypothesis is 110: Pi = P2 = Pi = P=
4

_ _7 -2 -Observed - Exnectevi 2 we get
11134 4 X formula X E(

ExPected
L _tee X at 20.

With 3 degrees of freedoM; at_a 95% level of signifidahce, a table

_
value of 7.815 is fouhd. Since 20 > 7.815, the null hypothesis

is rejected. We cannot assume that the preferences are uniformly

distributed.
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Name:

Final Examination
Second Term

Module IV

All answers should be written on this test._ Total point score
IS 100. You need not answer every question; Please read the examina-

tion before you begin writing. You have 2.5 hours to complete this

examination.

Part I. This Section it worth 40 pointS, Answer all 3 questions 2 and 3)

(1) You_are interested in constiucting a linear model relating the
number of pharmacists per census tract to other policy relevant
features of the tract.

a You expect to use least squares techniques 'o estimate your
model; Consequently, you suspect that two problems may arise
because of these correlated variables.

(a) The residuals will not be independent.

(b) Their coefficient estimates will not be reliable.

(c) The F-test will produce a - -11t.

(d) Both coefficient estimate, large t-statistics.

(e) The computer may have problea,, with (X1 C) .

(f) The coefficient of determination will be indeterminant.

When you tell your supervisor about your intentions_to use
least squares to estimate the model she as's what this means.
Your reply is that it uses one specific mi:imization criterion

which is: minimize

(a) E(Y4 ii)

ElYi Yil

(c) E(Y - Y )
2

i i

(d) E(q.

(e) None of the above.

0
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c.. You continue yout_ekplanation by saying that; "If the assump-
tions lInderlYing leas.-._tqUardt hold, then this procedure yields

optimal datimates of the coefficients" What are the assump-

tions?

d. "But in what sense are least squares regression lines optimal?"
she asks. You reply...

e. "Ok", your colleagne says, "so they are optimal when the
assumptions hold. But suppose for our data the assumptions
do not hold. Mitt does this imply_with regards to the dis-
tributions of the standard set of test statistics that we
always compute?
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Module IV

a. Your supervisor states that 5% of the census tracts in

Pittsburgh have median family size greater than_6 indiVidhalS/

family. In disbelief;you_gather data on the 86 census tracts
And find that median family_size per tract is remarkably well

behaved, with p = 4.5 and 452 = .20. Is your supervisor

Correct? Why or why not?

b. The computer center -at Robber Baron University claims a -95%
availability for their U -250 computer. You are somewhat
skeptical of this statement; so you gather data for the 30
days that you used the system for your latest paper. You
calculate the average availability to be 85% with associated
standard deviation PI of 5%.

(i) Construct a 95% confidence interval for the true Percentage.

1142
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(ii) Based on this interval, state and test a hypothesis (a ic .05)

to determine the truth of the computer center's assertion.

(iii) Are the distributional assumptions that you made to
test the hypothesis in (ii) appropriate? Why or why

not?



Module IV

3. You are interested in studying what Patient characteristics
influence the length of t*,y of hospital patients after
surgical procedures ha ;A performed on them.

You have data on 10000 ..111gical patients from Massachusetts
General Hospital in 1976:

The- patients -are placed into cells of a 4 dimensional
contingency table with variables:

Var. 1: Length of Stay; 4 categories:
< 1 dayi 1 day .7. 1 week,

1 week - 1 month, > 1 month.

Var. 2: Age, 3 categories:
< 30 years, 30-50 years, > 50 years

Var. 3: Sex, 2 categories:
Male, Female

Var.4: Preoperative status, 4 categories:
1 = excellent, 2 = good, 3 = fatr, 4 = poor

You use the stepwise procedure to fit loglinear models to this
4x3x2V table.

The first stage of the fittiu6 process yields the following
results:

Model df G
2

1/2/3/4 86 375.4
12/13/14/23/24/34 57 41.6
123/124/134/234 18 9.3

a. What can you conclude from these result? with regards to
choosing the "best-fitting" log linear model?

1144
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b. You find the following test statistics for each of the 2

factor interactions:

Interaction ConditiOnal-G3

12 193.1

13 4;6

14 125;3

23 3;a
24 5;7

34 1;9

Fill in the df column, and determine (roughly) which 2

factor interactions are non-zero.

Note: COnditiOnalG
flatistics-fOr

G1/2/3 12/3

2 statistics are differences of G2

specific models. For example

= Gf
12]

= 193.1

c. Based on these results, write down the "best" loglinear

model for this table in terms of the appropriate U-terms,

and, in the context of this example, interpret it.

1115
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Part II. This section is worth 40 points. Answer 5 of the 7 questions,

1. If sfr',,,le asked you to describe how exploratory and cunfirmatory
techniques differed and what they were used for, how would you

respond?

2. What feature distinguiShes a table on which you would perform a two-

way analysis from a table to which you would fit a log-II.4ar model?

1146
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3. What does an extended fit incorporate that a simple two-way analysis
does not?

Choose one:

(a) additive differences

(b) multiplicative effects

Cc) column medians of zero

(d)
a UI2(ii)

interaction term

4. Suppose that a sample of voters in a certain district were selected
by choosing every hundredth person from the list of registered voters
and including that person and his/her spouse in the sample. Would
this be a random sample? Why or why not?

5. After performing 4 half-steps of median polish, your two -way
table -of bordered and ordered residuals shows large positive
values in the upper left and lower right corners and large nega-
tive values in the upper right and lower left corners. You should:

Choose one:

(a) Go to an extended fit

(b) Perform more half-steps of median polish

(c) Return to the original data and perform mean polish

(d) Perform on X2 test with the observed and expected frequencies
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6. What doed a 95% confidence interval about o mean?

7. What is the definition of the expectation of a continuous random
variable if f(x) is its probability density function?

1148
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Part III
Tlu following questions are worth 20 points. All refer to chapters in

in the book by Fairley and MosteIler. There are 10 questions each with

five possible answers. Circle the one best answer.. If you haven't done

the readings and you guess at the answers how many points would you gain

on average?

The following questions refer to Fairley's paper; "Accidents on Route 2 ".

1. In his initial exploration of the data on accidents Fairly used a
stem-and-leaf display and concluded that:

a. quarterly totals of accidents could not be predicted accurately
by simply using an average value.

b; the -count of accidents by quarter should be transformed by
taking its log and then predictions would be straightforward

c; the data were remarkably symmetric

d; missing values precluded any classical analysis

e; :
a regression using least squares estimation would yield
unacceptably low t-statistics for the time variables

When exploring year and quarter effects simultaneously Fairley
tried an additive model and the following.procedure to fit it:

a. Log-linear contingency table analysis

b. Linear regression

c. Median polish

d. Eitended fit

e. None of the above
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3. He also tried a multiplicative model. This involved

a. testing for interactions

b. multiplying marginals

c. adding an extended fit

di multiplying by the conditional typical

e. none of the above

The following questions refer to the chapter "A Statistical Search

for Unusually Effective Schools" by Riltgaard and Hall.

4. They used regression primarily as

a. a confirmatory procedure

b. an exploratory procedure

c. an inferential precgdure

d. an experimental procedure

e. an effective procedure

5. The policy implication that they derived from their study was

a. We need to build more effective schools

b. Unusually effective schools cannot be produced

c. Studies of educational effectiveness should focus on classrooms
and programs

d. Studies of educational effectiveness are doomed to failure
because of colinearity problems

e. Rural schools are more effective then urban schools.
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The_follOWIng question refers to the chapter by Shepard on "The Wait
to See the Doctor".

6. Using a two -way analysis he concluded that;

a. Doctor workload was significant at the 52 level

b. Late startup of the clinic could not be represented in a
linear model

c. Late startup was a more important factor than doctor workload

d. Doctor workload was a more important factor than late startup

e; Race of doctor interacted with race of patient

The following questions refer to_the chapter by Lave and Seakin,

"Does Air Pollution Shorten Lives?"

7. This chapter

a. proves that air pollution shortens life

b. shows that nothing can be proven using regression

c. proves -that exploratory data analytic procedures are superior

to'confirmatory procedures

d; could be improved by an extended_study of the Sensitivity of

the results to the assumptions of least squares

e. could -be improved_by an extended study-of the sensitivity

of the elasticities to the transformations performed

Another implication they draw is:

a; in modern Americani reducing air pollution is the only way to

lengthen life expectancy

b; the elasticity of poverty_ indicates
will result from a reduction in air

c; regression procedurde ShoUld not be
SMSAs.

d; the most useful decision variable is
pollutant

e; the most useful decision variable is
pollutant
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Module IV

The next questionsrefer_to the chapter by Gilbert, Light and Hosteller;
"Assessing Social Innovations".

9. They distinguish between the following types of field trials:

a; Expensive and inexpensive

b. Purposeful and integrative

c. Continuous and discrete

d. Survey based and experimental

e. Randomized and nonrandomized

10. This chapter described the application of which procedure in a
policy context:

a. Exploratory analysis

b. Hypothesis testing

c. Experimental meteorology

d. Normal deviates

e. Ridge regression



Final Examination, Second Term
Solutions

Part I.

I) a. parts b. and e.

b. part c.

c. Assumptions are

i. The model is correct, i.e., y is a linear function of the
1x s.

ii. Residuals are independent

iii. Residuals are homoscedaStid

iv. Residuals are GaUSSian (0,d )

d. Of ali_linear unbiaadd estimates, the least squar..is regression
line yields residuals with minimum variance. The line is__

"optimal" in this sense only if the four assumptions are true.

e. i. If the model is not correct, the regression coefficients do
not estimate the true population values. The coefficient
estimates will be biased, although still normally distributed.

ii. If the residuald are not independent, then one must consider
the covariancett of y and yi when calcUlating sample distri-

butions. The sins of Squar4s will be- x2, -or mixtures of X2,

but the degrees of freedom are indeterminate. This fact

influenceS the distribution of t statistics; R2, and the

F statistic.

iii. If the errors are heteroscedastic, then the residuals are
not identically distributed. The sums of squares will be
mixtures of x2 With varying degrees of freedom. The regression

coefficient estimates Will be linear combinations of Gaussian

random variables. We will not knowthe linear combinations
or mixtures unless we know the variance structure of the

errors;

iv. Invalidation of the assumption of Gaussianity is the most

severe. None of the null hypothesized distributions will
obtain; moreover, it may be quite difficult to compute the

true distributions.
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Module IV

2) a. Median Family size Gau (4.5, .20)

median family size - 4.5 Gau (oiI)

Pr {median family size >6)

pr {median family size - 4.5 6 - 4.5

1755 1716

P {Z >3.33) < .001

Our supervisor, who claims that

Pfmedian family size >6) .05 is incorrect

b. i. With a large number of observations, a 95% confidence interval

is

p + Z
;025

_)

.85 + 1.96 (.05)

(.752, .948)

Ho'
P = .95

HI
:P # .95

Since our confidence_intervai_that we constructedin part
i, (.752, ;948), does not contain ;95i we reject Ho. Wd

do not agree with the computer center.

iii. We have relied on-- the-assumption that our data are
approximately- Gaussian. However, the true- distribution

is quite skewed_with such a large P. In light of this
skevness; a sample size of 30 is not large enough to
justify our assumption;
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QMPM

3) A. The "best-fitting" log-linear model wi11 have several two factor

interactions, but should not have any three factor interactions.

b. Interaction df

12 6

13 3

14 9

23 2

24. 6

34 3

c. Model:

nonzero

nonzero

R =- = U + U +U +U +U +U
ij kit 1(i) 2(j) 3(k) 4(k) I2(i ) 14(it)

Conditional on a patient's length of Stay, his or her age and

preoperative status are independent.

XVI.
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Module IV

Part II.

1. Confirmatory techniques -make distributional assumptions abOdt the

data; Based on these_assumptionsi_inferences are_made concerning

the probabilities_of_various outcomes, and most likely parameter

values;- Of course, if the distributions are not accurate, then

the inferences are invalid.

Exploratory techniques do not_make_a priori assumptions about the

data; Insteadi_they examine_the_relationships among the -data and

attempt to "describe" the data based on these relationships.

Thus, even if distributional assumptions are not -true, exploratory

techniques may still be able to describe, summarize, and fit models

to data;

2. Thefeature_that distinguishes these tables is the nature of the

cell entries;_ A two - way- table-has cell entries that are values of

a third variable, a response_variable. We in fact use the row and

column variables to_"explain"_this response_variable_. In a contin-

gency table, cell (i,j) is merely a count of the number of occurences

of category i of variable Ai and category j of Variable 112;

Part b

4. This procedure does not yield a representative sample. The starting

point in- the -list must be randomly chosen. A better procedure would

be to use a table of random numbers to choose all individuals; Of

course, spouses are not selected randomly; a spouse has a probability

of unity of being in the sample if his/her spouse is included;

5. Part a;

6; A_95%_confidence interval about p implies that ifiie_obtained_N

samples and estimated p in- each sample, -and construct a 95% con-

fidence interval about each p, 95% of the intervals will contain the

true P.

7. Ixf(x)dx
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Part III.
1. Part a

2. Part e

3. Part b

4. Part b

5. Part core

6. Part c

7. Part d

8. Part d

9. Part e

10. Part b


